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Pacific peoples are migrants who have a unique and close relationship with Aotearoa 
New Zealand. The people of the realm countries, Cook Islands, Niue and Tokelau, 
have the right to New Zealand citizenship, and Samoa has a Treaty of Friendship with 
New Zealand. People from many neighbouring Pacific Island countries travelled to 
New Zealand since the 1800s related to trades and employment. New Zealand also 
had a colonial relationship with some Pacific countries, and utilised the Pacific migrant 
labour workforce to support its agricultural and manufacture industries. Many Pacific 
peoples chose to remain in New Zealand for employment and education opportunities.  
Many have, however, not realised their hopes for better employment and education 
opportunities. Pacific peoples are disproportionately represented in poor health and 
education outcomes in New Zealand. The New Zealand Government and tertiary 
institutions have attempted to address this disparity over the years. Education is one 
of the determinants of health. Increasing the Pacific health workforce and improving 
education outcomes is likely to contribute to better employment opportunities and 
health outcomes for Pacific peoples in New Zealand. There is very little research on 
Pacific students studying towards a career in health in tertiary institutions. 
Understanding how best to support students in this environment will assist in enabling 
them to achieve their goals and aspirations. 
The specific objectives of this research are: 
1. What are the enablers and barriers for Health Sciences Pacific students' transition 
in the first two years at university? 
2. To what extent can the enablers and barriers for Pacific students in this study be 
understood in the context of Vincent Tinto’s theoretical model(s) with regards to first-
year integration and retention?  
3. What conceptual holistic theoretical model could be proposed that would be relevant 
for the experiences of Pacific students' success in higher education? 
  




The Kakala Pacific research methodology and Talanoa method were utilised as the 
overarching Pacific research frameworks. Twenty students purposively sampled from 
all students who identified with at least one Pacific ethnicity enrolled at the University 
of Otago Health Sciences First Year Programme in 2015, were eligible for inclusion 
as participants. Eligible participants were stratified by ethnicity and gender and 
randomly selected to be invited for the research. Of the twenty participants, fifteen 
were recruited during the University Early Orientation Programme (EOP), and five 
were recruited from those who did not attend the EOP. Where a potential participant 
declined to be involved, the next person on the randomised list was approached. 
Participants signed a consent form which included the consent to participate and 
access to their academic performance and progress. Each participant was interviewed 
three times in their first year and once in their second year at university (80 planned 
interviews in total). All interviews were conducted at a time and place that suited the 
participants. Seventy-six of the total 80 interviews were completed, with an average 
time of 50 minutes for each interview. Two students left the University after their first 
year and were interviewed by telephone. Thematic analysis of the data was conducted 
utilising both inductive and deductive approaches, with information from the four 
interview periods, and for each participant across their four interviews. Ethical approval 
was obtained from the University of Otago Ethics Committee.  
 
Results 
The enablers and barriers were explored specifically for the areas outlined in Tinto’s 
Model. These were family background, individual attributes (skills/abilities), pre-
college schooling (prior schooling), goal and institutional commitments, institutions 
academic and social systems integration, interactions with Faculty (staff) and the 
interactions between areas that can impact on students’ decision to drop out or persist 
at the University. The results showed that all components of Tinto’s Model were 
important for Pacific students, as they transitioned into the tertiary environment. There 
were, however, additional components identified inductively from the data that were 
very important for Pacific students, but not included in Tinto’s Model. These were 
culture, identity, and health and well-being. The components that were important for 
the participants’ health and well-being were: spiritual well-being, psychological well-
being, physical well-being and social well-being.  




Tinto’s models were relevant for Pacific students in all their aspects, but could not 
explain in full, what was important for the integration and retention of Pacific students 
in higher education. These additional areas were related to their culture and identity 
as well as their health and well-being. Pacific Health is viewed in a holistic way and 
there were four components of their well-being that were identified from the data as 
important. These were their spiritual well-being, psychological well-being, physical 
well-being, and their social well-being. These aspects are aligned with Pacific models 
of health such as the Fonofale Model as well as the Hauora Māori Model of Health Te 
Whare Tapa Whā. These additional components will be important for institutions in 
New Zealand to consider, for effective support for Pacific students’ transitioning into 
the tertiary environment. To encompass all of these, this research proposes a revised 
Tinto model which includes these key components for the success of Pacific students 
in higher education. The new model is called Folauga. Folau or Folauga means The 
Journey in the Samoan language. Pacific peoples are navigators travelling long 
distances to populate the many islands in the Pacific using double-hull canoes (vaa or 
waka). The Folauga model is presented as an outrigger/canoe. The body of the vaa 
consists of the Tinto model. The additional components of the vaa consists of culture, 
identity and the four aspects of health and well-being. These additional components 




This research provides recommendations that education institutions and the 
government ought to consider, to ensure effective support for the transition into, and 
the success of Pacific students in higher education: 
1. Holistic Approach – a holistic approach is required for the effective support of 
Pacific students’ transition and success in higher education. 
2. Cultural Capital – embracing the cultural capital Pacific students bring to the 
tertiary environment is critical to their success.  
3. Identity – create an environment that is supportive of students’ diverse 
backgrounds and identities.  
• Health and Well-being – provide support for Pacific students’ spiritual, 
mental, physical and social well-being within the tertiary environment, 
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ensuring both preventative interventions, and easy access to well-being and 
relevant pastoral care support. 
4. Capacity Building – strategic investment in a national Pacific-coordinated pipeline 
encouraging Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) subjects in 
schools (e.g. Health Sciences academies) to support students’ preparedness for 
tertiary studies.  
5. Targeted support: 
• Academic support – increase investment in targeted academic support for 
Pacific students in tertiary studies, as many enter higher education lacking 
the required academic preparation from high schools. 
• Mentoring support – increase investment in mentoring programmes to 
support the transition of Pacific students into the tertiary environment, and 
where possible utilise senior Pacific students as mentors. 
6. Racism – institutional leaders to take an active approach to address issues of 
institutional racism, and to show leadership through modelling positive behaviour.  
7. Other – these findings and recommendations are relevant for all students. Much 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction  
Throughout my professional life as a health-science teacher and experience working 
with first-year students as they transition into university, I have become aware that 
tertiary institutions could do more to support these students. Being awarded the Prime 
Minister’s award for excellence in tertiary teaching in 2018 and professorial promotion 
in 2020, I have had the opportunity to reflect on my role and the role of tertiary 
institutions to influence positive outcomes. My own experiences as a migrant studying 
to become a medical doctor in New Zealand, trying to maintain my Samoan identity 
within a new learning environment, and observing how Pacific students continued to 
struggle in the tertiary environment, have raised questions for me about how 
institutions can better support Pacific students. Tertiary institutions responsibilities, 
social responsiveness and role to address inequities in society justifies the need for 
closer examination of the issues highlighted in this research.  
 
1.1 Overview of Pacific Peoples’ Health  
Pacific peoples are disproportionately represented in poor health and education 
outcomes in New Zealand.(1-7) Aside from research reporting on the impact of 
measles on Pacific children in the 1950s, data were not routinely collected about the 
health of Pacific peoples in New Zealand prior to the 1960s.(8) The Tokelau Island 
migrant studies from 1968-1971 reported a negative impact on the health of those who 
had migrated to New Zealand.(9-14) These negative impacts included increasing 
dietary problems, obesity and skin infections.(10, 15, 16) The impact of migration on 
Tokelauan adults were an increase in chronic illnesses such as diabetes, gout, heart 
disease and hypertension.(14, 17, 18) The prevalence of diabetes increased by nearly 
five percent for women and two percent for men compared to the prevalence before 
migration.(19) There was also early evidence of barriers to accessing healthcare which 
were compounded by language and cultural challenges.(20)  
 
More evidence of Pacific peoples’ poor health outcomes compared to the total 
population in New Zealand began to emerge in the 1980s, through the Public Health 
Commission report.(21) Pacific peoples had higher rates of renal failure from diabetes, 
asthma, respiratory illnesses, infectious diseases and non-intentional injuries. Pacific 
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children were twenty times more likely to be hospitalised for measles (1984/1985), and 
three times more likely to have pneumonia (1987/1991) compared to New Zealand 
Europeans.  
 
More evidence on the inequities between the health of Pacific peoples compared to 
non-Pacific peoples in New Zealand was reported in the 1990s.(22-26) Further 
research highlighted the barriers to accessing healthcare.(21, 27) In response, Pacific 
communities began to advocate for health services that were responsive to their 
needs.(28) Furthermore, the unemployment rate for Pacific peoples in 1994 was 23 
percent compared to 9.5 percent for the total population.(29) The then government 
initiated efforts to address the situation through a combined Ministry of Health and 
Ministry of Pacific Islands Affairs national strategy,(30) and a new Chief Advisor Pacific 
position in the Ministry of Health was established in 1997.  
 
1.2 Equity 
Social disparity has existed in many societies over time. Engels reflected on the 
conditions of the working class in England, and felt that good health seemed out of 
reach for the lower class.(31) The Declaration of Alma Ata in 1978, with the aspirations 
of “Health for All”, highlighted the inequalities between developed and developing 
countries.(32) More research was published in the 1970s about the social 
determinants of health and equity(33) and community and societal factors that had an 
impact on health outcomes.(34-38) In 1980, the Black report presented the situation 
on social inequalities and suggested how the United Kingdom Government could 
address these.(39) There were also efforts in the 1990s to assist understanding of 
health equity within and between countries.(40, 41) In 2011, the World Health 
Organisation reaffirmed its focus on equity: 
 
We reaffirm that health inequities within and between countries are politically, 
socially and economically unacceptable, as well as unfair and largely avoidable, 
and that the promotion of health equity is essential to sustainable development 
and to a better quality of life and well-being for all, which in turn can contribute 
to peace and security.(42) 
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Equity and equality are different concepts. “Equality can be described as the state of 
being equal, especially in terms of status, rights and opportunities. Equality is 
sameness, while equity is an ethical construct that recognises that different groups 
may require different approaches and resources to achieve the same outcomes”. [39] 
Uniform approaches can result in inequitable outcomes if it does not take into account 
contextual differences between people and communities.  
 
In 2018, the New Zealand Government mandated the Ministry of Health to take a bold 
approach to address equity issues and persistent disparities.(43) The Ministry of 
Health developed a definition for equity as:  
 
In Aotearoa New Zealand, people have differences in health that are not only 
avoidable but unfair and unjust. Equity recognises different people with different 
levels of advantage require different approaches and resources to get equitable 
outcomes.(44)  
 
Disparities in health between Pacific and non-Pacific peoples have been reported for 
more than five decades.(8, 21, 45-48) The New Zealand Government has recognised 
over many years the need to improve the health and well-being of Pacific peoples in 
New Zealand. Despite the various efforts to address these inequities in health with 
some improvements, disparities continue to exist. 
 
1.3 Education and Health 
Education is an important determinant of health because it impacts on employment, 
level of income, and housing. Research shows that those who have a higher level of 
education have better employment opportunities,(49) better general well-being, and 
greater job satisfaction.(50) The New Zealand Ministry of Education endorsed a 
number of Pasifika Education Plans since 1996 in the effort to improve the 
engagement and success of Pacific students.(51-53) The latest government strategy 
is the Pasifika Education Plan (2020-2030).(54) It has a focus which includes 
addressing systemic racism and discrimination, enabling educators to have cultural 
competencies, and the co-design of education opportunities with Pacific families. 
Previous government policies, however, contributed to unequal access to education, 
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for example, through the removal of school zones encouraging competitive behaviours 
amongst education providers.(55) In other instances, funding for successful initiatives 
ceased despite evidence of effective outcomes.(56)  
 
A review of Tertiary Education Strategies(57) investigated the impact of government 
policies on the support for participation and success of Pacific learners, including the 
views of tertiary institutions on how government policies supported organisational 
changes. Three Tertiary Education Strategies (2002-2007, 2007-2012, and 2010-
2015) were included in the review period. The objectives in these strategies of 
improving the participation, retention and completion of Pacific students in tertiary 
studies remained the same. The latter strategies placed more emphasis on retention 
and completion, with more accountability through performance targets by Tertiary 
Education Institutions. This review reported increased participation of Pacific students 
in tertiary studies from 2002 to 2009, however, the gap in the academic achievements 
of Pacific compared to non-Pacific students remained unchanged. There were 
inconsistencies in key performance indicators for Pacific-related performance set by 
tertiary institutions, and recommended that the Tertiary Education Strategies include 
consistent performance management activities and Pacific responsiveness.  
 
Other Efforts to Support Pacific Learners 
Non-government organisations and Pacific community groups have also made efforts 
to support the success of Pacific students in education. Some initiatives were funded 
privately,(56) others through the government sources.(58) Church communities have 
also supported their communities to participate in education.(59) Pacific researchers 
have also developed frameworks to support the participation of Pacific students in 
education. The Ethnic Interface Model(60) outlined the complex relationships between 
Pacific learners and education institutions that were important for educators to 
understand. Other researchers proposed best practice for supporting Pacific 
learners.(61-63) These practices included strength-based approaches that valued the 
strengths and cultural capital students bring into the learning environment, setting high 
expectations, and starting with what worked best for the student.(61, 64) Fiso 
suggested holistic approaches, which were cognisant of cultural values as part of the 
overall support provided, were needed.(62)  
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1.4 Pacific Health Workforce  
The Ministry of Health identified Pacific health workforce development as a critical 
component in its efforts to improve the health of Pacific peoples in New Zealand.(65-
68) Increasing the Pacific health workforce is one of its priorities.(69) The annual 
reports to the Minister of Health from the regulatory health organisations, where 
ethnicity data was available, reported Pacific peoples as significantly under-
represented across the New Zealand health workforce. There are sixteen New 
Zealand health regulatory authorities legislated under the Health Practitioners 
Competence Assurance Act 2003.(70) There were 16,292 doctors registered in New 
Zealand in 2018 and Pacific doctors made up 1.8 percent of the total New Zealand 
workforce(71) This proportion had dropped compared to the proportion of Pacific 
doctors in the medical workforce in 2015 (2 percent). In 2019, of the 51,700 registered 
practising nurses and total nursing workforce (54,456), four percent identified as 
Pacific.(72) In this workforce, seven Pacific nurses were working as nurse 
practitioners. There were 78 registered nurses working with Pacific providers and eight 
percent of the nursing mental health workforce identified as being of Pacific descent.  
 
The latest information published by the New Zealand Dental Council outlined the 
number and proportion of Pacific peoples in the workforce.(73) In this report, there 
were 2,456 dentists registered with the New Zealand Dental Council. Of these, 21 (0.8 
percent) dentists identified as Pacific. Of the 964 dental therapists, 45 (5.2 percent) 
identified as Pacific. Of the 812 dental hygienists and orthodontic auxiliaries, 38 (5.2 
percent) identified as Pacific. Of the 333 dental technicians, 11 (3.2 percent) identified 
as Pacific. In 2019, 7094 physiotherapists were registered with the New Zealand 
Physiotherapy Board, and of these 5422 held a practising certificate.(74) Of those who 
held an annual practising certificate, 1.4 percent identified as Pacific. The Pharmacy 
Council of New Zealand reported a total of 3,832 practising pharmacists, of which 38 
(one percent) identified as Pacific.(75)  
 
The Medical Sciences Council of New Zealand is responsible for overseeing medical 
laboratory sciences and anaesthetic technology training. In 2019, there were 4576 
practitioners who held a current annual practising certificate with the Medical Sciences 
Council.(76) The annual report did not provide a breakdown of ethnicity data for its 
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workforce. In 2017, the New Zealand Psychologists’ Board granted 2757 annual 
practising certificates.(77) Similarly, it did not include ethnicity data in its annual report.  
 
1.5 Pacific Health Services  
The New Zealand health system was restructured in the 1990s and provided Pacific 
communities with opportunities to establish services to suit the needs of their people. 
These opportunities led to the establishment of the Langimalie Health Centre, 
Southseas Health, Healthstar Pacific, and Pasifika Fono (Auckland); K’aute Pasifika 
(Hamilton); Pacific Health (Wellington); Pacific Trust Canterbury (Christchurch) and 
Otago Pacific Peoples Health Trust (Dunedin).(29) To further support efforts in 2002, 
the government launched the Pacific Health and Disability Plan.(65) Cultural 
competency and safety(70, 78) was highlighted in the Plan as important for the 
delivery of health services. The successful meningococcal vaccination campaign, 
which engaged the Pacific community and churches, was an example of how the 
inclusion of cultural responsive approaches can achieve positive outcomes.(79) These 
coordinated efforts resulted in the dramatic decrease in the incidence of meningitis in 
Pacific infants from 504.2 to 58.2 per 100,000 in 2005.  
 
Recent research showed, however, that inequities still exist with Pacific peoples’ life 
expectancy five years less compared to the total New Zealand population.(26) Life 
expectancy has improved over time, however, the gap between Pacific peoples and 
non-Pacific peoples in New Zealand has not significantly reduced.(25) Amenable 
mortality is defined as deaths that could be prevented for people under the age of 75 
years with effective and timely healthcare. Research reported the amenable mortality 
for Pacific peoples(47.3 percent) is at least double that for non-Pacific peoples at 23.2 
percent.(26, 80) The proportion of Pacific peoples in New Zealand who suffer from 
more than one illness (multi-morbidity) is 13.8 percent, Māori 13.4 percent, New 
Zealand Europeans (7.6 percent) and Asians (6.9 percent).(81)  
 
A general practice study from Dunedin reported 64.3 percent of its Pacific patients had 
multiple morbidity.(82) This study also found polypharmacy in 32 percent of Pacific 
patients and 13.6 percent for Māori patients. Another research reported polypharmacy 
in 45 percent of Pacific peoples, 32 percent Māori, 20 percent Asian, and 
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approximately one quarter in New Zealand Europeans.(83) Researchers investigated 
the prevalence of different chronic conditions (diabetes, cardiovascular disease, 
congestive heart failure, gout) and respiratory illnesses in Counties Manukau.(80) The 
prevalence of chronic illnesses was the highest for Pacific peoples at 25.3 percent 
compared with Māori 21.3 percent, Indian 17.6 percent, Chinese 7.8 percent, and NZ 
European nine percent.  
 
1.6 Role of Education Institutions  
As previously alluded to, education influences income distribution and has a role in 
reducing inequality.(84) The government has made efforts to improve education 
outcomes for Pacific peoples through different strategies and plans over the years.(6, 
51, 53) Tertiary institutions can support Pacific peoples’ health through its contribution 
to increasing the Pacific health workforce. Training more Pacific health professionals 
contributes to increasing education achievement, and assists also in developing a 
diverse workforce to meet the health needs of all New Zealanders.  
 
This research is based at the University of Otago which was the first university to be 
established in New Zealand, celebrating 150 years since establishment in 2019.(85) 
It is one of the leading Health Sciences universities in New Zealand, and is the sole 
provider of professional degree-level and postgraduate qualifications in Dentistry. The 
University offers a range of Health Sciences programmes including medicine, 
dentistry, dental technology, oral health, physiotherapy, pharmacy, medical laboratory 
sciences, nursing, medical laboratory science and radiation therapy. 
 
The University of Otago’s Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) Investment Plan 
(2020-2022) signals a desire to “re-orient Otago from being a university of Scottish 
heritage, to one that more boldly embraces our location in the Pacific region, and is 
fully reflective of the increasing diversity of New Zealand Society”.(86) In 2018, there 
were 18,840 full time students (domestic and international) attending the University of 
Otago, of which 4.7 percent were Pacific students. Of all domestic students, 5.2 
percent identified as being of Pacific descent. The University has supported the 
training of Pacific health professionals from within New Zealand and the Pacific Islands 
for many years.(87) It contributed to the training of many leaders who have since 
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returned to provide leadership for their own Pacific countries. Some of these include 
Ratu Sir Kamisese Mara (first Prime Minister of Fiji), Sir Tom Davis (former Prime 
Minister of the Cook Islands), Dr Rui Araujo (former Prime Minister of East Timor), and 
Dr Sione Tapa (former Minister of Health for Tonga and also held significant roles in 
the World Health Organisation). Dr Viopapa Annandale, an Otago medical graduate 
from Samoa, was awarded an honorary doctorate to mark the sesquicentennial 
celebrations of the University in 2019 for her work in advancing the health of Pacific 
women in the region.(88) As part of the University’s further commitment to the 
developments and aspirations for Pacific peoples, it established the University of 
Otago Pacific Strategic Framework (2013-2020).(89) The framework outlined six goals 
it is committed to:  
 
1. Demonstrating and valuing leadership on Pacific matters 
2. Encouraging Pacific research excellence 
3. Strengthening community engagement 
4. Promoting growth and development 
5. Encouraging Pacific curricula 
6. Contributing to the Pacific curricula and international progress  
 
Within the fourth goal of promoting growth and development there are a number of 
strategies and activities about how these could be achieved. These activities include 
ideas for increasing the recruitment, retention and completion rates of Pacific students. 
In addition, further policies and programmes were developed to support the 
participation and success of Pacific students.(90-92) For example, a mirror on society 
policy was endorsed in the Division of Health Sciences with the aim to train a health 
workforce that mirrors the New Zealand population.(93)  
 
In 2010, of all students in the University of Otago’s health professional programmes, 
2.3 percent identified as Pacific compared to eight percent in the total population.(94) 
In 2016, the University reported a 121 percent increase in the proportion of Pacific 
students across its health professional programmes, a result of activities within Health 
Sciences to support Pacific students’ engagement.(95) The University also achieved 
a similar increase of 124 percent for its indigenous population. The increase was more 
pronounced for those in the medical programme with increases of 133 percent for 
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Pacific and 179 percent in its indigenous student populations. Furthermore, in 2016 
for the first time in the history of the medical school, the proportion of Pacific students 
entering the Otago medical programme achieved proportional representation (eight 
percent intake).  
 
While the University has made efforts to increase the participation of Pacific peoples 
in the health workforce, there were other approaches to increase engagement with 
Pacific communities. These included engaging the community in teaching 
programmes, and involving community leaders in providing advice and guidance in 
engagement processes. In 2017, the Division of Health Sciences endorsed the 
incorporation of Pacific health content across all its health programmes. In 2019, for 
the first time since the Otago Medical School was established, Pacific Health was 
endorsed as one of the seven domains of the Otago Medical School programme. 
These efforts are aligned with goal five of the Pacific Strategic Framework, which 
encourages Pacific content to be incorporated into University curricula.(89) A Centre 
for Pacific Health was established in 2018 to further strengthen support for Pacific 
developments in teaching and research in the Division of Health Sciences.(96)  
 
In addition, the Pacific Islands Research and Student Support Unit (PIRSSU) was 
established to support the recruitment, retention and success of Pacific students in 
Health Sciences.(97) In collaboration with the New Zealand Ministry of Health, the 
PIRSSU developed a number of programmes to support the success of Pacific 
students.(98) The Pacific Opportunities and Programmes at Otago (POPO) initiative 
consisted of three components: the POPO Foundation, POPO Transition and POPO 
PLUS. The POPO Foundation is a support programme for Pacific students who require 
additional preparation prior to entering the University. The POPO Transition 
programme is a targeted programme focussed on supporting Pacific students in their 
first year at university, with an interest in a health career pathway. The programme 
consists of an early orientation, academic and peer-led mentoring programmes. The 
POPO PLUS programme consists of a programme of support for all Pacific students 
in Health Sciences, who had completed their first year of study. In 2020, the POPO 
programme was extended to include the POPO Internship programme, where 
students in their final years of training, have the opportunity to experience working with 
Pacific providers throughout New Zealand.  
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POPO in the Samoan language means coconut. POPO has three meanings 
depending on how it is pronounced:  
● POPO - is young coconut that is ready to be planted, and it is symbolic of new 
students starting their journey in higher education.  
● PŌPŌ - means to nurture, and refers to the responsibility the University has to 
nurture and support the students who have chosen to study there.  
● POPŌ - means to capture, and refers to the responsibility students have to 
embrace the opportunities available for them in the new learning environment. 
 
The Division of Health Sciences established a new entity in 2018, the Va’a o Tautai – 
Centre for Pacific Health,(99) which houses PIRSSU, teaching and research activities 
and strategic and community engagements. ‘Va’a or ‘Waka’ is a common word across 
many Pacific nations, and refers to a canoe or boat. ‘Tautai’ in the Samoan language 
is used to refer to a person who is skilled in fishing and navigating the oceans. Pacific 
ancestors travelled the oceans seeking new horizons using double-hulled va’as. 
Within the Va’a o Tautai, the two hulls are symbolic of the connectedness of our 
journeys in the Pacific and non-Pacific spaces, together seeking new horizons and 
solutions for Pacific peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand. Similarly, the pathway to 
determine solutions for improved health and education outcomes for Pacific peoples 
in Aotearoa will require the combined efforts of both Pacific and non-Pacific peoples.  
 
While there are various efforts to increase the Pacific representation in the health 
workforce, there is a need for a strategic approach nation-wide to coordinate efforts. 
The recent Health and Disability Systems Review highlighted the need for a Pacific 
health workforce strategy as part of the New Zealand overall efforts.(69) A high level 
strategy as part of the New Zealand Health Workforce strategic approach will assist in 
coordinating nationwide efforts. A coordinated pipeline approach that includes 
appropriate preparation of Pacific students interested in a health career from schools 
into the tertiary environment, and the linking of opportunities into the workforce, will 
assist in achieving Pacific proportional representation in the New Zealand health 
workforce. We need to at least double the number nurses, three times more doctors, 
quadruple the number of physiotherapists, six times more pharmacists, and eight 
times more dentists who are Pacific.  
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1.7 Thesis Outline 
Chapter One provides the introduction to the thesis. This chapter includes the 
overview of Pacific peoples’ health and Pacific health services, discussions on equity 
and equality, and the role of education institutions in reducing health inequities. The 
roles of educational institutions in supporting Pacific education outcomes are 
highlighted through institutional strategic commitments and targeted support 
programmes embedded within Pacific cultural approaches. It also includes information 
on the strengthening of the Pacific health workforce and the links to improving health 
outcomes for Pacific peoples.  
 
Chapters Two and Three provide more in-depth information and the literature review 
that is relevant for the main foci of the research. Chapter Two describes the historical 
context for Pacific peoples in New Zealand, the socio-demography, determinants of 
health, and Pacific models of health and well-being including Pacific concepts such as 
Le Va (sacred spaces). Other models of health and well-being, such as the Te Whare 
Tapa Whā, are also discussed. Pacific peoples have a special relationship with the 
indigenous peoples of New Zealand. The Treaty of Waitangi is discussed briefly and 
the context for Pacific peoples as migrants in New Zealand.  
 
Chapter Three is a summary of the relevant literature on education from both the 
international and New Zealand setting, and information relevant to Pacific peoples. 
There has been increasing interest to better understand the factors that support the 
retention and success of Pacific students in higher education. The Tinto Model of 
institutional departure (1975 and revised version 1993) are discussed.(100, 101) The 
Tinto Model is one of the most well-known and the first to be developed in the efforts 
to better understand how best to support students in higher education. The Tinto 
Model is used to test the data obtained from this research. This chapter will conclude 
with the rationale for the objectives for this research project.  
 
Chapter Four outlines the qualitative approach used for conducting this research. I 
have utilised two Pacific research frameworks. The Kakala(102) research 
methodology and the Talanoa method(103) are used in a complementary way in the 
recruitment phase, data collection, analysis, and dissemination processes. Utilising 
Pacific research processes underpinned by Pacific values and protocols are important 
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to ensure authenticity of the research focus, and complements my approach as a 
Pacific researcher. My perspective and approach to the research is outlined, including 
how this influences the interpretation and analyses of the data and research outcomes.  
 
Chapter Five contains the results and are presented in three parts. The first part 
provides the overview and description of all the participants. The second focuses on 
the data aligned with the key components of Tinto’s model, and presented under 
enablers and barriers for each component. The third part focuses on participants’ data 
which were not captured within Tinto’s longitudinal model of institutional departure. 
The additional elements obtained from the data are: culture and identity, and health 
and well-being. Within the health and well-being areas are the spiritual, mental, social 
and physical well-being.  
 
Chapter Six presents the discussion of the results of the data aligned with Tinto’s 
model and additional data that was not captured within this model. The information 
obtained from the analyses of all data is then utilised to present a new model for Pacific 
student success: Folauga, an enhancement of Tinto’s model for Pacific student 
success.  
 
Chapter Seven includes the conclusion and the recommendations. The conclusion 
highlights the key areas that would enhance the participation of Pacific students in 
higher education. The conclusion leads on to key recommendations for consideration 
by tertiary institutions and the government for enabling the participation and success 
of Pacific students in higher education in New Zealand. There are also suggested 
areas to consider for future research to further enhance the participation of minority 
and under-represented groups in the tertiary environment.  




Chapter 2 – Pacific Peoples and New Zealand 
2.1 Historical Context  
Pacific peoples have travelled to New Zealand since the 1800s, trading in the cotton 
and sugar industries in Fiji, and the coconut industry with other Pacific Island 
nations.(104, 105) New Zealand took over the administration of some of the British 
and German colonies in the Pacific region.(106) In 1947, the realm countries of the 
Cooks Islands, Niue and Tokelau were granted the right to have New Zealand 
citizenship. A Treaty of Friendship was signed between New Zealand and Samoa in 
1962, when Samoa gained independence. During the economic boom of the 1950s 
and 1960s, the Pacific countries provided a convenient labour force for New 
Zealand.(107, 108) The conditions for work visas or permits were relaxed even for 
those who stayed beyond their work permit. In the 1970s and 1980s, during the global 
financial crisis, the government used a number of measures, including the infamous 
dawn raids, to remove Pacific Islanders who were over-stayers.(109) While it suited 
New Zealand to have cheap labour for economic gains, it turned a blind eye to the 
requirements of the law when businesses actively recruited a labour force from the 
Pacific. When they were not needed, Pacific peoples were discriminated against 
through media campaigns and blamed for other New Zealanders losing their jobs.(109, 
110)  
 
The history and future of New Zealand is integrally linked to the Pacific region through 
its colonial past, ongoing economic relationships, and border security issues, including 
an increasing proportion of its own citizens with ancestral links to the Pacific Islands. 
New Zealand has continued to utilise migrant labour for economic gains from the 
Pacific Islands, albeit in a more managed process through the Seasonal Worker 
Scheme.(111) However, the long term consequence of the missing labour force in 
these Pacific countries, which limits their own in-country developments, are not yet 
fully understood. More recently, concerns were raised about the devastating measles 
outbreak in Samoa and the probable links to the failure of New Zealand’s public health 
system.(112) 
  




2.2 Demographic Profile 
The words ‘Pacific’ or ‘Pasifika’ are often used interchangeably to refer to people living 
in New Zealand with ancestral ties to the neighbouring Pacific Islands. The terms 
‘Pacific peoples’ and ‘Pasifika peoples’ are also used to refer to this population group. 
There are twenty-two Pacific Island nations and territories in the region. While the 
terms ‘Pacific’ or ‘Pasifika’ are conveniently used to refer to this group, it is recognised 
that Pacific migrants are heterogeneous as each ethnic group has its own specific 
cultural protocols and practices. Research and reports in New Zealand over the past 
decades referred to Pacific peoples as a singular entity.(20, 113-115) In more recent 
times, research efforts have shifted to include a focus on ethnic specific groups.(116-
121) For the purposes of this research, ‘Pacific’ or ‘Pacific peoples’ will be used.  
 
Pacific peoples make up eight percent of the New Zealand population and are 
heterogenous. Ethnic groups include Samoa, Cook Islands Māori, Tonga, Niue, Fiji, 
Tuvalu and Tokelau.(94, 122) Pacific peoples are a young population with 35.7 percent 
aged 15 years and younger, compared to 20.4 percent for the total New Zealand 
population. The median age in 2013 was 22.1 years compared to 38.0 years for the 
total New Zealand population. Nearly two thirds (62.3 percent) of Pacific peoples now 
living in New Zealand were born here. The proportions are higher for the realm 
countries whose citizens have the right to New Zealand citizenship. Most Pacific 
peoples live in the North Island (93 percent), with the majority in Auckland (66 percent) 
and Wellington (12 percent). Of those who are in the South Island, four percent live in 
Canterbury and two percent in the lower South Island.  
 
Approximately 90 percent of all Pacific peoples living in New Zealand are either 
Samoan, Cook Island or Tongan. There is diversity within these groups. To provide 
further information, the Samoan ethnic group is the largest of all Pacific ethnic 
groups.(122) Most (92.9 percent) live in the North Island concentrated in the urban 
areas. The median age is 21.5 years and 62.0 percent has sole Samoan ethnicity. In 
2013, 62.7 percent of Samoan peoples were born in New Zealand. More than half 
(55.6 percent) of those who identify as Samoan could speak the Samoan language. 
Most (83. 4 percent) said they have a religion, and of these, Christianity is the most 
common.  




Cook Islands Māori is the next largest Pacific group (21 percent) and similarly, 93.1 
percent live in the North Island urban areas.(123) The median age is 20.0 years and 
47.7 percent reported Cook Islands Māori as their sole ethnicity. In 2013, 77.4 percent 
of Cook Islanders were born in New Zealand. Of those who identify as Cook Islanders, 
22.8 percent are able to speak their own language. Approximately three quarters (65.1 
percent) said they are affiliated with at least one religion, and the most common is 
Christianity. The Tongan ethnic group is the fastest growing Pacific group in New 
Zealand, making up 20 percent of all Pacific peoples.(124) Most (94.0 percent) of 
Tongans live in the North Island in urban areas. The median age is 19.4 years and 
67.7 percent report sole Tongan ethnicity. In 2013, 59.8 percent of Tongans living in 
New Zealand were born here. Of those who identify as Tongans, 53.2 percent could 
speak their own language. Most (88 percent) report they have a religion, and the 
majority are Christians.  
 
Three countries with the right to New Zealand citizenship are the Cook Islands, Niue 
and Tokelau. Niue makes up less than 1 percent (23,883) of all Pacific peoples living 
in New Zealand.(125) Most (96 percent) who live in the North Island are concentrated 
in urban areas. The median age of Niueans is 20.4 years and 34.5 percent identified 
as sole Niueans. Of all Niueans, 78.9 percent are born in New Zealand, and less than 
a fifth (18.7 percent) could speak their own language. Approximately two thirds (65.9 
percent) have a religion, of which the majority is Christianity. There were 7,176 
Tokelauan people living in New Zealand in 2013.(126) The median age is 19.2 years 
and 37.5 percent identify Tokelau as their sole ethnicity. Near two-thirds (73.9) are 
born in New Zealand and 31.9 percent could speak their own language. Most (83.4 
percent) have a religion and of these most are Christians.  
  




2.3 The Health of Pacific Peoples  
2.3.1 Health of Pacific Adults 
Pacific peoples suffer disproportionately from chronic conditions such as 
cardiovascular diseases, cancers and diabetes at younger ages with complications 
from more than one illness.(25, 127-129) The New Zealand Health Survey 2018/2019 
reports Pacific adults are 2.5 times more likely to be obese compared to non-Pacific 
adults.(1) Māori are 1.6 times more likely to be obese compared to non-Māori. The 
prevalence of diabetes in Pacific peoples at 20 percent is the highest compared to all 
other ethnic groups.(48) In comparison, the prevalence of diabetes in the Māori 
community is 10 percent, Asians eight percent, New Zealand European six percent, 
and the OECD average is seven percent.(130, 131) By the age of 65 years, at least 
half of all Pacific peoples have diabetes. In addition, the life expectancy of those living 
with diabetes is five years less on average.  
 
Death rates from cancer are significantly higher for Pacific compared to non-Pacific 
peoples in New Zealand.(26, 132) The most common causes of cancer related deaths 
are lung cancers for Pacific men and breast cancers for Pacific women. Some studies 
have reported lower survival rates for Māori and Pacific cancer patients.(133-135) It 
was suggested that the difference, at least in part, could be explained by late 
presentation, differential access to care, and the quality of care post-diagnosis.(131) 
Similarly with strokes, the mortality rate is higher for Pacific peoples with the age of 
diagnosis younger at 60 years compared to 75 year for New Zealand Europeans.(136)  
 
With respect to psychological distress, the prevalence for Pacific adults is 12.4 
percent, Māori 13.7 percent, European/Other eight percent and Asian 5.8 percent.(1) 
Approximately one quarter (24.4 percent) of Pacific adults in 2018/2019 are smokers 
compared to 14.2 percent for the total population, with no change since 2011/2012. In 
addition, people who live in deprived areas are 3.6 times more likely to be current 
smokers.  
 
2.3.2 Health of Pacific Children 
The health of Pacific children has been a significant concern in New Zealand over 
many years.(45, 137-140) The incidence of rheumatic fever and hospital admissions 




for pneumonia disproportionately affect Pacific children compared to the total New 
Zealand population.(22, 141) Pacific children are fifty times more likely to be in hospital 
due to rheumatic fever compared to New Zealand European children, and three times 
more likely compared to Māori.(142) The rates of skin respiratory illnesses, skin 
infections, and advanced skin disease is the highest amongst Pacific children 
compared to other ethnic groups in New Zealand.(143-146) Research suggested that 
access to optimal care for Pacific children was not achieved.(147, 148) Childhood 
obesity is raised as a concern, and Pacific children are 3.3 times more likely to be 
obese compared to non-Pacific children.(1) Additionally, less than half of Pacific 
babies (45 percent) at the age of six weeks live in smoke-free homes compared to 67 
percent for non- Māori non-Pacific children.  
 
2.3.3 Other Concerns 
Pacific peoples reported problems with access to primary care services, and cost was 
identified as a barrier.(1) In addition, Māori and Pacific adults were less likely to collect 
their prescriptions citing costs as a barrier. Inadequate access to effective primary 
healthcare can result in patients needing more care later for more serious and 
resource intensive conditions. Ambulatory sensitive hospitalisations (ASH) are 
hospitals admissions that could be prevented through effective and adequate primary 
care interventions.(149) The ASH rates for Pacific children in 2016 was 12,079 per 
100,000, compared to 6,690 per 100,000 of the total New Zealand population.(139) 
The ASH rates for Pacific adults had worsened from 2006 to 2016, suggesting an 
increase in the equity gap between Pacific peoples and non-Pacific peoples in the 
population.(150) A mental health survey in New Zealand for adults 16 years and over 
found 25 percent of Pacific peoples had mental illness.(151) This prevalence was 
higher compared to 21 percent for the New Zealand population. In addition, the mental 
health of Pacific peoples who migrated to New Zealand, after age 18 was better 
compared to those who migrated earlier or were born in New Zealand. Other research 
also found Pacific peoples to have higher mean rates of psychological distress 
compared to other ethnic groups.(152)  
  




2.4 Determinants of Health 
There are a number of factors that impact on peoples’ health. These can occur at the 
individual level, such as individual and lifestyle factors, within community networks, or 
as a consequence of the general socioeconomic, cultural and environmental 
conditions.(153) The World Health Organisation established a Commission on the 
Social Determinants for Health in 2005.(154) The Commission’s work reported that 
the health inequalities within and between countries are a result of inequalities in the 
distribution of income, power, goods, and services. These factors impact on peoples’ 
lives through their ability to access healthcare, education, employment, housing, and 
where they live. The World Health Organisation Commission believes the structural 
determinants of health, impacted by social policies and economic influences, 
constitute the social determinants of health and contribute significantly to the 
inequalities within and between countries. The Commission suggested that to address 
the social determinants of health requires actions at different levels from government 
to grassroots.  
 
2.4.1 Income and Health 
Income is a major determinant of health.(155-157) Researchers in Canada reported 
higher mortality in low income population groups.(158) A study in the United States 
reviewed data over 17 years and found a strong relationship between income level, 
persistent low income, and income stability and mortality.(159) In the United Kingdom, 
a study of civil servants found a clear relationship between income inequality and 
mortality from different diseases.(160) In 2013, the mean annual income of Pacific 
peoples was $19,700 compared to $28,500 for the total population. This was lower 
compared to New Zealand European ($30,900), Māori ($22,500), and Asian 
($20,100).(122) This gap has not reduced over time; the average hourly wage for a 
Pacific worker is $18.92, compared to $22.96 for the total population.(161) The 
unemployment date for Pacific peoples was approximately twice that of the national 
rate, and likely to have increased further with the impact of COVID-19.(162)  
 
2.4.2 Poverty and Health 
Research shows poverty has an adverse effect on the health of children,(163) 
adolescents,(164) and long-term outcomes.(165) A study in Japan investigated the 




impact of child poverty and found that children from poor families have poorer health, 
are more likely to have lower educational achievement, and have higher poverty risk 
in adulthood.(163) There is variability, however, in the public’s awareness about the 
impact of poverty on health.(166) There is clear evidence from the World Health 
Organisation and international research about the link between poverty and 
health.(154, 155, 160, 167) Researchers in New Zealand have outlined their concerns 
over many years about poverty and the health of Pacific children. From 2012-2014, 28 
percent of Pacific children were reported to live in poverty, compared to 16 percent of 
New Zealand European children.(138, 141)  
 
2.4.3 Employment and Health 
A systematic review of 22 international longitudinal studies reported an association 
between unemployment and job loss with poorer physical health.(168) Another study 
reviewed 48 longitudinal studies with a specific focus on mental health and found 
similar findings.(168) In addition, unemployment and job loss is also associated with 
higher levels of depression and psychological distress. Other research also reported 
similar findings on the association between employment status and health.(169-171) 
The unemployment rate for Pacific peoples in 2010 at 14.4 percent was the highest 
compared to all other ethnic groups.(161) The 2018 New Zealand Census was poorly 
conducted with an unacceptable response rate, and more recent information on the 
employment status of Pacific peoples is therefore not available.(172) More recent 
government documents signal that improvement in the employment status for Pacific 
peoples is needed to achieve the required health outcomes.(68)  
 
2.4.4 Housing and Health 
Housing is considered to be an important determinant of health, and the right to 
adequate housing is a basic human right.(173, 174) Some research articles reported 
that housing impacted on peoples’ health, particularly respiratory and infectious 
illnesses, mental health, and other health conditions.(175) A 2018 report based on 
statistics data reported that four in ten Pacific peoples were living in crowded 
homes.(176, 177) Approximately 40 percent of Pacific peoples were living in 
overcrowded situations, followed by Māori (20 percent). Pacific peoples are less likely 
to own their own homes (18.5 percent) when compared to Māori (28.2 percent), Asian 




(34.8 percent), and New Zealand Europeans (56.8 percent). Another research 
highlighted a situation where a Pacific family of nine lived in a three-bedroom 
house.(178) There were also differences within the Pacific communities, with the 
Tongan ethnic group having the highest level of overcrowding.(176) Overcrowding is 
estimated to contribute to a quarter of hospital admissions for infectious diseases in 
Pacific peoples, compared to 17 percent for Māori, and 5 percent for New Zealand 
Europeans.(173)  
 
2.4.5 Access to Services and Health 
Access to services can impact on peoples’ health and well-being and is an important 
determinant of health.(179) In society, however, research shows that those who are 
most likely to need healthcare are least likely to have access.(180) The New Zealand 
Ministry of Health recently refocused its approach to addressing equity issues, with 
the recognition that different groups may require different approaches to achieve equal 
health outcomes.(43) Previous reports have documented the barriers for Pacific 
peoples accessing healthcare.(21, 131) Access to healthcare in a timely manner is 
likely to contribute to overall efforts to improve the healthcare of Pacific peoples in 
New Zealand.(2, 131)  
 
2.4.6 Migration and Health 
Social determinants of health are often outside of peoples’ control and shaped by 
political, social, and economic influences.(154) The migration of Pacific peoples to 
New Zealand was impacted by political,(109) social,(104) and economic 
influences.(108) Some of the earliest research into the impact of migration of Pacific 
peoples in New Zealand was the Tokelau migration studies.(9, 10, 181) A few studies 
focussed on Pacific peoples’ mental health and well-being.(182) The health of Pacific 
peoples appeared worse following migration to New Zealand.(151) Similar findings 
were reported in international studies with concerns about the health and well-being 
of migrants.(183, 184) These studies advocated for appropriate policies and actions 
to support the health of migrants in the countries they have settled in.  
 




2.4.7 Racism and Health 
Pacific peoples have experienced discrimination in New Zealand over many 
years.(109) Research on self-reported discrimination in New Zealand showed that 
Māori (34 percent), Asian (28 percent), and Pacific peoples (25 percent) experienced 
racial discrimination.(185) The New Zealand Government acknowledged there is 
unconscious bias and assumptions made about Pacific peoples’ engagement within 
the health sector, including Pacific peoples reporting difficulty navigating the health 
system.(173) In research conducted with Samoan patients suffering from renal 
diseases in New Zealand, miscommunication and the lack of rapport between patients 
and health professionals contributed to poor health outcomes.(186) Racism has an 
impact on both physical and mental health.(187) Improving the health of Pacific 
peoples in New Zealand will require a multi-level approach to ensure systemic 
institutional issues and unhelpful processes that prevent their full engagement in the 
health sector services are addressed.  
 
2.4.8 Culture and Health 
Culture is a social construct and there have been attempts over the years to define 
it.(188) In the context for this research, culture is used to refer to customs, norms and 
social behaviours of people in society. It shapes peoples’ views of the world and 
influences the health and well-being of these communities.(189) A study of Inuit 
women in Canada found that culture and traditional knowledge was important for their 
health and well-being. The loss of their culture, language, and what was familiar to 
them, was associated with issues that impacted on their identity, social inclusion, and 
wellness.(190) There are also personal beliefs about body image that can influence 
health outcomes.(191) There was increasing recognition of the need for diverse 
approaches to the delivery of health services within the mainstream health 
systems.(192) Cultural processes can be utilised effectively to promote health and 
well-being for ethnic communities. Engaging Pacific peoples’, aligned with their 
cultural protocols and values, has been successfully utilised in health promotion 
campaigns for immunisation.(193)  
 




2.5 Health and Well-Being Models and Concepts 
There is increasing interest internationally on the health and well-being of students in 
higher education.(194-198) Because of this interest, it is important to first consider 
some of the well-being models that may inform educational interventions to support or 
enhance students’ well-being. Pacific peoples view health in a holistic way and there 
are a number of models and concepts proposed to assist in understanding the Pacific 
perspectives.(102, 199-202) The Fonofale Model of health, proposed by Fuimaono 
Karl Pulotu-Endemann, was the first Pacific health model in New Zealand, and is 
utilised to examine the data in this research. The Māori Hauora Well-being 
model,(203) Te Whare Tapa Whā, is very similar to the Fonofale model. The Te Whare 
Tapa Whā Model has now become a universal model in New Zealand, and is 
embedded across the New Zealand curriculum. Other well-being frameworks that 
have been proposed for health and well-being will also be discussed below.  
 
2.5.1 Fonofale Model of Health 
The Fonofale Model of health(199) was first published in 1995 as a response to the 
need for a model to support the delivery of effective mental health services for Pacific 
peoples in New Zealand. Consultations were held in nineteen regions throughout New 
Zealand to explore the key determinants of health for Pacific peoples. Participants 
were from the largest Pacific ethnic groups in New Zealand: Samoa, Cook Island, 
Tonga, Niue, and Fiji. The development of the Fonofale Model initially started in the 
1980s and has since had various revisions. The Fonofale Model is presented as a 
Samoan or Pacific house (fale) with nine different components (See Figure 1). It is a 
holistic model which considers all elements important for the health and well-being of 
Pacific peoples: 
1. Foundation – represents the family: aiga (Samoan), kopu tangata (Cook 
Islands), kainga (Tonga), magafaoa (Niue). The importance of the family is 
common across all Pacific cultures.(56, 120, 204) There are different 
configurations of families which includes nuclear, extended, or those who 
consider themselves family as part of Pacific social grouping. 
 
2. Roof – provides shelter for the fale (foundation or family) and represents 
culture. Pacific peoples have different ethnic cultural values and beliefs which 




are dynamic and constantly evolving and changing.(201, 205) Pacific peoples 
in New Zealand consist of those who were born in the Pacific Islands and those 
born and raised in New Zealand.(116) Some may raise their families in a 
traditional way while others lean more towards a Palagi (Western) upbringing; 
others may adopt a mixture of both. In addition, there are many Pacific peoples 
with multiple ethnicities further increasing the diversity of the group. Posts – 
there are four posts that support the roof of the house (culture), and connect it 
to the foundation (family). The interconnectedness of all these elements is 
important for health and well-being.  
 
3. Spiritual Post – Prior to the arrival of missionaries in the Pacific Islands, people 
had their own religions and gods. One of the gods, Tagaloa, lived in the tenth 
heaven.(206) Tagaloa is considered to be the progenitor of mankind. Harmony 
between the divine and the temporal, man and the cosmos, or mankind and the 
heavens is considered to be important to maintain balance and peace. When 
missionaries arrived in the Pacific Islands in the 1840s,(207) many Pacific 
peoples converted to Christianity. Previous research outlined the importance of 
the spiritual aspect of Pacific peoples’ lives.(118, 120, 208, 209) For example, 
one research found that when Tongan students have success they attribute 
their success to their faith and the support of others in the church.(118)  
 
4. Physical Post – this relates to the physical self and includes the areas that are 
important for maintaining well-being in the physical body.(191) These include 
nutrition, exercise, sleep, and the taking of medications where appropriate to 
ensure physical well-being.(1, 67) All components of the model have an 
interactive relationship with other components, and the well-being of the 
physical self on other components of the Fonofale Model.  
 
5. Mental Post – this relates to the health and well-being of the mind. It impacts 
on thoughts, emotions, and behaviours. The mental health and well-being of 
Pacific peoples in New Zealand has been a concern over many years.(151, 
182, 200) This model was first used to support and guide the delivery of mental 
health services to Pacific peoples. 
 




6. Other Post – this includes a number of different components including gender, 
sexuality or sexual orientation, age, and socio-economic status.(1, 2, 48, 68) 
Research has outlined the impact of socio-economic status on the health and 
well-being of Pacific peoples. To date, there is very little research on the impact 
of age, sexuality, and gender on the health of Pacific peoples.   
External – Surrounding the outside of the fale are the three components of 
environment, time, and context: 
 
7. Environment – this component refers to the lived environment. Pacific peoples 
who were actively recruited to New Zealand in the 1960s lived in close proximity 
to the companies and organisations where they had employment.(210, 211) 
These areas include Ōtara, Māngere, Glenn Innes, and Ōtāhuhu in Auckland, 
Porirua and Newtown in Wellington, and Tokoroa in the Waikato region. The 
land (whenua) is important to Pacific peoples. For example, the tradition of 
burying the umbilical cord on their land has significance and is still 
practiced.(208) In some situations this is carried out in their current home 
environment in New Zealand. Others choose to take the umbilical cord to be 
buried on their customary lands in the Pacific Islands.  
 
8. Time – refers to actual or current perception of time.(211) The phrase “island 
time” has been used to refer to the relaxed approach Pacific peoples have. 
Time also refers to the history over time for Pacific peoples in New Zealand. It 
includes changes over time in politics, policies and media influences, and their 
impact on Pacific peoples as migrants in New Zealand.(109, 202) Researchers 
have argued that Pacific “communities are sites of disruptive and creative 
innovation born from necessity, and negotiated through available cultural 
resources and values.” (60, 109, 212) 
 
9. Context – this component is broadly defined and refers to the meaning of places 
(where), processes (how), and purposes (what) for Pacific peoples.(210) It also 
includes the country of residence, legal, political and socioeconomics as 
important contexts.  
  






Figure 1. Pacific model of health 
 
 
Figure 2 : Hauora Māori model of health 




2.5.2 Le Va Concept 
Respect, maintaining connectedness and upholding the mana of good relationships 
are important for Pacific well-being. In the Samoan language, ‘Va’ or ‘Le Va’ literally 
means space. It refers to a space that is relational.(200, 202, 213) ‘Teu’ means to 
keep, nurture or look after. ‘Teu le Va’ means to look after the space. ‘Va’ in this context 
refers to a relationship, has spiritual meaning, and is used in the context of sacred 
relationships.(214) Key stakeholders are responsible to ‘Teu le Va’ and  maintains the 
integrity and sanctity of their relationships. The Va (or Wa) concept is also present in 
other Pacific countries.(215) Pacific researchers and academics have highlighted the 
Va concept as important for the advancement of Pacific peoples, Pacific education, 
and research in New Zealand. Valuing, nurturing and respecting relationships and 
what Pacific communities can contribute to the health and education spaces, support 
positive outcomes.   
 
2.5.3 Te Whare Tapa Whā  
Māori are the indigenous people of New Zealand and they have developed their own 
specific models of health for their health and well-being. Mason Durie proposed the 
Te Whare Tapa Whā Model which is the most recognised and utilised Māori model of 
health.(216) Whare Tapa Whā has four components; Taha wairua (spiritual), Taha 
hinengaro (emotion), Taha tinana (physical) and Taha whanau (social). These are 
described further below: 
 
1. Taha wairua – includes mutually rewarding engagements between people, 
connectedness to the environment, cultural integrity and heritage. Cultural 
responsiveness and efforts ought to be culturally sensitive in recognition of the 
importance of spirituality. Spirituality enables a cultural ethos which allows an 
individual’s identity to be expressed. 
 
2. Taha hinengaro – Psychological thoughts and behaviour are included in the 
concept of taha hinengaro. It is related to peoples’ thoughts, emotions, feelings 
and behaviours. It is important to ensure that culturally supportive processes 
and interventions are used well in this space if a good health outcome is to be 
expected for Māori people.  





3. Taha tinana – overall improvement to health requires a holistic approach which 
includes attention to physical health. Attempts to focus attention to one area 
and not another component of Te Whare Tapa Whā is unlikely to result in 
maximum health outcomes. A multidisciplinary and holistic approach to 
healthcare which includes a focus on physical health is required.   
 
4. Taha whānau – the well-being for Māori includes the consideration of the health 
of individuals as well as their whanau (family). The importance of social 
cohesion, connectedness and the strengthening of relationships with the family 
is seen as evidence of success and well-being. Taha whanau also 
encompasses health and well-being outcomes in the broader context of 
relationships and social outcomes.  
 
2.5.4 Other Well-being Models  
Countries worldwide have made attempts to encompass nation-wide approaches to 
support the mental health and well-being of their people.(217) In a project initiated by 
the United Kingdom (UK) Government, the researchers defined mental well-being as 
“a dynamic state, in which the individual is able to develop their potential, work 
productively and creatively, build strong and positive relationships with others, and 
contribute to their community”. Mental capital is defined “as a person’s cognitive and 
emotional resources, and includes their cognitive ability and emotional 
intelligence.”(218) This enables an individual to contribute to society in an effective 
way, giving them a sense of purpose and quality of life. New Zealand has adopted 
some of these international approaches.(219) The UK Government’s “Foresight 
Project on Mental Capital and Well-being”, which drew on an investigation of a wide 
range of international research, resulted in the distilling of five main factors that 
contribute to well-being. These factors are called “Five ways to well-being” and are 
outlined below: 
 
1. Connect – this is about engaging with support networks in everyday life, 
investing time to develop meaningful relationships. 




2. Be Active – encourages being physically active, which makes people feel good 
and carrying out activities that are enjoyable. 
3. Take Notice – this is about being connected to the environment and 
appreciating the surrounding, including being reflective of personal feelings and 
daily experiences. 
4. Keep Learning – taking a positive approach to learning new activities, setting 
personal challenges and enjoying achieving these. 
5. Give – to be outward looking and seeking to help others, taking joy in the 
happiness one brings to others.  
 
The Mental Health Foundation of New Zealand had taken these five ways of promoting 
well-being and embedded them into their approach including translation into Te Reo 
Māori.  
 
2.6 Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi) 
Similar to Pacific peoples, Māori are over represented in poor health and education 
statistics.(220, 221) But unlike Pacific peoples, because they are the indigenous 
population of New Zealand, Māori politicians and advocates often draw on the Te Tiriti 
o Waitangi to encourage the government to make systemic changes to health and 
education to support Māori people. The Te Tiriti o Waitangi was signed in 1840 
between a representative of the British Crown and over 500 New Zealand Māori 
chiefs.(222) The Te Tiriti o Waitangi gave Māori the full rights of ownership over their 
lands and gave them the same rights and privileges as English subjects. These rights 
include equal rights to education, health and all areas as all others citizens in New 
Zealand. Over the years, however, these rights were not honoured and many had their 
lands confiscated.(223) The Waitangi Tribunal was set up to address Māori grievances 





Chapter 3 - Student Success in Higher Education 
3.1 Overview 
This section presents an overview of the literature of research focussed on the 
participation, engagement and student success in higher education. Early work came 
out of the United States(225), and included cross-sectional and large longitudinal 
quantitative studies. Cross-sectional studies provide information at a specific point in 
time. Their value is in the provision of a snap-shot of events at a particular time. 
Longitudinal and quantitative studies have the ability to identify causality, provided 
they have sufficient numbers to test statistical significance and control for 
confounding factors. Some areas emerged as important in the success of students in 
higher education. For example, Sewell(226) and Eckland(227) conducted 
longitudinal studies over seven years (10,321 participants, 87% response rate) and 
10 years (1,332 participants, 89% response rate) respectively, identified socio-
economic status as a statistically significant factor for academic success and 
graduation. This was also supported by Astin(228), who followed 6,600 high 
performing students over four years (62% response rate), found that those who had 
parents with no academic qualifications or a father with low ranking occupation were 
more likely to drop out (p < 0.001).  
Sometimes the evidence is not clearly comparable across different studies. For 
example, Nelson conducted a cross-sectional study comparing 100 randomly 
selected institutions with low attrition rates to 100 similar institutions with higher 
attrition rates.(229) This research found that smaller institutions (under 35,000) had 
lower attrition rates compared with those who had 35,000 or more students, a result 
that was statistically significant. While a longitudinal study, of 2,405 first year 
students, followed up over fours year (response rate 69%), found those who 
attended larger institutions (over 10,000) had statistically significant lower dropout 
rates.(230) The number of participants in these studies are different, therefore direct 
comparisons cannot be made. Nelson’s study suggested the smaller size enables 
more engagement of staff and students, and the latter study by Kamens, suggested 
that larger institutions have more resources for the provision of support. Further 




clarity on what institutions can do to support the success and achievement of 
students in higher education 
There was increasing interest in how institutions can support the retention and 
success of students, and the need for evidence-based policies to support change. 
Researchers from the United Kingdom, South Africa and Australasia began to 
engage in exploring solutions(231). Yorke(232) and Elias(233) explored the reasons 
for student departures in the United Kingdom. These studies engaged students who 
had left their programmes; 2,151 and 1,510 participants respectively. Some of the 
reasons for departure included poor course choices, academic challenges, financial 
and personal problems. The response rates however were low, 32% and 10% 
respectively and these results may not be generalisable to the wider student 
population. Researchers in Australasia, felt there was a need for a New Zealand and 
Australia focus, because of the difference in contexts compared to other parts of the 
world.(198) For example, the United States has two and four year Colleges, the latter 
is the equivalent of tertiary institutions in New Zealand, and Australian students are 
more likely to be commuters compared to mostly residential student contexts in the 
United States.  
While many researchers proposed different factors that impacted on student 
retention over the years, it was not until Tinto’s work(100), that a model was 
proposed to assist in understanding dropout from higher education. Tinto’s model of 
institutional departure consists of pre-entry attributes such as family background, 
skills and abilities and prior schooling. A student’s goal and institutional commitments 
are important, as well as the institution’s academic and social systems that support 
academic and social integration into university life. All of these need to work well, if a 
student is to achieve their aspirations in higher education. This model has had its 
critics over the years, for example, Bean(234) suggested that Tinto’s model was not 
relevant for students who attended commuter colleges. Tinto has since revised his 
model,(101) and others have offered further enhancement through their own 
research. Tinto’s model however is the most cited amongst researchers interested in 
this area. In 2020 Google Scholar recorded 11,306 citations of the 1975 model,(100) 
and Leaving College(101) had 18,499 citations. Tinto’s work did not include some of 
the areas identified as important for Pacific peoples, such as spirituality and the 




international context, New Zealand context and models for student success with a 
specific focus on Tinto’s model.  
3.2 International Context  
There is a need to better understand how to enhance the participation, engagement, 
and success of students in higher education. Tertiary institutions have an obligation to 
ensure that all students, most of whom are full fee-paying, achieve their goals and 
aspirations. It is also in the interest of institutions to ensure the retention of students 
from an economic position, and to meet the key performance indicators aligned with 
government expectations.(235) Students who successfully complete the first year of 
higher education are more likely to progress and complete their course of study.(236) 
There are now increasing efforts, such as targeted support and well-being 
programmes to support the retention and success of students in their first year in 
tertiary studies.(198, 237)  
 
A number of reviews have looked at studies related to the transition of students into 
higher education. Initial research in the area came out of work in the United States in 
the early 1900s, which evaluated approximately 1500 studies conducted over 40 
years.(225) Further reviews and research in the United States were conducted in 
1991, 1997, and 2005.(238-240) There was wide research focus in these periods 
which included theoretical models, the impact of higher education on personal 
development, and socio-economic attainment. Yorke and Longden reviewed research 
from the United Kingdom, South Africa and Australia with a specific focus on theories 
and evidence to support policies, and how institutions could support the retention and 
success for all students, including those from disadvantaged backgrounds.(231) There 
was greater emphasis on the importance of understanding the student perspective, 
and their perception and experience in tertiary institutions. 
 
A review of the literature (750 publications and 200 institutional grey literature) of the 
first-year experience was conducted in the United Kingdom in 2008.(237) This review 
concluded that there was no one model that fitted all situations. Researchers in 
Australia conducted a review of research developments in Australasia from 2000 to 
2010.(198) It was felt that there was a need for an Australasian focus, as there are 




For example, compared to the United States, there are differences in selection 
processes, and students in Australasia are more likely to be commuters compared to 
the mostly residential student contexts in the United States.  
The key elements from the literature which are important to the transition of students 
into higher education is presented in the following eight sections below.  
 
3.2.1 Family Background 
Research has found that students’ families and background context had an influence 
on their progress and success in higher education. Many researchers found an inverse 
relationship between the family’s socio-economic status and difficulties transitioning 
into the tertiary environment.(226-228) There were financial challenges for some,(242-
246) and recognition of the importance of other issues such as the diversity and 
cultural differences students bring to the tertiary environment.(247) Students from non-
traditional backgrounds had challenges fitting into the academic environment,(248-
251) including those with disability.(252, 253) Researchers have investigated how to 
widen participation from disadvantaged groups,(254) and how to ensure support for 
non-traditional students in higher education.(255, 256) These highlighted the 
importance of financial support, and addressing both internal and external factors that 
impact on their learning. Parents’ education levels were also reported to be important, 
and those whose parents had higher academic qualifications were less likely to depart 
without achieving their goals.(257, 258) Researchers explored family relationships, 
academic outcomes, and adjustments to the tertiary environment.(259, 260) These 
studies reported the impact of family problems on students’ academic performance, 
and the importance of students’ relationships with their parents in their transition to 
university life.  
 
3.2.2 Individual Attributes (Skills/Abilities) 
Researchers have been interested in the relationship between students’ attributes and 
their ability to transition well into the tertiary environment. Studies have investigated 
the relationship between the students’ academic abilities and subsequent success in 
higher tertiary institutions, and the implications for institutional practice and public 
policies.(261, 262) These studies utilised both qualitative and quantitative approaches, 




that students with less aptitude for higher education studies, those who had not 
developed the skills for solving academic problems, or who were from families with 
limited involvement in academia were more likely to dropout. Researchers working 
with  first year music students found a preliminary test for musical aptitude profiles that 
appeared to be a promising predictor for student success,(263) while others proposed 
the importance of self-efficacy in the academic setting.(264, 265) Some explored the 
relationship between gender and student outcomes,(266-270) and others highlighted 
differences in the gender balance for some degrees.(271, 272) These studies 
suggested that factors affecting persistence impacted men and women differently. For 
example, having children had a positive impact on the persistence for women and the 
opposite effect for men. Women were less likely to undertake degrees in engineering 
and computer studies, areas that required a level of mathematical proficiency. Identity 
is considered to be important in the transition to university, and the valuing students’ 
cultural capital and ethnic identity.(273) More recently, the “learner identity” was 
proposed as important for those who were the first in their families to attend higher 
education, including those from lower socioeconomic backgrounds.(274) The learner 
identity was supported through opportunities to develop academic skills, strengthen 
social interactions and connectedness to teaching staff. Developing personal 
competencies, such as self-management and social skills, are also valued.(275) In 
addition, some explored the personality and attitudinal differences of students, 
suggesting that those who are flexible to changing environments and have stable 
emotional status are more likely to be successful.(276-279)  
 
3.2.3 Pre-College Schooling (Prior Schooling)  
There is interest also in students’ preparedness prior to attending higher education. 
These include understanding students’ experiences prior to entering university,(280, 
281) exploring the preparedness of students,(282) and the changing patterns of 
transition from the school to the tertiary environment.(283) These have implications on 
the resources required to provide support for those transitioning into higher education. 
Some institutions have moved to develop programmes to support the preparedness 
of students, especially those from non-traditional backgrounds,(284) while others 
made efforts to align their teaching to suit the needs of students.(285) Some 




into university, the different roles and responsibilities, and when and how support was 
provided and delivered(286) in addition to what was required for admission 
purposes.(287) Additionally, research has found that the characteristics of the high 
schools the students attended were also important components in the whole process 
of academic preparedness.(288-290)  
 
3.2.4 Goal Commitment   
Goal commitment refers to students’ commitment to achieving their academic goals in 
higher education. Researchers explored factors that impact on students’ motivation 
for learning,(291, 292) including intentions on their academic and social 
integration,(293) and their expectations and experiences in their first year of tertiary 
studies.(294, 295) Some have suggested ideas about how to make the most of the 
learning environment,(296) while others have explored the factors and students’ 
motivation that impact on learning(297, 298) Academic self-efficacy was helpful in the 
adjustment and transition phase.(299) Academic self-efficacy is a student’s belief that 
they could achieve a specific academic goal. In addition, students’ levels of education 
plans(243) and future occupational expectations(300) are also associated with 
educational attainment and completion.  
 
3.2.5 Institutional Commitment  
Institutional commitment refers to a student’s commitment to the institution they are 
enrolled in. Previous research show that students with a low commitment to the 
institution they are enrolled in, are at a higher risk of dropping out(301-303) A number 
of factors influenced student’s commitment, some of which institutions had control over 
and others not. For example, some students chose to move from one institution to 
another so they could undertake a course of study they were interested in.(304) In 
other situations, students moved from two year colleges (offering lower level degrees) 
to four-year university studies with higher level qualifications.(305) The availability of 
residential accommodation and associated support are examples of institutional 
commitments to student success. Some students’ choices were determined by access 
and the availability of quality residential accommodation(306-308) as this impacted 
positively on their academic journey.(309) The availability of support services is 




which explored the usefulness of academic support over ten years, after adjusting for 
prior academic achievement and measured academic aptitude, found that students 
who participated were more likely to have graduated compared to those who were not 
engaged.(313)  
 
3.2.6 Academic Systems and Integration  
Within the academic system of higher institutions, students’ academic performance as 
well as their intellectual development are important for their academic integration. 
Researchers were interested in students’ academic performance and their learning 
strategies.(314-319) Developing effective learning and study strategies,(316, 320) as 
well as discipline-based study skills,(317) were found to be helpful, including the ability 
to use available resources well such as the library.(316) Some investigated students’ 
preparedness for learning,(321) academic adjustment and integration,(322, 323) and 
the reasons for not passing a subject.(324) Other researchers suggested that grade 
performance was the most important factor that determined student success,(261, 
325, 326) and that those who were successful were more likely to value their 
education.(327) The degree of congruence between the intellectual development of 
the individual and that of the institution, was important was proposed as important by 
some researchers.(328) While others were interested in the role of institutions, 
exploring their teaching methods,(329-331) the effectiveness of different learning 
approaches,(332) and the learning strategies for at-risk students.(333) Students’ 
perspective about the use of different modalities for learning was also explored.(334-
337) It was recognised that there was a need for a range of effective academic 
strategies to support the needs of all students in higher education.(338-343)  
 
3.2.7 Social Systems and Integration  
Social interactions between students and their peers, as well with academic and 
support staff, are important in developing connectedness within the tertiary social 
environment.(172, 344) The perception of being integrated socially is also proposed 
to be important for persistence.(276, 345, 346) Adjustment into the social systems for 
new students can be overwhelming and support is needed in the transition phase. 
Medical students identified their relationship with staff as the most important factor in 




have supported the importance of these relationships.(346, 348-350) There have been 
efforts to support staff developments in their interactions with students.(351) 
Researchers explored students’ interactions with social systems and students' living 
situations,(307, 323, 352, 353) and outlined various challenges students faced with 
the systems in the tertiary environment.(354) The relationship with peers was either 
helpful, if it supported their academic integration,(355, 356) or unhelpful, if too much 
socialisation resulted in poor academic performance.(279, 346, 357) Peer interactions 
were important in the transition of international students,(358, 359) and efforts were 
made to develop innovative orientation programmes to further strengthen social 
connectedness and a sense of belonging for new students.(360)  
 
3.2.8 Dropout Decisions (Departure Decisions) 
Over the years, the retention of students in higher education has attracted research 
interest in the efforts to better understand and support students in higher education. 
Some researchers have also looked into the differences in departure rates between 
institutions,(230, 326, 361) while others investigated the relationship between 
institutional size and departure rates.(229, 230) Some of these relationships seem 
unclear, for example, Nelson found that smaller institutions had lower dropout rates 
compared with the larger ones,(229) while Kamens found the reverse.(230) These 
studies suggest that it may not simply the size of the institution that is important, but 
other factors related to student engagement that influence persistence or dropout. 
While there were various efforts over the years to understand the factors impacting on 





3.3 New Zealand Context 
This section provides the historical context of education developments in New 
Zealand. Both Māori and Pacific peoples have been disproportionately represented in 
poor educational outcomes, and details about their experiences within the education 
system are discussed. As this research has a specific focus on Pacific peoples, further 
information is provided across all areas of education studies from early childhood 
education, compulsory studies through to tertiary institutions.  
3.3.1 Historical Context 
Schools in New Zealand were modelled on British schools by the early settlers.(362) 
In the 1800s, basic primary schools were available for everyone, however, secondary 
education was mostly through private schools run by religious groups and was 
selective in its admission processes. The Education Act 1877 enabled free and 
compulsory primary education. By 1936, the selection process was removed post-
primary, opening up education opportunities for everyone. The Thomas Committee 
Report in 1944 provided the blueprint for the education system changes.  
 
These changes included developing a curriculum around core academic subjects, and 
the recognition of those who had completed schooling in preparation for university. 
Tertiary studies had both economic and well-being benefits for New Zealanders.(363) 
In the early development of tertiary studies, the University of New Zealand controlled 
all university education and conferred degrees for the six universities and colleges 
until 1961.(364) The University of Otago, incorporated in 1869, was able to hold on to 
the title of university during the 1950s. In 1957, the Auckland University College 
became the University of Auckland, Victoria University College changed its name to 
Victoria University of Wellington, and likewise Canterbury University College changed 
its name to the University of Canterbury.(364)  
 
3.3.2 Māori and Education in New Zealand  
Education reforms were introduced in the 1980s following government reviews and 
policy statements.(365) The aims were to have publicly funded education systems that 
were self-managing providing more choice. Authority was decentralised to the local 
level with accountability responsibilities including equity issues.(366) The New 




kindergarten), with partnerships between teachers and parents through a board of 
trustees for each learning unit.(365) There were concerns, however, about the ongoing 
inequities in society, and the major challenges faced by Māori within the education 
sector.(367) The educational outcomes for Māori were low compared to the non-Māori 
New Zealand population, with the rate of suspension from schools high for Māori 
learners. There was a need to address equity issues with Māori having lower 
proportions enrolled in higher education, and were more likely to leave school 
earlier.(367, 368) Despite the various efforts over time, little had changed since these 
disparities were first reported for Māori.(369)  
 
Researchers suggested that this lack of change was due to approaches that alienated 
Māori within a context of epistemological racism.(367, 370) Others proposed using 
kaupapa Māori and acknowledged Māori ways and approaches (matauranga Māori) 
to offset this alienation.(367, 371) In addition, the importance of relationships is 
highlighted as well as the quality of relationships.(372) The critical relationship 
between the student and the teacher is important in the learning of Māori 
students.(367) The importance of valuing the culture of the student, where the learner 
felt able to bring who they are to the classroom setting, is considered important. This 
is suggested in contrast to the usual setting where the culture of the teacher 
determines the approach and context for learning. Addressing deficit approaches and 
providing an alternative narrative that is embracing of kaupapa Māori is likely to assist 
in addressing these inequities. These alternative pedagogies are responsive, and 
would contribute to supporting the outcomes and achievements of a group in society 
that has been marginalised by unhelpful approaches in the education sector over 
many years.(371, 373, 374)  
 
3.3.3 Pacific and Education in New Zealand  
Similar to the issues with Māori students, concerns were expressed over many years 
about the unequal access, participation, and success of Pacific students in the New 
Zealand Education System.(56, 202, 375) A study investigated the context for learning 
at the primary, secondary, and tertiary level for Pacific students between 1999 and 
2000.(376) This, and other studies, reported that the relationship between Pacific 




researchers have argued that some of the disparities resulted from teachers’ approach 
to engagement with Pacific students.(379) Others are critical of the failure of the 
education system to engage well with Pacific families and communities, outlining 
barriers to effective engagement.(63) They suggest the need to shift from a mono-
cultural paradigm (where the dominant culture disadvantages families from minority 
cultures) to an alternative paradigm where all key stakeholders, including parents and 
communities, are involved in developing inclusive solutions.   
 
Research suggests the need for a more connected and coordinated approach in the 
support for Pacific students from schools to universities.(380) A recent example of a 
coordinated approach are the health science academies (HSA) in areas with high 
Māori and Pacific populations.(381) These HSA supported capacity building from 
schools into the health workforce and started in 2011. This initiative engaged the 
schools, students and their families in the process. An evaluation of this programme 
suggested that it could be an effective way to increase the success of Pacific students 
transitioning from schools into university and the health workforce.(382) The 
evaluation reported that connecting with role models and other peers with the same 
aspirations was helpful. A sense of belonging (58 percent) was important for Pacific 
students learning in tertiary institutions in New Zealand.(378) Other research 
articulated the importance of maintaining Pacific cultural values and identity for 
education success.(208, 383) Additionally, the solutions likely to work for Pacific 
students include a holistic approach, taking into consideration what is important to 
them and their communities.(384, 385) For Pacific students to be successful in tertiary 
education, they ideally would have had positive experiences in their schooling from 
early childhood through to compulsory schooling, which includes valuing their culture.  
 
3.3.4 Early Childhood Education 
Pasifika Early Childhood Education started in the 1970s, usually within a church 
setting, led by women and included playgroups, language nests, and other early 
childhood educational services.(386) The importance of maintaining Pacific cultural 
heritage within the learning environment was part of the aspirations of parents and 
educationalists. There were challenges in maintaining momentum amidst educational 




Department of Educations during the 1980s/1990s.(387) Formal qualifications, such 
as the Diploma in Pacific Islands Early Childhood Education (ECE) and the Diploma 
of Teaching Pacific Islands ECE, were developed through tertiary institutions.(386) 
There were concerns about the achievements of Pacific children, many of whom did 
not attend ECE. In response to this, there were efforts to establish Pacific ECE centres, 
and to make these services more welcoming and accessible for Pacific children.  
 
3.3.5 Compulsory Schooling  
Researchers suggested the need to ensure teaching took into consideration the 
learning needs of diverse students.(388) Others proposed different frameworks for 
culturally responsive teaching(389) and diversity pedagogies.(390) A Pacific student 
in high school recalled being punished because he wanted to share his perspective 
on a poem from his cultural lens.(391) The Ethnic Interface Model provided a 
framework to assist educators to appreciate the realities for Pacific students.(60) This 
model presented the context for Pacific learners in the New Zealand education system, 
where students’ own cultural capital was different to the cultural capital of the wider 
institution. Embracing the importance of diverse contexts and addressing the power 
differential issues in education is required if achieving equity in education outcomes is 
to be realised. The role of parents is also important throughout the schooling years 
including their expectations, engagements, and relationships with the school 
system.(209, 392)  
 
The Starpath Project was a longitudinal study in New Zealand. Established in 2005, 
the project was a partnership between low decile schools and two tertiary institutions. 
The main aim of the project was to provide evidence-based initiatives for improving 
the participation and achievement of Māori, Pacific, and under-represented students 
in the tertiary environment.(393) There were three phases: 2005-2010, which 
consisted of work with the five schools; 2011-2015 extension of the project to thirty 
nine schools; and in 2016-2017 including nine more schools. The importance of 
ensuring selected subjects were aligned with students’ interests, targeted academic 
counselling with effective support from teachers within the school environment were 




and had the freedom to choose their course of study aligned with their interests, were 
more likely to transition well to the tertiary environment.(380, 396)  
 
The need for effective leadership within the schools to maintain momentum, a 
coordinated approach to address identified areas of need, and a robust database to 
monitor targets and students’ performance, were also identified as important.(393) 
Findings from the Starpath Project found that Māori and Pacific students experienced 
racism at school. The key messages provided to schools for academic success 
included the importance of developing independent learners, ensuring an affirmative 
and enabling approach, meaningful and authentic relationships with families, actively 
monitoring students’ progress, and providing clear consistent messages.(393) The key 
information for tertiary institutions included the importance of connecting with students 
early while in school, providing clear and effective processes for communication, and 
to offer financial support and assistance. The role of peers in schools was also 
highlighted in this research as important, as well as the impact of good role models on 
the choices Pacific students make about tertiary studies.(377)  
 
3.3.6 Tertiary Education   
Research showed that Māori and Pacific students were less likely, compared to other 
ethnic groups, to either attend university, or transition well into the university 
environment.(380, 397) Of all domestic students who graduated in 2018,(130, 193) 
approximately nine percent identified with a Pacific ethnicity. Pacific students were 
under-represented amongst those who graduated in the higher degrees such as 
masters (5 percent) and doctoral degrees (3.5 percent), and over-represented in the 
lower level qualifications like Certificate Levels 1-4 (10 percent). More Pacific students 
are now enrolling in tertiary education, however, the disparity between Pacific and 
other ethnic groups in New Zealand remains.(398) Pacific students’ use and access 
to academic support services is low.(399) The next section outlines the specific 
enablers and barriers for Pacific students in tertiary studies in New Zealand.  
 
Research exploring the experiences of Samoan students studying Health Sciences at 
the University of Auckland highlighted enablers for successful transition to the 




programmes, a Pacific-friendly learning environment, support from friends, family, 
personal faith and spirituality. A recent study at the University of Otago focussing on 
first year students reported support from families as an enabler for student 
success.(204) In addition, those who transitioned well had access to Pacific support 
services, supportive peers, developed good study strategies, and had a balanced 
healthy approach to life. A study with Pacific undergraduate students also reported 
that personal faith and family were important to their success.(400, 401) The helpful 
role of families was also reported in other studies.(119, 208, 212, 377) A strong sense 
of family obligation and responsibility, their goals of helping their community and 
families, and their own personal expectations helped students to maintain their 
focus.(400) The importance of belonging was also supported by other research for 
Pacific students.(402) Some research projects showed that valuing Pacific students’ 
cultural capital was important for the success of Tongan students in the tertiary 
environment.(118, 208)  
 
The concept of cultural capital was first proposed by the French education theorist 
Pierre Bourdieu, who suggested that it represented what was valued in society.(403) 
Minority groups would be marginalised if their cultural capital was not valued in society. 
Non-traditional students in the New Zealand context, such as Pacific students, bring 
their own cultural capital to the learning environment.(404) Embracing their cultural 
capital in the tertiary environment is important, otherwise they are likely to feel 
disconnected or like “a fish out water”.(405) A culturally supportive learning 
environment with available Pacific services supports the success of Pacific students 
in higher education.(406)  
 
New Zealand’s first research across its eight tertiary institutions utilised the Australian 
Survey of Student Engagement (AUSSE).(407) The survey included six areas of 
student engagement which are academic challenge, active learning, student and staff 
interactions, enriching educational experiences, supporting learning environment, and 
work integrated learning. Results from the AUSSE surveys between 2007-2009 found 
first-year students and students in later-years in New Zealand universities were less 
engaged compared to students in the United States, South Africa and Australia.(408) 
The whole data consisted of 8,378 students, 4,223 of whom were first-year students 




once during this period. This research encourages the provision of effective support 
for students linking this to success. Effective support especially for Maori and Pacific 
students, means high-quality engagement with academic staff, outstanding student 
experiences in the learning environment, development of academic skills and 
engagement in targeted programmes such as the Peer Assisted Student Learning 
(PASS) to further support engagement with peers. The outcome measures, however, 
were similar between students in New Zealand and Australia. Data from this research 
also found a strong link between a supportive learning environment and positive 
student outcomes for Pacific students.(409) In addition, there was a stronger link 
between the general outcomes and the interactions between students and staff when 
compared to the total study population. These findings were similar also for Māori, 
which showed academic improvements for Māori students when they felt 
supported.(372)  
 
There has been research that highlighted some of the barriers for Pacific students in 
higher education. These includes finances, and social and adjustment issues.(113) A 
study of Samoan students in a tertiary environment in Australia reported costs and 
economic constraints as barriers.(377) Some of the enablers, such as friends and 
personal faith, could also be a barrier. For example, some had friends who were not 
interested in studying, involved in time-consuming activities in church, and family and 
cultural responsibilities which distracted students from focussing on their studies.(204, 
212) There were also health-related issues, in particular, those related to mental health 
including feelings of stress and worry.(410) One study reported that the most common 
sources of anxiety for Pacific students was related to their academic work, finances, 
responding to questions in class, and determining their career pathway.(411)  
 
Good support services and staff who appreciate the Pacific cultural context and 
worldview support the success of Pacific students.(212) In response to the low Pacific 
student academic achievement at one university, a review of its support services found 
that services were fragmented and poorly coordinated.(412) It also showed that Pacific 
students were not aware of available support, such as student learning centres, or 
how to access them.(400) Research from another institution showed that those who 
did not transition well lacked awareness of existing support systems, had ineffective 




reported experiences of racism within the tertiary learning environment in another 
study.(212) Findings from the Starpath Project also indicated that Māori and Pacific 
students also experienced racism in the school environment.(393)  
 
3.4 Models for Student Success 
3.4.1 Tinto’s Longitudinal Model of Institutional Departure 
Many researchers who investigated factors that impacted on student retention in 
undergraduate studies in higher education referred to the model developed by Tinto 
on student departure from institutions.(100, 413) Although some had suggested 
various changes to this model(234, 413, 414) most had built to some extent on the 
model that Tinto developed.(100, 101) 
 
Tinto’s Model, first published in 1975, had thirteen primary propositions which were 
interrelated as outlined in Figure 3.  
 
Figure 3. Tinto’s 1975 Model – a conceptual schema for dropout from college  
 
Tinto’s Model had a specific focus on institutional responsibilities. In his initial model, 
he outlined the relationship between the student and the institution, and the various 
processes that could result in different retention outcomes. He proposed that a 
student's journey was a longitudinal process of interactions with the academic and 
social systems of the institution. The outcomes of persistence or drop-out depended 
on the student’s integration with the academic and social systems of the institution. He 




system, the more likely it is that the student would progress to degree completion. He 
also suggested that the background characteristics of students, as well as their 
expectations and motivations, were important. The background characteristics 
included their social status, experiences they had at high school, and their families 
and communities.  
 
Tinto proposed that students’ attributes, including career and educational 
expectations, were also important. He believed that students with high educational 
expectations were more likely to persist compared to those with lower expectations. 
In addition, their specific goal and institutional commitment also played a role in 
students’ decisions on whether or not they remained at the institution. He signalled at 
that time that further research was needed to understand more about race and 
ethnicity, and their relationship with drop-out decisions from higher education. Tinto’s 
Model was shaped by the analysis of previous research, one of which was Durkheim’s 
theory of suicide.(415) Durkheim suggested that suicide occurred when people were 
disconnected from society, either when their values were different from that of society 
and/or had no interactions with others in society. Similarly, a tertiary institution has its 
own value systems and social structures, and students who did not share these value 
systems or are not well connected or integrated to the institution are more likely to 
drop out.(258) In addition, institutions have academic requirements, and those who do 
not meet these could be excluded from the institution. It is recognised that academic 
and social systems are interlinked, and that activities in one area can directly or 
indirectly influence other areas.  
 
Tinto’s Model has since been modified, see Figure 4.(101) Tinto’s revised model 
included concepts from van Gennep’s stages of rites of passage, which are 
separation, transition, and incorporation.(416) The rite of passage is a life cycle ritual 
that signals the transition from one social status to another. French ethnographer van 
Gennep found that there were similar rituals around the world related to initiations, 
births, weddings, and funerals. These involved a stage of separation from the old, and 
integration into the new status with a transition period in the middle. This middle period 
is when they did not fully belong into one or the other, and is called the liminal period. 
This period is a difficult stage for those in the transition phase. This difficulty is similar 




integrate into a new system in the tertiary environment (stage of incorporation). 
Students who do not transition well through to the new or re-integration stage, may 
lack a sense of connectedness and not achieve a full level of integration which can 




Figure 4. Tinto’s revised longitudinal Model of institutional departure  
 
Tinto included external commitments and financial consideration to the revised model. 
External commitment to activities outside of tertiary studies could impact on academic 
performance, and affect students’ ability to continue to degree completion. Intentions 
or goals are a reflection of a student’s aspiration and expectations for the future, and 
are separated out in the revised model diagram. He also made an attempt to outline 
how his theory could apply to diverse student populations, and the important role of 
interactions within the classroom. Tinto’s Model is longitudinal and interactional, and 
refers specifically to processes within higher education institutions that impact on 
student departure. It has a sociological approach which highlights the importance of 
the social and intellectual context of the institution for students. Tinto’s efforts included 
drawing attention to specific areas for institutional policy change to better support 





3.4.2 Critiques of Tinto’s Work 
Critiques of Tinto’s work assessed different aspects of his model, including the thirteen 
propositions he put forward (see Figure 5). Braxton and colleagues assessed the 13 
propositions of Tinto’s 1975 model and argued it lacked empirical support.(414, 417) 
They found strong empirical support for five of the thirteen propositions(P1, P9, P10, 
P11,and P13) in Tinto’s 1975 model(417) and only modest empirical evidence for the 
other eight propositions.(315) The reviewers concluded that Tinto’s theory lacked 
explanatory power in commuter college and university relationships, with only partial 
support related to residential colleges and universities. Bean also suggested that 
Tinto’s addition to his model of ‘external commitments’ was very similar to 
‘environmental variables’, which was in his conceptual model of non-traditional 
undergraduate student attrition.(418)  
 
Figure 5. Tinto’s 1975 models, theoretical primary propositions and their inter-
relationships 
 
Minority students are more likely to need additional support, and Tinto’s Model did not 
encompass cultural variables, therefore, has limited relevance for them.(419-421) 
Some argued that Tinto’s Model was grounded in a framework used to explain other 
socio-psychological phenomena, and was not relevant for students’ contexts.(422) For 
example, the assumption that dropping out of studies was akin to committing suicide, 




understanding the context around the students’ decision was more important. 
Likewise, others challenged Tinto’s use of van Gennep’s rites of passage to explain 
the process of students’ drop out or departure from university.(423)  
 
3.4.3 Other Theories and Models  
Many researchers have made attempts to further enhance Tinto’s theory through the 
use of concepts derived from other theoretical perspectives.(424) Some suggested 
new theories where they maintained some of Tinto’s propositions and added other 
components.(425) Some scholars suggested the inclusion of Bourdieu’s ideas about 
cultural capital to further enhance the relevance of Tinto’s theory.(403, 426) Embracing 
the cultural capital all students bring to the tertiary environment would assist in their 
transition into higher education.(427) There were advocates for theoretical 
considerations to include biculturalism and bi-socialization for minority students,(420) 
and the consideration of cultural perspectives.(419) Exploring the role of community 
and appreciation of power differential for non-traditional students was also put forward 
as important to consider.(428) Some scholars suggested a link between university 
choice and student departures,(429) and that students’ perception of the tertiary 
environment was important role in retention,(430) while others reported on the impact 
of students’ finance challenges(431) and psychological perspectives were also 
important.(432)  
 
It is clear from research that there are a number of complex factors to be considered. 
New theoretical models are suggesting to include a focus on marginalisation 
discourses that consider some groups as outsiders.(417) In the efforts to further 
support research in this area, a conceptual framework was suggested for 
consideration:(433) 
 
a) continued study of sociodemographic characteristics of students,  
b) the role of organizational behaviour,  
c) student environments nested with different institutional settings, and  





Tinto himself acknowledged that his theory was not perfect, and has made attempts 
to revise and refine his model over the years to address these limitations.(100, 101, 
434) The value of the contribution of Tinto’s Model for understanding the reasons for 
student departures from universities, however, is clear amongst researchers who cited 
his work.  
 
3.5 Research Objectives 
With the need to increase the overall Pacific health workforce in New Zealand, it is 
important to ensure that Pacific students who are successful in entering the tertiary 
environment have the relevant support to succeed. The University of Otago has made 
some progress with initiatives that have had some good results(435) however, this 
does not necessarily provide sufficient support for structural decisions with regards to 
ongoing support interventions. There is no existing research that clearly identifies 
factors that impact on Pacific students’ academic success in the Health Science 
context. Additionally, no longitudinal data is available on the experiences of Pacific 
Health Sciences students as they transition into the first few years of tertiary studies, 
including key enablers and barriers that have an impact on their first-year experience.   
Data with regards to these areas would enable not only the University of Otago to 
further enhance their initiatives, but also support other tertiary institutions to provide 
better support initiatives for Pacific students. Therefore, the specific research 
questions of this research project are: 
 
1. What are the enablers and barriers for Health Sciences Pacific students' transition 
in the first two years at university? 
2. To what extent can the enablers and barriers for Pacific students in this study be 
understood in the context of Vincent Tinto’s theoretical model(s) with regards to first-
year integration and retention?  
3. What conceptual holistic theoretical model could be proposed that would be relevant 
for the experiences of Pacific students' success in higher education? 




Chapter 4 – Methodology  
This section consists of an overview of the study participants and the recruitment 
process. It outlines the Pacific research methodologies utilised, and details information 
about the interview processes and how these were conducted. The approach to the 
research, data collection and analyses was influenced by my worldview as a Samoan 
researcher. Therefore my context and perspectives are included as part of the overall 
research methods and approach.  
 
4.1 Recruitment Process 
All students are able to nominate up to three ethnic groups they identify with when 
they enrol at the University of Otago. Those who identified with at least one Pacific 
ethnic group and enrolled to undertake the Health Sciences First Year (HSFY) 
programme at the University of Otago in 2015 were eligible to participate. Data on 
eligible students were obtained from the University’s central database. Of the 108 
students from the eligible cohort twenty were randomly selected, stratified by ethnicity 
and gender, to participate in the study. Twenty was considered to be sufficient to 
achieve saturation of themes, and each participant was interviewed four times. Of the 
twenty participants, fifteen were recruited during the Health Sciences Pacific Early 
Orientation Programme (EOP), and five were invited from those who did not attend.  
 
PIRSSU in the Division of Health Sciences ran the EOP from 20 - 22 February 2015. 
I obtained permission from the EOP staff to explain the research to students attending 
the programme, and the study information sheet was disseminated. There was an 
opportunity provided for anyone who wanted to ask further questions or clarification 
about the study. Potential participants were advised that interviews were planned four 
times over two years. It was important for those who were interested in being involved 
that they understood the importance of this commitment prior to agreeing to 
participate.  
 
I provided the names of the first fifteen randomly selected students to the staff running 
the EOP before leaving the meeting venue. The staff advised the potential fifteen 
participants of their selection, and invited those who wished to participate to let them 
know. The names of those who agreed to participate were then provided to me before 




a time was organised for each participant to be interviewed. The five students who did 
not attend the EOP were contacted directly on their mobile phones. I introduced myself 
and the purpose for calling, before requesting permission to explain the research. 
Those who agreed to listen were provided more information about the research 
programme, before being invited to participate. Those who agreed to participate were 
sent an information sheet by email and a time was organised for their interviews.  
 
The University academic calendar is divided into two semesters. Each semester 
consists of thirteen weeks. The first interview was conducted during the University’s 
orientation period, prior to the start of the official academic year. The second interview 
was conducted six weeks into the first semester, and the third within the first two weeks 
of the second semester. The final interview was conducted six weeks into their second 
year at the University. Prior to the first interview, I made sure that the participants had 
read the information sheet before the consent form was signed. Before each 
subsequent interview took place, I checked that the participant felt comfortable and 
happy to continue being involved. Those who declined involvement were thanked for 
their consideration and no further contact was made.  
 
4.2 Pacific Research Methodologies 
There are established and emerging Pacific research methodologies, and most 
emerged out of the health and education sector spaces.(102, 103, 436, 437) The 
health research methodologies include the Kakala proposed by Helu-Thaman(438) as 
a research methodology based on the Tongan processes for garland-making. 
Fa’afaletui methodology by Tamasese,(200) was based on the Samoan context for 
the development and weaving together of knowledge. The Cook Islands Tivaevae 
methodology, focussed on the central role of culture, shared vision, collaboration and 
integration in the research approach.(439) For this research, I have selected the 
Pacific Kakala research methodology as it was the first to be developed and widely-
used, and the Talanoa method as the overarching Pacific research frameworks.(102, 
103) These Pacific research methodologies have not been validated as per usual 
standard research processes, however, these are widely used by Pacific researchers.  
 




4.2.1 Kakala methodology 
The Kakala research methodology has three components, Toli, Tui and Luva, and is 
aligned with the making of a traditional garland.(102) The making of flower garlands is 
a tradition practiced across many Pacific countries. Flower garlands are called lei in 
Hawaii, ‘ei in the Cook Islands, ula in Samoa, and kakala in Tonga. Toli refers to the 
gathering of flowers, and the type of flowers selected is specific to the event. Toli and 
Talanoa have similar processes. The importance of contextualising ensures the 
appropriate information gathered is relevant to the research. All stages for the making 
of the Kakala are equally important. However, this early stage is critical because it 
includes the preparation, consultation phase, and the development of relationships. 
The identification of appropriate cultural and other relevant expert advisory groups is 
established also at this stage. There were the Division of Health Sciences Pacific 
Advisory Group (PAG) and Pacific health experts. The PAG consists of key leaders 
from seven ethnic groups from the local Pacific community. Pacific health experts 
consisted of key leaders in health in the Pacific health sector. Advice was sought from 
these groups at critical stages of the analyses and dissemination processes. Following 
correct processes during this stage ensures a solid foundation is established with the 
appropriate environment for relationship building. This process ensures the 
maintenance of positive relationships, cultural values are respected, and the safety of 
both participants and the researcher for the next stages of the research process.  
 
Tuli consists of the creation of the garland from the selected flowers. This process is 
undertaken respectfully, carefully selecting from the flowers picked to ensure the type 
and shape suited, so the final product maintains and reflects the beauty of the source. 
The flowers picked that did not have the right shape or fit are removed. This stage 
refers to the cleaning, refining, and analysis of the data collected. Data that are 
incomplete or did not fit with the aims of the research are removed. The data analyses 
are conducted sensitively with care, respecting the source (the participants), with 
appropriate considerations about how the data could be used to empower and 
enhance positive outcomes.   
 
Luva is the final stage of the process and involves the presentation of the Kakala to 
the guests or people who are being acknowledged or honoured. The completion of 
this thesis is part of the Luva process. The degree of beauty and worth of the garland 




is determined by the Kakala designer. This refers to the care and skill of the designer 
to ensure the end product is valuable. The most beautiful or most complex Kakala 
designs are gifted to the most important people in a function or event. In the research 
context, it is the responsibility of the researcher to analyse and present the data to 
achieve useful outcomes. It is important that the participants and those who receive 
the garland can see its beauty, and understand the value of the research outcomes. 
The skill and sensitivity with which researchers undertake the data collection and 
analysis will be evident in the usefulness of the research outcomes.        
 
4.2.2 Talanoa method 
Talanoa, or Talanoaga, is common in Pacific languages and simply means having a 
conversation.(103) It is an extension of Pacific community practices of having face-to-
face conversations for passing down traditional knowledge or sharing stories and 
developing collaborations. There are formal and informal Talanoa or Talanoaga. The 
formal processes are utilised when there are specific issues to be discussed and 
participants attend a Talanoaga knowing the purpose for which such a meeting was 
organised. The informal Talanoaga are general conversations that are less structured 
and occur either before or after the formal processes. Important information could be 
shared in the informal process with knowledge transfer before participants engage in 
the formal process. Both approaches have value and contribute to the richness of the 
data being collected. This research utilised both formal and informal processes in the 
data collection phase. It is therefore placed within a constructivist/interpretive 
paradigm where epistemologically the aim is to discover the underlying meaning of 
events and activities. 
 
The setting of the scene for the data collection is important. Prior to the beginning of 
the Talanoaga, the environment was organised so that both the participant and the 
interviewer felt comfortable. The Talanoaga began with the informal process, and 
consisted of general conversations not related to the research to develop 
connectedness and establish common ground. Once this was achieved, permission 
was obtained from the participant to begin the formal process for data collection. This 
included ensuring the participant received the information sheet, and the consent form 
was signed before starting the audio-recorder. Conversations were guided using semi-




structured questions, starting with inquiries that were easy to answer seeking to put 
the participant at ease, for example asking questions about how the participant was 
settling into the university environment. The aim was to ensure the conversations were 
open and flowed well. Talanoaga can include humour and, where appropriate, this 
was weaved into the conversations ensuring the participant felt at ease and 
comfortable at all times. The development of trust during the process is important. This 
trust determined whether the participant felt willing to share openly and in a meaningful 
way. The interview was formally closed with the acknowledgement of the participant’s 
time and valuable contribution, including the offer of a small gift.  
 
Interview Process 
I conducted 76 of the 80 planned interviews which were audio-recorded. Interviews 
were conducted in the English language. A dedicated room located near the EOP 
venue was used for the first interviews with the students who attended the programme. 
For the students who did not attend the EOP, interviews took place at the PIRSSU 
offices. The researcher arranged with each participant a time for the follow-up 
interviews. Before subsequent interviews, the researcher sent a reminder email two 
weeks before the scheduled interview time. The time for each interview was organised 
to suit the participant and fitted around their academic timetables and other 
commitments. Some interviews were conducted during the week, while others were 
done in the evenings and over weekends. Interviews for the two students who had left 
the University after their first year were the last to be conducted in the series of these 
interviews, and these were conducted over the phone. The time period for conducting 
all interviews at each of the four stages was two weeks.  
 
Of the twenty participants selected, the first fifteen invited from those who attended 
the EOP accepted the invitation. Of the five participants who did not attend the 
programme, two declined the initial invitation and a further two were recruited from the 
randomised list. Eighty interviews were expected to be conducted over the two-year 
period, and seventy six (95 percent) were able to be completed. Most were conducted 
through face-to-face meetings. The interviews on average were approximately 50 
minutes and semi-structured interview questions were utilised for data collection.  
 




Interview guide – for four interviews 
 
Interview Schedule 1: Prior to starting University (2015) 
Preamble: This is the first of three interviews, the next one is half way through 
Semester one and the final interview in Semester two. It is very important that you are 
happy to be involved in the three interviews. Can I check you are okay with this please. 
Interviews on average will last one to 1.5 hrs. Our conversation today is about you, 
your journey at university, goals and aspirations and exploring areas important in 
achieving your goals and aspirations. There are no right or wrong answer. What is 
really important is that you feel free to share your honest views/feelings. You are 
welcome to provide an answer or pass (not answer) any question. If you wish to stop 
the interview at any stage, please feel free to say so. This is absolutely okay. Can I 
check you are comfortable before we start ?.  
Personal: this first part of our conversation is about you.  
• Please tell me about yourself, your name, age, your family and background ? 
• What are the things in life that matter to you the most (or you really care about)?   
• Can you share with me what inspires or drives you ? 
• What about things or situation you find challenging or difficult ?  
• How do you feel about starting University ? 
University Expectations: the next part explores your expectations/understanding of 
University life   
• What do you think University is going to be like ?  
• What are your thoughts about belonging/fitting in into the University 
environment?.  
• What University services have you engaged with already ? 
• Can you share your experience of these services ?  
• Can you share your thoughts around choosing to come to Otago ?  
• How can the University best assist you to achieve your goals this year ?  
Health Sciences First Year (HSFY): this next part is about the HSFY programme at 
Otago.   
• What do you know about the HSFY programme ?  
• Where did you obtain most of your information about the HSFY programme 
from ? 
• What are your thoughts/feelings about taking it this year ?  
• Do you feel you know enough about what is required to succeed in HSFY?  
• How well do you feel you are prepared to undertake the HSFY p programme 
this year ? (Rate 1-10)  
Goals and aspirations: this next part explores your goals and aspirations in 2015.  
• What does a successful year in 2015 look like for you ?   
• What do you think you need to enable you to achieve this success ?  




• Share with me your level of self-belief/confidence about achieving your goals in 
2015 (Rate 1-10)   
• What might be the challenges to achieving success this year ? 
• What does the future look like if you achieve (or don’t achieve) your goals in 
2015 ?  
Academic Preparedness: this part is about academic preparedness.   
• Can you outline your academic journey from high school to University ? 
• What are the key skills learnt you believe will help you at University ? 
• What are your thoughts on “what learning is” (how do you know you have learnt 
a subject, best way to go about it ? ) 
• What are your academic strengths and areas you feel you might need help 
with ?   
• How can the University best assist you in the areas of need you have 
identified ?  
• Does the use of social media (enhance or inhibit) or academic progress ? 
Identity: this part is about you and your identity.  
• Can you tell me about your cultural background/upbringing and your Pacific 
identity ?  
• How do you feel when you are surrounded mostly by Pacific people ?  
• How do you feel when you are surrounded by mostly non-Pacific people ? 
• How can the University help you to be yourself within its environment/context ?  
Well-being (Health and Well-being): this last section is about your health and well-
being  
• What does being well (healthy) look like for you ? 
• What is your plan for looking after yourself this year ? 
• What role can others play to help you maintain wellness ? 
• Are you doing anything currently that might cause you to become unwell (OH, 
smoking, drugs etc) ? 
• What do you do when you are stressed or stressful situations ? 
Social interactions:  
• Can you share with me your closest network of support ? 
• Within your network of support, is any of them more than just a friend ? 
• If yes, can you share with me your relationship with this person ? 
• If not, do you plan to seek out someone special for you this year ? 
• How will your friends & social network (facebook etc) influence you this year ? 
Do you have any other thoughts you consider important we have not yet discussed ?  
Thank you very much for your time. I will provide the transcripts for you to review from 
this interview within a couple of weeks. Please let us know within two weeks if you 
want any changes.  
  




Interview Schedule 2: During Semester 1 (2015) 
Preamble: Thank you again for participating in this research. Just to remind you again. 
The purpose of this research is to try and understand how the University can best 
assist first year Pacific students to achieve their goals and aspirations. This is the 
second of three interviews. The interview will last approximately one to1.5 hours. Our 
conversation today is about how things are for you since starting University. There are 
no right or wrong answer. What is really important is that you feel free to share your 
honest views/feelings on what is most relevant/important for you and how you see 
things from your own perspective. A reminder also, that you are welcome to provide 
an answer or pass (not answer) any question. If you wish to stop the interview at any 
stage, please feel free to say so. This is absolutely okay. Please make yourself 
comfortable before we start ?.  
University Expectations/Experience: exploring your University experience and 
expectations.   
• How have things been for you since starting University ?  
• How well do you think you have adjusted since arriving ? (What has or has not 
helped)  
• Share with me your Expectations vs Reality about University/University life ? 
• What is your view of the support services you have accessed ? (Mentoring, 
Tutorials) 
• What achievements/challenges (if any) have you experienced? 
• What does being at University mean to you today ?  
Personal: the next part of our conversation is about you and your personal journey.  
• Since starting University, what things have become really important for you 
now ?  
• In your view, what has helped you to navigate your way at University ? 
• What are your thoughts about “growing up” and “developing independence” 
“adjusting to the University environment ? 
• How stable has your world been since starting University ?  
• What does safety, security, stability mean to you in the context of University  
• Homesickness – how has this been for you this year ?   
Health Sciences First Year (HSFY): this part explores your views on HSFY 
• Compare your expectations vs reality/experience of the HSFY programme. 
• Share your best experience thinking about the HSFY programme this year ? 
• What has been the most challenging aspects for you ?  
• Share your experience preparing for/sitting the HUBS/CELS test. 
• Have you felt at any stage like giving up this year ? (or had doubts so far)  
Goals and aspirations: this part is about your goals and aspirations  
• How is the year shaping up for you ? 
• What is your current mind set about things at this stage ? 
• Where is your level of confidence at that you will achieve your goals ? 




• How are you working towards achieving your goals this year ? 
• What challenges (and strategies to address them) might prevent you from 
achieving your goals this year ?  
Academic Journey: this part explore your academic journey  
• How has high school has prepared you for University ?  
• What is your approach to learning the four compulsory subjects in Semester 
1 ? (Which areas (if any) do you think/feel you need help with the most at this 
stage ?)  
• Can you describe your study pattern since the beginning of the year ? 
• Can you discuss your organisational/planning/time management skills ? 
• What does have “Balance” mean to you?. (how do you approach getting it ?)  
• What have been the main distractions (if any) for you so far. (OH, peers etc)  
Identity: Culture and cross cultural engagement  
• What have you learnt about yourself since being at University (your “sense of 
self” “who I am” since being at University ?  
• How have you found engaging with people from different cultures at University ? 
• Who would you normally “hang around with” (lectures etc) and “why” ? 
• What are your thoughts about  “moving beyond your comfort zone” ? 
• How can we support you to stay/feel connected to what is important to you ?  
Well-being (Health and Well-being): this last section is about your health and well-
being  
• How is your health at present and since the beginning of the year ? 
• What have you been doing to maintain wellness this year ? 
• What is the role of religion in your life ? (relevance to wellness)  
• How have others (friends/family) have helped/supported your journey this 
year ? 
• Stress/stressful situations – what has been your experience so far since at 
University ? 
• What other assistance might you require to maintain wellness this year ?   
Communication:  
• How do you usually communicate with your parents / close family members ?  
• Who is/are the person/people that you would discuss important decisions with ? 
• How was the decision made for you to come to University/Dunedin ? 
• Can you describe how you usually communicate with friends and other people ? 
• What is your preferred method for communication with people in general ? 
Do you have any other thoughts or things you wish to share that you consider 
important at this stage in your university journey, that we have not yet discussed ?.  
Thank you very much for your time. I will provide the transcripts for you to review from 
this interview within a couple of weeks. Please let us know within two weeks if you 
want any changes.  




Interview Schedule 3: During Semester 2 (2015) 
Preamble: Thank you again for participating in this research. Just to refresh your 
memory. The purpose of this research is to try and understand how the University can 
best assist first year Pacific students to achieve their goals and aspirations at 
University. This is our final interview and it will last approximately one to 1.5 hrs. Our 
conversation today is about you and your reflections since the beginning of the year, 
what you found helpful and areas where you feel things could have been better. There 
are no right or wrong answer. What is really important is that you feel free to share 
your honest views/feelings on what is most relevant/important for you and how you 
see things from your own perspective. As a reminder, you are welcome to provide an 
answer or pass (not answer) any question. If you wish to stop the interview at any 
stage, please feel free to say so. Stopping the interview is absolutely okay. Can I check 
you are comfortable before we start ?  
Personal: exploring your personal journey at University to date.  
• How are you ? 
• Can you share your thoughts about your personal journey in University so far ? 
• What are your main highlights ? 
• What are (if any) the key challenges for you ? 
• What have you learnt about yourself/personal growth since being at University ? 
University Expectations: this part explores your experience/expectations of 
University  
• How has your initial expectations measured up against the reality of University 
life ? 
• How has the University served your needs this year ? 
• What things does the University do really well ?  
• How can the University improve services for you ?  
Health Sciences First Year (HSFY): following completing Semester 1    
• How have you found the HSFY programme so far ? 
• How do you feel you have done ? 
• What do you think has helped (or hindered) your academic progress ?  
• What advice would you give someone contemplating doing HSFY next year ? 
• On reflection, how would you summarise your experience of the HSFY 
programme ? 
Goals and aspirations: this next part is about your goals and aspirations for 2015  
• What are your goals now for the year ?  
• What is your plan to achieving these goals ?  
• What things might prevent (or assist you) in achieving these goals ?  
• Can you share your level of confidence about achieving these goals ? 
• What are your plans now looking forward if you achieve (or not achieve) your 
goals in 2015 ? 
  




Academic Preparedness: this section captures your reflections on your academic 
journey  
• How well do you think previous education has prepared you for University ? 
• How has your approach to learning progressed (or changed) during the year ? 
• What is/are the main approach(es) to learning that you found most helpful ?  
• What support have you found helpful in your academic journey ? 
• Have you ever felt this year like giving up ? 
Identity/Cultural issues: this section is about Pacific heritage within University   
• Not many Pacific pp make it to University, what do you think about being one 
of the very few that has made it this far ?  
• What do you know about Pacific people history in New Zealand ? 
• What does your Pacific (ethnic specific) ethnicity mean to you…and how does 
it influence the way you view the world ? 
• How have you found the Pacific-specific support the University is providing ? 
• What are your thoughts about Pacific community expectations on you ?   
• Have you experienced discrimination or racism of any kind at University?...if so 
pls elaborate ? 
Well-being: this last section seeks your reflections/thoughts on your health/well-being.  
• How has your health been this year ? 
• Have you had stress of any kind (sickness, depression, financial etc) ? 
• What has been your approach to maintaining wellness ?  
• What have you found most helpful in keeping well this year ?  
• What have (of any) been the main challenges for you this year ?  
Do you have any other thoughts or things you wish to share that you consider or has 
been important for you this year, we have not yet discussed ?.  
Thank you very much for your time. I will provide the transcripts for you to review from 
this interview within a couple of weeks. Please let us know within two weeks if you 
want any changes.  
  




Interview Schedule 4: During Semester 1 (2016) 
Preamble: Thank you for agreeing to participate in this follow up interview. The 
interview is on average will last one to 1.5 hrs. Our conversation today is about your 
journey since being at University. As in previous interviews what is really important is 
that you feel free to share your honest views/feelings. You are welcome to provide an 
answer or pass (not answer) any question. If you wish to stop the interview at any 
stage, please feel free to say so. This is absolutely okay. Can I check you are 
comfortable before we start ?  
Personal: this first part of our conversation is about you.  
• Can you share with me your views what the previous year was like for you ?  
• What have you learnt about yourself and the things that are important for you ? 
• What are the things/people that have become your inspiration/drives you? 
• What do you think were the key achievements for you ? 
• What were the things that you found most difficult ? 
University Expectations/Experience: exploring your University experience and 
expectations.   
• How have things been for you since coming back to University ?  
• How well did you think you adjusted to University life last year ?  
• Were your Expectations different from Reality about University/University life ? 
• What does being at University mean to you today ?  
• What support services you accessed did you find most helpful and why ?   
Year Two Course at University:   
• Can you share with me what you are doing now at University ? 
• How do you feel about doing the course that you are doing now ? 
• On reflection, how did you find the HSFY programme last year ? 
• What did you learn about yourself when you were undertaking the HSFY 
programme last year ?  
• Have you felt at any stage like giving up last year ?   
Goals and Aspirations: this next part explores your goals and aspirations in 2016.  
• What does a successful year in 2016 look like for you ?   
• What do you think you need to enable you to achieve this success ?  
• Share with me your level of self-belief/confidence about achieving your goals in 
2016 ? 
• What might be the challenges to achieving success this year ? 
• What does the future look like if you achieve (or don’t achieve) your goals in 
2016 ?  
Academic Preparedness: this part is about academic preparedness.   
• What key academic skills have you learnt since being at University ?  
• What have been the success factors for you in your academic journey ? 
• What have been the key challenges for you in your academic journey ? 




• If you were to advise someone starting HSFY what best advice would you give 
them ? 
• If you were to look back, might there be things you would do differently last 
year ? 
Identity: this part is about you and your identity.  
• What does your identity mean to you in the context of University life ?  
• What have you learnt about yourself since being at University your “sense of 
self” “who I am” since being at University ?   
• How have you found engaging with people from different cultures at University ? 
• Who would you normally “hang around with” (lectures etc) and “why” ? 
• Have there been any cross-cultural exchanges that were outside your comfort 
zone ? 
Well-being (Health and Well-being): this last section is about your health and well-
being  
• How is your health ? 
• What have been the keys things that have been i important to maintaining 
wellness for you ? 
• What is the role of religion/family/friends in maintaining wellness for you ?  
• Stress/stressful situations – what has been your experience since at 
University ? 
• How can the University best support you to maintain wellness ? 
Communication:  
• How is our level of communication with your parents / close family members ?  
• Who is/are the person/people that you would discuss important decisions with 
now? 
• Can you discuss how the decision was made to come back to Otago ? 
• What is your currently level of communication and connections with friends and 
people important to you since being at Otago ? 
• How connected do feel towards society and your community since being at 
Otago ? 
Do you have any other thoughts or things you wish to share that you consider 
important at this stage in your university journey, that we have not yet discussed ?.  
Thank you very much for your time. I will provide the transcripts for you to review from 
this interview within a couple of weeks. Please let us know within two weeks if you 
want any changes.  
 
  




4.3 Data Process and Analysis 
All interviews were transcribed within three weeks and sent back to participants for 
checking. A professional transcriber transcribed the data verbatim, and participants 
were given a unique identifier to ensure anonymity. Participants were requested to 
provide feedback within two weeks. Changes or corrections from participants’ 
feedback were made before finalising the final version which was uploaded into NVivo 
for data management and analysis. Thematic analysis of the data was conducted with 
information from each of the four interview periods, as well as comparisons for each 
participant as they transitioned into the University over the two-year period. The data 
obtained was analysed using both inductive and deductive processes. Data was read 
multiple times to identify emerging ideas over time. These were discussed with the 
supervisors before further analyses using the inductive process to further refine these 
into key themes. The data was also analysed using the deductive approach. The 
information obtained from each participant was compared across all their interviews 
over the two-year period guided by areas highlighted through Tinto’s model. 
Participant responses were analysed over time to determine any changes in their 
perspectives or views over the four interview periods. All results were discussed with 
the supervisors. Relevant results were also discussed with the advisory groups aligned 
with their areas of expertise.  
 
Ethics 
Ethics approval was obtained for this research from the University of Otago Human 
Ethics Committee. Formal consultation process and approval was also obtained from 
the University of Otago, Ngāi Tahu Research approval processes. Careful 
consideration was given to how best to recruit participants to ensure that they felt free 
to participate or not as they saw fit. This included ensuring that they were aware of 
their right to decline participation without any adverse consequences. I also stepped 
down from all staff and leadership roles, enrolling as a full-time PhD student in the first 
year of the study. 
  
  




4.4 Researcher’s Perspective 
I am of Samoan descent and strongly embedded within the Samoan and Pacific 
communities in New Zealand. The data collection, analysis and the interpretation of 
the data are aligned with my worldview and perspectives. From an epistemological 
perspective, the underlying worldview and context of the researcher, influences and 
shapes the analysis of data.(440) My previous experiences as a migrant student in 
New Zealand, efforts to fit into the dominant culture, including the challenges and 
successes experienced during my health professional training, has influenced my 
research perspective and approach. 
 
My early academic years at school (up to year 12) was in Samoa before moving to 
New Zealand for further studies. I enrolled for one year of high school (year 13) at 
Timaru Girls prior to attending university. Following this, I completed medical studies 
at the University of Otago medical school and worked in New Zealand, before returning 
to Samoa. For postgraduate studies, I returned to New Zealand to complete my 
specialist training in Public Health and General Practice. During these years, I learnt 
how to navigate and succeed in the learning and work environments in New Zealand. 
This experience is akin to navigating between different worlds: my own Samoan 
culture and the New Zealand culture. I also appreciate the different context for the 
indigenous population and the complexities of working in increasingly diverse 
communities in Aotearoa.  
 
Throughout my career, I have developed a keen interest in capacity building and 
growing the Pacific health workforce. I was appointed to the inaugural role of Associate 
Dean (Pacific), in the Division of Health Sciences at the University of Otago. In this 
role, I have the overall responsibility for supporting the recruitment, retention and 
completion rates for Pacific students studying in Health Sciences. It was evident to me 
that institutions can have a key role to support the participation and success of Pacific 
students in higher education. This research was conducted with this perspective in 
mind, with a specific focus on exploring what institutions could do to support, enhance, 
and empower Pacific students to achieve their goals and aspirations in the tertiary 
sector in Aotearoa. 




Chapter 5 – Results  
The results are provided in three sections. The first consists of an overview of the 
twenty participants whose stories are woven into the fabric of this thesis. The second 
section consists of the presentation of the data, which are aligned with the Tinto Model 
of institutional departure. The last section consists of additional information that is not 
captured within Tinto’s Model. The first objective of this research is to explore the 
enablers and barriers for Pacific students’ transition into the tertiary environment. The 
data is presented in sections two and three under the Enablers and Barriers headings. 
There are some areas of overlap in the findings, for example information related to 
participants’ interactions with their peers and staff, which also have relevance to 
findings related to social integration and social well-being.  
 
5.1 Overview of Participants 
Most participants were aged between 19-20 years with one student who had already 
completed an undergraduate degree. This student had completed tertiary studies in a 
different field and wished to retrain towards a health professional career. Students 
were evenly divided in terms of gender, with representation from nine different Pacific 
ethnic groups. Eleven had sole Pacific ethnicity. Most felt strongly connected to their 
Pacific cultural contexts. They appreciated being in a welcoming environment, and the 
opportunity to be embedded within the Pacific cultural environment within the 
University. All except three stayed at a University Residential College. Two were living 
with their own families, and the other wanted the flexibility provided through flatting.  
 
Three participants entered through the preparatory University Foundation programme, 
two were from overseas, and the rest entered the university directly from New Zealand 
high schools. Five were from low decile schools, five from high decile schools, and the 
rest were from mid-decile schools in New Zealand. One was from the local area and 
the rest had left their home environments for tertiary studies. Of the ten who had 
religious beliefs, eight were Christians, one was a Muslim and the other belonged to 
the Hindu faith. Those who did not nominate a specific religion did not feel connected 
because they were either not brought up in this context by their parents, or they had 
lost cultural connections with the person who was the key connector to their culture or 
religion, for example, the loss of grandparents.  




Outlined below is an overview of some of the key background information and other 
aspects of the participants’ life and experiences. Most of the data in this overview was 
collected during the first interview. The different areas in Tinto’s models have been 
used to organise the presentation of the data, which also helps in the structuring and 
analysis of the overall interview data. Each participant was given a fictitious Pacific 
traditional name to assist in maintaining anonymity.  
 
 
     







Moeroa is of Cook Islands and Scottish descent, and has a younger sister. Her 
grandparents migrated from the Cook Islands and Scotland to settle in New 
Zealand. She was close to her family who were supportive of her academic 
studies, and they continued to be part of her support network at university. Many 
in her wider family attended higher education studies and some are currently 
working in the medical profession.  
Individual 
attributes 
She liked to be challenged in life, and was inspired by people who were 
passionate about what they do. She liked to be challenged academically and was 
not interested in a degree where she would just “breeze through”. She enjoyed 
music and took up leadership roles while at school. She developed friendships 
with students from diverse backgrounds, both Pacific and non-Pacific students 
Pre-Schooling 
College 
She took all the recommended subjects for the first year in Health Sciences, and 
excelled in these at high school. She passed with an overall excellence in her 
subjects from high school. She also developed useful study skills while at school 
which prepared her well for higher education studies  
Goal 
Commitment 
Moeroa wanted a career that would make a difference in the lives of other people, 
and hoped to get into the medical programme She heard the Health Sciences First 
Year programme was difficult and loved the challenge in this. If she was not 
successful, she considered nutrition as another career option.  
Institutional 
Commitment 
There are two medical schools in New Zealand, and one is located near her home. 
She wanted to move to a new environment for her personal growth and 
development. Leaving home felt like an adventure, and she believed this would 




She achieved good grades, with consistent and steady performance during 
internal assessments in the first year at university.  
Intellectual 
Development 
She felt daunted starting the year, but was also excited about the challenge to see 
if she could achieve her goals. She was confident in her ability to understand new 
concepts. She had a clear plan for learning and focussed on understanding what 
was taught in class then revised the content immediately.   
Peer Group 
Interactions 
She engaged in the Pacific peer support programmes. Her new friends had similar 
academic goals and were also an important support network for her. These friends 
provided the social support which enabled her to have a social life in the midst of 
an intensive academic year.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
She felt the POPO programme and the Early Orientation Programme were 
extremely helpful. She was surprised and felt overwhelmed at the level of support 
offered through these support programmes. She engaged well with staff and 
sought assistance where needed.  






Having a social life was really important for her. She enjoyed developing new 
friendships, and staying at the Residential College made it easier to meet new 
and diverse groups of friends. In addition, the POPO support programme gave 
her a sense of belonging and connectedness with her Pacific peers.   
Academic 
Integration 
She did well academically and was successful in achieving her goal of getting into 
the medical programme in 2016. She integrated well into university life, enjoyed 
the medical programme and is in the final year of her medical studies in 2020.  
Other She felt proud to be a Cook Islander and appreciated the culturally supportive 
environment. She was initially worried about the “Fresher Five”; the five kilogram 
weight gain common amongst first year students. She was aware that stress may 
impact on her studies, and had some struggles during the year. Exercise helped 





Saisului is of Samoan and European descent, and has an older brother. Her father 
is Samoan and her mother of New Zealand European descent. She has a 
supportive family and making her family proud was important to her. Her family 
travelled down to help her settle into university. Her parents did not attend higher 
education however were both working in full-time employment. 
Individual 
attributes 
She developed leadership skills through various roles while in high school. She 
enjoyed challenges in life, and saw these as opportunities for growth. She played 




She did well overall in her subjects in high school but had not done Physics, one 
of the recommended papers for the Health Sciences First Year programme. She 
developed good study skills from school and was determined to apply this well in 
the new learning environment.  
Goal 
Commitment 
Her aspiration was to study medicine and was committed to the pathway that 
would enable her to achieve this. She understood this could mean completing a 
degree before applying again, if she was not successful following the Health 
Sciences First Year programme.  
Institutional 
Commitment 
She was both excited and nervous about starting university. She left home for 
university, although there was a closer institution she could have attended. She 
wanted the experience of attending a Residential College, as it felt like a new 
adventure for the next step of her academic development.  
Grade 
Performance 
She had consistent and steady performance during internal assessments and 
throughout the first year. She also managed to pass the Physics paper which took 
up for the first time at university.  
Intellectual 
Development 
She expected university to be different from the school academic environment, 
and it was the challenge of doing an academically challenging course that she 




found interesting. The self-directed learning approach was new for her and she 
adjusted quickly to the new learning environment. 
Peer Group 
Interactions 
She engaged well with her peers and developed very good friendships. She 
appreciated receiving support from the POPO mentoring programme in her first 




She engaged well with staff, felt the POPO programme was helpful and 
appreciated the home away from home environment. She initiated a research 
project with supervisors and was successful in obtaining a Health Research 
Council scholarship to complete a summer studentship research project.  
Social 
Integration 
She got involved in many social activities with new friends she made at university. 
She joined a local netball club, and felt this provided a good balance for her 




She transitioned well into the first year, did well in her exams, and was accepted 
into the medical programme in 2016. Her studies progressed well and is now in 
the final year of medical training in 2020. 
Other She was not raised in a traditional or religious Samoan context but she enjoys the 
times with her Samoan family during the holidays and community events. She 
appreciated being surrounded within the Pacific cultural environment at university, 





Shiva is Fijian of Indian descent and an only child to his parents who migrated 
from Fiji. He was born and raised in New Zealand. He had a disruptive home 
environment which included his mother attempting suicide when he was 12 years 
old. He felt that his father had invested significant resources for his education, and 
that if he did not do well, then he would consider himself a failure.  
Individual 
attributes 
He had a keen interest in Science while in school, and often engaged the teachers 
in areas which were outside of the school curriculum. He found it difficult to 
maintain good friendships and admitted to losing friends in the past because of 
his temperament. He held strong opinions on some issues and reported often 
feeling lonely or isolated. 
Pre-Schooling 
College 
He passed all the recommended papers from high school in preparation for the 
Health Sciences First Year programme. His father took a keen interest in his 




His aspiration was to be a medical doctor. His motivation to do medicine was 
because of his mother’s illness. He was also interested in contributing to work 
related to improving health in a global context.  






He wanted to move away from home to attend university so he could develop 
independence, and to be away from the intense relationships within the home 
environment. The University of Otago was the only option for him as there were 




He passed all papers in the first semester, however, his marks were too low 
making him ineligible for consideration for the medical programme the following 
year. He subsequently failed all papers he took in the second semester.  
Intellectual 
Development 
He looked forward to the opportunity to learn at the tertiary level what he was 
interested in as he felt restricted in the learning environment at high school. 
However, he developed poor study habits during the transition year to university, 
and lost focus when he did not achieve the academic results he was hoping for.  
Peer Group 
Interactions 
He did not engage with peer support groups organised for Pacific students in the 
first year at university. He made friends but these tended to be students who were 
not focussed on achieving well academically.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
He engaged intermittently with staff, and only made contact when staff actively 
sought him out. He knew that engaging with the support services would be helpful, 
however, he made active choices not to be involved.  
Social 
Integration 
He had a group of friends he engaged with for social activities, but did not develop 
close friendships during the year. He felt left out when many were looking to 
coordinate flats the following year. He recognised that the way he engaged with 
peers, was likely to be a contributing factor.  
Academic 
Integration 
He had difficulty integrating into the tertiary environment in his first year at 
university. He took six papers the following year, failed four of these and barely 
passed the other two. He is now in his sixth year of study at university, and has 
yet to complete an undergraduate degree.  
Other He did not consider himself religious, however, his family belonged to the Muslim 
faith. He learnt to read the Koran, including fasting and praying five times per day, 
which he disliked as a child. He considered himself more aligned with the 





Sione is of Tongan descent. He was born in Tonga and moved to New Zealand 
with his parents. His parents separated during his teen years and had a difficult 
time adjusting to this. His younger siblings stayed with his mother, while he moved 
in with his father. He recalled the financial challenges they faced and hoped to 




Sione was quiet and approachable. He played rugby and found it easy to make 
friends in this context. He was distracted by friends who did not have the same 




academic goals, and felt that this resulted in him not doing as well as he hoped 
for academically.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
He did not take up Physics while in School, one of the recommended papers for 
the Health Sciences First Year programme. To assist with this, he completed the 
University Foundation year where he took all the required subjects prior to 
entering the University.  
Goal 
Commitment 
His aspiration was to get into the medical programme. He also wanted to be a 
good role model for his siblings, in addition to providing better opportunities for his 
family and shift them out of poverty. 
Institutional 
Commitment 
He was offered a scholarship to study the Foundation programme at University of 
Otago. He was committed to completing his studies following this programme at 
the University.  
Grade 
Performance 
In his first year at university, he failed one of four papers in the first semester, and 
did not pass any of his papers in the second semester. He progressed on to 
complete a degree in Science, and postgraduate training. His marks began to 
improve over subsequent years.   
Intellectual 
Development 
He looked forward to starting university and learning new things. He expected to 
use the assistance provided to support his learning. In the earlier years, he 
struggled to engage with the support services provided. His learning approach 
however improved over time, and this was reflected in his academic performance.  
Peer Group 
Interactions 
He did not attend on a regular basis the Pacific peer support groups organised for 
first year students preferring to work on his own. He had good engagement with 
friends outside of the academic environment.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
He interacted intermittently with the staff for support in the early stages. He later 
began to seek support, and the more he did this, the more he felt supported by 
the system.  
Social 
Integration 
He started the year well in 2015 but soon reverted back to his old habits such as 
drinking too much and not managing his time well. His close social networks were 
outside of the academic environment, and this became a distraction for him in the 
transition period.  
Academic 
Integration 
Over time he began to utilise the support that was provided. This enabled him to 
benefit from the support services offered through the institution. This included both 
Pacific and mainstream services.  
Other His father’s family were Methodists and his grandparents were strongly religious. 
He did not attend church regularly but felt comfortable to engage with others in his 
Tongan community. He noticed more Europeans at university and felt unsure 
about how to start conversations. At the Residential College he noticed that there 
was segregation between students based on their ethnic groups.  
 
  







Sinalei was born and raised in New Zealand with ancestral links to Samoa, 
Tokelau, Japan, and England. She is the eldest of six children and came from a 
close supportive family. Family role models who gave without expectations helped 
her to understand what was important in life. She was grateful for clear guidelines 




She was determined to achieve her academic goals, and looked forward to the 
transition into the tertiary environment. She had good friends she knew from 
school, and was keen to ensure they were all focussed on their goals. She was 
determined to stick to a helpful routine, including a balanced approach to her work 
and social times.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
She had aspirations to get into a health professional programme. She did not 
however take all of the recommended subjects from high school for the Health 
Sciences Year programme.  
Goal 
Commitment 
Her aspirations included getting into the medical programme. She was driven by 
the need to help others and believed a career in medicine would provide this 
pathway for her. She was determined that if she was not successful initially, she 
would complete a degree and apply again.  
Institutional 
Commitment 
She attended the On Campus experience offered by the University while at high 
school, and was subsequently offered a scholarship which made up her mind 
about which University to apply for. Her resolve was strengthened when she 
arrived and experienced the welcoming environment embedded within supportive 
cultural services.   
Grade 
Performance 
She passed all seven papers in her first year at university. Her marks however 
were low and she was not successful in entering the medical programme. She 
progressed on to enrol in a Bachelor of Science degree, and her marks continued 
to improve each year.   
Intellectual 
Development 
She felt stretched initially and continually examined study techniques that best 
supported her learning. She felt supported and she engaged well and grew in 
confidence over time within the academic environment.  
Peer Group 
Interactions 
She attended peer mentoring support and all group activities organised for Pacific 
first year students. In addition, she had very good friends who were supportive of 
her academic aspirations.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
She engaged very well with staff and always sought support when needed. She 
attended most events offered for students and felt she was able to receive the 
support she needed in a timely manner.  
Social 
Integration 
She integrated very well into the social life of the institution. She developed new 
friendships and engaged well with what the institution had to offer. She also 
engaged with the local Pacific community.   






She was not successful in getting into medicine after the first year of study in 2015. 
She completed a Science degree, re-applied and was accepted into the medical 
programme starting in 2018. She is now in the fourth year of medical studies.  
Other The two most important things for her were her family and her Christian faith.  She 
was proud of her cultural heritage and believed it was important to embrace fully 
who she was, and this included her non-Pacific heritage. She struggled with her 
health during her first year at university, and appreciated the support that was 





Ioane is of Tongan, Samoan and European descent. He is the second eldest of 
five children. His father was born in Tonga. His mother is a New Zealand born 
Samoan. He had a close relationship with his family. His parent’s highest level of 
education was high school. His father was a cabinet maker and his mother stayed 
home to look after the family.   
Individual 
attributes 
He had a positive approach to life, and was keen to utilise the skills he had learnt 
from high school in the tertiary environment. He is an artist and found this to be a 
helpful way to relax and unwind. 
Pre-Schooling 
College 
He felt he was able to achieve reasonably well in high school without having to 
apply himself. He did not take all the recommended papers in preparation for the 
Health Sciences First Year programme. 
Goal 
Commitment 
He wanted to enter the health profession because of the under-representation of 
Pacific people in the medical workforce. He felt having a similar background to the 
patients would help with connectedness and delivery of health services. 
Institutional 
Commitment 
He lived in a city which offered the course he was interested in. However, he was 




He failed two papers in his first year and was ineligible to apply for the medical 
programme that he was interested in. He enrolled in the Bachelor of Sciences and 
progressed well over the next few years.  
Intellectual 
Development 
He felt stimulated within the university environment and discovered different 
subjects he found interesting and engaging as he progressed through the years. 
He was interested in factual information and read widely about the subjects being 
taught in class.   
Peer Group 
Interactions 
He attended Pacific peer mentoring and support programmes provided and 
enjoyed attending these.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
He asked for assistance where needed and engaged well with staff. He felt the 
Pacific targeted support provided was good, and that it was helpful to know the 
range of services available. He stayed in a Residential College which also offered 
additional academic and other support services.  






He developed a group of close friends he studied and engaged with on a regular 




He integrated well into the tertiary environment and progressed on to complete 
his undergraduate degree in 2017.  
Other His cultural identity was very important to him and he regretted not being able to 
speak the Tongan language. Most of his Tongan family moved to Australia 
resulting in less engagement with the culture. He was not religious and felt he had 
a stronger European influence in his upbringing. He found it difficult to have a 
strong sense of connectedness to his Pacific culture, however, he did not feel 
either that he belonged to the European culture. He felt ‘a bit in between’, he was 
not fully Pacific and not fully white either, which on reflection at that stage in his 





Malosi is the youngest of four siblings. His parents are from Tuvalu and migrated 
to New Zealand for employment and education opportunities for their children. 
His father was a seasonal worker and his mother worked in a rest home. He 




He was a quiet and hard working student who engaged well with others and 
made friends easily. He understood the importance of achieving well in school, 
and was focussed on doing well.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
He completed all the recommended papers from high school in preparation for 
the Health Sciences First Year programme and achieved well in these.  
Goal Commitment His aspiration was to get into the medical programme, however, he was also 
open to other programmes in the health professional field.  
Institutional 
Commitment 
He was committed to attending the University, which was located where he lived, 
as he wanted to be closer to his home and family. It was also from a financial 
point of view, a more viable option for him.   
Grade 
Performance 
He passed all papers in the Health Sciences First Year programme, however, 
his grades did not qualify him for entry into the medical programme. He sought 
assistance as he progressed through his studies which he benefited from.  
Intellectual 
Development 
He applied himself to the academic environment and was engaged with the 
various support programmes offered. He enjoyed the Pacific academic support 
activities where he engaged with other Pacific students.  
Peer Group 
Interactions 
He attended the Pacific peer mentoring support groups in his first year. In 
subsequent years he took up leadership roles and assisted as a mentor for new 
Pacific students.  






He was respectful and engaged well with staff, always willing to ask for 
assistance when needed and offered assistance to others where he was able. 
Social Integration He developed good friendships and engaged well within the social context of the 




He was offered a place in the Pharmacy training programme which he accepted 
in his second year at university. He progressed well in his training and graduated 
with a Pharmacy degree in 2019, and is now working in the health sector. 
Other He was extremely proud of his heritage and got involved in many Pacific 
community events and activities. His faith was very important to him and he was 





Lili is the eldest of two children. Her father was born and raised in Samoa and 
her mother was of European descent. She came from a supportive family, and 
her father was her role model growing up. His father died at an early age, and 
therefore had the responsibility of looking after his mother and their wider family.  
Individual 
attributes 
She liked taking up leadership roles and helped support others who did not have 
the same opportunities that she had. She approached life from an equity 
perspective where she advocated, where able, for disadvantaged groups to 
have equal access to opportunities.   
Pre-Schooling 
College 
She was academically astute and in high school showed the ability to focus and 
excel when she applied herself to learning new subjects. She developed good 
learning skills and did well in high school in the recommended papers for the 
Health Sciences First Year programme.  
Goal Commitment Her aspirations was to get into a health professional programme and was 




She was unsure which health professional course to take. The University of 
Otago was the only institution in the country offering the Bachelor of Dentistry 
programme. Her choice of institution was influenced by the need to ensure she 
could apply for this programme. On arrival, she quickly developed a strong 
sense of belonging and connectedness to the institution.  
Grade 
Performance 
She had consistent and steady performance academically during internal 
assessments in the first year at university. She was focussed and utilised the 
support available, passing all her exams well in her first year in higher education.  
Intellectual 
Development 
She took up leadership roles in subsequent years at university and struggled 
with the increasing academic workload. She reduced her leadership 
responsibilities, settled back into the academic environment and progressed well 
with her studies.  






She attended and engaged well in POPO peer mentoring and support 
programmes in her first year. She was grateful for this support, and in turn, 
became a mentor including the role of president of the Pacific Islands Health 
Professional Student’s Association (PIHPSA).  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
She was open in her approach to support provided and engaged well with staff. 
She felt comfortable to come into the office to have informal conversations with 
the staff. Where needed, she booked a time for more formal conversations about 
her progress.   
Social Integration She engaged well in the university environment and made good friends over the 
years. She was sociable, and did really well when given opportunities to support 
other junior students.   
Academic 
Integration 
She did well academically in her first year and was accepted into the medical 
programme in 2016. She is now in her final year of medical training and is due 
to graduate in 2020.    
Other Her grandparents were Catholics and respected their faith, however, she was 
not religious. She engaged in Samoan family events during special functions, 
but had limited exposure to this culture while growing up. She had a more 
European influence in her upbringing and believed her exposure to both cultures 





Sililo was the sole adult student in this cohort, and is of Samoan descent. He was 
employed in the education sector for many years, and came from a supportive 
family. His wife gave up her job to support him in this journey towards a career 
pathway in health.  
Individual 
attributes 
He was determined, hard-working, and was willing to apply himself to the new 
learning environment. He lacked a bit of confidence because he felt he had not 
been in this learning environment for many years. He hoped that his work 
experience however would assist him in the transition period.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
He completed an undergraduate degree from an overseas institution before 
working in the education sector. He also had experience in managing 
organisations and in policy developments.   
Goal 
Commitment 
His aspiration was to be a medical doctor and to work to improve health outcomes. 
He felt in his earlier schooling years he was not focussed on his studies and did 
not apply himself to educational opportunities. He felt this time now was his 
chance to apply himself, and to be a role model for his children. 
Institutional 
Commitment 
He was committed to the institution because it offered him the chance to train 
towards the career he was interested in.  
Grade 
Performance 
He failed one of the required papers in the Health Science First Year programme, 
and was not eligible for entry into the medical programme. 






He worked hard during the year but found it difficult to keep up with the workload. 
He had difficulties also in navigating all the available support services.  
Peer Group 
Interactions 
He interacted well with his peers and was always open to helping others. He 
attended the Pacific peer support programmes, but the issues relevant to younger 
students were often different from the specific challenges he had, such as looking 
after his young family.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
He engaged well with all staff and the support services provided. There were 
financial struggles during the year, and the staff assisted where they could to 
provide additional support.  
Social 
Integration 
He had a young family and his ability to interact socially with others in the tertiary 
environment was limited because of family obligations.  
Academic 
Integration 
Leaving a well-paid job to study again was a sacrifice, and he tried hard to engage 
with the academic environment. When he was not accepted into the medical 
programme, he decided to return to his previous job so he could provide for his 
family. 
Other He had strong connections with his fa’a-Samoa culture, and was committed to his 
Christian faith. His worldview was shaped by who he was as a Samoan. He was 
fluent in the Samoan language, held extended family responsibilities, as well as 
responsibilities within his church community. He also had serious health concerns 





Ate’s parents are both from Tonga. They wanted her to stay locally for tertiary 
studies, but supported her wish to move out of town for higher education. She was 
close to her family, in particular, her older sister who she consulted regularly on 
various issues that were important to her during the year.   
Individual 
attributes 
She was quiet with a steely determination and a strong belief in herself and her 
abilities. She believed that she could achieve anything she put her mind to. Her 
family moved a few times for her father’s employment, and she felt able to adjust 
quickly to the new environments.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
She did not take all of the required subjects in preparation for the Health Sciences 
First Year programme. She was successful in obtaining a scholarship for 




Her aspiration was to get into a health professional programme, and her 
preference was medicine. If she was not successful, she was open to consider 
other career options.  
Institutional 
Commitment 
She was very keen to leave home for university for new experiences and personal 
development, and worked hard to convince her parents to enable her leave for 
another city for further studies.  






She applied herself to her academic work and passed her exams but did not 
achieve the required grade for admission to the medical programme. She 
continued to receive support as she progressed through further studies.  
Intellectual 
Development 
She was engaged in the first year and attended the support services provided. 
She took time off for a family trip to Tonga in her first-year at university, and 
struggled to catch up when she returned to her studies. She was determined to 
catch up and apply herself to achieve her academic goals.  
Peer Group 
Interactions 
She attended the Pacific peer mentoring programmes. She engaged well with her 
peers and also developed new friendships through her Residential College.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
She engaged well with staff and sought help for specific areas of need. Additional 
support was provided for her to catch up when she returned from Tonga. She took 
this up and she found the additional support helpful.  
Social 
Integration 
She developed good friendships through the Foundation programme. She noticed 
some changes in the dynamics of these relationships at university. Having close 
friends was important to her, and she made the effort to strengthen these 
relationships over the years.  
Academic 
Integration 
She integrated well into the academic environment in the first year of studies. She 
was accepted into the Pharmacy programme, however, had difficulty passing one 
of the core papers. She continues to receive help to support her career 
aspirations.    
Other Her culture and faith which were core components of her upbringing were 
important to her in the tertiary environment. She was very proud of her Tongan 
heritage, and felt that her cultural values and protocols helped her within the 





Salesa is of Samoa and European descent. He had a supportive family consisting 
of parents and a younger brother. His parents had not been to university and were 
not able to guide him academically in the tertiary environment. His mother 
however travelled to see him a few times during the year to offer support where 
she could.  
Individual 
attributes 
He was astute, dedicated, and applied himself diligently to his academic work 
during the year. He had helpful leadership training experiences in the past such 
as the ‘Outward Bound’ leadership training programme, and these skills helped 
him to transition well to the University.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
He did not take all the recommended subjects in preparation for the Health 
Sciences First Year programme. This was because at school he wanted to take a 
range of subjects aligned with what he enjoyed.  






His aspiration was to get into the medical programme, and was keen to get in the 




He had a choice of travelling north to study at another university, but chose the 
University of Otago because of its smaller size. He also felt that it had a good 
reputation for Health Sciences programmes.   
Grade 
Performance 
He passed all papers in the first year of higher education but his marks did not 
reach the required threshold for entry into the medical programme. He was 
extremely disappointed that he did not do as well as he had hoped. He enrolled 
in a Bachelor of Science degree, and continued to improve over time.  
Intellectual 
Development 
He had an enquiring mind and felt enthusiastic about learning new content. He 
attended all academic support during the first semester in his first year. In the 
second semester, he realised that he could not attend all additional support 
offered because he needed time also for self-directed learning. He was more 
selective in what was helpful for him, as he progressed through his studies.  
Peer Group 
Interactions 
He attended all support programmes and especially enjoyed the peer mentoring 
programme. He was grateful for the support he received and became a mentor to 
new students in subsequent years.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
He engaged very well with Pacific staff and listened carefully to advice that was 
provided. He reached out for support whenever he felt he needed this, and was 
always appreciative of any support that was offered.  
Social 
Integration 
He developed friends quickly because of his openness to everyone. The initial 
contact he made with staff and students was through the Pacific Early Orientation 
Programme. He also engaged well with staff and students from the Residential 
College where he stayed in his first year at university.  
Academic 
Integration 
He continued to improve his performance in subsequent years and graduated with 
a Bachelor’s degree in Science (BSc). He applied again to the medical programme 
following the completion of his BSc degree including a postgraduate degree in 
public health. He was accepted and is now in the second year of medical studies.  
Other Salesa described his upbringing as having more of an European influence, and 
was not brought up in a religious environment. He was proud of his Samoan 
heritage and appreciated the opportunity to be supported within a Pacific cultural 
environment at university. He had a plan on how to look after his health and tried 
to maintain this during the year.  
 
  







Prerna is Fijian of Indian descent. She had a supportive family and was really 
appreciative of their sacrifice when they moved from Fiji to New Zealand for better 
education opportunities for her and her sister. Both parents had higher education 




She was organised in her approach to her academic work and was clear on her 
priorities for the year. She was also disciplined in how she managed her time. She 
saw coming to university as a personal challenge and a way to test and see what 
she was capable of.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
She passed all the recommended subjects from high school in preparation for the 
Health Sciences First Year programme. She developed useful study skills while 
at school, which prepared her well for university studies.  
Goal 
Commitment 
She was interested in a career in the health sector. Her aspiration was to be a 
Pharmacist. She was unsure whether she would achieve this, but was determined 
to give it her best during the year. She was also considering Medical Laboratory 
Sciences as an alternative career pathway.  
Institutional 
Commitment 
She was committed to the institution if she got into one of her preferred courses. 
She also considered nursing at another institution closer to home, if her preferred 
options were not available the following year.   
Grade 
Performance 
She did extremely well in her exams in the first year and was accepted into 
Pharmacy training. During her training in Pharmacy, she continued to excel and 
completed her training in Pharmacy with very good academic results.  
Intellectual 
Development 
She settled in quickly to her academic work and routine and thrived in the tertiary 
environment. She was keen to learn and utilised all the resources available. She 




She attended Pacific peer mentoring groups and got to know others in this 
environment. She was quiet but engaged and contributed well to activities with 
other students.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
She actively engaged with staff and accessed additional support where needed. 
She utilised the support from Pacific services as well as support services from 
staff at the Residential College.  
Social 
Integration 
She liked spending time relaxing and engaging with friends at the Residential 
College, but also enjoyed spending time just by herself. She found this balance 
suited her, as she needed both engagement and space for her own well-being.  
Academic 
Integration 
She excelled as she progressed through her studies at university. She graduated 
with a degree in Pharmacy in 2018, and is now working in the health sector.  
Other She was not religious and was comfortable with the context in which this support 
was provided for Pacific university students. She initially had concerns about her 




identity. She is Fijian Indian but people sometimes thought that she was from 
India. She had anxiety about this when she started university. As the year 
progressed, this did not bother her anymore. She developed connectedness and 






Priya is of Fijian Indian descent, and could also trace her heritage to the 
indigenous Fiji population. She had a supportive family with two siblings. Her 
parents migrated from Fiji for better education and employment opportunities. 
She is particularly close to her mother, who she called on regularly for support 
during the year.  
Individual 
attributes 
She was confident in her ability to look after herself and chose to go flatting 
because she wanted the flexibility to manage her environment in her first year 
at university. She had an outgoing personality and expected to be able to 
navigate well the transition to the tertiary environment.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
She passed all the recommended subjects from high school in preparation for 
the Health Sciences First Year programme. She developed useful learning skills 
while at school, and felt that these would assist her with her academic studies 
and transition to university.  
Goal Commitment She was interested in a career in the health sector. Her aspiration was to get 
into the medical programme. She was committed to work hard to achieve her 
goal. She was also aware of the different pathways for entry into the medical 
programme if she was not successful in achieving this at the end of the year.  
Institutional 
Commitment 
She was committed to completing her studies at the University of Otago. She 
could have taken the same course closer to her home, but chose to move away 
from home for personal growth and development.  
Grade 
Performance 
She did well in her exams at the end of the year and was offered a place in the 
medical programme for the 2016 intake. 
Intellectual 
Development 
She felt intellectually stimulated by the Health Sciences First Year programme 
and enjoyed what she learnt. She utilised the skills she learnt from school and 
developed further skills while at university to support her academic development.  
Peer Group 
Interactions 
She attended Pacific peer mentoring initially but struggled to attend these 
regularly because she was living in a flatting environment. During the year, she 
felt less connected to the wider Pacific student cohort, and did not develop as 
many friendships as she hoped.   
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
She did not engage regularly with staff compared to other Pacific students who 
were staying in Residential Colleges. She enjoyed the contact with staff when 
she took time to engage.  




Social Integration She was sociable and liked to engage with people prior to coming into the tertiary 
environment. However, because she was flatting, engagement with others took 
effort and time. As a result she began to engage less with other students and 
felt lonely and disengaged during the year.  
Academic 
Integration 
She took a year out of studies in 2019 and is now in her fifth year of the medical 
programme in 2020. Her commitment to complete the programme is keeping her 
engaged with her academic studies.   
Other She was not religious, however, was comfortable in the context within which the 
spiritual support was provided as part of the overall support for Pacific University 
students. She had stressful relationships during her first-year of studies which 
affected her mental health and well-being.  
 
Salamasina 
Family Background Salamasina is of Samoan descent. Her parents lived in Samoa and were 
supportive of her academic aspirations. She was flatting with her brother who 
was an additional support for her during the year.   
Individual attributes She enrolled at the University of Otago following a very difficult period in her 
life, where she felt she had lost her way. She attended another university a few 
years earlier and had to pull out for personal reasons. She was extremely 
grateful for another opportunity to re-start her career.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
She completed high school in Samoa and was offered a scholarship for studies 
overseas. Achieving a scholarship for international studies in Samoa is 
competitive, and she scored well to be awarded a scholarship. She passed all 
the recommended subjects in preparation for the Health Sciences First Year 
programme.  
Goal Commitment Her aspirations include getting into the medical programme. This was her goal 
when she was offered a scholarship for university. She was still keen to pursue 
this, and hoped that she would be able to focus and do well at the University 
of Otago. For her, this would be a way to thank her family who continued to 
support her during the earlier difficult times.  
Institutional 
Commitment 
She was committed to stay at the University for her studies because she had 
family support there in addition to friends she knew also at the University.   
Grade Performance She failed seven of the eight papers she took in her first year of studies. She 
was allowed to return to the University the following year, however, she failed 
all the papers she studied during the year. She was subsequently excluded 
from the University for not meeting the academic requirements.  
Intellectual 
Development 
She started to withdraw from engagement as the year progressed during her 
first year. She shared that she had ‘given up’ even though she knew she had 
the capability, and could not get herself to engage or attend lectures. She 
accessed support from Student Health Services, however, the difficulties with 








She rarely attended Pacific peer mentoring sessions or group activities. Her 
mentors reached out in their efforts to support her, but she did not respond to 
them. She felt increasingly isolated as her own friends gave up trying to engage 
with her.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
Staff found it difficult also to reach her, as she was not responding to the 
different methods they engaged to reach her. They could not offer support 
because she chose not to engage or utilise was available for her. She did not 
turn up also for her last two interviews for this research.  
Social Integration She was flatting with her brother, and her family and friends made efforts to 
help her. However, in general she chose not to engage with those who tried to 
assist her.  
Academic 
Integration 
It was difficult for her to be integrated into the academic environment because 
of her lack of engagement with the support services.  
Other She was proud of her Samoan heritage and said she belonged to the Christian 
faith. These were two areas which she felt gave her comfort during these 
difficult times. She prayed often when she felt unwell or struggled with different 
issues. Her cultural background gave her a sense of belonging and 
connectedness, and she felt isolated from her support networks within the 





Manino, who is of Samoan descent, was brought up in Samoa by his grandparents 
who were church ministers. He moved to stay with an aunt in New Zealand for the 
last few years of high school. There were financial struggles within the family, and 
he wanted to do well so he could help support them in the future.  
Individual 
attributes 
He is the first in his family to attend university and felt the weight of expectations 
for him to do well. He wanted to be a good model and to inspire other family 
members to aim for higher education in the future.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
He completed the Foundation year where he took all the recommended subjects 
as part of his preparation for the Health Sciences First Year programme. This 
preparation was important to him because he did not have a good learning 
experience at the high school he attended in New Zealand when he moved over 
from Samoa.  
Goal 
Commitment 
His goal was to have a career in medicine and hoped to get into the medical 
programme. He was keen to be part of the health sector so he could support 
improving health outcomes for Pacific peoples in New Zealand.  
Institutional 
Commitment 
He was committed to completing his studies at the University, following on from 
the Foundation Year programme, where he received a scholarship for his studies.  






He worked hard and applied himself to academic work during his first year of 
tertiary studies, and passed all papers he took in this first year.  
Intellectual 
Development 
He liked the competitive environment and believed it would inspire him to work 
hard. Although he passed all exams in the first semester, it was not as well as he 
hoped for. He developed poor study skills such as studying all night just before an 
exam. He struggled with the academic work and was given support through 
pastoral care, tutorials, and mentoring programmes.  
Peer Group 
Interactions 
He was engaged in the peer mentoring programmes and other activities offered 
through the Pacific support services. He lived in a Residential College and had 
other support activities available to him in this environment.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
He engaged with staff well with staff at the beginning of his journey at the 
University of Otago. However, staff found it difficult to engage or reach him during 
the times when he was struggling or had challenges with his academic work or 
other personal circumstances.  
Social 
Integration 
He developed good friendships from the Foundation programme. He enjoyed 
spending time with them to relax and share fun times with. He also offered to be 
a mentor for new Pacific students in subsequent years.  
Academic 
Integration 
He did well in his exams in the first year of studies and was successful in achieving 
his goal of getting into the medical programme. He continued, however, to struggle 
with his academic studies over the next few years, and had to repeat one year of 
studies. He is now in the fifth year of studies in the medical programme in 2020.  
Other He was proud to be Samoan and the cultural connectedness with the local 
Samoan community gave him a strong sense of belonging. His faith was important 
to him, particularly in the times when he had struggles. His cultural values and 
principles guided him. He had concerns with his physical health and found 





Karaponi is of Niuean, Samoan, and European descent. She is the eldest and the 
first in her family to attend higher education. Her family had not been to university 
and had little understanding of how best to support her transition to the tertiary 
environment. However, she felt they were always there for her, providing 
encouragement on the journey.  
Individual 
attributes 
She experienced challenging events related to natural disasters while at high 
school and managed to navigate her way through these challenges. She was 
resilient, hard-working, and overall had a positive outlook on life.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
She took all the recommended subjects in high school in preparation for the first 
year in Health Sciences. She developed some learning skills and approach to 
academic studies, and felt ready to leave school for higher education.  






She was interested in a career in the health sector and wanted to get into the 
medical programme. If she was not successful, she was open to exploring other 
health career pathways.   
Institutional 
Commitment 
She was both nervous and excited about starting university. She did not make it 
to the Early Orientation Programme, and received instead an individualised 
orientation programme. She was committed to completing her undergraduate 




She struggled with the workload and adjusting to new ways of learning and failed 
most of the papers she took in the first semester. She re-assessed her study 
approach and subsequently passed all exams in the second semester.  
Intellectual 
Development 
She was engaged in her academic studies and thrived in the psychology area 
which became the major for her degree. She was keen to learn new study skills 
and worked hard to apply herself to the new learning environment. She developed 




She was fully engaged in the Pacific peer mentoring and activities offered for 
support, in addition to support offered through her Residential College. She was 




She engaged well with staff and accessed help where needed. She was always 
keen to reach out for help when needed and this enabled the staff to provide 
support that was specific to her learning and social needs.  
Social 
Integration 
She developed new friendships and support networks as she transitioned into the 
university environment. These friends made the journey enjoyable during an 
intensive academic year that determined entry to limited spaces in health 
professional programmes.  
Academic 
Integration 
She enrolled in a Bachelor of Sciences degree majoring in psychology and 
graduated in 2017. She moved to another institution where she further enrolled to 
train as a nurse.  
Other She was not religious and felt the connection with her culture and religion was lost 
when her grandfather, who connected her family to their culture, died. She was 
comfortable, however, in the cultural and religious context within which the support 





Wale is of Solomon Island and Welsh descent. He grew up in New Zealand but 
spent some of his earlier years in Wales. He had a supportive family with parents 
who attended higher education and were able to guide his transition to 
university.  






He had a relaxed approach to life and learnt leadership skills as a surf-lifesaver. 
He enjoyed engaging in sports and outdoor activities.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
He took the required recommended subjects for the Health Sciences First Year 
programme and achieved good results in high school. He received support for 
his academic development also from his father who was a teacher.  
Goal Commitment His maternal grandmother wanted him to be a doctor. He thought initially this 
was a good idea and came to the University with the hope of getting into the 
medical programme. However, he lost interest      in this career pathway      during 
the first year at university. He took a gap year, and then re-enrolled at another 
university in engineering after consulting further with a paternal grandfather who 
was an engineer.  
Institutional 
Commitment 
He decided not to return to the University of Otago the following year when he 
did not get into the medical programme. He was however doing very well in the 
new course he had enrolled in at another institution.   
Grade 
Performance 
He felt that he worked really hard in the first semester and was upset when he 
got his first semester results which were lower than expected. In the second 
semester, he lost motivation and failed one paper. 
Intellectual 
Development 
He lost interest in the programme he was enrolled in, and found it difficult to 
focus on his studies and academic activities. In addition, he had a concussion 
during the year which further affected his ability to concentrate. 
Peer Group 
Interactions 
He engaged with some Pacific support services, and found the Residential 
College support services suited him better. He enjoyed staying at the Residential 
College and felt that he had made life-long friendships there.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
He engaged with Pacific staff on an intermittent basis, as he was comfortable 
with the support services he received from the Residential College. He felt 
support services were sufficient and he was able to access support when he 
needed them.  
Social Integration He was sociable and made many friends in his first year at university. Most of 
his new friends were from his Residential College. He was also engaged in the 
peer-mentoring programme provided for Pacific students in the Health Sciences 
First Year programme.  
Academic 
Integration 
He attended the academic support services he felt best suited his learning 
needs, and attended the lectures with friends. He felt the workload was heavy 
and struggled to keep up with the content. Towards the end of the year he felt 
he was not enjoying his studies and decided to re-think his career pathway.  
Other He was not brought up in a religious environment but was comfortable with the 
Pacific cultural and spiritual support for Pacific students in this context. He had 
health issues during the year which impacted his academic performance.  
 
  







Fereni is of Samoan and European descent and the eldest of three children. She 
had a supportive family and her mother travelled to help her settle into university 
Individual 
attributes 
She performed well in school, and felt that she had developed many useful skills 
which would assist her to navigate the tertiary environment well. She wanted to do 
well so she could support her family. Her mother was her role model because she 
was the first in her family to obtain a degree from a higher education institution. 
Pre-Schooling 
College 
She did not take all the recommended subjects for the Health Sciences First Year 
programme, but felt that she had the relevant academic ability to manage this well. 




She initially wanted to be a lawyer. She changed however to doing sciences in the 
final year of school because she felt she could help people more as a medical 
doctor. Her decision was also influenced by her mother’s job which was related to 
improving public health.  
Institutional 
Commitment 
Her family wanted her to be closer home for studies. She was keen to move away 
for tertiary studies for her own personal growth and development. 
Grade 
Performance 
She failed most of the papers she took in the first year at university. She improved 
her academic performance the following year, but struggled in the subsequent 
years and was eventually excluded from the University in 2018.  
Intellectual 
Development 
She struggled to achieve well in the subjects she chose, and sometimes felt that 
she would probably do better in subjects that were aligned with a degree in law. 
She was determined however to get into the medical programme, despite failing 
one of the pre-requisite papers three times.   
Peer Group 
Interactions 
She attended Pacific peer mentoring groups and activities offered and really 
enjoyed these. She made friends easily and one of her challenges was the ability 
to say “No” when she needed to focus on her studies. 
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
She engaged well with staff and was open to receiving support provided. Staff 
explored with her other career pathways, however, she was determined that 
medicine was the only career pathway for her.   
Social 
Integration 
She was sociable and found it easy to make friends. She enjoyed spending time 
with her Pacific friends and engaged well with peers in her Residential College. She 
appreciated the connections and support she received from staff and peers.  
Academic 
Integration 
She struggled with the academic work, and found it difficult to understand why she 
was not achieving well. She eventually became disillusioned with herself and the 
education system when her performance did not improve.    
Other She was very proud to be Samoan and wanted to ensure people in her Residential 
College were aware where she came from. She was fluent in the Samoan language 
and felt happy when she was able to communicate with others in her language. Her 




faith was important to her, but at times struggled during her time at university when 





Viliame was born and raised in Fiji and is of indigenous Fijian descent. Both 
parents have higher education qualifications and his father is a medical doctor. 
He had good support from his family which supported him well for university.  
Individual 
attributes 
He was quietly confident in the personal and academic skills he developed over 
the years. He was inspired by his father who had achieved a lot with minimal 
support in his earlier years.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
He took all the recommended subjects from high school in preparation for the 
Health Sciences First Year programme. He developed useful skills from school 
which helped to prepare him for tertiary studies.  
Goal 
Commitment 
His aspiration was to get into the medical programme. He was determined to do 
well to make his family proud, and gave up playing rugby in the first year at 
university so he could focus on his studies. 
Institutional 
Commitment 
He was committed to completing his studies at the University of Otago. He spoke 
to people who attended the two medical institutions in New Zealand, before 
making the decision about where he wanted to go.  
Grade 
Performance 
He had a mid-term test where he did not do well, and he made the necessary 
changes in his approach to improve his academic performance during his first 
year. He achieved good grades from his consistent and steady performance at 
the end of his first year at university.  
Intellectual 
Development 
He applied himself to the learning environment and was open to learning new 
information. He adjusted his learning approach to suit the specific subjects he was 
learning. He enjoyed engaging with staff and students within the classroom, 
including academic activities offered through his Residential College.  
Peer Group 
Interactions 
He attended the Pacific peer mentoring programme, and appreciated the support 
he received. Subsequently, he volunteered to be a mentor for new Pacific students 
coming into the University. He had engagement also with peers through student 
associations within his Residential College.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
He engages well with the staff and accessed support where needed. He felt the 
engagement with staff through the POPO programme and the Early Orientation 
Programme was very helpful. 
Social 
Integration 
He had a relaxed approach and found it easy to make friends with Pacific 
students, including other students from his Residential College. He was involved 
in social activities and sports organised through Pacific specific services and wider 
services available to all students.   






He did well academically in his first year of university studies and was successful 
in achieving his goal of getting into the medical programme in 2016. He enjoyed 
the medical programme and is now in the final year of his medical studies in 2020. 
Other He was proud of his culture and being Fijian and his Christian faith was also very 
important for him. There were times in which he reported feeling down and 
stressed. He felt that his faith was what gave him the confidence, strength and the 





Vijay is of Indian descent and could trace his ancestral links to indigenous Fijian. 
He had a supportive family, and both parents and a younger brother had 
undertaken tertiary studies. His brother, who is now working in a professional 
career, provided guidance and support for him during the year.  
Individual 
attributes 
He was careful and considered in his approach. He was keen to do the best in 
his studies, and had high expectations of himself. He felt prepared for tertiary 
studies and felt he had the necessary personal skills to enable him to succeed.  
Pre-Schooling 
College 
He took all the recommended subjects for the Health Sciences First Year 
programme. He developed useful study skills while at school which he felt has 
prepared him well for tertiary studies 
Goal Commitment He was interested in entering the medical programme, however, he was open 
to other career possibilities also. He knew that there was an alternative pathway 
to get into the medical programme should he not be successful in getting into 
medical programme the following year.  
Institutional 
Commitment 
He was committed to completing his studies at the University. He made the 
decision to attend this university, even though his home was closer to the 
alternative institution offering the medical programme. He believed that moving 
further away from home gave him the opportunity for new experiences.  
Grade 
Performance 
He passed all his exams in the first semester, but felt he needed to do better in 
the second half of the year. He failed two of the three papers he took in the 
second semester and was not accepted into the medical programme.  
Intellectual 
Development 
He struggled academically in the first two years of study at the University. He 
made changes to his overall approach to his studies and this resulted in 
improved marks.  
Peer Group 
Interactions 
He did not attend the Pacific support programmes because he felt the 
Residential College support programmes suited his needs better in his first year 
of university study. He felt he integrated well with peers and was comfortable 
engaging with a diverse range of student groups.  
Faculty (Staff) 
Interactions 
He interacted infrequently with Pacific support staff, however, he said that he 
was engaging well with staff from his Residential College and was getting the 
support that he needed there.  




Social Integration He made good friends in his first year and returned as a Residential Assistant in 
the following year at the same Residential College. Part of the Resident 
Assistant role was to support new students coming into the University and to 
assist those who need help.   
Academic 
Integration 
He enrolled in the Bachelor of Sciences degree and graduated in 2017. He 
applied to the medical programme after obtaining this degree and was accepted 
and is now in the fourth year of medical studies.  
Other He belonged to the Sikh faith. One of the values of his religion was the 
importance in honouring parents. This was a value that was very important to 
him, and doing well academically was a way to also honour his parents.  




5.2 Enablers and Barriers – Aligned with Tinto’s Model 
The section below presents the enablers and barriers of the research participants as 
they transition into the University. The enablers and barriers are organised into the 
different components highlighted in Tinto's longitudinal model of institutional 
departure.  
 
5.2.1 Family Background 
The participants were from different socio-economic, religious, and Pacific ethnic 
cultural backgrounds. Most (60 percent) were born in New Zealand, and others were 
born in the Pacific Islands and later migrated to New Zealand. Of the latter, two came 
to New Zealand more recently for the purpose of attending university. This section 
outlines aspects of participants’ family background that were enablers or supported 
their transition to tertiary studies.  
 
5.2.1.1 Enablers 
Participants who had family members with qualifications through tertiary studies 
received guidance and support about how to navigate the higher education learning 
environment. The support from families, which continued while they were at university, 
was helpful as were the affirmative relationships within the family. All participants 
maintained connectedness with their families during the year, and this was another 
layer of support for them in addition to what was provided through the institution.  
 
5.2.1.1.1 Appreciation of the Context 
Participants who were successful in transitioning well into the tertiary environment had 
parents and/or other family members who attended higher education and/or were in a 
health professional or education career pathways. They received encouragement with 
specific advice about what to expect at university, ideas on how to succeed 
academically, and informed advice about their options and the range of career 
pathways open to them. The following quotes are illustrations of participants who 
positively discussed family members in relation to their university background, support 
and/or advice.  
 




Both my mum’s parents are actually doctors and my dad’s dad was a doctor 
so I do have quite a lot of doctors in the family. My parents have always been 
really encouraging of academic stuff. Mum’s actually back at Uni at the 
moment, doing Biomed at Auckland which is really funnily similar. Mum’s also 
given me heaps of tips from doing it at em…going through Uni and thinks past 
papers are just key to doing well (Moeroa, interview one)  
 
Yeah, so my mum has em…a Diploma in Teaching, as well as a Bachelor of 
Education em…so she’s been a teacher for I think over 20 years. And she just 
recently became a Deputy Principal (Lilli, interview two) 
 
Grandma who is a radiologist, she’s like super supportive of me doing it but 
she’s also like ‘there are others things, other than medicine as well’ and she 
said that even she personally would have enjoyed other things and that’s not 
the only thing so em…yeah (Moeroa, interview one) 
 
Having cousins who have been through Health Science who are in Dunedin, I 
can talk to them if I need to, it’s just having also the advice, so I can hear from 
them what they think and see how it is for me, and then use it sometimes, 
sometimes not, but just having a lot of information so it’s not new, so it’s more 
comfortable (Prerna, interview one)  
 
5.2.1.1.2 Having Family Role Models 
These participants had parents who they looked up to and who they considered good 
role models. They reflected on how their parents worked hard to achieve their 
academic goals and saw this as an encouragement for them to also do well, and to 
aspire for higher achievements.  
 
Ok so I’m full Fijian. I’m from the Islands of Falau on my dad’s side and my 
mum’s side I’m from the interior highlands of Naitasiri and yeah I’ve been 
lucky enough to visit both of them before I came over. It was a good 
experience just to see the village life and embrace it and see the struggle that 
they need to go through on a day to day basis. Yeah I guess from that 




perspective my dad’s a big role model because he came from the Islands, did 
years one to eight, and then came over to the city for high school (Viliame, 
interview one) 
 
She (mother) keeps getting like first in Auckland (University), but she keeps 
telling me she doesn’t want me to feel the pressure to do the same and 
everything but I don’t know. I don’t really feel pressure it’s more like inspiration 
like seeing someone so close to me doing so well, it’s like maybe I could do 
that too (Moeroa, interview one)  
 
I mentioned that my dad is a massive role model, em…and so when I hear 
stories about him and the strength that he had to have at such a young age, it 
inspires me… it inspires me to be better than what he was. I think from my 
mum’s side, she also em…she’s also always told me to be better than what 
they are, like we’ve achieved this much, but we want to see you achieve 
further, and so my parents have been my main inspiration ever since I was 
young, yeah (Lili, interview one) 
 
Others had parents who had not attended higher education, but still managed to 
provide positive role model behaviours which they found helpful.  
 
When I was younger I didn’t really ask questions, my teachers would always 
say to my parents: ‘oh, Salesa doesn’t really ask questions in class you 
should encourage him to speak up’ and I didn’t really change much until I got 
to college, and I started asking questions a lot more and I feel comfortable in 
myself asking questions… Yeah, that was really awesome and my dad…my 
dad wasn’t always the most confident person as well, and he always asks 
questions now. So yeah, I kind of get that from him a little bit I think (Salesa, 
interview one) 
 
5.2.1.1.3 Having a Supportive Family 
The role of family support was hugely important and critical to many participants’ 
success. This support was provided regardless of whether or not the participants’ 




academic outcomes were achieved, and was experienced positively. It was also 
important to them that their families were understanding and supportive of whatever 
career pathway they wished to take.  
 
They’re very proud of me, they’re very proud. They want to support me 
whether I make it into medicine or not, so it’s not the whole pressure thing or 
anything, like if I don’t make it I don’t have anywhere to go, nothing like that, 
they are pretty supportive and they understand that it is hard so…they give 
me my time to study (Priya, interview one) 
 
Em…I think they are happy for me, like obviously medicine is kind of a big 
degree to do em…so they are really supportive but yeah…I think they would 
be supportive for anything I chose (Saisului, interview three) 
 
I mean my family is really understanding, they know, so it’s awesome. That’s 
another blessing is having a family that just knows (Sinalei, interview two) 
 
There were some who found it difficult to make a career decision, and their parents 
were there providing guidance. Others were mindful of the sacrifices their parents 
made to give them opportunities for better education. Acknowledging the importance 
of these and the pride their families had in them, the participants wanted to succeed 
in their academic journey.  
 
Em…I always had a rough idea of what I wanted to do, so from like Year 11 
and 12 I was making sure I had the right subjects to get me into Uni and doing 
the right things and stuff and in the end my dad (teacher) made the decision 
because I couldn’t decide for myself (Wale, interview one) 
 
I was born in Auckland, bred in Auckland, moved to Dunedin in 2007, so that 
was a while ago and em…came down here with my parents, my whole family 
for school, that was the main reason…Yeah, it’s a lot of sacrifice, em 
especially moving from the Islands to Auckland and then Auckland to here 
(Malosi, interview one) 
 




My parents, like they’ve given up to bring us here and just continuing 
that…Yep, everything was perfectly fine, they were happy living there (Fiji) it 
was for our future that they moved (Prerna, interview one) 
 
They’re just proud of me and they like keep on supporting me to do better and 
hopefully this journey will end up in a good place (Manino, interview one) 
 
Others continued to receive encouragement and positive affirmation from families for 
their academic aspirations when things did not go according to plan. This provided 
emotional support and inspired them further to keep progressing forward.  
 
No, I didn’t want to just leave it there…I don’t know. Parents still think I can do 
it so…which is good, it’s always good to have someone that you know, really 
thinks you can do it so (Vijay, interview four) 
 
I think my mum’s definitely encouraged it…you’ve got to see the positive in 
things, everything happens for a reason type of thing, so you just have to 
change what you’re doing and make something good out of it…She’s a 
positive influence in my life so…She said ‘you know if you don’t get into med 
then there’s other ways around it, it’s just not meant to be and it doesn’t 
matter where you end up’, she said, ‘you know we are proud’ so that makes 
me feel better (Karaponi, interview two) 
 
In my journey…well I think going home and you know you worry about…oh 
what will your parents think…Like I had no idea how my parents would react 
to my marks, but they took it, much better than I did like, they were like ‘ah 
that’s fine, you know what we can’t like’…my dad was trying to joke about it ‘I 
can’t even spell Physics so you’re fine’…he’s a smart dude and I could see 
him really trying to…and there was no sign of disappointment in that and I 
think having that and realising oh my gosh I’ve been carrying all this extra 
weight when I didn’t need to (Sinalei, interview three) 
 
And then I did my best I suppose and then came to exams I did my exams 
em…and then I went home for the break...and then yeah, got my results back, 




em…I passed everything which was good, but again my results were sort of, 
like…I didn’t think I was going to make it into med…I don’t know, I suppose 
like a tough pill to swallow, em…because I’d worked so hard, and I’d put lots 
into it and em…but my parents were really supportive, they were really good 
(Salesa, interview four) 
 
The support family provided encouraged participants to do well, and they incorporated 
this into their own personal goals. This support was also expressed through 
articulating how proud they were. Hearing the support from their families meant a lot 
to the participants and inspired them further to do well, not just for themselves, but 
also for their families.  
I know my parents have got me 100 percent like…it kind of makes you want to 
have it that much more to do it for them and em…sorry it’s just…they’re 
awesome and they are essentially the biggest reason I am doing this and so, 
em…you know going home and getting that self-assurance and em realising 
that it wasn’t even them that was putting that pressure it was yourself, it’s a 
game changer. And I don’t feel that pressure anymore and I think that’s 
probably the biggest weight off my shoulders is that no matter what I do, I 
know I’ve got my parents’ support as long as you know… you know 
everyone’s rooting for you at home and that’s enough for me. (Sinalei , 
interview three) 
 
They are really proud of me and they are the ones that always call me up like 
Sundays, like reminding me of what to do and what it was like back in the 
days and what their dreams and…that didn’t come true and how blessed I am 
to be here, and…So I have to do this for them (Manino, interview three) 
 
Then I showed my dad, and his facials were pretty neutral but deep down he 
was pretty proud because yeah, being one of, very little Fijians here and being 
able to get through probably the hardest semester of the term, and just being 
able to pass all of them, pass with reasonably good marks was pretty good so 
yeah. They were pretty proud, pretty happy (Viliame, interview three) 
 




5.2.1.1.4 Helpful Family Relationships 
Most participants reflected on and appreciated the strong relationships they had with 
their parents. Parents who had not been to higher education tried their best to 
understand the context so they could provide support.  
 
My childhood was kind of majorly influenced by my father’s upbringing. He’s 
kind of given us that father figure as well to always look up to…in my eyes, my 
dad is my super hero so em…it’s very much em…family orientated. We do a 
lot of things together as a family…family will always be one of the very 
important points in our lives, especially at a young age (Lili, interview one) 
 
Yeah my mum would definitely be supportive of that, like whatever it is…it’s 
the thing that like I can share my bad stuff with Mum and my good 
stuff...She’d be happy with whatever...Well she means everything to me. Truly 
everything. If I take one thing in the world it would be Mum (Priya, interview 
two) 
 
My parents never went to university…Em…I’m really close to my parents...my 
mum and dad really (would) like to know about things just so that they can try 
to relate, try and be support me in any way they can…I am really close to 
them so…I ring them a lot (Karaponi, interview two)  
 
Some commented on how much they appreciated their families once they moved out 
of the home environment to attend higher education. There was also trust in the 
relationship between participants and their parents while they were away from home.  
 
Ah it was sooo nice. Yeah, I went and I’ve never appreciated my family so 
much, em…yeah it was…like I’m happy down here but it’s, you know…I think 
I’ll always be really excited to go home as well (Moeroa, interview two) 
 
So everything, even my dad and mum say ‘we trust you to make your own 
decisions’ but I’m still like yeah but I’d really like your guidance on this one 
kind of thing (Sinalei, interview two) 
 




My parents weren’t really that em…intrusive you know, they weren’t really that 
closed up on my freedom…I can make my own decisions sort of thing, I know 
right from wrong and you know…it’s just about trust to be honest…Yeah, and 
like, I mean, even now my parents they don’t really ask about what I might be 
doing or something like… because I feel like they trust me enough to not do 
anything dumb or stupid you know (Vijay, interview two) 
 
All parents supported their children’s aspirations and had high expectations of them, 
while at the same time provided the reassurance that things will work out well whatever 
the outcome.  
 
Just because my parents know that I’ve wanted to do it for so long and you 
know, it's…quite high expectations to have of me, especially as I’m the oldest, 
first to go to Uni, you know like. Mum said to me the other day, she’s like ‘you 
know what, it doesn’t matter where you end up’ she says, ‘you know, 
everything happens for a reason’ they are very supportive but yeah they also 
have high expectations of me (Karaponi, interview one) 
 
They were just happy that I got into something, I know I told them I would get 
into med and then I told them I didn’t get in, but I have pharmacy...My dad, he 
worked at the hospital pharmacy…Yeah he’s…I think he felt pretty good when 
I told him I had the option of pharmacy. He was like ‘Yeah yeah do pharmacy!’ 
(laughter) Yeah...it’s good (Malosi, interview four) 
 
There were expectations from all parents that the participants would apply themselves 
to their work. Helpful advice was given and the participants were encouraged to do 
their best and not to limit their expectations. 
 
It was one important thing you know that my parents were talking to me about, 
you know, just preparing yourself before you go. What do you need to do you 
know, you know your habits, your routines, get that stuff sorted out you know, 
so like I mean, waking up at the right time, sleeping at the right time, eating, 
drinking, all that stuff at the right times, just daily routines that keep me on 
track (sniff) you know...Yeah em…at the end…like I mean, I have to do the 




work. But my parents would expect me to know that, you know, they’d expect 
me to know what I need to do (Vijay, Interview two) 
 
Em…my mum’s always taught me that…everything comes down to your 
mind, and your heart as well but just em…and my dad just said, ‘don’t ever 
set yourself ceilings’…so don’t limit yourself (Sinalei, interview two) 
 
One of the things that it’s really encouraging (to) me now is the fact that I was 
brought up in a family where my parents encouraged me to work hard, when 
you do something, do it to the best of your ability (Sililo, interview two) 
 
I think more than anything it’s the drive that you, that is given to you from the 
way you were brought up really, em…like the way your parents expect you to 
em…achieve kind of like from a young age, gets passed on to you when you 
are older for your expectations of yourself (Lili, interview three) 
 
5.2.1.1.5 Maintaining Connectedness with Family 
Maintaining connectedness with family during the year provided encouragement and 
reassurance for many. The support from families provided throughout the year 
enabled the participants to refocus when needed.  
 
Yeah em…like ‘cause, Mum and Dad are only a phone call away…so 
whenever I do phone them up it’s kind of, it’s a reassurance like, ‘we’re so 
proud of you’, like ‘we’ll see you soon’ all that kind of stuff, they’re your family. 
You would expect your family to say, you know that they feel that way but just 
to be able to hear them say it is so much better. Yeah…if anything they’re 
proud of what I have accomplished and what I’ve done so far…it’s just kind of 
like ‘oh we’re really proud of what you’ve become and who you are’ and stuff 
like that (Lili, interview two) 
 
The fact that my family is there and that the support is there, it sort of put me 
back onto the track again, you know...slowly pull me back to the tracks, it 
motivates me you know (Sililo, interview two) 





Em…my family have been super supportive, I think that’s been really nice, I 
definitely em…ring Mum whenever I’m…whenever everything is not going 
great or I’m finding something really hard em…yeah (Moeroa, interview two) 
 
But if you get overstressed, talking to a family is a really good way to get 
motivation as well, being able to hear from them, how they are going…Yeah. 
They help a lot like just talking, that’s it! That’s all I need! (Manino, interview 
three) 
 
Some families visited regularly during the year, and this was a reminder that support 
was there for them even though they had left home to attend university.  
 
It’s been cool like, when she first arrived… Ah but it’s been really cool, to sort 
of see her again and have that reminder that life outside of university, and 
outside of all this study and all this fast paced that I live in I guess, does exist 




This section describes the specific components that made participants struggle to 
transition well to either the academic and/or the social systems of the university 
environment. These areas included the challenges with their family context and 
relationships, as well as struggles with expectations, either their own or that of others.  
 
5.2.1.2.1 Challenges within the family context 
Participants with parents who did not complete or achieve at higher education were 
not in a position to fully understand or appreciate the university context. It was difficult 
for these parents to appreciate what their children were going through in order to 
provide the relevant support. Some participants who came from low socio-economic 
backgrounds and whose parents struggled financially were burdened by their 
circumstances.  
 




They finished school em… year 12. You know it’s quite hard for them being 
the oldest child to leave home and everything is very new for the family 
because we haven’t experienced it before so, you know, they don’t know what 
it’s like basically (Karaponi, interview one) 
 
I guess quite hard for me and for them (parents) just because they don’t 
understand, you know, like, they don’t understand how much…how hard 
Health Science is and I try to explain to them, so I try to let them know 
(Karaponi, interview two) 
 
I don’t think it quite prepared me…I think maybe, maybe not so much the 
school but just life in general, like being around like my family, like both my 
parents didn’t go to university and so…they could never tell me this is how 
you study, this is what studying looks like, you know and so I had to figure that 
out for myself…through my high school journey it was difficult at times 
because my parents don’t really…they are not the kind of parents who push 
me and push me and push me, they sort of let me figure it out for myself and 
so there were times when I would really struggle to study, and I would 
struggle to find that motivation (Salesa, interview three) 
 
My dad couldn’t read or write when he left college, because he has 
dyslexia…my mum also, she’d been to uni but she never really completed a 
degree. She’s had financial issues and things like that, that stopped her from 
being able to complete her studies (Salesa, interview four)  
 
It was hard, because there was very little money. I didn’t mind, like I wasn’t 
materialistic or anything, so yeah I was just, yeah…money was…everything 
went downhill after like…we lost the truck and then that was like our source of 
income, and then my dad started losing the car, so he had to walk to work 
which was like, I don’t know, a 15 minute walk…yeah (Sione, interview one) 
 
Yeah I know like last year he was asking me for money, and I barely got any 
money so…$40 bucks is heaps but, yeah…Oh man I hate this…Yeah 
(movement, shuffling sound…emotional) (Sione, interview two) 





5.2.1.2.2 Challenges with Family Relationships 
Some participants did not have an open relationship with their families due to certain 
cultural expectations. While this was beneficial in some instances, it also created 
concerns for participants in other situations. In addition, some participants felt 
pressured to take up family religions and traditions.  
 
I’m not really the open type with my parents. I have the barrier with them, the 
(cultural) respect between them and yeah…they taught me some aspect that I 
should know between father and mother and child, so, it benefit me in a 
way…but in another way it didn’t…so, because I needed someone to share 
with you know, it’s the new generation these days (Salamasina, interview one)  
 
I remember as a kid I can read the koran because my family is Muslim. I can 
read the koran and I remember as a kid I used to sit there and write out the 
arabic alphabet and get used to saying the letters and everything, and 
overtime…like I got so many hidings because I wasn’t doing it like...‘I don’t 
care if you don’t do what you’re told you get a hiding’ so… (Shiva, interview 
one) 
 
Some felt their parents did not understand the issues that were important to them, 
while others felt challenged by their upbringing where the parents’ views were 
paramount regarding all issues. 
 
Parents? Yeah. I don’t know, because they’re really old they don’t really 
like…em…they don’t really understand kind of…yeah…Yeah, yeah I talk to 
them about some issues and then they’ll like tell me em…like Bible verses 
and stuff to read up and things, and they’ll give me advice (Ate, interview four) 
 
I look at my family, my mum, she’s really tough. She’s not a humble person. 
When she is mad in church she will always…she’s outspoken and what she 
thinks is the only right thing to do so…I was brought up in that and I said...no, 
this is not the way things should be (Sililo, Interview two) 





The pressure to live up to parental standards and academic expectations was 
challenging. The impact of not getting into their preferred health profession and not 
wanting to let their parents down was articulated. The instability of the home 
environment was also an additional cause of stress.  
 
The presence of my dad just being there puts pressure on me, it’s just 
because I have to live up to a certain standard…I don’t have to but I feel like I 
have to, it’s just me. Like I always feel like I have to impress, like I have to 
stand up to the thing (Shiva, interview one) 
 
I think as a kid I was like...Ok I’ll do Health Science…I’ll bang, bang, bang, I’ll 
do it... you know I had my whole plan all laid out and you know…right now 
Health Science is like all the way over there and I’m all the way over here. 
And that’s how it was like at the start of the year but, like I could very well end 
up doing neuroscience next year, probably will and then having to go the long 
way if I want to still do medicine, which I do. So…I came here thinking...ok 
bang, bang, bang, this will happen, you know, I can’t let dad down, I can’t let 
anyone down, I’ve got to do it...blah, blah blah (Shiva, interview three) 
 
Em, keep going, no matter how hard it’s like…my mum always used to say 
this, ‘does it kill you? Are you dead? No it doesn’t kill you keep going’ 
(laughter) (Manino, interview two) 
 
Yeah they split when I was 10 and then shortly after when I was 13, I moved 
out to move in with my dad...It was just like family drama, so I was stuck in the 
middle. And like my parents were saying…oh my families were like divided so 
they told me to move to my dad, my mum’s family stayed with Mum…so yeah, 
I just made the choice to move out (Sione, interview two) 
 
There was pressure from the need to perform in a certain way aligned with parents’ 
expectations. One participant was concerned that if he did not live up to this 
expectation, any poor academic performance would be blamed on his inability to 




adhere to parental expectations. At times the advice parents gave resulted in opposite 
outcomes from what parents had hoped for. 
 
Nice until my dad showed up (chuckle)…Oh just pressure. He’s showed up 
and I have to be on my toes again like...ah shit I can’t mess anything up now, 
damn it, can’t be like…I have to be punctual with my time and 
everything…can’t be like damn I missed this…yeah. Just the usual feeling 
of...oh I have to be on my toes when he’s around...he’s watching, he’s there, 
can’t go out to town or do anything stupid or anything because he might drive 
around and see me somewhere…Yeah like…uhhh you know how parents are 
you know, some parents, especially Island parents are like, it’s always like on 
your toes, you can’t mess anything up or you’re going to get told off about it, 
so yeah, even the smallest details he’ll pick on it, you know (Shiva, interview 
two) 
 
Then my mum goes ‘oh he’s coming at 2pm tomorrow’ and I’m 
wondering...em…maybe they’re just messing around me...and then I was like, 
ok I’ll just prepare my room, get it all cleaned up in case he shows up...and lo 
and behold he shows up at 6pm…and he just shows up and it says on the 
intercom, ‘ah Shiva, your dad’s here’, I wake up and I’m just like, I’m 
thinking...what the hell is my dad doing here?…and yeah so it was so sudden, 
I was hoping no one would say something that would mess me up or 
someone would say anything stupid…No, no one would say anything stupid 
to…to get him angry…Like, ‘ah Shiva was doing this the other night’ and he 
would go off his rocket! (Shiva, interview two) 
 
If I said I got 19 out of 25 he’d be like, ‘that’s not good enough, why did you 
get that? blah blah blah’ and that’s fine 19 isn’t good but if I got 23 out of 25 
he’d still be like, ‘oh it’s probably because you went out that night that’s why 
you got this’ and…It’s just always happened before, in the past, that’s why 
(Shiva, interview two) 
 
So then my parents said…‘oh, you can do better in school, you know, it’s not 
only sports, sports you get a broken neck today’...that’s what she always 




say...‘you get a broken neck today that’s it, you can’t play again for the rest of 
your life, but your education’…to be honest I always get sore ears from this 
especially my mum...‘you get a broken neck you know, but if you study you 
get somewhere, you will die with that’...and I never got that into my mind, I 
said...ah, I just don’t want to listen to it (Sililo, interview two) 
 
The stress of the family environment meant some felt happier to be at the University. 
Some parents found it difficult to let go as participants moved away from the home 
environment for tertiary education. Although well-intended, at times visiting during 
busy periods added further pressure, and impacted on what the participants needed 
to do to keep up with their academic studies. 
 
It was good being home. Got tired of them pretty quick though. Three days. I 
was there for three weeks but it only took three days and I was sick of my 
family, I realised why I was so happy when I came here and they left. Yeah 
(Shiva, interview two) 
 
So she arrived on the Thursday…I thought she was arriving later or 
something, and she was like, ‘I’m in the carpark’ she texted me and I was like 
what?! (chuckle) and then yeah, but it’s been cool. I was a little bit sort of 
worried I guess…I told my mum I’ve got a lot of work to do, and I think she 
would have liked to take me away for longer but yeah, she knows I’ve got a lot 
of work to do, and I sort of feel a little bit bad because, like today, she’s still 
here in Dunedin and I’m like going to the library and studying and she doesn’t 
really have much to do, but it’s alright, I’m sure she’ll forgive me (chuckle) 
(Salesa, interview two) 
 
5.2.1.2.3 Challenges Related to Academic Achievement  
All parents wanted their children to do well and most took an active interest in their 
academic performance. There were challenges, however, for participants at times in 
how this encouragement was provided. There were others who hoped their parents 
could have taken more interest in their academic performance and found the lack of 
effective engagement from their parents challenging.   





I grew up with my dad always like after I got a test or an exam saying, ‘oh 
what happened to the other two percent’ and you know like typical Island 
parent you know…‘why didn’t you get 100? why did you get 99?’ it’s like...‘I 
got 99, Dad’...that sort of thing, so that’s sort of really, it really em… really 
messed my mind up at one point but it also made me want to get that 100 
percent, and then at times I’d get really bad grades and I’d get the ass-kicking 
of my life for it but like I just…yeah he’s always pushed me, he’s always 
pushed me in terms of school, he’s always pushed me to get as good 
marks…as good marks as I can (Shiva, interview one) 
 
It’s been sort of, tough I guess…I guess growing up I wish they were, they 
may be…paid a little bit more attention…I did show them (my results) and my 
dad doesn’t really em…take much notice of it, he’s sort of like…ah ok 
(chuckle) (Salesa, interview three) 
 
All participants also wanted to do well to uphold the integrity of their families and this 
led to the fear of failure. Others were hesitant to share with parents about their poor 
results. This had consequences for both participants and their families when academic 
expectations were not met. 
  
I don’t know, just that feeling of…I was afraid to fail. Yep. I think it was just, I 
didn’t want to bring sort of a bad name to my family or anything like that. I just, 
you know, wanted to sort of prove to myself and everyone else that I could do 
it, and yeah…I think that was mostly it (Vijay, interview four) 
 
Em…honestly at that time I actually became more stressed, em…yeah. Very 
very stressed actually about everything, about coming back, you know what I 
was going to tell my parents, you know…I think it was both of us. I mean I 
wasn’t dealing very well with it and my parents were like really stressed out 
about it as well (Vijay, interview four) 
Some parents felt bad for the participants because they knew how hard they worked 
to achieve their goals, while other parents’ approaches were to remind them about the 
reality of failure and the consequences. 





But Mum actually got a text from my aunty, because my aunty’s niece is also 
doing Health Sci and so she found out. She asked how my results went 
because XXXX got her results back and Mum’s like, ‘do you know about this?’ 
and I was like…ah…yes I do!’...and then I had to tell them…Ah she was quite 
upset. She was quite disappointed because she knows, like when I talk to her 
on the phone and stuff…she knows that I’ve put in a lot of hours, and I had 
(Karaponi, interview two) 
 
My dad would always be, you know, saying, ‘don’t screw it up, you don’t want 
to have to do an extra two years’ and all that but now that I think about it, it 
doesn’t really bother me (Shiva, interview three) 
 
5.2.1.2.4 Transition Phase Difficulties 
Some participants struggled with the limited freedom when returning home during the 
holidays, and felt that their parents did not fully appreciate their transition to becoming 
an adult. Others reflected about not receiving affirmation from parents when they 
achieved.  
 
I was away from home for like a semester, you get used to the freedom, you 
get used to being on your own, you don’t realise just how much your parents 
enclose you, you know. I went home, Dad started doing his usual thing after 
three days, ‘Ah do this, do that’ you know, ‘why haven’t you done this?’ you 
know, ‘are you doing this?’ like sometimes he’d tell me to do things which I 
already knew how to do but he still felt like he needed to help me along…and 
just little things, it all added up and I was getting more and more frustrated, 
and more and more annoyed, yeah. We had a few arguments (Shiva, 
interview three) 
 
I don’t know, parents don’t, some parents don’t seem to realise that once 
you’ve been on your own for a bit, like I’m no way close to being a full-on like 
adult and stuff but em…I do know how to do some things on my own. I’ve 
been away from home for a semester now and I’ve come out alright 




so…yeah. My parents, my dad especially doesn’t sort of realise that (Shiva, 
interview three) 
 
She’s a tough lady I must say em…so it must be that upbringing which we 
never trust in ourselves, we never believe we can do things…You know my 
mum would never congratulate us when we do something (Sililo, interview 
three) 
 
All participants missed their families, the familiarity of the home environment, and the 
relationships that they left behind. There were other changes that they found difficult 
adjusting to, such as the different foods available, and daily set meal routines in 
Residential Colleges.  
 
But the biggest challenge is just being…missing my family, I know being here 
is probably the best decision I’ve made but it’s just sometimes you’re like...I 
just want to see them for a day and then I’ll come back, kind of thing. Just 
missing home, missing my church and missing food at home so, that’s a big 
challenge as well (laughter)…The food here is really killing me man!! 
(laughter)…I really miss the food at home…I miss my fridge. Going in and 
choosing the times when I can eat. I miss that or you know…because eating 
here 5.30pm every day! You get really hungry at night you know (Sinalei, 
interview two) 
 
Ah like, I like my mum’s cooking. Mum was really good at cooking, and then 
my dad always cooked like Tongan food and stuff every now and then. That 
was real good…She cooks everything (chuckle). She just always tries out new 
things like yeah, she cooks lots of stuff (Ioane, interview two) 
 
Honestly, I never thought I would say it but I miss rice (laughter)…They have 
rice but it’s not the same, like the way, you know even…but it’s just different, 
yeah…Yeah I don’t know it’s just that feeling where it’s not like, it’s not home 
food, even though it’s just like rice but it’s still a bit different (Prerna, interview 
three) 
 




5.2.2 Individual Attributes (Skills/Abilities) 
Individuals’ characteristics have been shown to have an influence on how well 
students transition into higher education. The information below outlines the enablers 
and barriers related to individual attributes.  
 
5.2.2.1 Enablers 
The enablers for students included maintaining connectedness with their families and 
friends, having a positive attitude and mind-set, and clear motivation and personal 
aspirations for what they wanted to achieve. Personal characteristics such as 
resilience and having leadership skills were also helpful.  
 
5.2.2.1.1 Maintaining Connectedness with their Support Systems 
Participants who transitioned well had an understanding of the importance of 
developing networks and maintaining connectedness with their support systems. This 
included making new friends at the University as well as maintaining connectedness 
with their families.  
 
Networking. I think networking is probably one of the best ways to get where 
you want to be, and I don’t mean that by sucking up to people…I mean the 
kind of networking where you build relationships and friendships with people 
that are going to last a lifetime. Relationships that are genuine and real and 
relationships where you can rely on them with your life, or not with your life, 
but trust them to do just as good a job as what you would do yourself and 
em…that type of networking I think can take anyone places em…it got me my 
first job (Lili, interview one) 
 
Just at the hall, you know, I didn’t know anyone, but then it didn’t take me long 
to make new friends and things like that but I don’t…I think I’ve become a lot 
more confident so things that might have phased me early in my life but at the 
moment, but now they don’t (Karaponi, interview two)  
 
Ah, pretty good, like I’ll text them (parents) every other day like just to make 
sure, just to let them know I’m still here, and but yeah…usually I’ll send out an 




email at the end of the week, on a Sunday, just to let them know what I’ve 
been up to like during the week (Viliame, interview two) 
 
But I skype home in Auckland every Sunday. Yes…my aunty, my whole family 
from my brother…just talking about how my week was, how their week was, 
like summarise the whole week, yeah…My aunty, my whole family from my 
brother…just talking about how my week was, how their week was, like 
summarise the whole week, yeah…I always call them Sunday evening when I 
have free time, ‘cause I usually…it’s either evening or afternoon, like after 
church, after brunch, then I call them (Sililo, interview two) 
 
As the year progressed, maintaining connectedness with family and friends became 
increasingly important. Being at home and around family when they returned home for 
the holidays was also reassuring.  
 
Yeah. I’ve been home twice. I'm going home again on Friday…It wasn’t really 
planned…Yes they did actually (miss me). Yep they really did. When I went 
home it was all special (chuckle) (Priya, interview two) 
 
It was really good. I pretty much did nothing for the three weeks but it was still 
good to kind of em…be at home and just be around everyone again, yeah. It 
was really good (Saisului, interview three) 
 
Just talking to, em…keeping in touch with my old friends and family on the 
way as well, just yeah…I think that’s really important, and always feels really 
nice just to talk to like people you’ve known forever. Em…yeah (Moeroa, 
interview two) 
 
Families also made the effort to spend time with them when they were home, taking 
time off from work so they could spend more time together at these times. Connecting 
with their support base including sharing home-cooked food, with laughter and humour 
being very helpful.   
 




Yeah it was really good (to go home). Em…just seeing everyone and em…six 
weeks doesn’t sound very long but when you are down here and everyone’s 
up there and you see pictures on social media and all this stuff and you hear 
stories like, em…like when you are on the phone they’ll say ‘ah we did this 
today, we went here, remember how much you enjoyed doing this’ and all that 
kind of stuff and it makes you miss them but, yeah, so when I went home it 
was really good. Food was so good (chuckle)…My dad took time off to spend 
with me so, I went to the Viaduct and had lunch with him and stuff and we 
went out and played golf and just did lots of different things throughout the 
holiday so it was really nice, yeah (Lili, interview three) 
 
Yeah I had been there for a week or two and I was enjoying just being back 
home, being with family and friends and just catching up with everyone. I felt 
that was real good for me because I was able to go back and see everyone 
that supports me, and was there for me. So it was good (Viliame, interview 
four) 
 
It was really hot! (laughter) Like I was only in New Zealand for one year and 
then I went back it was really hot I was like...oh my gosh it is really hot in Sa 
(Samoa)!... Well you know, they mock me like, ‘mmmm, you’re only away for 
one year and now you say it’s hot!’...(chuckle) It’s always good to be back with 
family yeah (laughter) (Manino, interview three) 
 
5.2.2.1.2 Having a Positive Attitude and Mind-Set 
The participants who did well academically had a positive attitude and mind-set as 
they prepared for the academic year. They were excited about the academic 
challenge, which they expected to be hard, however, they saw this as the next stage 
in their academic development.  
 
My (school) teacher…said to my parents at parent-teacher 
interviews…‘Salesa isn’t the smartest, but he has a really good mind-
set’…and it was really tough and it was such a good challenge to take 
calculus…I guess, mental…it’s quite mentally straining and eh…but I just hold 




my head up and I’m good. I feel like I have a good mind-set, a positive attitude 
and yeah, and that’s probably the…I guess the structure of myself I would say 
(Salesa, interview one)  
 
I’d like to have things to challenge me in life as well like…and even though 
this year is going to be insanely hard I love the challenge in that as well, like I 
don’t think I’d want to be doing a degree that I knew I would breeze through 
em…I wouldn’t want to do anything else. No, I’m excited as well like if I can 
get my head around it and make it through the year, I will be so like happy 
with myself. I don’t know if I will be able to, but I want to give it a shot 
(Moeroa, interview one) 
 
Em...I’m excited but nervous. I’m excited because it’s different to school, and 
I’m waiting for that new chapter and the challenge, but nervous because I 
know like the hard work and content and stuff is hard, but that’s also what’s 
exciting I guess (Saisului, interview one) 
 
Some were expecting a programme that would stretch them academically and help 
them in their growth, and to learn more about themselves in the journey. Others felt 
prepared and ready to start the year, confident they had earned their place at the 
University from previous academic achievements.  
 
I think, em…Health Sciences sort of attracted me because it was such a 
challenge. Even if I don’t make it into the course that I want to get into, I will 
still have learnt so much about myself from the challenge, and I think that’s 
what attracts me to challenges, is that I know I will learn something about 
myself, and obviously challenges are scary but I think that going and sort of 
attacking that fear is good, and I can learn more about myself (Salesa, 
interview one) 
 
(I) think it’s important to never just sit back and think you are the only one 
going through this...So em…yeah it’s going to be challenging and it’s going to 
be difficult but I’m here to do a job. I’m here to get to get things done. I’m here 




for a reason. I’m supposed to be here. I’ve earned my way here, so I’m going 
to do as best I can to achieve what I want to achieve (Lili, interview one) 
 
Many assessed their situation, listened to the advice given, and gave themselves 
positive affirmation that they could do this, including seeing the positive side in 
situations. They shared that their approach was to aim high academically, never give 
up, and to give their best during the year.  
 
Well you know, the way I think of it, you have to turn every negative into a 
positive. Instead of thinking you’ve left family, you have to think that when I go 
back to my family they are going to be proud of me, and instead of thinking 
you are away for like the whole year, you have to just think that…Ah…I’m 
going back in November and it’s February already!...you just have to be really 
positive (Priya, interview one) 
 
I’ve always had that drive to do my best…at the moment it’s fine because I’ve 
had a long time to think about it, so mentally I’m prepared…I feel like it’s 
doable. Like we had just today, em...two professors, talked to a bunch of us at 
our College…they gave us tips and it just made me feel more comfortable. So 
maybe at the start it was really hard like how am I going to do it, but right now 
my mind-set is...it’s doable (Prerna, interview one) 
 
Oh yeah, just before the Orientation Programme kind of thing, I said to them 
(parents) I was scared. I can’t remember what my parents said, they just said 
parenty things you know, like, ‘ah it’ll be alright’ and then I kind of thought and 
I was like...No, I’m going to stop feeling scared now, and I’m going to feel 
happy, and I thought about all the opportunities that I have available to me 
now, all the awesome people I’m going to meet, and the academics would just 
be amazing and it would just be awesome. It’s going to be a great experience. 
And so now, after I did feel scared and I changed my attitude, I feel really 
good about it and I’m excited (Salesa, interview one) 
 
My approach would be em…never give up, keep trying, it’s not the end of the 
world and you never know you might get there. Like, you have to work from 




those little things in order to be able to get to the big things, just commitment 
and full determination of what you are doing and be passionate, yeah 
(Manino, interview one) 
 
Some were determined and self-directed in their learning, seeking out further 
assistance where this was needed. They recognised where improvements were 
needed in their learning approach and were willing to make these changes.  
 
I think the idea of tutorials is really good for someone like me because I 
understand what they are for. Some people may go to them and be like...oh I 
don’t need to be here but I’m just showing up because they told me 
to...whereas I’m the kind of person that hunts out for it, like...I know I have this 
problem, so I want to go get help for it because I know that there is a solution, 
and that these people may have an answer, or be able to help me find the 
answer...so yeah (Lili, interview one) 
 
What I’m going to do is if I don’t understand something I’m just going to ask 
someone, in Year 12 I wasn’t…em…I didn’t want to ask anyone for help, and 
that was a bit of a proud…you know being proud but…what I like here is that 
everyone is just as vulnerable, and so em…yeah…I mean I’m nervous about 
Physics, but I’m excited to get it right this time...I think for me academically 
there’s a lot of self-motivation, or drive to you know…I mean, I’m not always 
successful, but I will keep trying if I have to, over and over again (Sinalei, 
interview one) 
 
5.2.2.1.3 Strong Motivation and Personal Aspiration 
There was motivation and personal drive to do well, and for some, the responsibility 
as the first person to attend university in their family and to set a good example for 
others to follow was important. The motivation was not just for themselves but also to 
support and give back to their families who had supported them, and to improve the 
health and economic well-being of their families and communities.  
 




I am the first one to be in university…Em… it’s quite overwhelming…feel 
exciting, that’s why I’m like...oh my gosh I’m the first one to get into Uni...so I 
feel like the pressure is on me to do better, for others to come, yeah…the 
other thing that’s on my mind, coming to New Zealand for a better future for 
my family…to accomplish the best for my family to uplift the standard of living 
in Samoa as well, and help our community. And there are a lot of health 
issues around my family as well like diabetes, obesity and you know Pacific 
Islands…Yeah, I miss them so much but I’m doing this for them (Manino, 
interview one) 
 
Just getting out of where we came from…just having…I don’t really care 
about money, but money is so important now a days. I mean, because I want 
to live a comfortable life, and yeah just having a better opportunity for my 
family, yeah…when I was living with him (father) money was a little bit tight, 
and he would always get up out of bed around 5am, sometimes he will like 
finish real late like around 9pm, or sometimes he’ll even come home the next 
day, yeah…so hard…like he showed me hard work, yeah...he never gave 
up…what’s driving me (Sione, interview one) 
 
It would be good to…it would be good to tell my parents that everything 
they’ve sacrificed for has paid off (Malosi, interview one) 
 
5.2.2.1.4 Resilience 
Some participants went through traumatic or challenging experiences in the past, and 
learned how to cope, and developed the capacity to recover or to respond well to 
challenging situations. Others were determined to succeed, and had a plan to ensure 
that they could manage unforeseen circumstances during the year.  
 
Well I went to XXX primary school…It was destroyed in the earthquake and it 
was the worst affected school in Christchurch. It was hard at school it was, 
yeah. Like after the earthquake, I was Year 10 and we were off school for a 
long time because we didn’t have a school, so we had to move to my 
brother’s school…but it was also affecting them because they would go to 




school from about 7.30am to maybe till about 12.30pm, and then we went 
from 12.30pm to about 5.30pm, so we’d get home and it would be dark, and it 
just mucks everything up and we missed so many hours of 
school…everything, it was really hard…I’ve moved three times, yeah, our 
school just in that short space of time, in five years we moved three times, 
yeah…Yeah so, I mean I’m pretty, what do you call it?…like resilient 
(Karaponi, interview one) 
 
Perseverance, resilience, em…I obviously have a lot of determination in what 
I want to do, but em…it’s one of those things that if this is what you do really 
want to do with your life, then you can’t give up and you can’t have a break 
down…I definitely want to be able to have a set schedule, but I also want to 
be able to em work around it, and if anything happens, if say, someone in my 
family dies, if I go to the funeral I’ll still be able to keep on top of my studies, 
because you can expect the unexpected and so…em…it’s just sticking with it, 
and believing that you are here for a reason, and you can do this (Lili, 
interview one) 
 
The whole idea of like keeping, you know like studying…em…you know, 
because sometimes you just study and you’re like...why am I even doing 
this?...like you come to a point where you can’t…you’re so tired from studying, 
it’s the same routine over and over again, so it really starts to hit you…that 
loneliness and you just feel like giving up, and sometimes you’re just like 
studying and you don’t know how to do something. You feel like giving up, but 
you know how...when you just get up, you get motivated, you try again and 
you actually get it (Priya, interview one) 
 
Em, it’s really hard to pinpoint when. I remember in first semester when my 
friend passed away, em…I mean yeah, I was sad for a bit but it actually, 
emotionally made me stronger. I wanted to succeed and do really well for the 
people who hadn’t been given the same opportunities as me, em…I wanted to 
do well so that my teachers that had offered me so much as a student…that 
they could be proud, and all of those things from where I had come from. So 
when he died, all of those thoughts, like I wanted to do this for these people. I 




wanted to do this for this person, and I wanted to just…that’s when I took on 
the saying...“Aspire to Inspire” (Lili, interview four) 
 
5.2.2.1.5 Developed Leadership Skills 
The leadership skills of some participants was evident prior to starting university. They 
advocated for those who needed support in the school environment, offered support 
where they felt able when they arrived at university, and were open to ideas from 
others as well.  
  
Going through high school as I became older and understood…maybe the 
difficulties that some Polynesian students have with motivation for themselves 
and their academic progress, was not supported by the staff…I was one of the 
leaders at the school that wanted to see that changed, and from that we 
created a Pacific leaders students’ group kind of thing. It was a group of about 
20 of us within the senior school, so all Year 12 and Year 13 students 
em...Once a month we would get together and talk about ‘what can we do? 
what are we doing at the moment? and what can we change to make that 
better?’ (Lili, interview one) 
 
I got into the Enhanced Leadership Programme, and through that we’ve been 
doing some volunteering stuff like Uni crew and all that as well. So that’s like 
the main thing…em…it’s only just started up but we’ve had like days to like 
organise all of the different foundations and organisations coming into the Uni, 
and we like throw a big day and everyone can like see what everything’s 
happening there. So I’ve just mostly been like, recruiting other people and 
stuff as well (Ioane, interview two) 
 
I feel like I am a leader but I don’t, the thing about me is I don’t tell people that 
you have to do this, I just say like...it would be nice if you do this...like same 
with my flatmate I would be like…I think we should do this...you should be 
open to their ideas as well (Priya, interview one) 
 




Yeah, well I think everything you experience in the past is just a stepping 
stone, or like a learning curve to what you are about to do in the future, and so 
having that struggle during high school, being able to balance academics and 
sporting and leadership em…back then it seemed really hard, but because 
I’ve done it, I know that I can do it again, and I know that I can do it better this 
time…this year (Lili, interview three) 
 
5.2.2.2 Barriers/Challenges 
Many participants experienced barriers that were linked to a lack of confidence, 
emotional struggles, including challenges that emerged out of missed opportunities, 
and difficulties connecting with and maintaining good friendships.  
 
5.2.2.2.1 Lack of Confidence 
The loss of confidence in their ability for some was a result of poor academic 
performance, and on reflection for others, was due to self-doubt about their abilities 
and knowledge over the years.  
 
Mmmmm. Em…confidence, yeah! I think my confidence, my self-confidence, 
confidence to myself has dropped, em…significantly, em…over this semester 
but em…because I always feel…like I always could get those grades, and 
now I’m getting those average grades…and I was like I don’t see what I’m 
doing, because I’m putting way more effort but I’m getting the average grade, 
I was like …I don’t care, I don’t understand that...so my self-confidence had 
dropped (Fereni, interview two) 
 
Not having like the belief to back myself sometimes. So yeah like, em…in the 
academic context like if someone asks me a question, and then like the first 
thing that pops into my head like from whether I know it from readings, or just 
like from general knowledge, and then doubting whether that answer is right. 
Usually it trips me up, so yeah (Viliame, interview two) 
 
I think for me what I always need and I know I need to work on is my self-
doubt…but everything else was fine, it was just the self-doubt thing that I need 




to work on. I’ve had it since I was a kid I think, but yeah, just trying to find 
ways to I guess overcome that (Sinalei, interview four) 
 
5.2.2.2.2 Challenges with Emotional Struggles  
A few students had deep emotional challenges over the years prior to attending the 
University. These emotional challenges impacted on their view of life and their 
personal relationships. 
 
I had a scholarship to take medicine in XXX, unfortunately em…yeah I had a 
rough journey there, learnt a lot of lessons and regrets, and well I was in the 
moment of giving up…I have a baby who is currently in YYY…she’s only 7 
months…so I’m going to think positive, that I’m doing this for her, and for 
making up (for) all the regrets and mistakes that I should have done two years 
ago (Salamasina, interview one) 
 
So like, Mum tried committing suicide because of something I’ve said. Like 
she can flip in an instant…I was mad about something one day…I was about 
12 and want to go to the birthday party. My best friend was having a birthday 
party, she lashed out on my dad...because my dad was saying ‘just let him go, 
it’s fine I’ll pick him up’…She can’t handle stress…so therefore she lashed 
out, and then I heard her say, ‘well if he wants to go then he can go’, and I 
thought she was saying, me being young…I took it the wrong way and like I 
really sort of like, didn’t like it and then I said ...Oh mum, I hate her I wish she 
would just go...and then she went and swallowed I think 50 Epilim tablets 
(Shiva, interview one) 
 
My dad’s very important to me, he’s like my world revolves around him 
like…like em…like it’s gotten to the point like, with my mum’s illness that I’ve 
actually wanted my parents to get divorced…like things have gotten that 
bad…like that sort of thing, like I’ve just gotten sick and tired of all the bullshit, 
and I wanted my dad to just sort of…because I could see my dad 
breaking…that sort of thing…and like I know…my mum’s illness isn’t 
everything. She’s dealt with it for a decade and more, and she sort of knows 




how to deal with it. Sometimes she sort of messes up the family balance 
(Shiva, interview one) 
 
Sometimes it’s like she doesn’t have an illness she’s just a bitchy wife so…I 
mean she’s like my mother, but sometimes it’s exactly how I see her…so like 
it’s impacted me a lot and put me on my dad’s side. But it’s not like I’m taking 
sides but…my dad also supports me with everything and anything and 
eh…like the amount of money and time and effort now that I think about it 
over the years it’s, it’s incredible how much he’s put into me, so yeah my 
world does revolve around him (Shiva, interview one) 
 
5.2.2.2.3 Inability to Make the Most of Opportunities  
One student reflected about the impact of time management and procrastination. The 
same participant said a year later that he felt he did not utilise all the support 
opportunities that were available. Others shared about their poor study habits, lack of 
motivation, and missed opportunities.  
 
One of them last year was managing time. I had lots of time to do what I was 
supposed to do, but then I chose to hang with friends, go like gym or 
something and yeah, I would make excuses not to do it…so that’s one of the 
challenges (Sione, interview one) 
 
To be honest there was heaps…I should have taken every opportunity 
because I didn’t go to all the tutorials I should have gone to. So yeah, I should 
take more if it’s offered to you then just go…em…I would probably look back 
at all the wrong things I did, like not take every opportunity like going to every 
tut (Sione, interview four) 
 
All-nighters was because I don’t study at day time and yeah…just sitting 
around watching TV or movies (chuckle), chatting with other people with 
different timetables to you, when you know they have their class in the 
evening and you are just sitting there wasting time (Salamasina, interview 
two) 





But your motivation is definitely, was like definitely had been depleted 
because you just don’t have that drive. Well I felt like I didn’t have that drive 
anymore and so I was like...ok so I’ll just finish the year like that’s it and just 
do a BSc…because I was like…ok well, I’ll do just whatever, I’m not going to 
med school...and then it really showed in second semester, and then I was 
like ...Oh my gosh I can’t believe I just did that, can’t believe I had just lost all 
that driving force to go and learn, and I felt really disappointed and like kind of 
shamed myself for not using like, for not using this as another opportunity to 
learn (Fereni, interview four) 
 
Em…it’s been sort of interesting because, I think back and I’m like…ah, I went 
to such a good school...you know, it was a decile 10 school so I’m sort of 
like...why didn’t I, like, why am I like not doing incredibly well?...and I guess, 
like when I think back, I think, I didn’t really take advantage of the opportunity 
of that, of how good that school could have given me, could have made me I 
guess. And em…that’s probably because of the stuff that happened before 
then, like going to primary and things like that, it sort of accumulates em…but, 
yeah (Salesa, interview three) 
 
5.2.2.2.4 Difficulties with Developing Friendships 
A few students had difficulties connecting and making new friends. Some knew that 
their approach to developing friendship was not ideal, while others tried to take up new 
activities which they were not comfortable with so they could fit in with their friends.  
 
I can be friends with everyone, but at the same time I will still feel very 
isolated and distant from people, just because a lot of people don’t share my 
view of the world…growing up I (was) naturally a tempered kid. If you piss me 
off I will tell you to get lost, or if you come and hit me I will hit you type 
thing…my temper’s better now, like, I’ve controlled it…before I used to you 
know, let it go, but now I think about things and blah blah blah, and I control it 
all that sort of stuff. But my temper has cost me a few friends in the past, 
yeah…and just the way I am, the way I do things, the way I think about 




things…yeah there are very few people I click with…yeah…I’m just an odd 
person (Shiva, interview one) 
 
She (sister) thinks that my friends now…they’re not like my type of friends 
(chuckle), like she was just telling me that I need to find people who actually 
suit, like who is like me in that way, can feel comfortable with them and stuff, 
but yeah. Because like oh we were talking about like me joining rugby, and 
she’s like...‘you don’t play, because you’re not that type of person like, you’re 
not a sporty person!’…And then what my sister said like…‘don’t try to be 
someone that you’re not’...that’s what she’s trying to tell me (Ate, interview 
three) 
 
5.2.3 Pre-College Schooling (Prior Schooling) 
Previous academic performance in high school is an important predictor of success at 
higher education including the specific characteristics of the school. Outlined in the 
Table 1 below, are the school decile and the National Certificate of Educational 
Achievement (NCEA) results of students for the three recommended subjects for prior 
preparation for the Health Sciences First Year programme at the University of Otago. 
A school decile is a surrogate measure of socio-economic status. A high decile 
represents the proportion of students from higher socio-economic status communities, 
and a low decile the proportion of students from poorer communities.  
 
5.2.3.1 Academic Performance in High School  
The participants were evenly spread across high, mid and low decile schools. Students 
from overseas were included in the “Other” category. Of the twenty participants, only 
six had achieved high level scores across the three recommended science subjects 
at NCEA level three, and seven had not undertaken at least one of the recommended 
subjects. The Other category includes students who had undertaken the Cambridge 
assessment, or had entered university following schooling overseas.  
  





Name School decile NCEA level 3 scores 
Chemistry Physics Biology 
Moeroa     
Saisului     
Shiva  Other Other Other 
Sione     
Sinalei     
Ioane     
Malosi     
Lili     
Sililo Other Other Other Other 
Ate     
Salesa     
Prerna     
Priya     
Salamasina Other Other Other Other 
Manino     
Karaponi     
Wale     
Fereni     
Viliame     
Vijay     
 
Table 1. Academic achievements of students in NCEA 3 science subjects 
















The characteristics of the high school environment can impact on the students’ 
motivation, engagement, and aspirations for higher education. The section below 
outlines the enablers for the participants in the school learning environment. The 
enablers for the participants at high school included having enabling teachers and a 
supportive school environment. Some participants felt that their level of preparedness 
from high school assisted them in their transition to the tertiary environment.  
 
5.2.3.2.1 Supportive and Enabling Teachers 
Teachers were supportive of the interests of some participants, assisting where 
needed to support their academic progress, provided inspiration, and encouraged 
them to achieve their potential.  
 
Yep…em…first time I encountered science was intermediate…I would 
research little scientific experiments I could do, and I would take it to my 
science teacher, like he’s a simple primary school science teacher…so I 
would take these experiments to him and be like...Sir, can we do this? and 
he’d be like ‘where did you get this from?’…internet, it looks pretty interesting, 
can we do it? and he’d be like ‘ok’, you know, ‘you seem interested we’ll do 
it’…so I’d be that kid that would be there until six after school doing science 
because I enjoyed it (Shiva, interview one) 
 
I went to my English teacher and I was ...hey I need to sort it out…and she 
helped me and my bio teacher was amazing, she really helped me out. So I 
got E (Excellent) in one of my bio papers in my externals I was like...Oh thank 
you so much (Fereni, interview one) 
 
I look back at some of the teachers and I’m just like...those people were super 
heroes!...kind of thing like without them, I don’t think em…I would have 
believed in myself as much as I did to get where I want to be…I think school 
more than anything, it wasn’t so much the content that they taught you, but it 
was how they taught you and em…the skills required to learn this content (Lili, 
interview three) 





His name was XXX…yeah he kind of inspired me because he was like…I 
think, I could relate to him because his mother passed away when he was 
young, same age I guess, 13 to 14 and his grandmother passed away. So he 
had to move in with his dad, but his dad was an alcoholic and yeah…he just 
inspired the boys to do better. Yeah, he was a good teacher (Sione, interview 
two) 
 
5.2.3.2.2 Supportive School Environment 
A diverse school environment was helpful and enabled many participants to have a 
sense of belonging. These schools provided a range of opportunities which included 
cultural and sporting events the students could participate in.  
 
It was good, like it was just really multicultural, like mix and it kind of felt where 
I belong, kind of, like from Auckland to Henderson to Christchurch, and then 
coming to south Auckland like where all the Islanders are. So yeah, I just kind 
of felt…everyone was friendly, yeah (Ate, interview one) 
 
I loved school especially XXXX. Being closer with the boys, it was good. 
Junior school was pretty fun because like sports, rugby and NCEA level one 
was good. And finally do something different from junior, like internals, like 
assessments and yeah em…even the cultural side of it, like em…the Pacific 
Island groups and stuff. I really enjoyed those. And yeah, just the amount of 
opportunities they have at school (Malosi, interview one) 
 
Em…I went to XXXX high school, so it’s a really big Pacific Island community 
around there, em…yeah, my dad taught there so I couldn’t get into any 
trouble or anything. (laughter). Yeah, I really enjoyed my time at high school, 
had lots of fun, got involved in lots of sports and extra curricular events, and 
stayed on top of my academic stuff as well (Wale, interview one) 
 




5.2.3.2.3 Preparedness for University  
Some participants felt their teachers prepared them well for higher education by 
supporting them to be independent learners. Their preparation through the 
recommended science subjects also enabled them to transition well into the tertiary 
environment. 
  
Our teachers prepared us in the sense that we’d have to be more 
independent, and like rely on ourselves a bit more, and I think just being able 
to like talk to the teachers. It kind of helps when you’ve got to talk to other 
staff members here, like whether it’s like at college or at PIRSSU like you 
know how, and what’s acceptable like, you know what you can ask and what 
you can’t…yeah, I think we were pretty prepared (Prerna, interview three) 
 
In physics and chemistry I find that my school em…did support us really well 
and we were able to make the transition quite well into university, em…my 
school did offer Cambridge whereas I took NCEA. I feel like if I had taken 
Cambridge, I probably would have dealt with the mass of content em…but 
even taking NCEA like, em…it hasn’t like hindered anything, like any of my 
learning or anything like that. I’m still understanding concepts and I 
can…there’s no kind of blank walls or anything so…everything seems to be 
quite good…I feel like everything that my school had done, em…did…I’m 




Some participants experienced barriers, and felt they lacked support from their 
teachers and the wider school environment. Others felt there were some gaps in their 
level of preparedness from school, while others had unexpected disruption in their 
learning due to natural disasters.  
 
5.2.3.3.1 Lack of Support from Teachers 
Some participants had difficulty getting support or engagement from their school 
teachers and that teachers made assumptions about Pacific students. There were 




schools where the teachers had no control in the classroom. While for other students, 
staff aspirations for them did not match their own future aspirations and career goals.  
 
Yeah so it’s em…very much em…a Polynesian influenced school, however I 
did find that even though the student body was very much Polynesian, the 
teachers and the staff didn’t reflect that. Em…I had a lot of problems with 
em…sporting trying to encourage some of the Polynesian sports that we love. 
Just culturally like volleyball or touch. When you go to the village there’s a 
massive volleyball net, and the whole village gets involved kind of thing. But at 
my school, none of the teachers wanted to support that because ‘Oh no those 
kids aren’t reliable, they’ll never show up, they’ll never do this, they’ll never do 
that’ (Lili, interview one) 
 
The teachers weren’t very good, they wouldn’t come to classes…they don’t 
come class, so we’d be…ah, we can self-study. So we self-study with 
information we share with the top students. Some teachers don’t learn. When 
they are there, they just sit there and the kids just do whatever they want…but 
XXXX is the worse, we don’t even get to have teachers there, and we can do 
whatever we want...yeah it’s quite bad! (Salamasina, interview one) 
 
You know coming from XXX, having to change high school (in New Zealand), 
it wasn’t a very successful year for me, because I was trying to study and 
adapt at the same time to the whole new system….I didn’t do very well last 
year in YYY high school, so coming into Foundation Year was another chance 
for me to getting into uni. Yeah it wasn’t really good. So what happened was, I 
was in other classes, like the teachers will see that some students are actually 
trying, but that’s like some, but most of them they are just there for the day 
and that’s like…yeah..it’s like the teachers have given up on doing their work 
as well, that’s how I saw it (Manino, interview one) 
 
I went to the XXX, which is quite a prestigious school. There’s maybe ten 
Islanders in my year and we are all one group, and for us, as girls our journey 
was huge last year, em…a lot of the career advising, we had to do all on our 
own, because our…I think our career advisor at the time, couldn’t relate to the 




Island girls and so…I mean we’d walk up to her and ask her for advice and 
she’d…she wouldn’t really look at our results but she’d just…‘would you like to 
do barista or to do hairdressing courses’ and so we just felt like the dreams 
that we had didn’t relate to what she was offering. Lovely lady but just couldn’t 
relate to us (Sinalei, interview one) 
 
5.2.3.3.2 Lack of Support in the High School Environment  
In some schools the participants felt that there was no support for their own 
preparation into higher education, and there were inequities in the support for different 
students. Others felt that the school environment was also restrictive. 
 
Oh in our school there was, but yeah I think it’s like, really inside the school 
that the support is for not really like moving into uni, and like you know and 
see what’s happening…but like I just missed out or something. I don’t know, 
yeah…I’m not too sure if there’s not, but I know there wasn’t for me. Because 
like I keep hearing about lots of people that like, kind of being pushed ahead 
and stuff, just because like people have identified them as excelling. So 
unless you really identify yourself as like ahead, like you’re kind of just held 
back for a bit longer (Ioane, interview one) 
 
I’m looking forward to the year and everything. I’m finally getting to 
do…because I absolutely hated high school because of the restrictions…like 
high school is very restricted when it comes to learning things. You actually 
just have to learn what they give you, and it’s so bloody restricted…like, like I 
used to just jump the gun and talk about all sorts of stuff I read online, about 
the brain or whatever to the teachers…like I’d talk to them outside of school 
about these things because I was interested in it. But they’d put in my end of 
term reports things ‘Oh Shiva jumps ahead and thinks about these things too 
much. He should focus on his school work’. Yeah, I felt really restricted in 
what I could and couldn’t learn in high school (Shiva, interview one)  
 




5.2.3.3.3 Gaps in the Preparedness from High School 
Some participants felt there were key areas where their school could have better 
prepared them for transitioning into the tertiary environment. These included the ability 
to do self-directed learning and dealing with a large volume of information.  
 
Em…it’s yeah, back at high school I think they taught us everything we 
needed to know, em…but we never really got the chance to learn to be 
em...learn to teach ourselves as well…it was all just sit in class. The teacher 
does everything for you, and then you get to university and it’s a big difference 
you know, take your own notes and pretty much teach yourself (Wale, 
interview three) 
 
Maybe the way it’s sort of taught in high school. Maybe if they sort of changed 
it slightly, so that the transition is a lot smoother. Going from like a teacher 
who’s more engaged in like with the class learning as a whole, and you know 
just more one on one learning with a high school teacher, then that transition 
from like that to a lecturer who’s…who’s lecturing a whole group of students, 
and then students are like watching through a link and stuff like that. Maybe if 
I had probably learnt how to take lecture notes back in high school, that would 
have been an advantage (Viliame, interview three) 
 
I just don’t think that the amount of it prepared me. Like because it’s really 
good like foundation for what I learnt at university, but just because the only 
thing that really messed me up was that there was so much more, and I 
wasn’t prepared for it being so much more, and because I had never had a 
chance to work on that much academically before. So I didn’t really know how 
to approach it. But that’s the only aspect I think my school didn’t really prepare 
me for as well (Ioane, interview three) 
 
5.2.3.3.4 Unexpected Stresses 
One student had her schooling disrupted because of two earthquakes in Christchurch. 
Her school was destroyed and she missed out on education for a period during this 
time.  





So YYY primary school, I would only have been Year nine in February. Sorry I 
was in Year 10 when the February earthquake happened, but I was Year nine 
in the September earthquake...and then my school which was not destroyed 
in (the) September earthquake, but it was destroyed in the February 
earthquake. We had to move to where St Pauls were, and right near the 
Cathedral because St Pauls had moved to another location. So we moved 
there and we’re still there, and so we were right into City Central. In our field 
we can see…the backdrop is like the Catholic Cathedral, it’s all destroyed. So 
yeah both my schools are completely destroyed (Karaponi, interview one) 
 
5.2.4 Goal Commitment  
The commitment to achieving a specific goal or qualification was important in many 
students’ decision to attend and/or remain in higher education to achieve this goal. 
Their career plans or intentions were a reflection of their aspirations and expectations, 
which were important factors that encouraged them further to remain and persist with 
their plans. There were a number of issues which influenced their persistence which 
included external commitments outside of tertiary engagements.  
 
5.2.4.1 Enablers 
The key enablers for the participants were setting high academic expectations for 
themselves. These expectations included having specific academic goals for their 
career pathways, which were linked to their personal interests and family or community 
responsibilities.  
 
5.2.4.1.1 Setting High Expectations 
The participants who performed well academically had high expectations and 
intentions for their career pathways. One of the participants felt sure medicine was the 
pathway for her; she worked hard to achieve good grades and was successful in being 
accepted into the medical programme the following year.  
 
I’ve always wanted to em…I had this idea that if I was a doctor that em…like, I 
would be connected and kind of like lots of families that trust me…I really 




want to work with people and be someone that, I don’t know, can be trusted 
and that people would go to and em…I don’t know…I find science or the kind 
of science that I will be studying this year so interesting because it feels so 
relevant because it’s us…Health Sciences, it just seems so like fundamental 
learning about what’s actually going on in you…that really interests me so 
much (Moeroa, interview one) 
 
Yeah actually, I was worried that I would come to uni and I’d start Health 
Science and I’d be like…this isn’t what I want to do…but it’s actually been the 
complete opposite, I’m so like, sooo sure that this is what I want to do which in 
a way is really cool…I just know that this is what I should be doing. Like I’m 
really happy that I’m here doing Uni, I couldn’t imagine doing anything else 
(Moeroa, interview two) 
 
Another participant had the same aspirations, but did not have the required marks for 
direct entry into medicine. She reconsidered her situation, planned to complete a 
science degree and re-applied successfully to the medical programme. She is now (in 
2020) in the fourth year of medical training.  
 
Mum said that I think I was eight when I came up to her and dad and said I 
want to be a doctor…Since I was little I’ve always wanted to be a doctor, that 
is my ultimate dream…em…I’ve grown up in a family of nurses and so em…I 
think I’ve always had that heart to help people em…but not just help people, 
because anyone can help people, but in this specific area of health. I just 
finished my summer job at the hospital…I loved it. It was part of a Rangatahi 
student cadet programme, and they allowed fifteen students to em…work in 
the wards…ADHB, so Auckland. So I got to em...I was just an HCA, like 
healthcare assistant for a week for like the summer. and I loved it. It just, I 
think it confirmed what I really wanted to do (Sinalei, interview one) 
 
5.2.4.1.2 Goals (Intention) Linked to Family and Community Commitments 
One of the participant’s goal commitment of getting into his chosen career pathway 
was linked to being able to support the health and well-being of his own family and 




community. He was successful in getting into the medical programme and is now in 
the fifth year of his medical studies.  
 
I’ve been thinking of becoming a doctor since I was in Year 10. So I found 
science really interesting and I like it, and the other thing that’s on my mind 
coming to New Zealand (was) for a better future of my family. So I had those 
courses and tried to accomplish the best for my family, to uplift the standard of 
living in Samoa as well and help our community. And there are a lot of health 
issues around my family as well, like diabetes, obesity and you know Pacific 
Islands (Manino, interview one) 
 
When I came here (to New Zealand), I really didn’t know like which university I 
wanted to go to, but Otago like is always on TV. I always see the clock-tower. 
I always think of like, oh my gosh I really want to go there. I really want to 
study at Otago. It looks like it has a really good reputation as well. Then I’m 
here, it always reminds me of what I was thinking, like why I want to come 
here, to be a doctor from Otago, and every time I see the clock, it reminds me 
of that feeling like from home (Manino, interview two) 
 
5.2.4.1.3 Goals (Intention) Linked to Personal Interests 
Some participants considered their academic choices around the subjects they 
enjoyed and/or performed well in. They had a range of options to choose from, and 
one was successful in getting an offer for pharmacy and has since graduated. Another 
completed a Bachelor of Sciences degree and has since enrolled in a nursing 
programme at another tertiary institution.  
 
Em…at the moment I would like pharmacy or med lab but even like…so just 
try out for that, otherwise I like…I was interested in microbiology so everything 
around that as well. So it’s not like I have to get into the top places, it’s just 
whatever I’m interested in (Prerna, interview one) 
 
Em…well initially I looked at all the different science degrees that you could 
do, because I wanted to stick to a BSc because ultimately, my goal is still to 




get into a professional course. Like I know my results were bad but I kind of 
thought to myself well…I don’t really want…it was the very first semester of 
university, I don’t really want that to define the rest…put me off for the rest of 
my university, you know my study…I initially thought Neuroscience sounded 
really interesting because it had quite a lot of psych papers as well…I said 
how much I’m enjoying psychology and they said, ‘Well, why don’t you do a 
Bachelor of Psychology’. I was like oh!...I didn’t even know I could do that. I 
obviously didn’t look at it. I didn’t even know you could do that, so I 
thought…yeah, I’ll do it (Karaponi, interview three) 
 
5.2.4.2. Barriers/Challenges  
Some participants encountered barriers related to their goal commitments. These 
occurred in situations where their career goals were not aligned with their academic 
strengths.  
 
5.2.4.2.1 Goals (Intention) not Aligned with Academic Strengths  
One of the participant’s strengths appeared to be aligned more with a degree other 
than a science degree, although she had completed some sciences papers in high 
school. She was determined to get into medicine and tried unsuccessfully multiple 
times to pass one of the required subjects, and was eventually excluded from the 
institution in 2018.  
 
I’ve always wanted to be a lawyer. Since I was seven years old I wanted to be 
a lawyer, and it was just last year that I decided I’m not going to do la. I need 
to do medicine because I got involved in a lot of population health stuff…We 
are now becoming such a dominant population, and yet our health statistics is 
so low. Like we are the highest underutilized people of health services, so I 
was just like…I want to change that…and I don’t think I can do it through law. 
Like I need to be hands on. I need to get out there and make a difference, and 
that’s why I chose medicine (Fereni, interview one) 
 
I was thinking maybe, maybe I should go back and do law. I considered that, 
and then I was like, ah no, like medicine and em…like sciences, like biological 




sciences, I feel like that’s where my passion is. English and literature is 
probably like a strength in a way, but I feel like sciences and just helping 
people, I feel is my passion. Like this is what I want to do. So I’m just trying to 
find a way that I can use my strengths in a way, that drives my passion sort of 
thing. (Fereni, interview three) 
  
5.2.5 Institutional Commitment 
There were factors which supported participants’ commitment to attend and remain at 
the institution. These included the chance of having new experiences, the attraction of 
the good reputation of the institution, its supportive environment, as well as the 
opportunities that it offered. Challenges that participants faced when making a 
decision about which institution to attend were the cost of living, whether their parents 
were supportive or not of them moving away from home, advice provided prior to entry, 
and the context of the learning environment.  
 
5.2.5.1 Enablers 
Outlined below are the enablers for participants which supported their commitment to 
remain at the institution.  
 
5.2.5.1.1 Expectations of Having New Experiences 
Most participants looked forward to moving away from home to attend tertiary 
education and to have new experiences. Many looked forward to staying in a 
Residential College and making new friends. Developing a level of independence 
appealed to everyone as well as being in an environment that supported their 
academic progress.  
 
I went to stay with my cousin in Wellington who’s at Victoria, and I just kind of 
got a picture of the kind of life people have when they move away from home, 
and like all the new friends that they make, and I just didn’t want to miss out 
on that the whole hostel experience…and I don’t know coming to Dunedin 
also feels like an adventure, like it’s so far away from home…I think in a weird 
way I feel like I might actually do better down here, because there is so much 
motivation to do well (Moeroa, interview one) 





Em…I did visit last year when I came down on the On Campus Experience so 
that was quite cool to see the dorms and em…you know the kitchen and 
toilets and dining room and stuff…Yeah, I always quite liked in movies how 
like in America you kind of go away for college, so I guess that’s kind of the 
vision I had (Saisului, interview one) 
 
So it was obviously between Otago and Auckland because em…places that 
offer the course and em…I don’t know, I was just inspired by the 
independence that I’d have here…and then on top of that because of the 
student life…like I reckon because if I was living in Auckland, I probably would 
have been a little more limited on who I would meet just because here, I’m in 
a hall, there’s lots of people that are also studying. Like there, living at home I 
probably would only meet the people in my lecturers and stuff like that (Ioane, 
interview one) 
 
Ah it’s amazing, it’s em…it’s awesome, yeah it’s got em…the bathroom is still 
the best thing I think. The bathroom in your own room, but we have a little 
family there. Food’s cool, RA’s (Resident Assistant) are awesome, our 
warden, he’s a really good guy and em…no dramas there. I’m on a non-
alcoholic level, so you get into study really easy there, but then you can also 
get into your relax time as well. So it’s really…they really know how to balance 
things at XXX (Residential College), I’m loving it (Sinalei, interview one) 
 
5.2.5.1.2 Good Institutional Reputation 
Some participants wanted to attend the University of Otago because they thought it 
was a beautiful campus, and had the reputation for being the best in New Zealand in 
the area they wanted to train in. Others approved of the way in which the curriculum 
was delivered. While some followed tradition and wanted to attend because family 
members had also studied at the University.  
 
I thought Otago overall was going to be better and obviously it has that 
reputation. I know that Auckland put in a lot of money into their Medicine 




programme recently, but I know that Otago has the reputation and that means 
more than nicer facilities…that it is the best in New Zealand for Health 
Science (Salesa, interview one) 
 
I talked to a couple of health professionals about what are their thoughts on 
Otago and Auckland, and it was interesting to note that most of them said 
Otago was a bit different…a bit better whereas Auckland was more academic 
work and eh…sort of books all the time eh…Dunedin offered more practical 
options and you’d like get out there a little bit more, and learn a little bit more 
out of the box kind of stuff and that’s what I’m into so…yeah (Viliame, 
interview one) 
 
Auckland wasn’t really an option so it was just Otago which I wanted to go 
ever since my childhood. Because I had cousins who have gone through, like 
older than me, so like one of them is ten years older. So like ever since I was 
eight or nine, I’ve heard about Otago and that’s where I wanted to go first 
(Prerna, interview one) 
 
It’s really awesome. I knew that (the) University would hold a lot of 
opportunities for me, and I’m starting to see those opportunities unfold which 
is really nice. Yeah, I know that it has one of the most beautiful campuses in 
the world. So we’ve been on our tour at the end of the early orientation, and 
got to see it because I hadn’t walked through there before. It was really nice. I 
think it’s a nice sort of area to be around, and just chill out and take a break 
from study and things like that (Sinalei, interview one) 
 
5.2.5.1.3 Supportive Tertiary Environment 
Many participants expressed what felt important to them, such as a responsive 
institution when they sought information, including a friendly and welcoming 
atmosphere. They commented on the care the Residential College took to ensure they 
were able to connect quickly with others, and looked out for their needs.  
 




The University of Otago, it’s way more organised, it’s way more on to it…I 
don’t know they take care of you, they just…because a lot of people don’t 
realise just how much your schedule can get messed up because you need to 
do something on this date, you need to give this form on this date, and you 
need to apply for this on this date…So it helps when the university you are 
wanting to go to actually replies to you on time, and like sort of confirms things 
for you…Just, just tells you what you want to know, what you need to know. It 
really helps, it get things moving...so yeah Otago is like…yeah (Shiva, 
interview one) 
 
It seemed more em…more friendly and welcoming and all that, like everything 
was…like you know how you guys say ‘Warm Pacific Greetings!’…it actually 
felt like it was warm from the inside (Priya, Interview one) 
 
The deputy warden at my hall did a really good job of placing us where we are 
living. Because it seems to be that the people I live with, opposite me and also 
down the corridor from me, we all have similar values in the way our parents 
brought us up. So we all connect on a very em…equal kind of basis. We all 
understand each other quite well, and em…which has led to quite a good 
friendship, like starting good friendships…It’s nice just to always have 
someone, just to like laugh and talk to, and kind of chill with and stuff like that 
(Lili, interview two) 
 
Yeah, my Residential College leader came and talked to me yesterday 
because I’m quite close with him. So he’s like ‘ah if you want anything we can 
set you up’. He would talk to me for a while and then one of his reception 
ladies…‘I just saw you crying today and I thought I might come and check on 
you’…So she was really good and I talked with her for a while (Fereni, 
interview two) 
 




5.2.5.1.4 Availability of Opportunities  
Some participants came to the University because it was the only one in the country 
that offered one of the specific courses they were interested in. While others' choice 
of institution was determined by the offer of tertiary scholarships.  
 
The main reason for me coming to Otago em…was dentistry. I am at a 
position where I don’t know what I want to do, but I thought the more options I 
have available em…not so much the easier it will be for me to decide, but the 
more opportunities I’ll be able to look at different pathways, and see what I 
might want to do eventually in the future (Lili, interview one) 
 
I guess the scholarship was great. The scholarship was amazing (chuckle) 
that was a huge factor into my choice, and I just wanted to know that em...if I 
come to Otago I have the scholarships to my name. So if I go to Auckland, I 
don’t really have anything to my name. It’s just so student focused so it’s like 
everything…The student services like right there on campus, anyone is willing 
to help. It’s so good (Fereni, interview one) 
 
5.2.5.2 Barriers 
Outlined below are the challenges for some participants related to institutional 
commitment. These shaped their choice of institution they wanted to go to.  
 
5.2.5.2.1 Lack of Institutional Engagement 
The institutional barriers faced by the participants included the cost of living, parental 
concerns about them moving away from home, school careers advice, and the context 
of the learning environment. 
 
Otago seemed better than Auckland because I thought that Auckland is a bit 
too big. I didn’t really have to go there, and you have really high rents and 
things in second year (Salesa, interview one) 
 
I applied to Auckland Uni and AUT and then I wasn’t supposed to apply for 
Otago. Then that PFP (Pacific Foundation Programme) scholarship came up, 




and then like everyone was just telling me ‘You should go for it, apply for it’. 
So I was like…ok I’ll just apply…and then I applied for it and I got it…So when 
I got that scholarship, I was like asking my parents like…What do you guys 
think?. But they were just like, scared for me, like saying ‘No you shouldn’t go’ 
(Ate, interview one)  
 
My careers advisor at school, she advised (me) not to go to Auckland 
because she said it was em…she said it was pretty cut-throat there. Like it’s 
really competitive here but she said…I don’t know, she advised me not to go 
there. She said it’s…they…it’s very very competitive (Karaponi, interview one) 
 
And then in other universities you go there and everybody is like…‘There’s 
enough people here’ They don’t even need you. So there’s nobody really 
looking after you, whereas over here, it’s more like a family. There’s people 
looking out for you, and you can always ask for help. They are more 
approachable…it’s a nicer place I guess (Priya, interview one) 
 
5.2.6  Academic System and Integration 
How well students were integrated into the tertiary academic system could be 
assessed through their academic performance as well as their intellectual 
development. The grade performance of the participants in the first and second 
semester are outlined below in Tables 2 and 3.  
 
5.2.6.1 Grade Performance  
Of the twenty participants, eleven passed all papers in their first year at university and 
were eligible to apply for a health professional programme. Of these, six were 
successful in getting into the medical programme, three entered pharmacy, and two 
progressed to a Bachelor of Science degree. Of the nine who had progressed to a 
Bachelor of Science degree, six have since graduated. Of these, three were 
subsequently accepted into the medical programme, and one entered the nursing 
programme in another institution. Two male participants left the University on a 
voluntary basis because they did not get into their programme of choice. Of these, one 
has since re-enrolled to do engineering at another institution and the other, a mature 




student, returned to his original job. Two female participants did not meet the required 
academic threshold for the University in subsequent years and were excluded from 
further enrolment. 
 
NAME SEMESTER ONE FIRST YEAR RESULTS 
HUBS 191 CELS 191 PHSI 191 CHEM 191 
Moeroa     
Saisului     
Shiva     
Sione     
Sinalei     
Ioane     
Malosi     
Lili     
Sililo     
Ate     
Salesa     
Prerna     
Priya     
Salamasina     
Manino     
Karaponi     
Wale     
Fereni     
Viliame     
Vijay     
  
Table 2. Academic performance of students in the first semester science subjects of 










NAME SEMESTER TWO FIRST YEAR RESULTS 
HUBS 192 BIOC 192 HEAL192 OTHER PAPER 
Moeroa     
Saisului     
Shiva     
Sione     
Sinalei     
Ioane     
Malosi     
Lili     
Sililo     
Ate     
Salesa     
Prerna     
Priya     
Salamasina     
Manino     
Karaponi     
Wale     
Fereni     
Viliame     
Vijay     
 
Table 3. Academic performance of students in the second semester science subjects 





Paper not taken  





A number of areas assisted participants in their intellectual development at university. 
These included having an understanding about how to learn best and developing 
effective strategies for learning. As they progressed through the year, they started to 
enjoy the process for learning, and developed confidence that they could achieve well 
academically in the new learning environment.  
 
5.2.6.2.1 Understanding How to Learn  
All participants explored different approaches for learning. Some found that 
understanding concepts first worked for them; others found writing notes and revising 
their work regularly assisted their learning processes.  
 
For me, I’m more of a person who would like to understand the overall 
concept, and then learn the little bits that fit it together. If I learn the little bits 
together and then the concept is shown to me afterwards, I kind of become 
demotivated because I’ll be learning all these little things and be like…What’s 
the point? What are you trying to teach me at the end? What’s the overall 
goal?...I need the goal to go towards. Some people might think that’s stupid, 
because what’s the point of learning the big thing if I don’t know the little 
things. But if I have a goal to reach, then I’ll go towards that goal and work my 
way towards it. That’s the kind of learning that works best for me (Lili, 
interview one) 
 
In high school like I understand some of the stuff without going through the 
book, whereas Physics I need to go through the book to understand. Like I get 
the formulas, but it’s just like the concept of it. I need to like understand the 
concept in order to get the question, and like figure it out myself…It’s doing 
the formulas and practicing, and like learning the concept as well and…writing 
my notes down, and then going through it again and again so it sticks in my 
head (Ate, interview two) 
 
Some found teaching others was a helpful way of checking that they understood the 
subject. While others were keen to make sure that if they did not perform well, that 




they would learn from the mistakes so that could improve their performance the next 
time.  
 
I like being able to…like if I understand something, being able to explain it to 
someone who doesn’t, because that gets another person understanding it as 
well…So if I can get someone else to understand, that means I know it myself 
and that I’m helping someone, and so that’s also helping me. Because what’s 
the point in knowing everything, and then someone’s asked for help and not 
helping? So that’s also gaining…like I gain more knowledge in the sense that 
it sticks (Prerna, interview two) 
 
Yeah, I think so em…for me, study is incredibly important you know. So if a 
test didn’t go as well as I hoped, I’m not just going to leave it and sort of forget 
about it. I need to go back and even at least think about it. Think about why it 
didn’t go as well as I had hoped, and what I can do to make sure next time I 
don’t make the same mistake again…so that next time I can do as well as I 
would like (Salesa, interview four) 
 
5.2.6.2.2 Enjoying the Process of Learning 
All participants found the workload heavy, however, in the midst of this they began to 
enjoy the process of learning and the content being taught, particularly if they could 
see the relevance for them in their career aspiration.  
 
Academic year…it’s em…one thing people didn’t lie about is the workload. It’s 
full on, but in saying that because…I think if you find things that you love, it’s 
em…it’s full on but it’s enjoyable at the same time…I found that I’ve really 
loved the content of what we’re learning. It really fascinates me how things 
work, and especially the human body (Sinalei, interview two) 
 
When I first started HUBS, like in the first week of HUBS I absolutely hated it. 
I did not like it at all…like HUBS is not going to be fun this year em…Then we 
went into kind of muscles and bones and things that I’d never learnt about 
before, and I was like…this is actually really interesting, and it makes sense 




because you have yourself as an example, like how to learn from it…and so 
em…leading up to the exam em…studying for it was quite enjoyable, because 
with my friends and my college we would em…kind of have little study 
sessions together. Someone would be the model, and you like go through all 
the bones and all the muscles, and how it works and stuff like that. So I think it 
worked quite well for HUBS (Lili, interview two) 
 
I really love Bio Anthropology! I don’t know…I just like bones, they are very 
interesting I guess, I don’t know…I guess out of all the papers I’ve taken, Bio 
Anth like I would go home and be excited to study for it. I think just because a 
lot of the stuff in it, you can see how it could be relevant in a job straight away, 
like in a profession kind of thing. But everything else still seems kind of like 
foundations, and just more to build on and stuff like that (Ioane, interview four) 
 
I loved epidemiology. I thought it was amazing. Why don’t they teach this in 
high school, when this would have been my number one thing to go to and 
em…I just, for some reason it just really clicked in my brain, and I just really 
understood it. It made sense, and you always find that if you enjoy something 
you become better at it. It’s kind of a cycle, the better you become the more 
you enjoy and so…it was really good (Lili, interview four) 
 
5.2.6.2.3 Developing Effective Learning Strategies  
Participants found that studying together in groups, learning to manage their time, and 
understanding how best to study, were useful strategies in their intellectual 
development and preparation for assessments.  
 
Well I reckon study groups are nice, like especially when you have big GLMs 
coming up or there’s something that…say like you did a concept test and you 
didn’t understand something, or if there was this really challenging problem 
that you understood but nobody else did. Then you just have that like joy of 
sharing that with others, and you just feel like…oh my God, I’ve achieved 
something…I know something! (Priya, interview two) 
 




It was definitely a learning experience. So learning about what to do, how to 
study for tests effectively, how to time manage and things like that…like 
important things, really important things em…and yeah, from what I learnt 
from that, I definitely feel like I could go into the next test feeling a lot better 
(Salesa, interview two) 
 
Some found that once they got used to the pace of learning and developed an effective 
routine, learning was more enjoyable, while others sought additional support to enable 
them to understand areas they struggled with.  
 
Ah, it’s so weird like…well we made it now. It was just a completely different 
standard, and even though I’d heard so much about em…what a big 
difference it is and how hard it is, I don’t think it ever…I don’t think you could 
ever understand, until you are actually doing it…like how…how full on it is. 
Then once you sort of got over that and like it…got used to it…I think it was 
just getting used to it, and then I’m definitely really enjoying it now and getting 
into it…It just doesn’t seem as full on because I’ve gotten into a routine, and I 
know how…like what to focus on, yeah (Moeroa, interview two) 
 
Biochemistry is supposed to be the combination of Chemistry and Molecular 
Biology. Those two made so much sense to me, and for some reason this one 
just isn’t sticking! I would go to tutorials…but then if I go away and did an 
exam paper, I would have no idea how to approach it. So that was something 
I really struggled with, em…eventually it paid off though, em…I do remember 
getting support from XXXX em…just going over things and once again trying 
to break it down, and simplify things, and put it in lay terms instead of all of the 
technical language…just guiding me in the right direction was really good (Lili, 
interview four) 
 
5.2.6.2.4 Developing Confidence in the Learning Process 
As the year progressed, many participants felt more confident as they got used to 
learning in the new environment. Some changed their approach to learning to effective 




processes that worked well for them, which enabled them to improve their academic 
performance.  
 
Last year was really…I liked second semester better than the first. It was 
obviously much easier and much more interesting, and you kind of have a feel 
for where you are heading. Especially like after marks from first year and 
everything. You’ve kind of got used to the whole idea of university. You are 
more clear headed, and you are heading in a direction…you’re just not lost, 
em…yeah so em…it was just, it was nice though (Priya, interview four) 
 
So my second semester results were all much better than first semester. I 
think I realised at the time. I thought I was doing it right…but when I look back 
I thought…no, there are so many things I should not have done and should 
have done instead…So I was trying to work on those and just change a lot of 
things, and I ended up doing a lot better. I mean I passed everything, so (big 
sigh) that was a big sigh of relief. So failed three first semester, passed 




The main barrier for participants' academic development was related to poor study 
techniques, and their inability to manage well their study times. 
   
5.2.6.3.1 Poor study techniques 
The barriers to intellectual development included having poor study techniques such 
as cramming content and ‘all-nighters’. All-nighters were times when students chose 
to stay up the whole night to study, and this often occurred leading up to exams. Some 
students could not cope with the heavy workload, and found themselves in a situation 
where they could not learn properly. Others found it difficult to navigate the time for 
their own self-directed learning and to attend additional tutorials and other support.  
 
All-nighters was because I don’t study at day time and yeah, just sitting 
around watching TV or movies (chuckle), chatting with other people with 




different timetables from you…they have their class in the evening and you 
are just sitting there wasting time…Yes, I did an all-nighter, except the day 
before the exam, because I know you just need a good sleep before you start, 
so I crammed two nights (Salamasina, interview two) 
 
Yesss…that’s when I really felt, maybe it started earlier and I wasn’t…I didn’t 
realise that I was really behind. I noticed once I got to HUBS, that I spent the 
whole week just focusing on HUBS. I know they say you shouldn’t, but it was 
like it was my first test I didn’t know what to do…how it worked…so I kind of 
just put my head down and focused on HUBS, and then I got behind in 
everything else. Then CELS was the following week, so I just did CELS…and 
then it all started from there and so now it just keeps going (Karaponi, 
interview two) 
 
The other challenges was try not to attend everything. As I said about the 
tutorials like when I go to everything, I find like not having enough time for 
self-study. So I kind of cut down the stuff. That’s why I’m not going to POPO, 
some of their tutorials and yeah that was like from the past…the first two 
weeks maybe, trying to get used to managing my time and having some extra 
time for me to study (Manino, interview two) 
 
5.2.7 Social System and Integration 
Participants’ persistence in higher education can be influenced by the level of 
engagement they have with their peers and staff. Their integration into the new 
learning environment social system, and the degrees of congruency they have with 
the social environment is also important.  
 
5.2.7.1 Peer group Interactions 
Peers were an important part of the social and academic networks for the participants. 
Peers included those who were in their cohort of students, their friends, as well as 
those who were their peer mentors and were part of the Pacific network of support.  
 





The enablers for the participants included developing helpful connections when they 
arrived as well as engaging in helpful support programmes where they got to know 
other new students. In doing so, participants developed good friendships and a wider 
social network of support. This was particularly helpful when they had friends with 
similar goals.  
 
5.2.7.1.1.1 Establishing Helpful Connections  
Having a welcoming environment and helpful connections on arrival ensured the 
participants developed a positive experience as they transitioned into the new learning 
environment. The Residential Colleges also provided opportunities to meet others and 
develop friendships on arrival.  
 
Oh it’s so good, they were so welcoming on the first night. Like I was already 
on first name basis with everyone, and they were so good. Then I went to the 
practice and they were so hospitable, it was amazing and they’ve invited me 
to all sorts of things (Fereni, interview one) 
 
The Early Orientation Programme was really awesome because it gave me an 
opportunity to experience the culture away from my family, where there can 
be other contributing factors as to how people are treating other people. So 
that was just sort of…in its raw element and it was really nice (Salesa, 
interview one) 
Well I went with XXX who I met on the floor, and we’ve been going around 
everywhere…because she’s doing Health Science as well. So we’ll be sort of 
in the general same lecture rooms but em…we’ve been through quite a bit of 
walks. Because we have so much free time now that we don’t have 
study…we just go for walks. We’ve gone to see like the library and St David’s 
lecture theatre em…because I figured we’d be in there maybe…so we really 
like the library I thought it was really cool (Karaponi, interview one) 
 




5.2.7.1.1.2 Positive Experience in Support Programmes 
The Pacific support programmes provided for Pacific students enabled participants to 
be surrounded by a family-type environment and made them feel safe. It was also a 
place where they made new friends, received career and helpful advice, and where 
they felt relaxed in a friendly and welcoming space. 
  
Top level, second family, always welcoming and nice warm greetings like 
whenever I turn up. Yeah, real good just to know that there’s Islanders here, 
and I’m not really alone…Yeah, feeling of belonging, feeling that you’re in a 
group, yeah (Viliame, interview one) 
 
I could say that about the POPO family as well. Because you know, I really 
liked what they said about us not competing against each other, you don’t 
hear that ever…But not to say that there’s no fear. But in a way, after hearing 
that, what XXX said about us helping each other as a family. Ah…that was a 
huge barrier that was broken in terms of doubt. So I think now, there’s a bit of 
fear but a healthy kind that makes us more mentally prepared already 
em…You notice the students, but you notice also even though they are all 
away from their family…they have a family here in Dunedin (Lili, interview 
one) 
 
Well I guess what I feel now at POPO…I think for me it’s safe. It’s not so 
much being stuck in a comfort zone but it’s knowing...I feel like, because I’ve 
left high school I’m in uni now, there’s 22,000 students em…Just being safe is 
knowing that you can run to someone when things go a bit crazy, or if your 
grades aren’t keeping up you can go ask someone. Whether it’s one of the 
POPO kids or XXX or YYY, I think that for me is safety (Sinalei, interview one) 
 
I have a good group of friends right from the start, and I really love going to 
POPO. I love, love going to those because I’ve just met sooo many people, 
and I think that’s really helped…To be honest I don’t think I could have done it 
without it, without POPO there. Because when I do feel a bit low, there’s 
always someone there to talk to, helping me out, giving me some advice, and 




just friends here that you know, tease you up…so I’m always, I always feel 
better when I’m around them. I honestly think that yeah…definitely made a big 
different, big difference (Karaponi, interview two) 
 
5.2.7.1.1.3 Developing Social Connectedness 
There were many who were excited, although mixed with nervousness, about making 
new friends. One participant reflected on her journey during the year, and felt that her 
new group of friends enabled her to enjoy and thrive in the new academic learning 
space.  
 
I’m really excited as well to make a whole bunch of new friends as 
well…em…my whole group of friends in Auckland, is pretty much splitting up 
all over New Zealand. So that’s pretty scary. I know I’ll keep in touch with 
them, but it’s going to be really weird. But overall, I’m really excited…yeah, 
yeah definitely I mean…I don’t think I’d survive if I didn’t have friends and a 
social life (Moeroa, interview one) 
 
I’m really happy that I’ve made friends because that was a concern, em…just 
because I’ve had this same group of friends em…pretty much since year six 
in primary to the end of high school. We just all went together, so I didn’t need 
to make any new friends at high school. So I was kind of like, you know, can I 
make friends (chuckle) and it was just so…yeah I’m really stoked that it was 
so easy to make friends. I mean I don’t know why I was even worried about it, 
because everyone was in the same boat anyway (Moeroa, interview two) 
 
Well, I didn’t know anyone when I first came down. So making friends, 
everyone has been like I don’t know, really, really cool. Because it’s nice to 
have like a complete…because I really love my friends at home, but it’s so 
nice to have like a completely different sort of gang as well down here. Em…I 
could not have done last semester without friends. It would be so lonely and 
like em…three girls especially, like we always study together, em…especially 
towards the end of last semester. We were doing like all hours in the library, 
and if I was there by myself it would have been a little bit bleak. But it was, I 




don’t know, it was still hard but it was so much easier with like other people 
going through exactly the same thing (Moeroa, interview three) 
 
Initially some limited their circle of friends to those they knew, but as the year 
progressed, they were comfortable to include others in their network of friendships. As 
they did so, they benefited from getting to meet and experience new friendships and 
wider social networks.  
 
I think because I had friends, like friends from school who are doing Health 
Science as well. For the first few weeks we just stuck together, like if we saw 
them we’d just go sit with them, like just stick together. But now, it’s like you 
have friends from college, friends from POPO and it’s just, it doesn’t matter 
who you sit with (Prerna, interview two) 
 
I think it was just…it just took time, like obviously getting to know each other 
and em…you know get clicking with someone and just having things in 
common and just talking about things. Em…was quite good, but yeah at the 
beginning the conversations were more based around uni, because you know 
that was the kind of thing we all had in common. Em…but now we’ve kind of 
like learned heaps about other people and em…we are all kind of like from 
different places (Saisului, interview two) 
 
Yes we didn’t think we would…we have this thing where we thought…ok no 
new friends or we will get distracted…Because last year was a bit of a social 
year, so we kind of put so much of our heart into friendships that em…it 
turned out a little bit funny towards the end. So we were so scared of doing 
that this year you know, because so much time goes into friendship. So we 
made this rule that none of us was going to make any friends. It was just 
going to be us three, and it was the biggest joke…Because we went to POPO 
the first week and made heaps of friends so em…so we’ve got heaps of 
POPO kids that we always hang out with, so we just walk to each other’s halls 
or just study together. There’s maybe about 12 of us that are all real close. So 
yeah, God’s really blessed us with some amazing friends. It’s really funny, 




every friend that we make tends to have similar values to us (Sinalei, 
interview two) 
 
Ah…there’s too many! (laughter) Probably the friends and family I’ve made 
down here. There’s been, ah they’re just…I didn’t really understand the 
concept, because for me at home I have my life friends and so I 
thought…coming here and making friends that you can really see sticking for 
you, like sticking with you for your lifetime is pretty crazy and the strengths of 
the bonds that we’ve made with people here (Sinalei, interview three) 
 
5.2.7.1.1.4 Support from Like-Minded Friends  
Many participants reflected also on the helpfulness of working and connecting with 
friends that have similar academic goals and aspirations. These friendships were also 
vital in maintaining health and well-being.  
 
So I’ve made a fair few friends. I’ve got a close group we’ve established in 
XXX (Residential College). Em…got myself, got about a few Asians from 
Malaysia, em… got an Indo-Fijian, and em…yeah just all, funny group of boys 
that sort of work well with each other. We sort of each other’s company, and 
just have a good laugh every now and again…Yeah we just seem to get along 
real nice, and we’re all ah… we’re all sort of focused and all sort of driven, 
which is really important. I feel that you’ve got to surround yourself with 
em…with people who are driven or who share a common goal, so that you 
can help each other reach that goal. Then I made heaps of friends from the 
POPO programme and PIRSSU and stuff like that, all Pacific Island students. 
So yeah, it’s been real good just getting to know everyone, and like sort of 
know where they are from, and like get to know them, what their journeys 
have been like. Yeah it’s been real sort of…a real eye opener getting to know 
other people, and what they’ve gone through and stuff like that. So yeah 
(Viliame, interview three) 
 
I always say that the turning point for me was befriending XXX. She’s 
probably…she doesn’t know it, but she’s probably em…the reason I made it 




through em…Having her there, just being able to understand the difference 
between the Palagi side and the Samoan side or Pacific Island side, and 
understand the culture difference and what you’re going through. Someone 
that was just on the same wavelength as you was really good, em…yeah, 
so….she was really the one in second semester that, although I never told her 
or she never realised, but by having her around really got me out of those 
really down moments…With her it was fun, and we would help each other. 
Whatever I didn’t know she knew to teach me and vice versa, it was a healthy 
relationship (Lili, interview four) 
 
5.2.7.1.1.5 Positive Relationship with Mentors 
The relationship with mentors was hugely important for students. Mentors were senior 
Pacific students who worked alongside the participants to support their transition to 
the University environment. Participants felt they were like their family members. 
Having these senior students was inspiring for the participants and they used this time 
to ask questions about how best to navigate the first year.  
 
Mentoring was my favourite part (chuckle) em…I think because…because 
you’re so stressed during the week, you have so much to do during the week, 
the mentoring was just kind of an opportunity to relax and em…gather your 
thoughts again. Mentors were really good in just calming you down and 
talking you through things…It’s like having that older brother or older sister 
there, and em…just giving you advice and it doesn’t need to be like 
philosophical or anything. It’s good just to have someone to talk to, and have 
someone there that’s been through it. That understands the stress but they 
also know what’s about to come, and so they were able to tell you…‘Yes, I 
know you are stressed at the moment, but it gets better’…like it, it’s not going 
to be like this forever kind of thing. So it was good just having that 
em…support system there…I think you needed that Saturday mentoring 
session just as a breather to tell you like, ‘it’s not going to be this way forever’ 
kind of thing, ‘it’s OK to freak out but we’re going to get through this!’ (Lili, 
interview three) 
 




Every Saturday we all kind of sit down…I try to ask my mentors so much 
because they’ve been through it already. They know what it’s like and they 
can give me any advice that I need, all I need to do is ask for it…For me, you 
know I ask them questions. I ask them about tutorials. I ask them about 
problems that I had, and that’s why it was so handy and so helpful to me. But 
yeah, I mean I definitely feel like I can talk to them about anything. And it was 
really inspiring hearing the senior students talk about their programmes. It 
was just awesome to know em…that the things we’re finding hard you know, 
like just adjusting to university life in general and things like that, it does get 
easier and you get used to it (Salesa, interview two) 
 
Ah they just like, em…comfort us like…they just ask how our week’s been. 
Like they just keep reminding us that if we need to talk about anything, like 
they are always there. It’s always like good to hear every now and again, they 
are just waiting for you to go say…I’m struggling with this…and they are 
willing to help you out. So yeah, and it’s good to have that eh…like big 
brother, big sister like figure while…when you are down here sort of by 
yourself, yeah (Viliame, interview two) 
 
The mentors were very open and generous in sharing about their own journey with the 
new students, giving them a sense of security and connectedness, and a sense of 
belonging. 
 
It was amazing seeing how the seniors could come in and em…just really 
open up to the juniors and establish that sibling kind of bond that you don’t 
really see…I would never expect that at a uni, if that makes sense. It felt like, 
‘cause I have a lot of em…older siblings at home and so it felt like I was safe. 
Everyone felt safe there (Sinalei, interview two) 
 
That was probably one of actually, one of my highlights and I didn’t even want 
to go! (laughter) I was so tired. Some people were like ‘Are you going?’ and I 
was like ahhh…but I had already signed up for it (camp). I didn’t want to 
disappoint YYY (mentor) so…no I’ll go…Mum was like ‘go, you might be like 
ahhh, you’re feeling tired now but you’ll probably find out that you really 




needed it’. Sure enough you know, I think I really needed it. I just…I learnt a 
lot…I learnt a lot, just literally within two days, I learnt a lot. They definitely 
made me feel really, a lot more connected (Karaponi, interview two) 
 
Think it’s valid fitting into like the university experience also finding like a 
family away from home within the university. I guess is quite…like to belong 
somewhere in university…you know like whether it’s the POPO programme or 




There were some who felt isolated in their first year at the University of Otago. There 
were a number of reasons for these as outlined below.   
 
5.2.7.1.2.1 Lack of Connectedness  
Some who felt isolated had difficulty developing friendships. This was partly due to 
their personality and worldview while others found it difficult to develop friendship 
because they could not connect their routine with other peers.  
 
I shut out everyone and I just study type person. Like a few months before my 
exam, the last year, it was the first time ever I shut out my friends. It cost me a 
few friends, quite a few friends. It cost me a few relationships and friends, but 
I just studied because I wanted the grades. They were more important to me 
(Shiva, interview one) 
 
Friendships at university are really hard to maintain, because everybody’s got 
their own little timetable. There’s times they study best, and there’s like those 
days they don’t want to get out of the house. Whereas in school everybody 
goes at the same time, everybody has break at the same time so you kind of 
meet them (Priya, interview two) 
 




Others did not have confidence in the value of friendships. Some had tensions related 
to living circumstances and issues related to miscommunication, which was also 
another form of stress.  
 
Being friends was one, they would just trick you and let you down, they are a 
bad influence. Everyone has a different way of learning. For them, they’re 
more brighter than you are, so they have their own way and for you, you are 
struggling a lot along the way. So yeah, friends was one” (Salamasina, 
interview one) 
 
I’d been living with my friend, and then like the second test came along and 
she just started bringing all this stuff home. She’s like been playing up, so it 
wasn’t really comfortable going home. So like…so that kind of put me off. If 
you don’t have a place to stay properly or like a place to just go home and 
relax…yeah, that’s what made it stressful…and then it just like went downhill 
and downhill and downhill. So luckily the place was mine, so I told her she has 
to go if she’s going to be like this because I can’t study…so she’s leaving 
today (Priya, interview two) 
 
5.2.7.2 Faculty (Staff) Interactions 
The social system of academic institutions also include the engagements of students 
with teaching (academic) and support (professional) staff. The academic staff students 
commented on included those who were involved in the provision of additional 
academic support, such as tutors. Students also commented on the professional staff 
running Pacific support programmes, such as the POPO programmes, and were part 
of the support network for Pacific students undertaking Health Sciences.  
 
5.2.7.2.1 Enablers 
The participants reported areas they found helpful which included having a positive 
relationship with Pacific staff. The participants felt that the support provided gave them 
a home away from home and supported their overall well-being. It was also helpful for 
them to receive advice and clear guidance around expectations. 
  




5.2.7.2.1.1 Positive Relationships with Pacific Staff 
Many participants felt overwhelmed with the support they received on arrival and the 
ongoing support offered for the year. Many did not expect this level of support but all 
were grateful for everything that was offered.  
 
I’ve been like overwhelmed today, like…I didn’t realise how much support and 
help this whole programme gives. It’s so exciting how many people are like 
wanting to help…I really like the idea of having someone like XXX to go to. 
You know, if anything went wrong, I already feel like I could go to XXX…I love 
her already…I haven’t talked to her but she seems great. (laughter) 
Everything…seems like is already going to happen, like extra tutorials and 
mentoring. That’s all that I would really ever hope for. The support seems to 
be already happening (Moeroa, interview one) 
 
I didn’t go to the (POPO Early Orientation) programme, so I came to talk to 
her only yesterday actually…The way she was saying things about like the 
support they give you, it’s like something I really need…that extra help to get 
me there, so I’m really glad I’m part of that. Yeah, the POPO programme does 
that. I think that’s really good. I just find it em easy…I just learn so much 
better if someone’s…like one on one…That personal interaction, yeah, where 
I know that I can go to someone for that extra help. (Karaponi, interview one) 
 
5.2.7.2.1.2 Provision of a Family-Type Environment 
The engagement with staff and the University support services gave them a family-
type environment in the university context. The additional Pacific academic support 
through tutorials was also appreciated. There was also supplementary academic 
support provided through their Residential Colleges. 
 
I think it’s valid fitting into like the university experience, and also finding like a 
family away from home within the university, em…I guess I’d like to belong 
somewhere in university. You know like whether it’s the POPO programme or 
the Pacific Islands Centre em…yeah, I think is very important (Saisului, 
interview one) 





POPO is really good. They are really supportive em…yeah. They are really 
family orientated, like also the camp, like a lot of people come up to you and 
like…‘Are you OK? Are you having fun?’...like it’s really cool, yeah…The 
POPO tutorials are helpful, like they do more one on one learning…teaching. I 
go there and I ask questions. Then the XXX (Residential College) tutorials is 
different they teach em, like five lectures from last week. It’s kind of good ‘coz 
it’s like you kind of like, it helps you re-cap on the other lectures (Ate, 
interview two) 
 
Ah…it’s been really helpful. The POPO programme with the tutorials and like 
the extra tutorials with all the tests. Those are really helpful. The tutors for 
POPO and back in XXX(Residential College) are really helpful, em…just 
helping me sort of understand the little things and you know…yeah, get a 
better understanding of it (Viliame, interview two) 
 
5.2.7.2.1.3 Effective Academic Support 
The care in which support was provided included individual academic health checks 
and one-on-one support where this was needed. This support was vital as it assisted 
students to manage stress levels when this was needed.  
 
I had an Academic health check about two weeks ago I think, and that was 
really good. Just getting some things out that otherwise would just stay bottled 
up kind of thing, and being able to talk about where I am. (clearing of throat) 
Like emotionally as well as mentally and stuff like that. Em…and it’s just 
putting things into perspective. I said last interview that I have a tendency to 
be really overwhelmed with like stress and stuff like that. So the Academic 
Health Check was really good in em…just kind of saying what I was doing, 
where I needed to be…she was telling me all of the things I needed to hear. 
It’s stuff that you already know, but just being able to hear it from someone 
else, just solidifies that idea and makes it…makes you feel a lot better (Lili, 
interview two) 
 




She was really helpful, she really was, she em…she got a course planner and 
we sat down and went through the book. She was like, ‘Ok what papers do 
you want to take? These are the papers you can still take. Do you still want to 
take those?’ I’m like...yeah I do…and then we just decided what other papers 
we’re just going to fill in the gaps and how long. So we went right up to third 
year, and it was so good. I just took that home and looked over it and I’m 
like...ok this is what I’ll be doing…so she was extremely helpful, yeah (Fereni, 
interview three) 
 
5.2.7.2.1.4 Clear Directions and Expectations 
There were expectations of commitment from students to engage in the support that 
was provided. Some participants appreciated the ‘tough love’ approach, and they 
needed to engage well with the support provided to increase their chances of success. 
This appreciation was also about acknowledgement and respect for staff commitment 
towards them.  
 
When he (tutor) introduced himself, he like gave out rules like ‘I expect you 
guys to be on time’ and just like ground rules which were good. Because it 
showed us that like, he was serious and he actually cared. Like if he is willing 
to put so much time, then we should appreciate it and do just as much. So I 
think that was a good way to start off, his expectations of us. Because I know 
last semester like for the POPO tutes, towards the end of the year people 
would just stop going. So to know that Epi is the most failed paper, and we’ve 
actually got someone who wants to help is…it’s nice (Prerna, interview three) 
 
They are actually pretty good. I enjoy the tutor, he’s real sort of…he has that 
tough love approach. I feel like that’s sort of definitely what I need, especially 
if I want to push myself, em…The contents of it, it’s a bit new. I haven’t really 
come across like all the terms, like prevalence and occurrence and incidence 
and all that. So I think I just need to work on sort of understanding what the 
HEAL lecturers are trying to teach, and sort of incorporate that in like the 
questions they are asking…exam type questions, yeah (Viliame, interview 
three) 




Many were surprised that staff made the effort to learn their names. The level of 
support provided included not only targeted academic support but general support that 
was also available. There was confidence expressed that the University was behind 
them in their journey.  
 
Yeah I think the University is providing a huge amount of support for students, 
em… especially first-years. I didn’t realise there’s so much help, and all you 
have to do is to call…to go and ask, like from the PI Centre, from PIRSSU and 
from the halls last year there were always tutorials. You just need to pick which 
one to achieve better, but there was always support there, and that was really 
good (Manino, interview four) 
 
I guess em…people over here know you like personally. It’s like everybody 
goes here by your name like. Like sometimes I look at people and I’d be 
like …oh my God you know my name, you’ve been meeting so many people, 
and you know me?!...It just makes you feel special. Somebody is using your 
name, and then like somebody smiles when they see you, a genuine smile, 
that’s what makes family (Priya, interview three) 
 
POPO was actually really amazing. I find that the support side was a lot better 
than the academic side of things in terms of help, but that was probably just me 
because we’re quite involved in POPO. Having actual Otago staff supporting 
you, that was always a really comforting feeling…you just felt safe, and you felt 
that no matter what, these guys are going to make sure you’ve got the best shot 
(Sinalei, interview four) 
 
5.2.7.2.2 Barriers 
Some participants, however, experienced some barriers related to staff interactions 
and these included difficulties navigating the number and range of academic support 
services offered, challenges with engaging effectively with programmes, and various 
institutional processes.  
 




5.2.7.2.2.1 Challenges in Utilising Available Services  
One of the challenges the participants faced was the number of support services 
available to them. Some were concerned that if they attended all the additional 
academic support offered that they would not have the time they needed to do their 
own self-directed learning.  
 
I found in the first semester POPO offered us like three hours, three times a 
week and then two hours on the weekend. Then I was like living at a Hall which 
meant another four hours a week of tutorials. So that’s like 20 hours a week on 
tutorials alone, and for me that was way too much. I was like, I need to go to 
lectures and then I need to go to tutorials, and then I need to go to labs and 
then I need to fit in my own study on top! It was like way too much. I appreciate 
the fact that they gave it to us, and like I’m glad it was there (clear throat) but 
for me, it was kind of like…I don’t know if I can fit everything in and still get like 
eight hours sleep kind of thing...so this semester em…tutorials have been cut 
back to 4.5 hours a week (Lili, interview three) 
 
The POPO tutorials? POPO tutorials in the first semester was like too full on. I 
felt like most of my time, like I felt that I kind of wasted most of my time on it. 
But like this semester, it’s only for two days…so it’s only on Tuesday and on 
Thursday. So that’s good, like I have more time to study. Because I felt like last 
semester was only like em…like me going to tutorials, and not having like time 
to study. If I had time to study, it would be after dinner and it would go all the 
way until 11pm, and then I come back home and sleep. Yeah (Salesa, interview 
two) 
 
5.2.7.2.2.2 Challenges Navigating Institutional Processes  
One of the participants commented about challenges when he was trying to decide 
about where he might go for tertiary studies. The lack of timely communication and 
proper engagement with one of the tertiary institutions he applied to meant he decided 
against attending that institution. There were also challenges with the timetables and 
access to some of the support services.  
 




I quite like POPO, MAPAS1 have you heard of MAPAS? They are helpful but at 
the same time they are so hard to deal with. Because in POPO I talk to you 
guys in one day and you reply to me. But MAPAS takes like a whole month to 
tell you one small thing. Yeah communicating with MAPAS and communicating 
with POPO…like POPO on the whole is just more organised, and the University 
of Otago, it’s way more organised, it’s way more on to it (Shiva, interview one) 
 
I really didn’t want to miss tutorials but I have had to miss some of them, just 
because I’ve re-streamed some of my labs…I haven’t missed a lot…but you do 
miss out if you don’t go tutes…the tutes are really helpful for like…if you don’t 
want to go back and look at what you had, like go through all your work from 
two, three, four maybe nine lectures ago…the tutes are really good if you like 
you go (Shiva, interview two) 
 
5.2.8 Academic Integration and Goal Commitment  
This section presents the level of academic integration and participants’ goal 
(intention) commitments from their final two interviews. These interviews were 
conducted in the second semester of their first year, and the first semester of the 
following year at university.  
 
5.2.8.1 Enablers 
The enablers for participants were their commitment to their career pathways, having 
goals which were linked to their own personal interests, and continual efforts to 
improve their study skills and intellectual development. These efforts assisted in 
developing further the participants’ confidence in the learning process. It was also 
helpful to access supportive services and having a balanced approach to life. 
  
5.2.8.1.1 Strong Commitment to their Career Pathway 
These participants were committed to their preferred career pathway. This assisted 
them in their goal commitment and integration into the University academic system. 
Some were able to enter their chosen health professional career pathway the following 
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year, while others focussed on continuing to improve their performance before re-
applying into their preferred health professional programme at a later stage.  
 
I think I’m really lucky that I know this is what I should be doing, kind of thing, 
because lots of my friends are kind of…just they have no idea what they want 
to do. So I think even though it’s so…it is so full on and hard, and you’ve got to 
have lots of stamina this year, em…I think knowing that like…being sure it is 
what I want to do and that the goal at the end is something I truly want, makes 
the whole thing just…I don’t know, I guess more meaning to the whole thing…If 
I was thinking…ah, I’m not sure I want to be a doctor…then I would definitely 
have moments of…why am I even doing this!...you know…let’s just give 
up!...but because I’m sure of what…that is what I want to do, I think that makes 
it easier (Moeroa, interview three) 
 
So right now, how I look back from first semester, like this time I’ve actually go 
hard on studies, because I know where I’m going. I know what to get, in order 
to get into medicine. My plan is focus on study, like I made friends along the 
way and they will be there. I have to sacrifice everything to focus on my study 
right now. Because at the end, you will still have your friends but if you don’t 
get in, this is your only shot through Health Science pathway and yeah, this is 
your future (chuckle) (Manino, interview three) 
 
I think for me I just really want to start…because I know I’ve got better study 
habits, I think for me, I’ve just got to be patient…because I know gradually my 
marks are getting better…I think for me it’s having the patience to just em…you 
know see the gradual changes but maintain what I’m doing now…I think for me 
I just really want to finish this year well (Sinalei, interview four) 
 
5.2.8.1.2 Goals were Linked to Personal Interests 
Some participants took the time to investigate the options open to them, and 
discovered subjects that they really enjoyed. Their goal for a degree or qualification 
was aligned with the subject areas they were interested in.  
 




I want to do a BSc in anatomy. Yeah, there is this one paper I found at the 300 
level that I really want to do, and that’s in the anatomy papers. So I’ve worked 
through the whole course, went home and spent hours planning it out…planned 
out my course all around this one paper Biological Anthropology of the human 
skeleton. Ha!…I just saw that title and was…I need to do that paper…If I had 
my way I’d do it now…(chuckle) no prerequisites and stuff! (laughter) (Ioane, 
interview three) 
 
I did a lot of research, sort of trying to figure out what I like…It was kind of hard 
because a lot of the stuff, I hadn’t done before…like I might like that or...I 
eventually chose some papers that I thought that I might just like. I had no idea 
what sort of degree I wanted. But then I ended up taking a PSYC2 paper just 
because I thought it sounded interesting. I loved it, and so now I’m doing a 
PSCY degree. Yeah, so it worked out well for me luckily, and I managed to do 
it (Karaponi, interview four) 
 
5.2.8.1.3 Enhanced Study Skills and Approaches to Learning 
Many participants' goal commitments were enhanced by understanding the 
approaches to learning that suited them best. These included the types of study skills 
and the environmental contexts that were conducive for learning.   
 
I’m studying more, like last semester I thought I was studying but I wasn’t really. 
I was just re-writing notes or whatever and em…this semester, yeah I’m sitting 
down with flashcards and I’m memorising the stuff I need to memorise, and 
going through concepts and doing questions...In some ways it’s the same, 
em…but I feel like it’s entirely different...yeah I’m still sort of studying in a similar 
way, but I’m prioritising things that work better. Em….yeah, I spent a lot of time 
at the library (chuckle) I go to the library all the time…every afternoon, you 
know, most nights as well…whereas last semester I sort of tried to study in my 
room and you know, it’s very easy to get distracted and things like that, but this 
semester I only study at the library (Salesa, interview three) 
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I’m still figuring it out but it’s better. I mean, my results show that…so…I’ve sort 
of figured out better study methods that are more effective. Let’s say I’m 
studying the same amount of time…it’s just more effective study and em…I’m 
a lot more onto it, so instead of leaving it all to sort of the end em…you know 
working away at it throughout the semester, so by the time I get to exams period 
it’s not so much stress on me, because you know I’ve worked towards it…I’m 
still figuring it out but it’s getting better, sort of finding what is best for me I think 
(Karaponi, interview three) 
 
Second semester I think in terms of study was a lot better than first semester…I 
was still at that point really didn’t figure out how…you know it’s funny how…it 
took me so long to figure out how I actually study and retain the knowledge, 
and I think towards the end of second semester I finally clicked. I was 
like…Ahhh that’s how I study!...So second semester study wise I was a lot more 
dedicated, a lot more…I guess more disciplined in the way that I was 
saying…no, to hanging out with friends and…yes, to going to the library 
(Sinalei, interview four) 
 
At the beginning it was hard because obviously I tried to learn em…the 
concepts but that kind of threw out the semester…I think now, I am better at 
identifying the main concepts compared to last semester, when I was like 
focusing on learning everything kind of thing. Obviously like if you learn the big 
concept, everything will kind of fall in place when you read it, so yeah. I think 
I’m kind of getting better at that, but obviously there is still room for improvement 
(Saisului, interview three) 
 
5.2.8.1.4 Developed Confidence in Learning 
Many participants began to develop confidence in their learning and what worked for 
them, adjusting their approach to support their learning as they progressed through 
the year. This included the ability to assess support that was available and how best 
to utilise these for maximum benefit.  
 




Yeah, well first semester I actually spent the first five weeks of semester like 
trying to still find an effective way of study. As there was a lot of support, I did 
try to go to every single one of them. Then I ended up shuffling at the end 
because I didn’t have much time for self-study. Then halfway through the 
semester, I think I know what I have to do, which yeah…(chuckle) em…actually 
up to you, being able to ask questions and your confidence talking to lecturers 
after the lectures. Yeah and the support that is available…how you manage 
which ones to go to, which ones work better for you (Manino, interview three)  
 
I found out towards the end of last semester during the exams, that I studied 
better in the library which is something I didn’t know at the start. So being able 
to figure out what works for me, that helped. Then choosing which tutorials I go 
to. Sometimes the ones that the college provided were a bit better, sometimes 
the one at em…the POPO tuts they were better. Just being able to see what 
worked for me…or like which of the tutors worked for me, that helped as well 
(Priya, interview three)  
 
Ah so (clear throat)…in the first semester I was trying to figure out like what 
system to work and rectify, like how to take notes…listening to what was 
important in the lectures, correlating that with the lecture objectives and stuff 
like that. So yeah…sort of learning what works for me, and what might be 
different from what works for other people, and just sort of, yeah learning off 
that…and sort of incorporating into how I learn (Viliame, interview three) 
 
As they developed more confidence in their learning at university, there was enjoyment 
in the process and encouragement to continue to commit to their goals. There was 
also the realisation and understanding of the differences in the tertiary context 
compared to the school environment, and the need to have an openness to news ideas 
and concepts. 
 
I think I’m more excited this semester because I know what to expect, and like 
I’ve kind of got better kind of study habits…because high school was really easy 
like…it was real easy to like not even try hard and you get really good marks 
and stuff. So it was weird last semester having to work constantly for it. Like I 




kind of like got used to that near the end of semester, but it was a bit too late to 
save all my grades...The marks weren’t that great but like, I’ve talked to a few 
advisors and stuff and they’re like ‘well as long as you keep it up from now on 
you should be able to get into med through the graduate entry alright’. So like 
I’m really excited to see how this semester goes, now that I know what I’m doing 
and I have a better kind of understanding on like HOW to approach university. 
(Ioane, interview three) 
 
I think more than anything em…if I meet something that I don’t understand I 
don’t just look away kind of thing. So what used to happen was like if I got told 
a concept, and if I didn’t agree with the concept I’d be like…no that’s 
dumb!...and like ignore it. Whereas now if I get told a concept em…like my 
outlook is like open to new em…understandings and so…yeah I’m more open-
minded. So if something comes along that I’ve never seen before or is 
completely unfamiliar, I won’t completely shun it I’d be like…oh OK so this is a 
new way to do things, or this is a different way to approach that and 
em…instead of just ignoring it and just doing it how I’ve always done, I’ll 
em…look at it and be like…Ah OK that kind of makes sense, I understand how 
they got there! (Lili, interview three) 
 
Some found working alongside others worked for them, while others enjoyed new 
subjects they had not come across in the school learning environment and supported 
other peers in their learning.  
 
We studied in a group. We were all studying at the same time in the same 
places, but we weren’t necessarily studying together. Like we kind of all had 
our own individual areas that we needed to work on, and then we would come 
together for like past exam papers. The arrangement worked for me (Saisului, 
interview three) 
 
I loved epidemiology, I thought it was amazing and why don’t they teach this in 
high school when this would have been my number one thing to go to and 
em…For some reason, it just really clicked in my brain and I just really 
understood it and it made sense. You always find that if you enjoy something, 




you become better at it. It’s kind of a cycle, the better you become the more you 
enjoy…I noticed lots of students, well lots of my peers really struggled in 
epidemiology so I sort of kind of became, em…not so much a tutor but that 
guide that people would come to and be like…‘Oh Lili can you explain this to 
me? or How does this work?’ I think my brain…instead of understanding 
equations, I understood the theories and it just made sense. So being able to 
break down the more complicated concepts…and also if you are able to teach 
something to someone, it means that you must really understand it. So it kind 
of bumped up my confidence within the paper itself (Lili, interview four)  
 
5.2.8.1.5 Helpful Support Services 
There were a number of support services the participants found helpful which further 
assisted their academic integration and goal commitment. These included tutorials 
offered through Pacific support services, Residential Colleges as well as their peers. 
Having a better understanding of the tertiary system and how things worked also 
helped them with time management.  
 
The tutorials have been amazing. Yeah, they were kind of like guidelines onto 
what you should really be studying em…rather than trying to study everything. 
The tutorials this semester have been awesome like…they are just really 
highlighting what we should be looking at. It takes half the time trying to work 
out what you are trying to study, em…the tuts at our hall are pretty cool too, 
yeah…and just friends that we know who have strengths in certain subjects 
em…we try to utilise that as well (Sinalei, interview three) 
 
So in second semester, now that I know a little bit more about how things 
go…like how things work, and how to go about things, and what is offered to 
me, and what is available…it’s a lot easier to manage and it’s a lot easier to 
em…manage my time especially with the three papers. Being able to em…find 
that balance between like studying all the time, as well as me time and going 
out and playing sports or em…being with friends and stuff like that. It’s kind of 
just, it’s a healthier mind-set I think…it feels…it just feels better and feels a lot 
more manageable. Yeah (Lili, interview three) 





5.2.8.1.6 Focus on Maintaining Work-Life Balance  
All participants recognised the importance of having balance in their lives during their 
first year. They made efforts to address this as the year progressed. This helped them 
to maintain good health and well-being while fully committed to achieving their goals 
and aspirations.  
 
Yeah I think just because you are able to find that balance. You understand 
what needs to be done and what, when and why kind of thing. So you are able 
to go about things and understand that…Ok I haven’t done this but I know that 
I’ll have time at this time, so at the moment I can go and finish this off…You are 
just able to look at the bigger picture a lot easier, em…whereas before you were 
just overwhelmed, you were thinking…Oh I have to do this, and there’s also this 
to do, and I haven’t finished that…You are really worried about getting 
everything done, and you are always so stressed about having to do things. 
Whereas now, because you know what your limits are in regards to like studying 
and sleeping hours and all that kind of stuff em…it’s a lot easier to just manage 
everything as a whole, and like find that balance. Em…because I think before I 
really lacked on em…having me time and going out for walks, or going to play 
sports or just getting outside, having some fresh air kind of thing. Because 
before I was always in my room studying, or even if I wasn’t studying I was 
always thinking about studying. Whereas now, I actually have time to relax and 
it’s a lot better (Lili, interview three) 
 
I think it’s so strange because in a weird way, I think it kind of did. Because first 
semester, I still did that a little bit but I kind of felt like I was really…I had no 
balance, and all I was doing was studying. Second semester I probably went 
out more, but I also did things like I played more like social netball and so I did 
that as well and I hung out with people more. I just felt like I got to know more 
people, and so even though I mean it probably like reflected in my grades a 
little bit, I…I don’t know, I felt like my life was more balanced in second 
semester…I know it’s hard to balance it (Moeroa, interview four) 
  






The barriers to academic integration and goal commitment were the challenges with 
making decisions and determining their priorities, poor study habits, feeling stressed 
and overwhelmed, and the impact of these on their health and well-being.  
 
5.2.8.2.1 Competing Priorities and Decision Making  
Some participants had difficulties focussing on their studies because of competing 
priorities, while others had challenges related to making clear decisions about their 
career pathways. Procrastination was also a concern which impacted on time 
management.  
  
And another priority would probably be like not to sort of really like…I don’t know 
how to explain it but like, maybe like stop trying to like please everyone. Stop 
trying to go out of your way to like make sure that you are doing this for 
everyone else. Then when it comes down to it, you’ve just left yourself with like 
no time to do things for yourself as well. So em…you can’t be Wonder Woman 
really, you can’t…you need to do things for yourself too (Fereni, interview four) 
 
And I’m interested in Neuroscience but my dad’s sort of like, he said ‘decide, 
do you want to do neuroscience or do you want to do medicine? Which one 
would be…which one is going to take you places?’ Medicine obviously, but I 
was still really interested in Neuroscience because they offered it as a 
postgraduate thing in Auckland I think, but down here it’s part of BSc yeah, 
so…yeah, because I’ve always been interested in the brains (Shiva, interview 
three)  
 
Time was my main thing like, first year, I mean first semester last year, 
em…about the POPO programmes on Saturdays I always had that mind to 
like…Ah this is such a waste of time why do I need to go! It’s going to take the 
whole day, like if I go to this, it’s going to ruin my whole routine of like study...I 
usually like planning beginning of the week. I’d just make a plan on the sheet 
and then actually put it in my diary, and then have to carry the diary with me 




and try to look…OK what’s next? Ok I’m supposed to do this…but also I 
somehow always find excuses like...Ah I can do this tonight, but I can still like 
drink…just yeah procrastination pretty much all of the time (Manino, interview 
four) 
 
5.2.8.2.2 Felt Stressed and Overwhelmed 
Many participants worked hard but the pressure of the workload, implications of the 
academic results for their future, and the integration into a new learning environment 
was at times overwhelming. For some, this affected their academic performance and 
their ability to make the most of the learning opportunities.  
 
Well, I’m the kind of person…I can get into the exam and I did this in the 
Chemistry mid-term, I was thinking the whole time em…this is meaning whether 
you are going to be a doctor or not. This test right now is meaning, whether you 
are going to be a doctor or not…and then that is just sooo bad when you are 
taking the test, because then I couldn’t, it just got so much…like I guess I almost 
try and block out what the test actually means and I’m just like...this is a test, 
I’ve done lots of study, I know lots. Just take it one question at a time and get 
through it…kind of thing, without actually thinking about the implications of that 
test. Because if you think like that at all, it just gets too much (Moeroa, interview 
three)  
 
It was a bit of a roller coaster really, because I felt like we studied hard. I don’t 
know if we over did it, or if just for me… because I felt like the things I studied 
weren’t even in the test, and the ones I really should have been focusing on 
were the ones I just skimmed past or didn’t put enough work into. So we were 
doing lots of hours of study and then you know to the point where we were ‘ah 
what is it I need to know now?’ For me last semester, I couldn’t figure out what 
was important, what was not. For me it was like…everything is important, you 
need to know this and this and this…and I just panicked I think and did 
everything, rather than what I should have been doing (Sinalei, interview three) 
  




Well going into the exam I felt heaps better than my marks would probably make 
you think. But like after the exam time I was happy with it. I tried my best and 
like with a few months before that, I had kind of developed really good study 
techniques. Like it was really solid learning for that time there, and em…when 
I got the results back it was just really bumming…So like it was kind of really 
stressful near the end of exams…like coming up to exams because like I just 
knew everything I had to do, but I also knew there wasn’t enough time to cover 
it all. It was really frustrating, but like I get to this point where like when I sat the 
exam I’m like…oh well you can’t really do anything more now, just relax, just 
give it your best…So that’s what I did and then, even though I know I wouldn’t 
have gotten the marks that I was expecting at the beginning of the year, it was 
still like bumming to get the results that I did (Ioane, interview three) 
 
5.2.8.2.3 Having Unhelpful Study Habits 
Some had developed poor study habits such as studying all night. This was often due 
to their perception that they were not well prepared for the upcoming exams. The 
consequence of this approach to learning, however, did not result in a good outcome.  
 
My all-nighters were just…I was so scared because it was my first test and 
Health Science is pretty hard. So I got into learn all the details, all the small 
details about everything and I was catching up as well during that time before 
the test. I was behind for like ten lectures or so…yeah (chuckle – sigh) (Manino, 
interview three) 
 
Yeah…you’d be surprised how many students…at some point…most students 
do all-nighters. Well not most students I guess, not most, how do I say this? 
Let’s just take my hall for example, out of the 100 of us or 80-90 of us who are 
doing Health Science, yeah about 80 of us who are doing Health Science, 60 
of us would do all-nighters…I would, like for terms tests not for the actual 
exams. For term tests which are like half an hour test, I can handle an all-nighter 
and then going into the exam after just a few hours sleep. I just know that if I 
hadn’t, there would be some things I would not know in the exam, and I’d just 
be screwed, completely screwed (Shiva, interview three) 





5.2.2.4 Felt Helpless in their Situation  
There were times when participants felt that they could not control the environment or 
make things work to support their learning. These were times when they were either 
unwell, they could not work out how best to approach their learning, or they just felt 
overwhelmed.  
 
It’s like you’re on the edge of craziness but you're still sort of like…I don’t know 
but like you’re on the edge of craziness but you're strangely calm. I feel like 
you’re standing in the eye of the storm you know. You’re just, there’s like things 
happening around you that will just constantly happen…like one time I just 
didn’t go out of my room like with my friends, I just stayed in my room for the 
entire week and just studied. I feel like that was probably my lowest…so that 
was probably my lowest (Fereni, interview three) 
 
This semester when I was sick, like I was just at home…like the more time I 
sleep and rest…I feel like I’m not doing anything…I’m not moving on and Med 
would not be possible at all…and a whole week of lectures gone not going to 
school. Well I went to some lectures but still…didn’t do any self-study. That was 
one of the hardest times for this year. I felt like I was way behind from my goals, 
because I was just sick and Health Science doesn’t stop for you if you’re sick…it 
will still go on, yeah. That was the…yeah, that was the hardest time of the year 
(Manino, interview three) 
 
Key challenges…was to find, I think, how best to study...I tried lots of different 
ways and it wasn’t really working…and then I was also falling behind, not 
because I wasn’t putting in enough effort or time…just, I don’t think I was 
working as efficiently as I could have…and then I was falling behind, and that 
was really stressful because you’ve got so much on every day…and there’s 
also so much to catch up on as well. I think that was the biggest challenge 
(Karaponi, interview three) 
  




5.2.9 Social Integration and Institutional Commitment  
This section reports on the level of social integration of participants and their 
institutional commitments from their last two interviews. These interviews were 
conducted in the second semester of their first year, and the first semester of the 
following year at university.  
 
5.2.9.1 Enabler 
The enablers for the participants which supported their social integration and 
institutional commitment, and also enabled them to remain committed to their goal 
(intention) were increased friendship networks and peer interactions. These also 
enabled and supported them to become more involved in social activities within the 
tertiary environment.  
 
5.2.9.1.1 Strengthening Relationships and Networks 
Most participants thrived with the development of new friendships while also 
maintaining connectedness with previous friends. They felt that these friendships 
within the tertiary environment were important in enabling them to integrate well into 
the new learning environment and assisted also with their intellectual development.  
 
Em…well I didn’t know anyone when I first came down, and so making 
friends…everyone has been like I don’t know, really, really cool. Because it’s 
nice to have like a complete…because I really love my friends at home, but it’s 
so nice to have like a completely different sort of gang as well down here. 
Em…and I could not have done last semester without friends. It would be so 
lonely and like em…three girls especially, like we always study together 
em…especially towards the end of last semester, and we were doing like all 
hours in the library. If I was there by myself it would have been a little bit bleak, 
but it was…I don’t know, it was still hard, but it was so much easier with like 
other people going through exactly the same thing (Moeroa, interview three) 
 
This semester, I have kind of branched out with my friends like…different 
people like…they were still my friends last semester, but I didn’t hang out as 
much with them. Then like after the break, coming back and seeing 




like…maybe I don’t always spend so much of my time with the same people 
like…because you meet so many new people at college like…spend more time 
with new people (Prerna, interview three) 
 
5.2.9.1.2 Positive Peer Group Interactions 
Some had friends who had the same career aspirations and they were able to 
strengthen their relationships through supporting each other in their studies. These 
support networks meant that they were able to spend time together as friends as well 
as provide support for their academic work. 
  
Well we would all go to the library together, and all come back together. So you 
know you would feel a bit guilty, if the other three were in the library and you 
were still in bed. But also, I just always asked the other girls questions. We’d all 
ask each other questions all the time, and that was fine, like you know like…you 
never felt bad. Well I’d always interrupt them in the middle of their study to ask 
questions, but they would do the same back to me, so it was fine. Em…and 
yeah what else did we do? I guess also just having other people going through 
the exact same thing you know (Moeroa, interview four) 
 
I don’t know…it was like if I had stayed in Auckland, I wouldn’t have had that 
same (peer) support like…living with people who are under like…the same kind 
of stress sort of thing. I guess like in Auckland, if I had stayed with my family 
like…they have all got their adult problems, and it just seems so trivial to kind 
of like…complain about like the stress you are on…if like they are facing like so 
much bigger things like…but it’s real good to like not have that underlying 
thought here (Ioane, interview three) 
 
5.2.9.1.3 Balancing Social Activities with Academic Work 
As the year progressed, many participants found it helpful to engage more in social 
activities, which contributed to their overall health and well-being. This was a change 
from their focus previously which was mainly on their academic studies.  
 




I’ve been going to Unipol (University gym) quite a bit. Well a little bit…I didn’t 
really have time last semester. I think it’s something I did want to do, so it’s 
good that I’m doing that…it’s a bit of fun. It is kind of faraway but it’s alright 
because I can go…I usually go after tutorials, so I’m already like half-way there 
pretty much. And yeah, that’s been cool and I’ve been going for runs again, 
because I sort of stopped towards the end of semester…like studying and I 
didn’t really run that much back at home. So it’s been good, it’s been fun again 
and em…yeah, it’s just time by myself, going for walks and having a look around 
Dunedin. That’s been cool (Salesa, interview three) 
 
Oh yes, I’m going back to the gym. I’m so proud of myself. I’m going again today 
so em…I’ve just been going and getting lots of exercise, and I feel like that in a 
way, has helped me stay positive because it’s like em…I’m releasing all of that, 
you know stress and all that during exercise. So I feel like that’s really helped 
me as well, so yeah, exercise has been really good em…oh and just…seeing 
more of Dunedin as well has been great…like I went to Signal Hill for the first 
time this semester and em…I went and watched the hall basketball last night 
at Unipol, like that’s been great as well so…yeah, I feel like I’m probably in a 
really good, just sound mind right now (Fereni, interview three) 
 
5.2.9.2 Barriers 
The barriers for some participants included feeling isolated and not engaged, 
particularly with their peers. Some found that their friends were a cause of unhelpful 
distractions.  
 
5.2.9.2.1 Isolation and Lack of Connectedness  
The experience for some students was not positive during the year. They felt isolated 
and lacked connectedness with others. The stressful times, particularly near exam 
times, and the impact exams had on other peoples’ level of stress also had an impact 
on them.  
 
When I reflect back…I reckon it’s more negative I reckon…Like I think I’ve gone 
more quieter over here. I’m not like…this year I wouldn’t describe myself as 




loud. I’m not loud this year, I’m more quiet. I guess…I don’t reach out to people 
as much this year as well. It’s just like, because over here it’s just like…either 
you are stressed or other people are stressed, and then there’s like…you don’t 
have time to just stop by and talk to people. You’ve got to go and do your 
thing…yeah I guess I’ve gone more quieter this year (Priya, interview three) 
 
Em…it was just a time where it was like…you feel like every spare minute is 
like you have to use it, and like every minute that you don’t…is just like a wasted 
minute, like wasted time that you could have been studying. Em…like 
compared to the people around me, I wasn’t really like stressed out. In the end 
people were just like…not talking to anyone, and just staying in their own rooms 
and doing some study. Em… it was stressful but em…I felt like there was really 
nothing else I could do about it, but you just sort of take it with a pinch of salt 
and just go on with it (Fereni, interview three) 
 
5.2.9.2.2 Friends as a Source of Distraction 
Some had friends who distracted them from their studies. There were times when it 
was easy to decline social interactions while at other times they found it difficult. 
Maintaining friendships and focussing on their studies was a continual balancing act 
over the year.  
 
Just friends like, they always go…‘ah, we need one more person for this’…and 
you think…ah fuck they just need one more person, I could go…because like 
it’s easier to turn down like some things if they go…‘ah we need maybe five 
people’…it’s like...ah ok, screw it, I’m not going to waste my time…but you 
know, when they really like…we really need one more person…you’re like...I 
could be that person, should I go? That’s the only distraction (Shiva, interview 
three) 
 
Ah just sometimes, em…they ask you to like…come chill with them or 
like…when it’s like…after studies and you just want to go home and like just 
finish off some couple of things (Malosi, interview three) 
 




5.2.10 Dropout Decision (Departure Decision) 
Four of the twenty students left the University without completing a qualification.  
Two participants left the University after the first year, both as voluntary withdrawals. 
These students’ goal was to get into the medical programme. One was a mature 
student and already had a career prior to undertaking the Health Sciences First Year 
programme. He failed one paper and was therefore not eligible for the medical 
programme. While reluctant to give up the hope of a medical career, he decided to 
return back to his original career to support his family. The other participant also failed 
one paper and was not eligible for consideration. He could have completed a degree 
and re-applied under the graduate category. He was not enjoying his studies, however, 
and decided to take a gap year to reconsider his future. He has since re-enrolled at 
another university in engineering and reported enjoying this programme. The other 
two participants were excluded from the University due to poor academic performance. 
One failed seven of the eight papers in her first year and all papers she enrolled in the 
following year. The other student passed only nine out of the twenty one papers she 
took in her first three years at university. Both were excluded for not meeting the 
academic threshold required to remain at the University.  
 
5.2.10.1 Enablers 
The main enabler for participants was the availability and the range of support services 
that was provided. These included Pacific-specific, Residential College, and peer-led 
support services.  
 
5.2.10.1.1 Availability of a Range of Support Services 
The four students who left the University all felt they were well supported in their 
studies through the provision of cultural support including additional resources and 
tutorials. In addition, they also received good support from their peers which further 
strengthened their social networks. 
  
Excellent support. Yep, excellent support I must say. Excellent support 
em…and again it’s down to the bottom line, whether we do our work or not. So 
I think that is the main idea. Whatever support they give the foundation of it is 
us, who are the main ones who are interpreting and making and using, the ones 




who are using the resources that the school is providing, the Uni, the University 
is providing…Em…they provide the resource and then they provide the backup 
as well…and ways of achieving what we need to achieve (Sililo, interview three) 
 
When I first went to the physics tutorials he was quite fast and I wasn’t 
really…but the new tutor we have now, he’s really good, and he goes through 
everything, he actually takes questions from the workbook that we have, the 
textbook that we have so he’s really good and I love that…Ah one of my friends 
is really good and so he’ll go through them, so I think that’s ok now, but em, I 
feel like everyone, all the support units that I have are working on par with like 
my expectations like (Fereni, interview two) 
 
It’s been really good. I’ve really enjoyed it, em getting to know new people and 
finding people that I really get along with and stuff, people that are studying the 
same things as me as well so we can work together on assignments, and all 
that…very…yeah, very supportive. Em…the RAs (Residential College 
Assistants) are really good with keeping track of us and stuff (Wale, interview 
three) 
 
It’s good to have other people different from your own em…like XXX or 
other…to have different ethnicity, at the same time sharing the knowledge and 
you know it makes my knowledge broader and think I can learn…I’m really 
really learning every day and it’s really good (Salamasina, interview two) 
 
5.2.10.2 Barriers/Challenges 
There were challenges, however, for these four participants during the year. Some 
had difficulty keeping up with the workload and could not make the most of the support 
provided. Others struggled with self-belief and/or had lost interest in their studies, or 
found it difficult to ask for or accept the assistance that they needed. In addition, there 
was conflict between their goals and other external commitments for others.  
 




5.2.10.2.1 Difficulty Adjusting to the Workload 
The participants who struggled with the workload and time management were unable 
to fully utilize the support services provided. 
  
From the support that I am entitled to…I’m not attending, the only problem with 
me is just the time. It’s just finding the right time to attend, for example when 
these guys, I think they just txt me on the same time that the HUBS tutorial is 
over here but it’s already 12pm so it’s hard for me to walk down there again, 
but I just finished a lab and then I have another class at 1pm so…I find it’s just 
the time eh, and plus I need to be on top of my materials so that I can be able 
to meet all the support, and I think that’s why the support is there, for us to be 
on top of our material but I’m not so em…hopefully at the end of this week I 
should be on top of my materials so that all the support that is offered is well 
used and utilized properly, otherwise the offer is provided and like for myself I 
miss out because I’m not up to the level (Sililo, interview two) 
 
Challenges? Em…(long pause), the weather is quite em…mmmm…and 
workload, a lot, a lot of workload like you’re focusing on one and then there’s 
another one due the next day, and you’re like…ok!...Yep (whisper) Challenges? 
Workload! (Salamasina, interview two) 
 
5.2.10.2.2 Challenges with Personal Issues 
Some had challenges with self-confidence, self-belief, and personal challenges which 
affected the focus on their goals (intentions). Others felt unable or uncomfortable to 
ask for assistance even though they recognized that this was important.  
 
Em, I think, losing self-belief, I know I’ve got to believe in myself and know that 
I can do it. I feel like if I don’t believe in myself then I will just slack off (Wale, 
interview three) 
 
Oh well throughout that second semester I wasn’t enjoying the course so much, 
I wasn’t so motivated and so I didn’t put in as much effort as I probably could 




have. So I kind of knew I wasn’t going to get top marks or anything (Wale, 
interview four) 
 
Yeah that was the thing, I didn’t expect him (her baby’s father) to come back 
until he contacted and that was one of the things I was yeah scared and worried 
about. And yes…and then as time went by he cut off all communication and 
then that was just indescribable, reason why he would come and go 
(Salamasina, interview two) 
 
Another key challenge would definitely be like ah, asking for help yeah, 
definitely asking for help probably one of the most regrettable things that I did 
last year was like just being scared to ask for help or being too prideful to ask 
for help, and even though you are given all these opportunities. Like you’re 
literally, people are there like ‘I can help you, I can help you’ emailing you like 
‘I’m here for you”’ and you’d be like…oh no I’m alright, I’ve got this, it’s fine…but 
even when you know that you’re not, that’s probably one of the main, key 
challenges (Fereni, interview four) 
 
5.2.10.2.3 The Impact of External Commitments 
The participants who left the University also had important external commitments 
which impacted on their progress. Some of these were related to family commitments.  
 
I have a baby who is currently in XX….she’s only seven months…My mum and 
my dad’s there. Em...It’s a girl…Em, I don’t want to dwell into thinking that I am 
going to miss her because it’s going to make it worse so I’m going to think 
positive, that I’m doing this for her and for making up all the regrets and 
mistakes that I should have done two years ago, so, I’ll be missing them from 
time but then that would give…bring me hope again, like when I’m giving up 
and missing them it will give me hope that I’m here for them too as well and I 
need to support them (Salamasina, interview one) 
 
It was hard, it is hard. Em…but…the bottom line, I need to do what needs to be 
done. Soooo we spoke with my wife and I said ok, you can be the mum and the 




dad for home at the moment and uh, because we are here for a reason and we 
need to fulfil our dreams, it’s not for only us it’s for our family as well eh, and 
also for our little one, as a role model for our little one so, I just have to get out 
of home now. In the last semester I spend a little bit of time home, I always 
study at home, most of the time, but now I have to get out of home now, so I 
got myself a locker at the science library, put my books in there and I use the 
24hr room, em, so to study and all that (Sililo, interview three) 
 
Some participants found the pull of external commitments related to maintaining 
friendships during the year also had an impact on them too.  
  
I think learning to say no is probably one massive one because obviously you’re 
not with your parents there’s no one there stopping you from doing anything 
because you can just get up and do whatever you want. Learning to say 
no…like even though you are constantly trying to make friends so there’s 
always that huge temptation to not study and just go and hang out or go out or 
whatever, so I feel like that was one main challenge was learning to say...no, I 
can’t do that…but I think yeah that was a massive thing and em…and even to 
this day I’m struggling with that (Fereni, interview four) 
 
I spent a lot of time going to and from the hospital and stuff with the 
concussions…Yeah I had six concussions last semester…Yeah. One was I kind of 
went head first into a wall, em, yeah I just dived onto my mates bed and jumped too 
far (chuckle) and my head went straight into the wall!...Yeah, me and my friends I don’t 
know we like to go to the beach a bit, even when it’s cold and just kind of go there…just 
hang out and then, we go to McDonalds a lot (chuckle) yeah so…yeah, we just kind 
of hang out around XXX (Residential College). Yeah, me and my best mate at XXX 
(Residential College) play a lot of billiards together (Wale, interview three) 
  




5.3 Enablers and Barriers – Additional Information  
There were areas identified from the participants’ data that impacted on participants’ 
transition into higher education, which did not fit within Tinto's longitudinal model of 
institutional departure. These were culture and identity, and areas related to their 
health and well-being. There were four components included within health and well-
being: psychological well-being, spiritual well-being, physical well-being, and social 
well-being.  
 
5.3.1 Culture and Identity 
The enablers and barriers below identified areas which impacted on participants’ 
transition to university related to their culture and/or identity. Many were brought up 
strongly embedded within their cultural values and beliefs, and others were grateful 
for the opportunity to reconnect with their cultural values and heritage.  
 
5.3.1.1 Enablers 
The enablers for all participants included a sense of pride in their cultural background. 
Language was important, as well as the connectedness within the Pacific cultural 
group, which gave participants security as they transitioned into the new learning 
environment. Reconnecting with their cultural values and identity was important, as 
well as the appreciation of the diversity everyone brought to the tertiary environment.  
   
5.3.1.1.1 Sense of Pride 
There was a strong sense of pride in their cultural background, and many wanted to 
communicate this through the wearing of cultural attire in the tertiary environment. 
Some played ethnic music while others in their conversations were patriotic in their 
approach. Many participants belonged to more than one ethnic group and they clearly 
indicated the importance of embracing all their heritage and cultural connections.  
 
I’ve always been a very proud Welshman, so support Wales in the rugby and 
stuff…I’ve always been a proud Solomon Islander as well. I think it’s a pretty 
cool thing…like not many people here are…can say they’re a Solomon 
Islander…Yeah so, I’m very proud of both cultures really (Wale, interview one) 
 




Ah proud, yeah…definitely…just the past couple of days I’ve been playing Fijian 
songs on my laptop and…yeah so everyone that comes past is like…‘oh are 
you Fijian?’...and I’m just…yeah I am…I wear all my Fiji clothes yeah around 
the (Residential) college, being proud…Ah, definitely feel proud to be holding 
that Fiji flag for everyone else, and yeah, just being like a role model for all the 
other Fijians so that if I can do it, they can do it too (Viliame, interview one) 
 
I’ve been acting more Samoan then I actually am (laughter)…like em…and then 
I’ll like wear my Vailima shirt, my ula, like and then…sort of in the beginning, I 
sort of retaliated...Oh yeah, I am Samoan what are you going to do about 
it?...you know? (laughter) yeah but em…now I’m just proud because obviously 
everyone now knows that I’m Samoan, and I’m like the Samoan girl of XXX 
(Residential College) (Fereni, interview two) 
 
5.3.1.1.2 The Importance of Language 
The ability to communicate in their ethnic language was considered important. It was 
a way to maintain connectedness and a sense of belonging with their ethnic groups, 
and to engage well within the family setting including communications with their elders.  
 
So I started school…because I came here it was like so different from Tonga. I 
was just really homesick…like I just missed everyone in Tonga, especially 
like…I didn’t know how to speak English at that time…Yeah, I can speak 
Tongan fluently. Yeah, yeah, my mum and dad…they always try and like help 
me practice my Tongan at home, like they speak Tongan to me. Yeah, because 
it’s just easier to talk to family, yeah to talk to them in your own language, like 
you feel…you make them feel more comfortable and you know, yeah (Ate, 
interview one) 
 
Just my grandparents…so fortunate that they are still around…I don’t like…I 
can’t speak everything like how they do. I know more than enough basics…and 
like things how to keep the conversation going (Sione, interview two) 
 




I loved going to the (Pacific) tutorials, because it’s the one chance I get to speak 
my language and joke around, and have that humour with my people (Fereni, 
interview two) 
 
5.3.1.1.3 Sense of Belonging 
Moving away from home brought with it anxiety about how they would fit into the new 
learning environment. Connecting with people with similar values, experiences and 
cultural backgrounds provided security and connectedness.  
 
Yes it’s (POPO programme) very valuable, like…cause yeah like…you are 
coming out from home…you’re all by yourself here kind of…You need other 
people from your own culture, kind of…who understand where you are coming 
from, yeah…Yeah, like I just…it makes you feel like you are part of something 
you know…like, yeah the culture, like respect, yeah (Ate, interview one) 
 
Yeah I did…especially like…I met them on the first week, because for the first 
couple of days I felt quite…quite insecure like…because I wasn’t with my 
em…ah, insecure because I didn’t have my family. But em…I met them and 
(chuckle) as far as we went…they were the only Islanders in XXX (Residential 
College) as well. So (chuckle) I know they call us the ‘brown group’ and em…but 
yeah…I felt that security because they are like my brothers now (Fereni, 
interview two) 
 
It (culture) defines who I am…how I was raised (by) my parents. Parents are 
always…you know for the kids…it’s very important because of the attitude, 
people have different attitudes…and being Samoan I’m proud of it…So it’s very 
important that we have the culture in Samoa…respect (Salamasina, interview 
one) 
 
There was awareness that the new environment was different from where they came 
from, and that linking in with people from their own cultural group gave them a strong 
sense of connectedness and belonging.  
 




Pacific communities are just so strong. We always like ban together, and it’s 
real good to kind of have that strength behind you like…just people just 
constantly supporting, it just kind of solidifies you…your acceptance of your 
background like…because like…it’s a society that’s not built for us. It’s easy to 
feel like that you don’t really belong. but like…Pacific Island people are really 
good at making you feel that you belong I reckon. I’m really proud of our culture 
and for that…you know, yeah (Ioane, interview three) 
 
Oh yeah, that’s em…when I’m at the (Residential) College em…I was 
surrounded by so many Palagis, and then I saw four guys that were coloured 
and one guy was wearing an ie. I was like…I have to go and meet them…so I 
went and introduced myself, I was like...I’m Samoan, so…oh good so…I feel 
like when you meet other Islanders in such a Palagi population, there’s like a 
little brotherhood that is formed. And so…I saw them last night and I was like…I 
got you we’re sorted…like when I see other brown people like…ah, that’s my 
home (Fereni, interview one) 
 
I just feel more at home, like yeah…like it’s easier to like have conversation with 
everyone…like, you just kind of get like…you know…like what we are talking 
about and jokes and stuff (Ate, interview one) 
 
5.3.1.1.4 Maintaining Connectedness 
Maintaining the connectedness with other Pacific Islanders was important as part of 
their overall well-being. This occurred through engagements during tutorials and 
mentoring sessions, and activities such as camps. These provided the opportunities 
for communications and engagements that further strengthened the bonds between 
the participants.  
 
I was so happy being here, because I had been in my room for the entire time 
yesterday…and it was so good like…here is sort of like home…because it’s like 
the Pacific Islanders and like…it’s just like…we all have this strange humour 
that nobody gets. So I felt really good being here. It really lifted my spirits…so I 
really loved it. I really wanted to come today (Fereni, interview two) 





We have tutorials together and then mentoring on Saturday. So I see them all 
the time, and it’s definitely made me feel more connected to the culture. The 
camp really emphasised the importance of our Pacific culture, so that was really 
yeah…that camp was really, really quite eye-opening I guess to me. That was 
probably one of actually…one of my highlights, and I didn’t even want to go! 
(laughter)…I think I really needed it and I learnt a lot…just literally within two 
days. I learnt a lot and they definitely made me feel really…a lot more connected 
(Karaponi, interview one) 
 
Some previously had little contact or engagement with their Pacific cultural 
backgrounds. Through the activities provided in their first year, many appreciated the 
links with their cultural heritage, and the opportunity to engage their Pacific ethnic 
culture within the learning environment. Others reflected also on ways in which they 
maintained and strengthened their own cultural connections.  
 
The Early Orientation Programme was really awesome because it gave me an 
opportunity to experience that culture away from my family, where there can be 
other contributing factors…to how people are treating other people. So that was 
just sort of…in its raw element, and it was really nice (Salesa, interview one) 
 
Oh, it was GREEAAT…on the culture…like I feel like…I’ve got stronger ties to 
my Pacific culture, and I just feel like that’s an achievement in itself. Because 
I’ve never felt that…that I’ve been strongly connected and yeah…It’s just been 
all really…I guess I kind of did, because it was a whole new group of people, 
em…and I just didn’t really associate a lot with Pacific people at home…just 
because they weren’t around I guess, and not that I didn’t want to…just didn’t 
really have the opportunity I guess…and then I was like...Oh wow, this is really 
cool! (Karaponi, interview two) 
 
Island family they have their way of doing things…and like Samoan males might 
have that way of doing things, just like Fijian males sit around drinking 
kava…and I’ve grown up watching them do this, and the way they talk, the way 
they drink the kava bowl…the way they pass it around…you know, like…like 




every time after they drink the bowl they tap it on the table and then they put it 
back in the bowl. That’s just what you do and that sort of…that’s what the culture 
is like. That’s what defines the culture for me…those little things that add up 
you know, or just saying...Eeesa…when something amazing 
happens…Traditions yeah (Shiva, interview one)  
 
5.3.1.1.5 Appreciation of Cultural Values 
Participants highlighted the importance for them of their cultural values, such as 
respect, and the behaviours aligned with these, such as valuing others, respect for 
elders, and the implications and outcomes of following these cultural values and 
norms.  
 
I guess it’s because of my Samoan background…it’s just like you have to 
em…I’m really like fa’aaloalo (respect)…like you’ve got to bring yourself down, 
especially when you are speaking with an elder. Em…so yeah, learning when 
to speak and learning when not to speak. Even at the Pacific Island Centre the 
first night, I had to like...who wants a cup of tea? I know nothing here, but I’ll go 
make a cup of tea (Fereni, interview 1) 
 
Em…being Samoan, like actually know our cultural…like we have our own 
values, respect of our elders…and that’s why I like going church, because there 
are lots of elders there, and you are like...hello…getting to know them and how 
they are doing, em…as we believe like being with our elders that’s a blessing 
for us…doing things and serving them…like serving our elders, you get blessed 
(Manino, interview one) 
 
It (culture) is very important to me. Em…but I must say generally speaking 
em…it has a really good contribution to my success, to the person I am today...I 
must say it’s the values…that’s what I can pick out from the culture that makes 
me the person I am today. One thing for instance, one of the really important 
values is you value others more than yourself. I must say that our culture plays 
a very important part in my life as well (Sililo, interview one) 
 




5.3.1.1.6 Embracing of Diversity 
Many students identified with multiple ethnicities, and felt privileged to come from 
diverse cultures. Some identified the benefit of having the ability to navigate different 
cultural contexts well, and that it supported their own personal development. They 
embraced these opportunities as part of their journey in life.  
 
I love it! I always you know, ask my parents, you know. Where do we come 
from?...just so that I can claim more countries (laughter), I’ve recently learnt … 
we’ve got roots in Japan, so you know. I love being part of such different 
mixes…I think it’s awesome…it’s a sign that I can, you know, travel and see the 
world…go visit my home…my million of homes (laughter)Yeah…its part of who 
I am as well, I mean I am part Palagi so I kind…you know everyone talks about 
how we have to stay rooted within our cultures and that’s part of my culture too 
(Sinalei, interview one) 
 
I get the best of both worlds…Em, growing up I was always kind of the odd one 
out, not really socially, I didn’t feel that way, but looking back I understand now 
that there was a reason why I kind of migrated to more the Māori and Pacific 
Island culture, because I understood those people and I clicked with them. Em, 
but I also understand now why I can so easily converse with like my Caucasian 
side as well…em so my cultural identity is being proud of who I am on both 
sides and being able to understand that they are not “sides” they are “one” and 
being able to see both together harmoniously and understanding that this is 
who I am kind of thing (Lili, interview one) 
 
Some saw the diversity of the student population as an opportunity to learn from others 
who had different cultural backgrounds to them also. This included engaging with 
others who were non-Pacific and those who had a different upbringing to them.  
 
I don’t mind hanging around Palagis because they, you can learn off them as 
well and also you can tell them where you’re from and teach them how you go 
about doing things…Em, it’s the same thing I guess em, like ‘coz I wasn’t 
brought up in the Islands as well and so it’s also a way that I can learn off them 




(Island-born) and like knowing, em…the traditions and stuff, also other cultures, 
learning what they do and how (Malosi, interview one) 
 
Yeah I don’t mind like talking to Asians or Indians because I know I can have a 
laugh with them, I can crack a few jokes with them and be comfortable about 
it…Yep I’ve got heaps of Palagis, like friends and XXX (Residential College) 
and stuff so…like not afraid just to like talk to them and, and sort of understand 
what they might be talking about and like the differences between like sort of 
their jokes and an Islander joke and stuff so…yeah (Viliame, interview two) 
 
As they engaged and shared openly who they were in this new environment, they 
began to feel comfortable to be themselves. Others expressed the need to engage 
also with others outside of their existing cultural groups.  
 
I felt like I sort of now understanding what my values are and how to express 
them in a way that sort of doesn’t really em, like isolate me from Dunedin, like 
Dunedin Society but also like, I don’t know, make me a rarity of uni, because 
like I’ll still wear my ula to dinner and people are like…ah what are you 
doing?...but now people are so used to it, now they just expect it so, I love 
that…I love that they don’t really look at me weirdly anymore and like…ah, Ok 
(Fereni, interview two) 
 
I think it’s just to do with that safety aspect, like, you’re familiar with the people 
who are part of your culture and you have an unspoken understanding with one 
another, em, you do tend to find that your humour is more similar and your 
background is more similar so you tend to get along with those people but I see 
no reason for that to stop you from making friends outside of your ethnic group 
or your cultural group” (Lili, interview two) 
 
It’s been really cool I know for especially for our hall there are a few Māoris 
there, heaps of Palagis and a lot of Asians you know. It’s cool being around 
Islanders all the time, it feels like home but it’s also cool being away from it and 
just you know having that mix as well em, so like the people that you can’t really 




choose like a lab partners it’s been really funny getting to know different people 
and see the cultural differences that we have (Sinalei, interview two) 
 
Yeah so, like obviously when you are with your little group, em, you do feel 
comfortable, then once you branch out and meet people from different contexts 
and em…there’s always something new to learn...I enjoy being able to talk with 
different people…I think it is interesting and I think there is a lot to learn from 
other people and no one ever knows everything, there’s always something new 
to find out about things and so…being able to mix and mingle em…can be a 
benefit, especially at university (Lili, interview two) 
 
5.3.1.2 Barriers/Challenges 
There were also challenges for participants related to their culture and identity. Some 
had difficulty coming to terms with who they were in the context of New Zealand. 
Some, who had not been strongly associated with the Pacific culture in their 
upbringing, had concerns about engaging with Pacific support within the university.  
Language was a barrier for some and there were also experiences of segregation and 
racism. Some had difficulties connecting either with other cultures or within their own 
cultural context.  
 
5.3.1.2.1 Identity Challenges 
Some participants struggled with their identity and heritage, and feeling accepted in 
society. Some participants, particularly those with mixed ethnicity, had some 
nervousness about how they might fit in with the Pacific services and support, as they 
had minimal engagement previously with their Pacific cultures.  
 
I’m Fijian-Indian so I don’t know much about like having Fijian in my blood, so 
that’s a big thing for me, my identity, because being a Fijian-Indian from Fiji, 
living in New Zealand, I don’t know who I am. ‘Coz my passport says I’m a New 
Zealander, but looking at me I look Indian, but I’m from Fiji…It’s just I haven’t 
grown up for long enough in Fiji to experience what it’s like to be a Fijian-Indian 
from Fiji and then to be brought up to New Zealand where people just don’t 
understand. (pause…upset)…Confused, and it’s hard to explain it to people 




who don’t know, you say I’m Fijian-Indian, so they take that like you’ve got a 
parent who’s Fijian and a parent who’s Indian, they don’t even get that there’s 
a community in Fiji, it’s not like a new concept…Em…I have friends but, they 
try to understand, but it’s not…it’s different for them, because they like embrace 
their heritage and it’s always been hard for me to understand my heritage 
(Prerna, interview one) 
 
I was actually a little bit nervous going into POPO, em, just because I don’t 
really, I wasn’t very strongly associated with Pacific people and just because 
my family weren’t really like that, em…it was kind of after, I think it was after 
Pop died because he was really strongly into the Samoan culture and stuff, kind 
of lost all ties with that, which was actually quite a while ago, and at school we 
didn’t really have many Pasifika people. I did Poly and stuff like that I loved that 
but I was a little nervous going into this (Karaponi, interview two) 
 
Em…I guess because I’m not instantly recognisable as being from the Islands 
it’s at times a little bit difficult but I find the most important thing is to just be 
yourself and to know that you are just as welcome as everyone else, and if you 
consider yourself different then, other people will consider yourself different, but 
if you consider yourself the same they will all accept you (Salesa, interview one) 
 
5.3.1.2.2 Difficulties with Cross Culture Engagements 
Some felt uncomfortable when engaging with Palagi’s (those of European descent). 
This was mainly due to not having much engagement with them in the past or 
difficulties with developing conversations.  
 
Yeah about my culture, background, that’s what I’m talking about. Sometimes I 
feel uncomfortable with Palagis (laughter)…I have no idea, I think probably 
because I’ve never been surrounded by one, they’re like strangers to me in a 
way. Being raised in Samoa your whole life seeing other people just, yeah, 
uncomfortable (Salamasina, interview one) 
 




Ah so when you are in a Palagi environment and, you don’t get really well with 
like how to communicate with them. Sometimes they are really different like, it’s 
not on your level, their jokes and how they talk, like, I don’t know, I don’t 
understand their jokes most of the time but when you are with Islanders you 
laugh hard out and you know (laughter) (Sililo, interview one) 
 
Some indicate that they were comfortable with cross cultural engagements, but noted 
that they had to change their approach to fit into the Palagi environment. In these cross 
cultural engagements, the participants reflected that they were not as comfortable 
compared to when they engaged with other Pacific Islanders  
 
I’m comfortable, like some of my great friends are Palagi…are at the college 
but it’s different...it’s like you change sort of the way you act when you are 
hanging out with the Palagis and the way you hang out with the Islanders 
because they understand where you are coming from and the jokes are 
different, the humour is different and the way you spend your time is different…I 
can’t really share my faith with the Palagi people I guess…Islanders are so 
open about their faith, about their family, about their heritage and then like with 
Palagis I don’t think I’ve seen anyone mention like church today at all so yeah 
(Fereni, interview one) 
 
Oh, I don’t find it too bad but then there are times when I don’t feel as 
comfortable as I could be and yeah just…it doesn’t feel quite as good as it is 
when you’re with other Islanders…I feel at home eh, definitely feel welcomed 
and part of the group you know, have a good laugh and easy to get along with 
and yeah just feel like anyone else…yeah it is (Viliame, interview one) 
 
Some have tried to encourage others to engage with Palagis and that they will not 
harm them, however, because they spend a lot of time together as a group, they 
tended to remain within these groups within the tertiary environment. 
  
I’d just tell them to just to go sit with other people and just talk to them, like they 
won’t bite or anything. But like I don’t know, I think we all just feel comfortable 
around the Pacific people because we spend a lot of our time together anyway 




with like tutorials and on Saturdays so we just get used to that and eventually 
just translated to the lecture theatre, so we all end of just sitting together 
(Viliame, interview two) 
 
5.3.1.2.3 Language Barriers 
The inability to speak their own Pacific ethnic language was a challenge for many and 
affected their sense of identity. Participants felt isolated particularly during family and 
cultural events when they could not understand or engage in the conversations. Some 
did not have the opportunity to learn their Pacific ethnic language during their 
upbringing, and made efforts to ensure others in their family had this opportunity.  
 
I guess it just reminds me of like the barrier that I have…em…I kind…want to 
understand it and speak it but yeah…it’s quite interesting just being the person 
that doesn’t understand (Saisului, interview one) 
 
A bit nervous just a little bit nervous because you know, I feel like I should be 
able to really mingle but I just can’t really speak the(Fijian) language and that’s 
just…I just feel more comfortable on the Indian side rather than the Fijian side 
(Vijay, interview one) 
 
I felt like the...there kind of wasn’t that Pacific mentality in them raising me up. 
Like there was definitely the Pacific background, I knew it was there the whole 
time, where my heritage and stuff but it was kind of I don’t know like I couldn’t 
speak the language or anything and so that was an isolating mechanism and 
so I kind of felt detached from it…I kind of feel a bit in between…But...like not 
fully Pacific but not fully White either …because my mum is half European I was 
brought up more like European.. Yeah so when I was growing up it was just 
straight English but em, because when my little brother was born I would talk 
to my dad I wanted him (brother) to speak Tongan…because I’m really upset 
because I don’t know how to (Ioane, interview one) 
 





Some participants noticed that many stayed within their own ethnic groups within the 
Residential College and during lectures. Some felt this was not dissimilar to where 
they came from, where people tended to stay with their ethnic groups.  
 
Yeah like when I first moved into XXX (Residential College) there were like, like 
you’ll see it, there’s just brown people with brown people and white people with 
white people…I’ve met a lot of white people through rugby, I’ve played a little 
bit of Club last year so I made quite good friends, but yeah, even at the 
beginning I’d see them…just the brown people go to brown people…which kind 
of made it difficult to talk to the white people…because there were like isolated 
groups, there were closed groups rather than…yeah (Sione, interview one) 
 
It’s been quite interesting, it’s made me wonder how the dynamic actually works 
because one thing I’ve noticed in lectures is that all of the POPO students, not 
all of them but a large majority of them, all tend to sit together and the 
Polynesians stay with the Polynesians and there’s always a corner where it’s 
just filled with all the brown people, and then everyone else kind of thing. I’m 
wondering em…like is it…are we going to benefit more by staying with each 
other or branching out and em…and finding out new ways to do things and all 
that kind of stuff (Lili interview two) 
 
Maybe go somewhere like South Auckland, you’re going to have the Poly guys 
hang out in their group and the white guys in their group, and you know, it’s a 
bit more segregated, that’s just how it is, that’s just how they’ve grown up. That’s 
just how it is…No it’s not segregated, I’m just saying that’s just how, they’ve 
grown up, you know the Poly boys grow up in their group, they don’t really 
deviate much, they all stick together, they all sort of do…they…I’m not saying 
they hate white people, I’m just saying like, the two groups don’t mix (Shiva, 
interview three) 
 




5.3.1.2.5 Difficulties Engaging with their Cultural Context 
Some participants did not have the opportunity to be immersed within their own Pacific 
cultural context, and missed out on learning about their heritage growing up. Others 
had challenges within their own cultural context, where they felt less comfortable 
engaging within their ethnic group in the context of the academic learning environment.  
 
I’ve never really hung out with…there was hardly anyone at school that was 
also Pacific Islanders, and then we didn’t really grow up in a Pacific community, 
and we weren’t that heavily involved really, em…sort of once, my mum’s like, 
once Poppa died we kind of stopped I guess all ties, not that…he was only the 
real one that was keeping us with that aspect of the world (Karaponi, interview 
three) 
 
I can be more comfortable with white people than Pacific Islanders. It’s just the 
experiences you know, I have so much experiences, you know studying in the 
Samoan…when you ask question or when you answer questions wrongly and 
then people mock you and laugh, because my personality…I’m a very shy 
person, you know…I must say, I am really scared of being turned down so, it’s 
better for me to not ask at all...I feel more comfortable because the Palagi say 
you do your own thing I don’t mind, you ask a question that’s it, they know if my 
English is broken…I’m a Samoan, I’m an Islander (Manino, interview one) 
 
5.3.1.2.6 Racism 
Some participants understood the challenges of being migrants and how, over time, 
their families were not given equal opportunities in New Zealand. Others observed 
racism perpetuated by attitudes and assumptions within the learning environment. 
Participants recognised also that at times this was a result of misunderstanding.  
 
Our people came to New Zealand and stuff all of the knowledge that they had 
and all that would have been completely disregarded kind of like…because at 
that point in time like, racism was like a really big, defining factor in our migration 
to New Zealand, so like, whereas like, like the people that were already here 
and stuff they kind of understood the systems and so people were able to kind 




of…they’d like get the better like educations and houses because they knew 
where to go and stuff…where like we have these little suburbs and stuff that 
are just full of like Pacific Island people…and so like over time, it’s kind of slowly 
disintegrated into a point where like it’s so rare for us to succeed outside of like 
kind of the urban images and stuff that’s been produced kind of like, explain our 
representation (Ioane, interview three) 
 
I’ve sort of reflect that from some of my friends too. When they talk about Pacific 
Islanders they are the low incomes, they are the low, right at the bottom in New 
Zealand, causing trouble and all that, so I…I sort of, they, they don’t really say 
it but it reflects when they talk, I just overheard it and said oh, you know em…we 
only contributing just on sports and all that but we are the ones that are you 
know, low income and all that. I said...ah. so it just made me you know, so down 
about it, yeah (Sililo, interview three) 
 
I was kind of a lot more sensitive to people when it came to like talking to me 
about my culture and the context and I would always be like…are you saying 
that because I’m an Islander?...blah blah blah…I would be missing the entire 
point exactly of what they were trying to say, em and look straight to racism or 
discrimination but em, and so I would actually listen and be like ..oh no, they’re 
not actually racist like.. and then people are more curious…than anything else 
so…em and they just wanted to learn something, or what to know something 
about my culture (Fereni, interview four) 
  




5.3.2 Health and Well-Being 
The health and well-being of Pacific students has emerged as an important part of 
their journey, and significantly influences whether they persist or depart from the 
tertiary environment. Health in the Pacific context is seen holistically, and this includes 
their spiritual, mental, physical and social well-being. The results presented 
encapsulates participants’ experiences in these four areas of their health and well-
being. These are their psychological, spiritual, physical, and social well-being.  
 
5.3.2.1 Psychological Well-being  
Psychological well-being emerged as a very important component of participants’ 
overall well-being as they transitioned into the higher education learning environment. 
The enablers and barriers presented below outlines specific areas that supported their 
well-being and areas that contributed to poor psychological well-being.  
 
5.3.2.1.1 Enablers 
A number of areas were identified as important in the psychological well-being of 
participants. Being committed to their goals was helpful and assisted many to maintain 
their focus. The ability to recognise symptoms of stress and making adjustments in 
their approach also assisted their response to these stresses. The availability and 
accessibility of university support was also helpful. Some recognised that a certain 
level of stress was helpful in achieving their goals. Others believed that their mental 
well-being was connected to other components of their overall well-being.  
 
5.3.2.1.1.1 Commitment to their Goals 
Some participants were prepared emotionally to take up the challenge and expected 
the year to be difficult. Many reflected back on how demanding the year was, however, 
the expectation of having challenges and rewards during their academic journey was 
what they enjoyed.  
 
Yeah I kind of think that’s how I feel about it though, like em…I don’t know, ‘coz 
my little sister is going to come down next year and probably do exactly the 
same…I kind of said to her, like does the idea of a nightmare year, like 
something that’s really really hard but with like an amazing reward at the end 




of it, is that like appealing to you or is it not at all. Because it kind of was to me, 
the idea that it was going to be just like the most intense thing I’ve ever done 
(Moeroa, interview four)  
 
I’m still really excited, like it’s harder but it’s more knowledge for me and like I 
really like learning and stuff and I just I like having that knowledge there for me 
to just use if I need to. Yeah so I’m definitely excited more than anything. I’m a 
bit nervous because it’s so different to anything I’ve done before but mostly 
excited to start it all (Ioane, interview one) 
 
5.3.2.1.1.2 Ability to Recognise and Manage Stress Well 
Some participants recognised the need to manage the causes of stress, which was 
often related to the academic work environment. They had a number of strategies for 
this, which included managing their workload, relaxation techniques, and looking after 
their physical health.  
 
Get on top of everything (academic work) early as much as I can, em I’ll try to 
eliminate it to start off with, be on top of it but then em…just getting enough 
sleep and taking care of myself I guess…running…I do run when I get 
stressed…I’ll definitely know I’m stressed if I’m not sleeping I think so yeah…I’ll 
know how to talk myself out of not being stressed though I think that’s a big 
thing, not even, half the time you don’t even think it’s doing anything physically 
to get rid of it, it’s just recognising it and getting rid of it, not letting myself get 
stressed, just yeah, chilling out (Moeroa, interview one) 
 
Because I get like a panic attack sometimes, like just freak out about stuff so 
like if I start stressing about all the uni stuff I usually just go to a park and have 
a sketch, sit in the middle of the park and have a sketch. That’s what I do (Ioane, 
interview two) 
 
Some participants found talking to family and friends helpful. Engaging in fun activities 
with their peers and turning to their faith assisted others with their stress levels.  
 




Em, I manage stress calling my family and they’re like “how’s it going?” just 
being honest with everyone...I’m feeling stressed, I’m feeling like I’m stuck, I 
need help… just talk about not on academic related stuff, and yeah so (Manino, 
interview one) 
 
I do tend to like go off with my friends a bit more than what I should be studying 
but I think that’s more of a mental health day (chuckle) em, everyone needs like 
a break at times…there’s always that mental safety like…don’t stress too 
much…and like make sure there are people there to check up on you, em, 
especially things like depression and anxiety and stuff like that…em…but I think 
with the support groups that we have, things just seem to be a lot easier and 
do create a safe environment for us so I think that’s pretty good…The people I 
live with are quite good because we all seem to em…have a similar 
understanding that...yes it’s ok to study but you do need some down time as 
well…and so in the evenings we’ll all watch a movie together or, we’ll go out for 
dinner, or something like that, em…so it’s kind of like finding that balance 
between work and relax, like just having time to distress and find a time when 
we can do what we want to do and still be teenagers, while also working hard 
and studying and stuff like that (Lili, interview two) 
 
I usually just take a few deep breaths and try to have a look what the real 
problem is, writing it down and seeing if it’s really that big of a problem then 
otherwise like just take the bible out, read, pray, it usually sets me straight 
(Viliame, interview three) 
 
Some talked about the need to find the balance in their lives, and to take a break when 
this was needed. They felt this helped to maintain their sanity amidst their studies and 
busy schedules.  
 
When I’m challenged it’s usually being able to find that balance between 
knowing what’s good for me and knowing what is going overboard kind of thing. 
And so I think this year, going through the challenges, it’ll be more 
understanding my time-management and sticking to it and when my timetable 
says to have a break, it’s time to have a break kind of thing (Lili, interview one) 





I think, in a way what I find the most enjoyable is also the most challenging, so 
I love learning stuff all the time and there’s always something new to learn but 
it’s also the most challenging part because there’s always something new to 
learn, em…but I think that’s where the balance comes in. Like You have to be 
able to find a balance between em…your enjoyment and your challenges and 
finding a compromise between the two and understanding that I can only do 
this much, like don’t over push…like don’t push yourself past the line or past 
the limit because em…they won’t end up well so…yeah that’s kind of where 
I’m…where I’m at…at the moment (Lili, interview two) 
 
Balance, you don’t just study full time and get sick of it, like you still want time 
to go for a walk, or chat with your friends or just sit outside, that’s what I like, go 
to the museum a couple of times, just walk around or just around campus or 
college, because if you are in your room or the library every day, like every time, 
you’ll just get sick and loose motivation so like having the balance of being able 
to do things that you like, just keeps you a bit more sane (Prerna, interview two) 
 
Working steadily and consistently was very helpful for some, and this ensured that 
they did not feel overwhelmed. Having a positive mind-set also ensured they felt in 
control of their journey. As the year progressed, some felt more able to adjust to the 
new learning environment.  
 
(Long pause)…I think not freaking out is a big thing for me, I need to, you know, 
I need to stay calm and em just keep going, em, keep chipping away at it every 
day and em…just working kind of consistently so that I don’t have to do heaps 
in one hit because that will stress me out heaps and probably mean I do worse 
in the exam, em…and…yeah I think just em…making sure I’ve got like 
a…healthy mind-set the whole time because I mean I get all that getting 
nervous in exams thing so I just can’t afford to let that get in the way of how I 
do so em…yeah, keeping that in control as well (Moeroa, interview two) 
 
There was like, you have to do so many things but if you write it down so that 
you can see...ok so it’s not actually that many…and then you break that up until 




like...do this Monday, and then the second part the other day, because 
sometimes when you think about it you just scare yourself more but if you write 
it down, you can see it, it’s not as bad. Well that’s how I deal with it (Prerna, 
interview two) 
 
Like, at the beginning like that was probably when all of them were because I 
was still adapting and then like if there was stuff that was like hard to learn then 
it would be even more stressful but, now I’m kind of at a point where like I know 
how to deal with the problems so like I’m more familiar with all the different like 
resources I have at my disposal kind of thing, so like it’s easy to deal with 
(Ioane, interview two) 
 
5.3.2.1.1.3 Availability and Accessibility of University Support 
Participants talked about staff with specific expertise giving them advice about their 
mental health and well-being in the beginning of the year. During the course of the 
year, some had to change their programme of study and specific assistance was also 
provided for their mental well-being. 
  
We did talk about in the Hall meeting before (about) mental health. They talked 
about that quite a bit, they said a large number of you will become, have anxiety 
and feel upset because of their studies and things like that, so yeah. I think, 
Health Sciences is going to be tough and there is definitely a chance that that 
will affect my mental health but just keeping on top of that and keeping a good 
frame of mind is how I will go about preventing that (Salesa, interview one) 
 
Yes, so I think it was our first week em we were introduced to I think someone 
from the Student Health Centre, and she came and talked to us about em, the 
rates of depression and anxiety in students that live away from home, and that 
it’s quite common and don’t ever feel like you’re alone or like you have no one 
to turn to or talk to (Lili, interview two) 
 
Then results came out and that was just a huge shift of emotion, wave of 
emotions and it was like “ok you’re happy with these papers, worry about the 




next result and ok that’s not what you wanted but you still passed and then the 
other one and then Chemistry came out and I was so gutted because I thought 
that was my best paper, and em, but then, I was like...ok well what are your 
options now?...so I came in and em…I had a meeting with XXX, yeah so I came 
in and was talking with her for an afternoon, and then I talked with the lady from 
Division of Health Sciences and then I looked at all my options and was 
like…you know what? I’m not going to give up, I really like this, this area and 
em, I’m going to study it…so I’m really excited, and now, I just feel like I’m so 
calm and collected and I know where everything is and how I can do it, so yeah, 
I’m feeling quite relaxed now actually (Fereni, interview three) 
 
Others found the regular Pacific support programmes helpful, and gave them 
motivation during the course of the year. Through these programmes they were able 
to receive timely support on a regular basis. 
 
I know it sounds like I’m always stressed and so tense and tired but I do enjoy 
what I’m doing and I think I (have) really settled in well, I have a good group of 
friends right from the start and I really love going to POPO. I love, love going to 
those because I’ve just met sooo many people, and I think that’s really helped… 
to be honest I don’t think I could have done it without it, without POPO there 
and with the people because when I do feel a bit low, there’s always someone 
there to talk to, helping me out, giving me some advice, and just friends here 
that you know, tease you up so I’m always, I always feel better when I’m around 
them, I honestly think that yeah…definitely made a big different, BIG difference 
(Karaponi, interview two) 
 
Mentoring was my favourite part (chuckle) em, and I think because, because 
you’re so stressed during the week, you have so much to do during the week, 
the mentoring was just kind of an opportunity to relax and em, gather your 
thoughts again and your mentors were really good in just calming you down 
and talking you through things and just it’s like having that older brother or older 
sister there, and em, just giving you advice and it doesn’t need to be like 
philosophical or anything, or they don’t need to be poets but em, it’s good just 
to have someone to talk to and have someone there that’s been through it and 




that understands the stress but they also know what’s about to come, and so 
they were able to tell you, ‘yes I know you are stressed at the moment, but it 
gets better, it’s not going to be like this forever’ kind of thing, so, it was good 
just having that em…support system there, so, the em, pastoral support…it’s 
ok to freak out but we’re going to get through this! (Lili, interview three) 
 
5.3.2.1.1.4 Role of Stress 
Participants recognised that stress had a role in pushing them to achieve 
academically. It was also a signal to them that what they were stressed about was 
something that was important to them. They recognised the need, however, to manage 
the stress levels so that they were not overwhelmed.  
 
I think stress is important, it kind of means to me that you care about something 
enough to think about it but then when it gets too much, then it’s not healthy 
yeah (Prerna, interview one) 
 
I get stressed over things that probably are like stress worthy but I can lend to 
overload myself with it, I take on too much, and I know that I do that and over 
the last few years I’ve been trying to work on it em...So em…that’s going to be 
one of my biggest challenges this year, em going through that stress barrier 
and trying not to overwhelm myself with what I put on myself because it’s not 
the lecturers telling me what to do, it’s not the tutors telling me what to do, I’ve 
told myself that I want to do this and so I need to be able to tell myself...enough 
is enough you need a rest, go have some me time kind of thing (Lili, interview 
one) 
 
Just not like being as stressed, like you obviously have to be stressed out this 
year otherwise you won’t get anything done but not like always being stressed 
out, sometimes you need time to relax (Prerna, interview two) 
 




5.3.2.1.1.5 Holistic Approach to Well-Being  
Participants acknowledged that there was a connectedness between the different 
components of their well-being, and that if one component was affected, it impacted 
on the other areas as well.  
 
Being spiritually and physically well  they sort of combine and connect so yeah, 
if you are spiritually sound than sort of the body just reacts naturally to that you 
just feel happier and that translates into being feeling healthy and like you’re 
doing well in other areas of your life as well (Viliame, interview one) 
 
Em…just, being healthy uh? I kind of grew up in a sporty family so em…healthy 
body, healthy mind and being healthy is just positive thoughts, obviously 
physical health but by positive thoughts I mean…just being happy, always see 
the positive things even with what’s gotten in the way and being healthy…I 
guess it just comes to balancing…but how I handle stress sometimes I feel 
really stressed I can just go for a walk or do something physical, just clear your 
mind up (Sione, interview one) 
 
5.3.2.1.1.6 Adjusted to the Learning Environment 
As the year progressed, participants began to adjust to the learning environment and 
enjoyed the processes for learning. They had a better perspective of the bigger context 
for learning and felt more settled. Their academic results also showed improvement 
which encouraged them to apply themselves further to the learning environment.  
 
It’s a huge difference actually from first semester and second semester… the 
pressure that I felt in first semester, where it’s like every single thing that you’re 
doing like, even if it’s just going to dinner, you were always like…oh no, I should 
study right now, I should be doing this, doing that...In second 
semester…There’s a huge difference. So I feel more relaxed right now, I feel 
like I’m in a better head-space for things…I think just because you are able to 
find that balance, and you understand what needs to be done and what, when 
and why kind of thing…you are just able to look at the bigger picture a lot easier, 
em, whereas before you were just overwhelmed, because before I was always 




in my room studying or even if I wasn’t studying I was always thinking about 
studying, whereas now I actually have time to relax and it’s a lot better (Lili, 
interview three) 
 
Liked second semester better than the first, it was obviously much easier and 
much more interesting and you kind of have a feel for where you are heading, 
especially like after marks from first year and everything, you’ve kind of got used 
to the whole idea of university and you are more clear headed and you are 
heading in a direction, you’re just not lost, em…yeah so em, it was just, it was 
nice though, I guess. It went faster as well, I mean if you’re enjoying something 
it definitely goes faster (Priya, interview four) 
 
It feels better I think I went into this semester feeling…last semester and this 
semester feeling positive, right I really don’t want a repeat of last year, so I’m 
really going to work for it. I know my goals, as I said, but em…yeah I went into 
it with a positive outlook and I’ve been seeing the results which makes a 
difference because it makes me think...well no I can do it…and in some papers 
you know I thought...oh my gosh I could have done better for it…I got a better 
grade…but that makes me want to push more to keep doing better (Karaponi, 
interview four) 
 
Part of the process of adjustment was recognising the symptoms of stress, and 
accepting that they needed support. A positive mind-set was also helpful.  
 
Understanding that I’m stressed. I think before, I knew that I was stressed but I 
was kind of in denial and I would put it off, whereas these days, when I know 
that I’m stressed I just kind of take a break…go outside, spend time with friends 
and it’s not about ignoring the fact that I have things to do but it’s more about 
making sure that I’m the right headspace to be able to do the things I need to 
do…and kind of get your head like back in the right mind-set, get back on the 
right track before I go about things and start again, it’s like, just trying to tell 
myself…don’t hit that wall ‘cause the all ain’t going anywhere!” (chuckle) so 
yeah (Lili, interview three) 
 




Just the fact that it was only one year, that’s what you have to remind yourself, 
it’s not the rest of your life, and you know…it’s going to be challenging, you just 
have to keep in mind that…it’s not even one year, it’s eight months…you know 
you just have to see what’s important, because there’s no point letting the stress 
consume you…which is going to end up being a very little part of your whole 
life, so you just have to…think forward and look to the future (Priya, interview 
four) 
 
5.3.2.1.1.7 Good Engagement with Support Networks 
Participants found reaching out to family and friends was extremely helpful in 
supporting their mental well-being. They received encouragement, shared 
experiences, and assisted them in navigating the learning environment.  
 
Em, I talked to people, you know, eh…(sigh)…that was probably the main thing, 
talked to Mum and Dad and they always sort of give words of encouragement 
and friends…we understood each other because they were all so stressed and 
then, em…I made sure that when it we’d come to the break I would really relax 
and em…kind of recoup, get more sleep and stuff (Karaponi, interview four) 
 
My family, just calling when I’m feeling so low about myself, I’m so stressed 
yeah, just talk to them how the course is. It’s really hard to like explain them 
what Health Sci really was, because they don’t really know. Like, they tried, 
they were like, they made me feel good, like just push hard and you’ll be there 
one day, just keep going. My family was like a big thing and praying, yeah 
(Manino, interview four) 
 
5.3.2.1.2 Barriers 
The barriers for participants included concerns about whether they would fit in, or have 
a sense of belonging to the tertiary environment. They felt the pressure of expectations 
and carried a fear of failure. There were a number of areas related to stresses 
identified. These included stresses from expectations, relationships, and feeling 
overwhelmed.  
  




5.3.2.1.2.1 Pressure of Expectations 
There was pressure of expectations from the participants themselves for how they 
wanted to perform, as well as external pressures from others. A contributing part of 
this for some was because they were the first in their family to attend university and 
they felt the weight of what this meant for their families.  
 
Just you know, em…like, I guess a lot of pressure to get in, it’s more like I don’t 
feel pressured by my family and stuff to get in, but it’s just like myself, it’s 
something that I know I’ve always wanted to do so you know, I know I have 
other courses but it’s not really where I want to go, med’s really what I want to 
get into, so it’s more like self-pressure if that makes sense to you (Karaponi, 
interview one)  
 
I grew up with my dad always like after I got a test or an exam saying oh what 
happened to the other 2 percent, and you know like typical Island parent you 
know…why didn’t you get 100? why did you get 99?...it’s like...I got 99 
Dad…that sort of thing, so that’s sort of really, it really em really messed my 
mind up at one point but it also made me want to get that 100 percent, and then 
at times I’d get really bad grades and I’d get the ass-kicking of my life for it…the 
presence of my dad just being there puts pressure on me, it’s just because I 
have to live up to a certain standard (Shiva, interview one) 
 
Em it’s quite overwhelming…I’m like...oh my gosh I’m the first one to get into 
Uni.. so I feel like the pressures on me to do better, for others to come, yeah 
(Manino, interview one) 
 
Well stressing, em…I felt low about myself most of the times, because I had 
these expectations from home, and I’ve told them so many times that I’m going 
to do Health Sci, I’m going to try my best and I want to get into med and they 
all have these expectations for me like being a doctor, becoming…getting into 
medical school and stressing…from all the…lots of work (Manino, interview 
four) 
 




Part of this pressure also came from the realisation that there were many who had 
invested in their lives, providing the support for them to succeed, and that it was up to 
them now to perform. There was concern about the consequences if they did not 
achieve their goals.  
 
All that support unit at the beginning was very overwhelming because I feel like 
there are so many people looking at me and be like...now you have to succeed 
it’s all on you...because you had so many people like vetting for you like…you 
are going to succeed, you’ve done this, you’ve achieved all of this before…it’s 
just that now, what’s the excuse of not succeeding. Like em…you can’t em…if 
you do fail like what was your excuse because you had everything next to you, 
so that was quite like, as I said, it was all overwhelming because I was like...oh 
gosh, what if I do fail, I can’t…there is no excuse for failure now! (Fereni, 
interview two) 
 
My dad would be like...I paid so much money for this! Blah, blah, blah...I don’t 
know what else he’d do but he’d be...I paid so much money, I tried to give you 
everything, you had all the tools, it’s your fault you’ve messed up…and I’d be 
like...yeah he’s right!, I’d be very disappointed with myself, ashamed and all 
that (Shiva, interview two) 
 
At times, the pressure of trying to do well to achieve their goals became a mental 
block, and affected their approach to exams. When there was failure to achieve certain 
goals, participants felt that they had not only failed to achieve their own goals, but they 
had also let their families down.  
 
Em, well, I’m the kind of person if I, ah…I can get into the exam and I did this 
in the chemistry mid-term, I was thinking the whole time em...this is meaning 
whether you are going to be a doctor or not – this test right now is meaning 
whether  you are going to be a doctor or not and then that is just sooo bad when 
you are taking the test because then I couldn’t, it just got so much…like I guess 
I almost try and block out what the test actually means…kind of thing, without 
actually thinking about the implications of that test, because if you think like that 
at all it just gets too much (Moeroa, interview three) 





Ah…I did feel like I failed. Not just me but the family as well. But…em…just 
talking to them, especially XXX she’s always encouraging, you know, it’s not 
the end of the world, but yeah I have to focus and then it’s a learning 
step…Yeah that was, that is, that is how I did feel. Just because I had always 
wanted to make medicine first round, first time round, but yeah, unfortunately 
not (Sione, interview three) 
 
5.3.2.1.2.2 Fear of Academic Failure  
Participants expressed their fear of failure and had various ideas on factors that could 
contribute to failure. Their fear was related not only to themselves but also the impact 
on their families.  
 
My fear of failure…yeah ironic…my fear of failure because I will over think it at 
some point because I have and it will stress me out…that I’ll get the random 
problems that will affect my time, my schedule and everything…temptations like 
going out with the boys…problems I have with my dad, family pressures, that 
sort of thing…juggling all that…worrying about various things like home and 
stuff…there’s a million things that could…that’s going to come in (Shiva, 
interview one) 
 
Yeah, scared of failure…scared of failure and what would be a result of it, 
em…once again I didn’t want to deal with the thought of...what if I go through 
all of this stress and it’s for nothing, I go through all of these emotional ups and 
downs, em for no reason, like what happens afterwards?...and also what are 
my parents going to think because they’ve put all this money into me, they’ve 
spent thousands of dollars on my course fees, on my accommodation costs just 
to end up in having to do another two years to try again and even then you’re 
not guaranteed a spot and so…yeah I was scared of what comes next (Lili, 
interview four) 
 
I don’t know, just that feeling of…I was afraid to fail. Yep. I think it was just, I 
didn’t want to bring sort of a bad name to my family or anything like that. I just, 




you know, wanted to sort of prove to myself and everyone else that I could do 
it, and yeah…I think that was mostly it (Viliame, interview four) 
 
Some were worried that things may become so overwhelming for them that they might 
quit. Others felt so afraid of failing and were studying for the whole night leading up to 
exams, in what was known amongst the students as ‘all nighters’. This approach, 
however, was not helpful overall in their progress.  
 
My stress, that I have problems with…I do worry that I’ll reach a point where I 
want to go back home, that I get homesick. I worry that I reach a point where I 
just decide I can’t do it anymore and just completely shut down, but those are 
just things that I’m going to have to get through…I have to find my way of 
dealing with them and getting through them and completing my expectations of 
myself (Lili, interview one) 
 
My all-nighters were just, I was so scared because it was my first test and 
Health Science is pretty hard so I got into learn all the details, all the small 
details about everything and I was catching up as well during that time before 
the test, I was behind for like ten lectures or so…yeah (chuckle, sigh) (Manino, 
interview three) 
 
HUBS test.. just missed it. Tired. Was studying the night before, em, didn’t set 
my alarm. I woke up em…25 minutes into the exam and then I checked the 
time…yeah. I ran to the exam but they didn’t let me in. Yeah they don’t let you 
in after like five, ten minutes…So that kind of gutted me. Yeah I overslept, 
yeah…I woke up 25 minutes in that just…mmm that hurt…that hurt! I hated it. 
Because I studied so much for that test and no matter what amount of study I 
did it didn’t even get put to any good use (Shiva, interview three) 
 
5.3.2.1.2.3 Stress Related to Academic Work 
The stress related to academic work was associated mainly with the workload, and 
difficulties associated with this. They felt ongoing tiredness, and could not relax. Some 




worked hard but could not identify what was important to focus on, and this resulted in 
the lack of a proper approach to exam preparation.  
 
Difficult. Eh, very very challenging, I feel like I’m always tired, always behind 
(sigh), it’s kind of like a viscous cycle, like you spend time studying for CHEM 
and Physics perhaps like for the mid-terms and then I’m getting behind in HUBS 
and CELS and then vice versa, it’s just a…yeah, it’s a viscous circle I’m always 
feeling that I’m always behind…I think it’s just that I have sooo much packed 
into one day, and that I really don’t have any time to just sort of have a breather, 
and just kind of sit down and relax because if I do I can’t…I keep thinking to 
myself…oh my gosh I have so much to do! and I just can’t relax my brain 
(Karaponi, interview two) 
 
It was a bit of a roller coaster really, because I felt like we studied hard, I don’t 
know if we over did it, because this semester we’ve gone in with a bit of a new 
mind-set, well I have, it’s just studying smart. Because I felt like the things I 
studied weren’t even in the test, and the ones I really should have been focusing 
on were the ones I just skimmed past or didn’t put enough work…and then you 
know to the point where we were…ah what is it I need to know now?…whereas 
now this semester, is more putting hard yards into the important stuff. But for 
me last semester I couldn’t figure out what was important, what was not. For 
me it was like everything is important, you need to know this and this and this 
and I just panicked I think and did everything, rather than what I should have 
been doing (Sinalei, interview three) 
 
Many did not feel in control of their situation and described the experience in emotive 
ways, such as being in a rollercoaster, being caught up in the middle of a storm, 
torture, and drowning.  
  
I feel like it’s just been a rollercoaster actually, like em, it’s just been like 
different…huge different waves of emotions just coming through like, 
em…obviously like the end of last semester which is extremely stressful, I think 
it’s like the most stressful I’ve ever felt in my entire life…I felt so helpless, and 




no matter what I did it was like ok no this is not enough, I’ve got to do more, I’ve 
got to do more…so yeah that was extremely stressful (Lili, interview three) 
. 
I don’t know! (chuckle) It’s like you’re on the edge of craziness but your still sort 
of like, I don’t know but like you’re on the edge of craziness but your strangely 
calm. I feel like you’re standing in the eye of the storm you know. You’re just, 
there’s like things happening around you that will just constantly happen and 
it’s like you can either join the storm or you can be calm and just go on and sort 
of have your own plan and then just like see how you go with it…you’re just like 
in the eye of the storm right now I feel, but it’s like you do have your ups where 
you go, just sometimes I just have to spend a week by myself, like one time I 
just didn’t go out of my room like with my friends, I just stayed in my room for 
the entire week and just studied and I feel like that was probably my lowest 
(Fereni, interview three) 
 
Ah, like it’s been like really up and down. Yeah there were like a lot of low points 
last semester like, because like, because I didn’t really know how to approach 
a lot of things and it kind of just like it all builds up and then, you kind of feel like 
you are drowning and everything, but like at the same time like, I’m used to just 
doing so much more, like I…I just didn’t comprehend how I could be like 
drowning with so much less, it’s more but just from one thing. Does that make 
sense ? (Ioane, interview three) 
 
Ah…I think I don’t know, torturing I guess! (chuckle) I don’t know like, like it was 
a really, really hard year, like they put us through a lot, like a lot of challenges 
and we just had to work constantly and sometimes it kind of felt like it was never 
ending, the workload kept piling and piling and piling. But yeah, it’s just one of 
those years you just want to finish and never…(laughter) (Malosi, interview four) 
 
In the midst of the exams, some noticed others were physically unwell and emotional, 
which also affected their own mental well-being and approach during the 
assessments. The emotional toll on the students was evident and affected their overall 
well-being.  
 




It (exam) was horrible. Probably because the chick next to me was crying but, 
and then I go to the bathroom to have a bit of a break and someone was 
vomiting so I was like ah…!! So it was real, I don’t know if it was anxiety or 
everything I just felt like I didn’t know anything, but thankfully God got me 
through that one because…that was so God because I spent half the time 
praying rather than actually doing my exam…oh my gosh what’s 
happening!...yeah…(chuckle) (Sinalei, interview three)  
 
Oooh. I just remember those empty days like before exams, you don’t have 
lectures or anything just studying for them, I just used to study crazy amount of 
hours, and then at the end of the year, me and one of my other friends we, we 
would have crying breaks (chuckle), where we just cry for a bit and then were 
like…ok we can study now!...(chuckle). Sometimes we’d have some drinks and 
then when we feel like we’re getting drunk. Sleep was terrible, just had terrible 
sleep…at the time when everything felt like it was going really badly I just kept 
thinking like..no, it’s alright, some day I’m going to look back and just laugh at 
how much of a mess I was!...(chuckle) (Ioane, interview four) 
 
The mental stress had an adverse effect on the determination and passion of some 
for their course of study. Some dealt with the pressure through denial of their needs 
and avoidance of social connections and networks of support. Emotions around feeling 
lost were expressed during their efforts to achieve in their first year of study. 
  
Mentally I think I was a bit stressed out, em…maybe felt a little bit lost, unsure, 
em…yeah. Em…It is, it’s just sort of like a constant tension…Not so much like 
muscles necessarily, like it’s just like a constant like, really small amount of 
tension, em, but sort of like mentally I suppose. I think it, makes it a bit easier 
to like, to push away the study, em…because I suppose it’s difficult to sit there, 
tense and then try and be studying but yeah…I think, like coming out of Health 
Sci I lost a lot of my determination (Salesa, interview four) 
 
I wasn’t talking to my friends, I was avoiding my friends, wasn’t leaving my room 
and I think it was just because I just felt so much pressure that I just couldn’t 
deal with it anymore because it was like…oh ok, I don’t know if I want to go 




through this, I don’t know where I am, what I’m going to do, what I’m going to 
tell my parents.. em, so that was probably…but that was probably the darkest I 
had been down here, but yeah, so em, it really is a rollercoaster, it’s just insane 
because you come down here with so much hopes, you’re excited you’re going 
to lectures like…Oh my gosh it’s a whole new world (Fereni, interview four) 
 
I don’t know it’s just a constant state. There were a few breakdowns, my friend 
used to live on castle street and sometimes she’d just like walk out the side, I 
was like ..oh XXX can you come outside please…and she’d like walk out and 
we were like lying on her front lawn just like having a bit of a cry!...I’m a failure, 
I’m not going to get into med!...Yeah. I guess that’s probably like one of the 
extremes of it (Ioane, interview four) 
 
First semester I think there was a lot of denial probably…no, everything’s fine, 
I can do this…and then second semester it was more like…no, I don’t have to 
put up with that…learning, it’s funny, learning about depression now and 
noticing the things I was doing in second semester…the signs were very 
worrying, but obviously at that time em…I didn’t know…looking back I think to 
myself I probably should have talked to someone about it and ask for help…I 
noticed that I wasn’t eating, I wasn’t talking to people…just purposefully 
avoiding others and wanting to just kind of run away and just stay in my own 
little world and not have to deal with things…and I really struggled with that (Lili, 
interview four) 
 
5.3.2.1.2.4  Stressful Relationships 
Some of the stress experienced by the participants were related to relationships. 
These were challenges with existing and previous relationships, while others had 
concerns about developing and maintaining good friendships. There were also 
concerns about feelings of loneliness, depression, and isolation. 
  
Oh em…Yeah that was the thing, I didn’t expect him (partner) to come back 
until he contacted and that was one of the things I was yeah scared and worried 
about. And yes…and then as time went by he cut off all communication and 




then that was just indescribable, reason why he would come and go and I would 
be thinking it’s just a waste of time, I think I’ve yeah (Salamasina, interview two) 
 
Yeah, yeah. So like, some of the friends I have there, a few of them that have 
become real important. If I don’t talk to them for a few days, whatever, it 
becomes really…I get really moody. I get really annoyed. I get really sort of like, 
I feel isolated and that’s where the thing…and I get really mad. I get mad easily 
and agitated, just because I start to feel like isolated and I hate that. So I have 
to keep talking to maybe one or two of those friends there (Shiva, interview 
three) 
 
I don’t know I’m scared that I will never belong here, like because it’s like you’re 
not from Dunedin you’re always like…I don’t know there’s always like people 
who are going to look at me like, as if I’m different so if like, if you…if you don’t 
get that feeling you’re not going to belong anywhere, you know what I mean, 
yeah. Because if I don’t talk to people, I get lonely and then I get depressed 
and then I’m going to fall sick (Priya, interview one) 
 
5.3.2.1.2.5 Unhelpful Responses to Stress 
There were various responses to stress and stressful situations. Some were unhelpful 
approaches such as turning to food, and having an emotional response which they 
referred to as a ‘break down’, while others developed avoidance behaviour.  
 
Think it would be eh…not keeping that balance, like obviously em when you 
know, university, the content can be quite stressful so obviously that causes 
maybe like stress-eating (Saisului, interview one) 
 
I don’t know, I like for example, say stressful situation: Mum has had a seizure. 
I remember my mum flipping out, grabbing a bucket of meat and throwing it at 
my dad, like the meat at my dad and like that wasn’t stressful like I…I don’t 
know, I guess it’s like a switch in my head just sort of flipping and it goes from 
chaotic to calm…that’s pretty much how it happens in my head. That’s how I 
deal with it, or like if I’m under stress from an exam or something I sort of take 




a break, sometimes I talk to myself, I like exercising a lot so that helps, em, or 
eat, eat away my problems and then go back to studying (Shiva, interview one) 
 
I know it’s a really bad way to work it out but usually I just have one night where 
I just sit in my room and I cry myself to sleep and then the next day I wake up 
and I’m fine. Em…so I’ll have one night where I just completely break down…I 
can’t do this…this isn’t working…but then I’ll wake up the next day…ok I got it 
out of my system, I’m good, let’s go…and I know that’s not a very healthy way 
to deal with it (laughter), I know I have to come up with a better solution but em 
that’s what this year is for because I know there is going to be a lot more stress 
that I’ve ever had to deal with and so this year I’m definitely going to have to 
buckle down and not…and find a way to deal with that stress and go on, and 
go forward from that barrier that I keep hitting, yeah (Lili, interview one) 
 
POPO, POPO, em…I feel kind of guilty though, I haven’t been showing up to a 
lot of the POPO like Saturday things, where the mentoring 
programmes…Mentoring thing I sleep in, I’ve slept in or I’m out somewhere 
doing something else. I’ve shown up to the first one and only one other but 
otherwise I haven’t really bothered to, I feel so guilty about that…Just because 
you know, you should really be there, it’s good for you to be there, it helps and 
yeah (Shiva, interview three) 
 
5.3.2.1.2.6 Outcomes from Stress 
Some of the consequences of stress included the inability to focus on their studies, 
which further exacerbated the situation. In other instances, this would affect their sleep 
with additional consequences further on their health. Lack of connection with others 
resulted in feelings of isolation which also had an impact on their well-being.  
 
It’s like you’re so stressed and unsettled you can’t focus on what’s happening 
right in front of you, or right around you. Yeah and then when you study you 
like, you can’t be productive about it like, all you can do is try I mean if you don’t 
try you obviously feel that…the guilt kind of sinks in so you’ve got to try, it’s not 
like I go, oh I’m stressed I’ll just go for something and…I’ll just sit here and 




watch TV!...No I try but it just doesn’t work eh!…It does kind of make me feel 
bad, like I’m trying and it’s not working, it’s not nice! (Priya, interview two) 
 
The most challenging was managing study times, like I was always planning to 
sleep at 11pm but when it comes to exams like preparing for exams it’s really 
hard to sleep, you just can’t sleep, you’re always thinking you have to study, 
you have to study, exam’s on Saturday…you just…yeah, it’s really hard to sleep 
on those times (Manino, interview two) 
 
There were times when the participants felt overwhelmed in the learning environment 
and other times, they felt anxious about the future including feelings of insecurity.  
 
Yeah. Yeah I think coming back to…I was just really overwhelmed in the 
lectures. Beginning of the year I didn’t know what was needed, like they were 
just talking really fast and a lot of stuff they were talking about I was like, What 
is that? What do I need to know and stuff ? (Ate, interview two) 
 
I was insecure, I was worried all the time, I was anxious about the future and 
what was going to happen, em…I was scared, em…and although there were 
moments of happiness, I remember each moment of happiness somewhere 
XXX was in the picture, she was involved in that, and like so, em…yeah…it’s 
hard to kind of have an idea of like why, or how, but just reflecting back noticing 
like, every phase I went through or every thought, like negative thought that 
went on, em, just kind of being aware of it, and I think I am this year, a lot more 
aware of, if I’m down, like I make a point of it, a mental note and do something 
about it, rather than just kind of wallowing in my sorrows kind of thing, so, it’s 
hard to kind of provide an explanation for it I guess…Em…I was insecure with 
the way I looked, body wise, but I was always insecure in my ability to perform 
em in exams, I was insecure in my study habits and how all these other people 
are doing all of this, whereas I’m in my room just hanging out kind of thing, and 
em, lots of people associate your first year of Uni as like partying and going out 
and having fun, and making friends whereas I locked myself in my room and 
just hid away from the world, so (Lili, interview four) 
  




5.3.2.2 Spiritual Well-Being  
Belief in a God or higher being was important for at least half of the students. 
Maintaining the connectedness with their God and growing in their faith while at 
university was important. Those who did not have the same beliefs were accepting of 
others' personal faith.  
 
5.3.2.2.1 Enabler 
The importance of their beliefs for their well-being, and a place where they found 
encouragement in times of need, was expressed by many participants. There was 
connectedness between their academic aspirations and a bigger purpose in life, which 
was also supported by their families and embedded in how they were raised. 
 
5.3.2.2.1.1 Importance of their Beliefs 
Many participants had a strong belief that God was in charge of their direction in life. 
Their decisions for a career pathway was aligned with what they believed was directed 
by God.  
 
So I was just an HCA like healthcare assistant for a week, for like the summer 
and I loved it, I think it confirmed that I really wanted to do…it wasn’t just me 
who planted that seed, I really do feel that God just put a seed for a reason so 
I’m just going to keep chasing that goal (Sinalei, interview one)  
 
Yes already in the University of Auckland and I was also applying for Health 
Science in Otago. And I applied for Auckland as well for Health Sciences. So I 
said...Lord, whatever comes first, either Auckland University for medicine or 
Otago then that’s the one that I’ll take. So Otago was the first one that…they 
said they want me to come for interview and all that so I said…ok I think that’s 
the way that we’ll go (Sililo, interview one)  
 
I know that sounds really cheesy but I really needed last year and so when I 
went home I just did a quick prayer, I was like...Lord, you know that I gave 
everything I had and so whatever happens I know it’s your will and I just pray 
that you give me a heart to accept whatever, you know, if I’m ready for it I’m 




ready for it and if I’m not then these two years I really need to just work on why 
I’m not ready for it and find out that reason…and so when I got the news, not 
only did I not make it, I failed epi, which was probably my favourite exam! I was 
like…ok Lord!...I was like...I wasn’t expecting this, but that’s alright I’ve got to 
work through that one too (Sinalei, interview four) 
 
There was a sense of gratefulness for the opportunities they believed God had 
provided for them. Some sought God’s assistance for the journey ahead, others 
prayed for another chance for a better outcome during the year.  
 
I grew up as a Christian, so yeah, church is important, just to give it all back to 
Him you know. Like, He was the one who gave us this opportunity and stuff and 
yeah, it’s just like praising and thanking Him for what He’s done for you (Ate, 
interview one) 
 
OK, em, firstly church, relationship with God, because I was raised by my 
grandparents and they were church ministers so yeah, so I have really strong 
beliefs in God and like all other Pacific Islanders as well…Em, I feel like He’s 
been carrying me all the way along, especially from Samoa to here, giving me 
all these opportunities when I needed and yeah, yes I feel really blessed 
(chuckle) (Manino, interview one)  
 
I’ve been praying like, three-four times a day, and that was really good for me 
and to get closer to God when I’m in need (chuckle) but yeah. I think my spiritual 
life was good. Yeah, it felt like I was really close to God, like when the exams 
came back and it was good, like mid-terms. That way I felt like oh my gosh God 
is helping me through this, and yeah just pushing hard. Just keep believing in 
God, hope and faith and yeah (Manino, interview three) 
 
I thank God mostly, I say it in prayers to give me another chance and I hope, I 
hope that I can make it through, so yeah, Yes. God spiritually that will help 
me…Yes, faith is important to me. You know, I have my weaknesses and some 
point I can’t share everything to someone, I can’t really trust someone but you 
know having God and big faith would pick me…just a little bit and then help with 




family to encourage me more and that will add on more to my faith (Salamasina, 
interview one) 
 
5.3.2.2.1.2 Importance of their Faith and Family  
It was evident that for many participants their upbringing influenced their beliefs. There 
was some concern about being able to maintain their faith away from the support of 
their parents and the supportive environment they had left. They recognised also that 
it was an opportunity to learn to remain strong to their beliefs, while they developed 
independence away from their families. 
 
So I guess the first is family. And then my faith which is Catholic and then just 
achieving because we struggled, you know how every…all the sort of 
immigrants who come here it is a struggle just to try to build foundations in a 
whole new country…So em, but yeah, family, my faith and just being successful 
(Fereni, interview one) 
 
I mean…my walk with God’s been a journey in itself…em…for me what I’m 
most excited about and was really nervous about this year was being away 
from my faith at home, because when you have that support system at home, 
you’ve got your community and networks, your, your Christian fellowship and 
so for me coming to Dunedin I don’t know what church I’m looking towards, 
em…I haven’t heard of very many churches here, but then you know, getting to 
hear about them by asking people, em seeing faith being lived out here, it’s just 
a reminder of home but also I think it’s for me, it’s a new step of independence, 
learning to stand firm in my faith and you know not depending on my parents 
any more, yeah (Sinalei, interview one) 
 
Being in Dunedin, student run city I would say, endless possibilities of what you 
can do here, it’s kind of cool seeing that your parents have imparted into you 
certain values that nothing can really shake, and has been a huge test with my 
relationship with God…just always keeping in contact with Him daily and just 
you know re-ground. It’s like every morning it’s almost like you have to re-
ground yourself over why you are here so that nothing during the day phases 




you, so I’ve really enjoyed that process that the whole part of like keeping up 
with the relationships that count and for me that’s kind of growing up is you 
decide which ones not that are not important but just not suited for you in what 
I reckon God has for you (Sinalei, interview two) 
 
5.3.2.2.1.3 Place of Encouragement and Security 
There was distress experienced when some felt disconnected from God, and attending 
church was the place where there was comfort and security. When they went through 
difficulties, they sought to reconnect to God through prayers, reading of the Bible, and 
meeting with others in their church communities so they could receive support and 
encouragement.  
 
Through like the whole struggle of Health Sci I sort of started losing my 
connection with God and that was such a huge part of me em…and then I was 
like, when I first went to church again down here I like cried while I was in 
church, it was like…I just felt so bad, and then during Easter of course I was…so 
em…just I’ve rebuilt that connection as well because I’m so used to…down here 
I knows that people used to be like “oh why do you need to go to church?” like 
“doesn’t God love everyone?” I was like “yeah well I see where they are coming 
from but it’s not…it’s about like how I feel when I go to church it’s just that one 
place, it’s just like a sanctuary that I can’t get anywhere else” and so em...I 
rebuilt that so em…maintaining my connection with God (Fereni, interview two) 
 
I’d see myself just sort of, maybe taking, one or two days to sort of gather my 
thoughts, you know and em…just taking a few deep breaths you know, 
saying…read the Bible, say a few prayers, get my mental state back in order … 
just to sort of pick myself up and dust myself off and keep going…Yeah I go to 
em…XXX (church)…at the Octagon…Ah it’s good, like the worship services 
are real good, real uplifting, the messages are relevant to like…because mostly 
uh…uni students go so messages are relevant to uni students and myself 
(Viliame, interview two) 
 




I’ve been, I’ve just started, so we found it (church) a week before we left 
(chuckle) as you do, it’s called XXX (church), yeah it’s in town, it’s, at first I was 
kind of ..ah it’s not really my kind of church…but it’s a little bit similar, but 
the…we met some lovely girls there who just immediately got us connected into 
it and em, they have little positions at the kids ministry there which has always 
been something on my heart, and I just found that if I’m not going to church I’m 
just really focusing on doing everything, like something every day that keeps 
me connected with God and it’s just, I feel like I’m starting my journey again 
with God but, it’s definitely…I’m trying to be less selfish and more trusting 
towards him, so that’s kind of been my walk this semester (Sinalei, interview 
three) 
 
5.3.2.2.1.4 Connectedness to a Bigger Purpose 
There was a strong belief that their pathway was part of a bigger purpose in God’s 
plan or mission, and felt the need to trust God in this plan. A participant (Sinalei) did 
not make it to her preferred course the following year. She completed a degree and 
was then accepted into her preferred programme. Another participant (Sililo), who was 
a mature student, was not successful and withdrew from the University the following 
year and returned to his original profession as a teacher.  
 
It all comes down to what you think as well. Why you are there. You’ve just got 
to trust that God’s got you, em he would give you the strength for a reason, you 
know, there’s like, he might have a funny way of getting there but I think for me 
it’s just keeping, it’s probably my mind and my heart as well, keeping my heart 
so open to what God’s plan is. Even though I don’t fully know it yet, I think it’s 
part of the journey (Sinalei, interview two) 
 
And it was just constantly reminding ourselves that this is God’s plan because 
there’s a reason why we’re going through this postgrad pathway, because 
hopefully our story is going to make a difference in someone else in the future 
years doing the same thing, and look at us we’re growing a lot more (Sinalei, 
interview four) 
 




So she’s (mother) really happy, every day she rang and encourage me, giving 
to the Lord everything and she’s praying about it…the Christian values and 
beliefs and on top of that it’s your own love for your own family and love for the 
others so…those are the stuff that builds me, it’s loving yourself and love others 
more than you love yourself, and then consider your family and what God wants 
(of) us, is our mission…why God put us in this world eh (Sililo, interview two) 
 
5.3.2.2.2 Barriers 
There were challenges for the participants related to their spiritual well-being during 
the year. Many found the adjustment to the new environment and finding a church 
environment that was familiar to them challenging. There were times where 
maintaining connectedness to God was difficult.  
 
5.3.2.2.2.1 Lack of Connectedness 
Many wanted to join a church community that was familiar when they moved into the 
university in Dunedin. They were looking for activities they used to be involved in at 
the church communities where they had come from. There were some challenges in 
this process for them.  
 
Like days like today, I really miss my church, I’m still struggling to find the church 
that suits me and so I feel like, you know, it’s funny I was walking and praying I 
was just hoping I could find a real…a church that I feel at home with…I’ve 
checked out, because I’m Christian but the girls I stay with are Catholics, so we 
tried out XXX (church) which is actually beautiful, tried out YYY (church) 
(Sinalei, interview two) 
 
Yeah because I was so involved. I was such a church-based girl, like every 
Sunday I was like, because I was a Sunday school teacher, I was a youth 
leader, I was involved with everything...So em, like coming here I just need to 
find an environment where I can just go and have some quiet time and just have 
a connection with God so yeah!...because even right now it’s like Ash 
Wednesday and I don’t know a church to go to because I want to go to mass 
but I don’t know any churches around here (Fereni, interview one) 




5.3.2.2.2.2 No Religious Connectedness  
Some do not have religious beliefs because it was not something that was important 
in their upbringing. This was either a decision made by their parents or due to the loss 
of a grandparent who was the main connector for them to their Pacific and church 
community. Others had a position that the religious area was not important for them 
but respected the beliefs of others.  
  
It’s really hard because I’ve got my mum’s side, my pop was really, really into 
like really religious and he was into the whole like Samoan culture, like you 
know the family and the community and stuff but then he died quite a while ago 
so ever since then my family have just stopped, we don’t really associate much 
(Karaponi, interview one).  
 
For me personally…no…I wasn’t really brought up in a religious kind of 
environment. Em, I’m a Christian but em, yeah never really had a big push from 
my parents or anything to go that way so it’s never been a huge thing for me 
(Wale, interview two) 
 
Em..I don’t know much about my mum’s side, my dad’s side was real religious. 
It all started from my grandpa, he was em…Methodist, he was really into his 
church, but me, growing up I didn’t really…yeah, I didn’t go to church much 
(Sione, interview one) 
 
I do come from a catholic family, like every time we go to my grandmother’s 
house we like pray before we eat and she goes over bible verses every night 
before she goes to sleep kind of thing and I respect that, I understand her deep 
connection with her religion but for me it never really…I see it from a 
very…almost academic standpoint…I’m a big believer in paving your own way 
and the idea of everything is planned out, kind of seems a bit…not crazy but 
very definitive…I feel like what someone believes in is true for them and it may 
not be true for you but you need to respect the way they feel about it, and so 
that’s why I’m not so big on the whole religious side of things (Lili, interview 
four) 





5.3.2.2.2.3 Challenges in Maintaining Religious Beliefs  
Some had challenges when they felt their parents forced their religious beliefs on 
them. This was distressing for them in their earlier years. Others found it difficult to 
come to terms with not achieving their goals at the end of the year, when they believed 
that they applied themselves to the work, and committed their journey to God.  
 
Yeah I wouldn’t want to learn it (koran) and it’d be like no, I don’t want to learn 
it, but overtime I sort of learned how to read the koran and now I can read it, I 
don’t understand it but I can read it, so those sort of things they always  pushed 
me to learn, even when I didn’t want to they forced me to learn…when I was 
about seven, I made up my mind that I didn’t like my religion, I remember, I 
made up my mind I was like “I don’t like being a Muslim (Shiva, interview one) 
 
I think the most stressful thing was seeing all our hard work go and not quite 
making it, I think that’s something that I’ve learnt this year and what continued 
to stress me out this year was like...honestly Lord I don’t know what I’m doing 
wrong, you know, I’ve started studying smart, I’ve put my heart into my study, 
why am I not quite reaching it?...you know and that still kind of plays on my 
mind all the time and I know for the girls, for sure, it’s the same thing for them, 
you know, what is it we’re not quite doing that’s right (Sinalei, interview four) 
 
5.3.2.2.2.4 Fear of rejection  
One student did not feel free to share her faith and what she believed in, for fear of 
being made out to be different or not accepted by her group of friends.  
 
There’s not many like Catholics  in my Hall, there’s only like two or three of us, 
and em, like some people get a little bit freaked out if I wear a rosary or em, if I 
talk about church, and even in my friendship group because…they’re not 
Catholic or religious…but it’s just like…this is what I believe in, I know you guys 
don’t believe in it…like this is just who I am…I’m not trying to hide who I am 




anymore, this is what I do, take it or leave it…sort of thing (Fereni, interview 
three) 
 
I’d always kind of reserved talking about it (her beliefs) to my friends…I was 
always scared they’d be like…Oh Jesus freak, like Oh my gosh…but em I felt 
like people were like, oh but why do you go to church? and I was like...ah it’s 
just one place where you can just go and it’s kind of like if you’re into prayer it’s 
like a sanctuary where you can just go and you have like just to think of yourself 
and reflect (Fereni, interview four) 
 
5.3.2.3 Physical Well-being  
Maintaining physical well-being was important for participants as they transitioned into 
the learning environment. Areas that impacted on their physical well-being included 
their diet, exercise, sleep habits, becoming unwell, and their general approach to 
different circumstances and life events during the year.  
 
5.3.2.3.1 Enabler 
The enablers for the participants included maintaining a balanced diet and physical 
exercise. Staying at a Residential College enabled access to a range of healthy food 
choices. Their ability also to adjust well to a new environment was also helpful.  
 
5.3.2.3.1.1 Maintaining a Good Diet and Physical Exercise 
Participants recognised that eating well was important in maintaining wellness. This 
included choosing the right types of foods to eat, and how much of each type of food 
to consume. Those who stayed in the Residential Colleges found this relatively easy 
as there was a range of healthy foods available to them.  
  
It’s all about eating the right food and not falling sick. So even though you can, 
even though there is like food everywhere it’s just about picking out the right 
stuff...like being healthy doesn’t mean you go out there and party and you drink 
and you have all the BBQ in the world, or like everything Dunedin can provide, 
it’s more like knowing where to stop and how much to eat and what to eat. 
Because I believe that if you eat the right things than you will be able, you’ll be 




more awake and then you can like study and do everything (Priya, interview 
one) 
 
It’s been pretty good I think, I remember joking with XXX up at YYY (Residential 
College), em, we were talking about how our vegetable intake has just gone 
through the roof since we’ve been here (chuckle) because there’s always 
salads and that kind of stuff available you just sort of just pile it all on…in terms 
of what I’m eating I feel like I’m eating well, definitely, the hall food is really good 
(Salesa, interview two) 
 
Most participants recognised that maintaining exercise and a healthy body weight was 
important in their journey at university. Some learnt these skills from previous 
experiences and activities they engaged in, prior to attending higher education as well 
as advice from family.  
 
For me, because I take a real sort of rugby style perspective on that so 
maintaining the same body weight, not getting too heavy or like when you’ve 
been eating too much or and your weight increases and you haven’t been doing 
any exercise. Yeah, for me being healthy is sort of having the ability to stay in 
the same body shape or better body shape and eh just being able to when 
called upon, run here and do that without getting too tired (Viliame, interview 
one) 
 
Well back in my ‘out of bound’ experience they emphasised fitness quite a bit, 
you know, every morning we would get up, we’d run and we’d go on tramps 
and then we went sailing and we did lots of active things so…and for me before 
then I hadn’t really thought about it, but then after that I started thinking about 
what I was eating a lot more…I was thinking about just food that I’m eating right 
now is going to power my body so I need to eat good food, you know uh…and 
every time that I go for a run…so I think that fitness is important (Salesa, 
interview one) 
 
Mum was saying like, she said that that’s the one thing she like never, sort of, 
lots of other things go out the window and you have to study but she thinks that 




em, she always tries to keep fit, exercising…because I remember after CELS I 
just first thing I just get back and run along the water front and that felt so nice 
just sort of…I don’t know, getting rid of the weird feeling after an exam (Moeroa, 
interview three) 
5.3.2.3.1.2 Adjusted Well to the New Environment 
Many adjusted well to the new learning environment, and how to maintain physical 
wellness. These adjustments included having enough sleep, keeping warm, and other 
measures to avoid illness or being infected from others who are unwell.  
  
As the weeks have progressed, I’ve learnt more about what I need to do but I 
think it’s good. I’ve got a good time when I want to be in bed, when I want to 
wake up so that I get a decent amount of sleep…keeping hydrated, going to 
meals, I mean sometimes it’s easier to say…ah I’ll skip it, I’ll just have 
something in my room.. you need the break to see people…yeah staying sane, 
not just being cooped up in my room or the library (Prerna, interview two) 
 
I’m just making sure that I’m like keeping warm as the temperature starts to 
drop em, and you know just little things like that. Making sure that my rooms 
not…because sometimes when you leave your heater on and don’t open the 
windows it gets quite damp, because the outside is quite cold, so just making 
sure that my room isn’t damp so that I don’t em expose myself that way 
(Saisului, interview two) 
 
I try to avoid sickness by, I don’t know just little things…I’m always washing my 
hands, looking out if there are people who are sick around me and try to keep 
a distance, make sure I’m always rugged up, my hair’s always dry so I’m not 
leaving the house…Just little things like that, trying to do whatever I can to avoid 
getting a cold, or sick (Karaponi, interview two) 
 
Others struggled to do what they knew they needed to do to maintain wellness in the 
first semester. As they progressed through the year they were able to make time to 
get back to exercise and enjoyed the process of doing so through exploring more of 
what the local area had to offer. They felt that this supported their overall well-being.  





I’ve been going to Unipol quite a bit. Well a little bit. I didn’t really have time last 
semester. I think it’s something I did want to do so it’s good that I’m going doing 
that, it’s a bit of fun…I usually go after tutorials. And yeah, that’s been cool. And 
I’ve been going for runs again, because I sort of stopped towards the end of 
semester, like studying and I didn’t really run that much…so it’s been good, it’s 
been fun again and em yeah, it’s just time by myself, going for walks and having 
a look around Dunedin. That’s been cool (Salesa, interview three) 
 
Oh yes, I’m going back to the gym, I’m so proud of myself. I’m going again today 
so em, I’ve just been going and getting lots of exercise and I feel like that in a 
way has helped me stay positive, because it’s like em, I’m releasing all of that 
you know stress and all that during exercise so I feel like that’s really helped 
me as well, so, yeah, exercise has been really good, em, oh and just, seeing 
more of Dunedin as well has been great, like I went to Signal Hill for the first 
time this semester and em, I went and watched to Hall basketball last night at 
Unipol like that’s been great as well so…yeah, I feel like I’m probably in a really 
good, just sound mind right now, so yeah (Fereni, interview three) 
 
5.3.2.3.2 Barriers 
There were barriers for participants in maintaining wellness. These were due to 
developing poor habits, difficulties in maintaining a routine for physical exercise, and 
challenges in maintaining a healthy perspective.  
 
5.3.2.3.2.1 Developed Poor Habits 
Some participants developed a pattern of poor eating habits during the year. 
Sometimes this was due to convenience and other times this was a result of the 
influence of their friends.  
 
I’ve been eating a lot of fast food just because you’d get home you’re too cold, 
you’re like…Ah I can’t be bothered…I’ll just run to...because I live just right 
across the road from McDonalds, yeah (laughter) I know, so it’s right there and 
you’re like “ok maybe I should just stop by McDonalds” and you end up 




sometimes at three o’clock in the morning when my flatmate’s like…are you 
hungry, let’s go to McDonalds (Fereni, interview four) 
 
Then they’ll ask you if you want to go like McDonalds or something and yeah, 
sometimes like I’m hungry so, I go anyways (chuckle), and em…I don’t know 
they just…(pause) I don’t know sometimes I just get distracted sometimes from 
them (chuckle) (Malosi, interview three) 
 
5.3.2.3.2.2 Challenges to Maintaining Physical Wellness 
Although many understood what they needed to do in order to maintain wellness 
during the year, they began to struggle to maintain a regular routine. Finding time to 
exercise was difficult, and the continual lack of energy and challenges with their 
sleeping patterns contributed to the stresses during the year. 
 
I think it was very easy to say before lectures started, oh I have to exercise and 
have a little bit of down time and study of course but I just don’t have time, I 
know I should set a time to…I used to wake up early in the morning to go to the 
gym like, that started off pretty well, and I’ve let it slip the last probably the last 
four weeks or three weeks because I’m always so tired. I don’t have the energy 
to wake up in the morning early to go to the gym, it’s kind of the only time I can 
fit it in (Karaponi, interview two) 
 
Ah for a bit (of) last semester I actually had really bad insomnia and so that like 
messed me up a lot, like I ended up going to Student Health to see if there was 
anything that they could do about it but yeah…like you are really tired so I’d go 
to bed and then I’d just be lying there and then next thing you know the sun’s 
coming up and your just like...I still haven’t slept!...(chuckle) And so like if it 
doesn’t go away for a week I start drink energy drinks to sort of like stay alive 
throughout the day so that I can like function at least, and so then that sort of 
messes up as well…I don’t know it was really weird (Ioane, interview three) 
 
I think one of my biggest challenge was getting my sleeping patterns right 
because like sometimes in the morning you feel really tired, I still go to lectures 




but then my brain is kind of like not that switched on so I sometimes either miss 
what the lecturer is saying or I end up dosing off. Yeah just, I think that was one 
of my ones and like also during the day sometimes I just get tired if I don’t sleep 
right. I don’t know my sleeping patterns was like all over the place last year 
(Malosi, interview four) 
 
5.3.2.3.2.3 Developed Illness and Unaffordable Healthcare 
During the year many participants became unwell. They found it difficult to prevent 
themselves from becoming sick because there were many other students who were 
unwell at their Residential Colleges and during lectures. The huge effort to keep up 
with their academic work while unwell contributed to the stresses during the year.  
 
I know you can’t escape that. Everyone’s sick in the Halls and then you go to 
lectures and everyone’s coughing so, no matter how well you try, you know, 
how much you try to keep yourself healthy as possible you can’t really avoid it! 
(Karaponi, interview three) 
 
Physical health was a bit of a struggle, I had the whooping cough and so I was 
out for a few weeks and that was before exams so…I was trying to watch 
lectures while I was sick , it was hard…all my friends are at lectures doing 
well…and I was constantly trying to keep up with everyone but it made my body 
even more tired…I think I actually slept for a week just because my body, I just 
couldn’t handle moving out of bed, so that semester that was hard (Fereni, 
interview four) 
 
The affordability of health services was a challenge for some and prevented them from 
accessing services. Others were so unwell and had to seek help, but struggled with 
the associated costs. 
 
But this one night, I just couldn’t stay home so I just go to the doctor. But I think 
that’s one of the major things I have to look at, is my health, because this is the 
first time we come to stay here in the cold, so I’m not used to it…But after the 
first week of school I was really down, I couldn’t stand up so we went twice to 




the doctor, to the 24 hour doctor, oh hell it’s expensive!…$83 to go and I just 
went in not even for five minutes! (Sililo interview three) 
 
Yep that’s what I had. And it was just…yeah. But I didn’t realise because every 
time I went to Student Health they couldn’t help me, and I couldn’t afford going 
to the actual doctors so I just had to agree with what they (nurses) were saying 
and then so it wasn’t until I went home that my doctor…was like…your levels 
of Helicobacter are over 1000.. or something and I was like…oh what does that 
mean?...and he was like...that’s bad in terms of why you haven’t been treated 
for it, but don’t worry about it we’ll get you on antibiotics, you’ll feel better 
(Sinalei, interview four) 
 
5.3.2.3.2.4 Challenges to Maintaining a Healthy Perspective 
The challenges for the participants affected not only their physical health, but also 
affected their mental health and overall well-being. For some their problems were 
persistent and caused them significant stress during the year. 
  
Talking about say physical health is a lot easier when reflecting on that kind of 
thing, em, people talk about the Fresher Five, once I went home in October 
from when I left home in January I had gained 20kg. Em…making me 
technically obese and that really played a toll on my mental health, the stress 
probably impacted my actions, and my actions probably impacted my physical 
health and then in turn impacted my mental health (Lili, interview four)  
 
Em…I think I got sick the most times out of my whole life last year. I’m just like 
accumulation of like stress, and I think because like I got really nervous with all 
of the new people at my Hall, I ate less frequently just with the Hall meals…I 
don’t know it just felt like there was a never ending source of problems, just 
always something wrong, em…I don’t know and when they kind of like 
accumulate like that, you kind of like freak out a little bit and you know when 
problems get really big you like don’t really know where to start, like fixing them, 
and stuff like that (Ioane, interview four) 
 




5.3.2.4 Social Well-Being  
Maintaining connectedness was an important part of participants’ social well-being. 
Social connectedness also supported their academic performance and aspirations. 
Their social networks could either support or hinder their transition and embeddedness 
into the learning environment. Some of the findings in this section are similar to 
previous results related to social integration consisting of peer and staff integration. 
Despite this overlap, these findings are additional and presented differently in ways 
that further complements previous findings. 
 
5.3.2.4.1 Enabler 
Good social networks supported participants' academic progress, helping them to 
maintain balance and gave them greater confidence and sense of belonging. It was 
also helpful for maintaining wellness overall.  
 
5.3.2.4.1.1 Social Connectedness Supported Academic Progress 
Many participants believed that having a healthy social life was important. The quotes 
below are examples through the perspective of one successful student. She felt this 
support was critical in enabling her to achieve her goal, which was to get into the 
medical programme at the end of her first year at university.  
 
Well I know Dunedin is known for being crazy, party town and I can definitely 
see me wanting to be a part of that, like I’m not going to lie, I enjoy going out…I 
think for me, having em…having a social life will actually be important for me to 
em…do well. If I never see my friends and I’m cooped up in my room all day I 
will not want to study, like I’m definitely one of those people that if I know, like, 
I have something to look forward to and I’ve got this many hours em…then I’ll 
study. If I know that I’ve got five days to study and nothing by the end then I 
won’t really have the motivation to study…I don’t think I’d survive if I didn’t have 
friends and a social life (Moeroa, interview one) 
 
We just got each other sooo much and knew how kind of, stressful the whole 
thing was that, you know it was kind of shared between the other girls as well 
and we were never competitive with each other…it was very much we all 




wanted the other three to get in almost as much as we wanted ourselves to get 
in like it was honestly like we were that close-knit the whole year (Moeroa, 
interview four) 
 
Many found this approach of working together with others helpful. It helped to 
strengthen their social connections and networks in addition to supporting their 
learning.  
 
Ah, I’ve made a lot of different friends from em…different backgrounds so I’ve 
got eh..a few Asian friends…a few Indian friends…because we all stay in XXX 
(Residential College) so…and we all just walk to lectures together and do a little 
bit of study and make sure our notes are up to date and stuff…so usually it’s  
me and these two other Asian boys, we usually just go to the library and sit 
there and talk, if we’re doing past papers and we have problems with one 
question we’ll come and try and solve the problem (Viliame, interview two) 
 
Cause the chick staying next to me and the dude on the other side they are 
both, they are both doing Health Sci as well so like we always make sure 
everyone like gets the deadline for things…we’re all going to do the Physics 
now, just come do it with us…and like we’ll all work through it together. I don’t 
know it was real good (Ioane, interview three) 
 
5.3.2.4.1.2 Maintaining a Balance  
Having friends helped to maintain the balance for many participants who observed 
that other successful students did this as well. It was recognised that taking a break 
from studies to have fun and relax with others was a helpful way to maintain the 
balance in their lives.  
 
I think sometimes you just need to get out, sometimes you just need to stop 
studying and…because people say, like all my RA and stuff, and people that 
have already done med school…medical school they say, those that do well 
they don’t just study 24/7, they have to have the balance, they have to get out 




once in a while and go out with friends and things and socialise like you can’t 
just keep studying otherwise I’ll just burn out. Yeah (Karaponi, interview one) 
 
I guess em…you know that there are actually people that care about you, why 
you are here and like, people to talk to when you feel lonely, when you feel like 
you have free time and you want to spend time together, have fun, family so 
yeah, friends around here are like family, in all those kind of ways. Yeah…Yeah 
some good friends, make it fun, not all about study but balancing both study 
and social life (chuckle) yeah (Manino, interview three)  
 
5.3.2.4.1.3 Strengthening Connectedness 
Meeting students with a similar background assisted in the strengthening of 
connectedness amongst participants. It gave them confidence and a greater sense of 
belonging to a community, which some felt had become their family away from their 
own families. 
  
It was amazing, being able to connect with people that come from, no one 
comes from a similar background but they come from backgrounds where you 
can relate to things that have happened in their lives, you can relate to 
instances or moments and you understand how they felt because of the em 
cultural awareness that you have for that particular group of people (Lili, 
interview one) 
 
Yeah, I’m in the right place, I feel comfortable. Confidence is power. That’s how 
I see it…that comes from networking with other people, makes you feel like you 
actually belong to a community, yeah and having the mind-set that you guys 
are all behind me, supporting me for whatever I want…it’s really helpful, it’s like 
a family (Malosi, interview two) 
 
Connecting with senior Pacific students who were their mentors was helpful also for 
participants. These interactions signalled hope for them, that others had achieved and 
felt encouraged that they could also. This created an openness to share and received 
support where needed.  





Camp was cool. It was really cool, like all the other first years I’ve talked to 
thought it was amazing. And it was really inspiring hearing the senior students 
talk about their programmes and it was just awesome to know em that the things 
we’re finding hard you know, like just adjusting to university life in general and 
things like that, it does get easier and you get used to it (Salesa, interview two) 
 
I think the Early Orientation Programme was good in the sense that we got to 
know staff here, so we can approach them. We got to bond with our mentors 
so it made it easier, like they’re not just a group of senior students that you can 
talk to, it’s like they become…you become closer it’s just easier to approach 
them and having the mentoring sessions on Saturdays it’s just like you can talk 
to people. Like we go through like...what’s been your highlight, your 
lowlight?...and they also participate in that so that you get to know what their 
life’s like…you build that trust when you camp with the mentors (Prerna, 
interview two) 
 
5.3.2.4.1.4 Experiencing Benefits through Social Networks 
Participants found they developed confidence through increasing their social 
networks. They found it helpful to share and receive help from others in their academic 
journey. A sense of belonging was felt which increased their feelings of being secure 
in their new environment.  
 
I have the confidence to network…I found like engaging with other people, 
everyone is different, you actually learn a lot from that and you might find other 
people they have strengths in what your weaknesses are and that’s how 
like...oh my gosh this is really good, I need to keep doing this.. and share ideas 
and help each other out (Malosi, interview two) 
 
So as soon as I found them I felt quite, like much more security around me, as 
last night it was really good and I love that and em…they are very motivational 
as well so em, if you are not studying they’re like “oh why are you not studying? 
(Fereni, interview two) 





Maybe it wouldn’t be that different, if I did stay at home but I don’t know, I kind 
of like it because then it means, like down here, I get to be more independent, 
meet new people like, I think that’s one thing from last semester, and this 
semester, is that, I have kind of branched out with my friends like, different 
people, like they were still my friends last semester, but I didn’t hang out as 
much with them, and then like after the break, coming back and seeing like, 
maybe I don’t always spend so much of my time with the same people like, 
because you meet so many new people at College like, spend more time with 
new people…Em…it feels refreshing because like primary school is six years, 
intermediate two years, and high school five years, you’re with the same 
people, in the same town, you pretty much grew up with them, and so coming 
down here, meeting people from like, you know Auckland or Wellington, you 
know, Gore, people you wouldn’t usually meet in Christchurch (Prerna, 
interview three) 
 
The development of friendships meant that they were able to look out for each other 
on the journey. This included encouraging each other to study, and looking after each 
other when they were unwell.  
 
Ah, I think it’s real…it’s all good like, I reckon like we are all sort of just sitting 
together, sort of making sure that we’re all doing the work and not slacking off, 
yeah, I don’t mind it, because you’re just reminded that they are all doing the 
same thing as you so you just have to make sure that you’re holding your end 
up of the bargain and just making sure that you do your work because they are 
all doing theirs as well and also help to make sure they don’t fall off to sleep, so 
not afraid if you see someone asleep you just give them a slap on the head and 
tell them to wake up (Viliame, interview two) 
 
But it’s just I think whenever that happened it’s cleared my chest so I feel much 
better now. But then again it’s really good because I’m surrounded by so many 
good people they’ve just been…you know I wake up and there’s a lemon thing 
made for me already or…there’s people…XXX got her family to send down 
medicine and things like that so…I think I’ve been stubborn not going to the 




doctors but…Oh yeah! Yeah they make me take all this. I don’t know what I’m 
popping down my system but I’m like, I trust you guys because you want to be 
doctors! (Sinalei, interview two) 
 
The development of friendships had been one of the highlights of transitioning to the 
tertiary environment. These friendships grew in depth through bonding and meaningful 
relationships during the year.  
 
Of the whole year…probably em…making all of my friends because I’ve got so 
many good friends now from all over, all over the country you know. Met so 
many different people and had different experiences, yeah I think that’s been a 
massive highlight (Karaponi, interview three) 
 
I’ve actually had a lot of great experiences, My main highlights obviously like 
meeting people who are doing the same sort of thing as you, so like you all 
understand each other, and you all have that bond and em, and then obviously 
meeting new people who aren’t like, who aren’t in your Hall but are doing the 
same thing as you and like, especially the people from POPO as well because 
it’s like they’re Pacific Islander, they’re Samoan and they understand why you’re 
here (Fereni, interview three) 
 
5.3.2.4.1.5 Maintaining Wellness 
Connecting with friends supported their well-being during the year. For some, they 
made purposeful decisions to surround themselves with friends and mentors who had 
a positive approach to life. This was also important when reaching out for support at 
times when this was needed. 
  
I guess so, you know surrounding myself with the right group of people, yeah 
like if I surround myself with people who always feel up and happy, you know, 
when I see them happy it makes me feel…ah yeah if you are happy too they’re 
happy (Viliame, interview one) 
 




Em…just meeting new people, and having people around me that can help me 
cope with the em Health Sci, just yeah knowing there’s people there that can 
help me when I need it, I think helps me, helps me mentally just keeps me 
focused (Wale, interview two) 
 
Ah yeah. Been a real, real help, like something to look forward to at the end of 
the week. Just like coming and meeting up with em sort of like the mentors, you 
know having some down town and you know, being around everyone, with 
Pasifika culture and heritage, yeah really look forward to it at the end of every 
week.. (Viliame, interview two) 
 
5.3.2.4.2 Barriers 
There were barriers for some participants in maintaining social well-being. These 
included challenges with developing friendships and social networks. Friendships 
were also at sometimes a source of distractions.  
5.3.2.4.2.1 Challenges with Developing Connectedness 
Some participants’ approach made it difficult for them to develop good friendships. 
Their connections with others were superficial and they felt isolated. Others, 
particularly those who were living in flatting situations, found it difficult to make 
connections and friendships compared to those in Residential Colleges.  
 
Oh yeah for me in my life, friends have been a big problem, because I don’t 
generally get along with people very well…Well yes and no, I do get along with 
people but at the same time I do feel very distant from everyone, like I will…I 
can be friends with everyone but at the same time I will still feel very isolated 
and distant from people just because a lot of people don’t share my view of the 
world or don’t think the way I do or things like that (Shiva, interview one) 
 
It’s easier to maintain friendships in school whereas in university you have to 
like, it’s really hard, like…I reckon it’s really hard unless you live in like a Hall or 
something where you see everybody at meal time or something (Priya, 
interview two) 
 




5.3.2.4.2.2 Challenges with Maintaining Friendships 
Some participants found during the year that they drifted away from their friends and 
felt alone and neglected in their relationships. One of the participants had a 
disagreement with a friend she was flatting with and asked her to leave.  
 
I came back and I was really in a happy mood and like just wanted to talk to 
everyone about it and then everyone else was like talking about stuff I didn’t 
even know so I was like…oh my gosh, is there a lot of stuff that I need to 
do?...and everyone was like yeah. They were just like enforcing like stuff on 
me, pushing and like telling me I had to study this and that and then I’m like...oh 
my gosh!...so I just stayed in my room, did my own thing for like a week or 
something, just decide to get into their how do you say it like, em, because I 
just felt not included kind of. Yeah. I don’t know…like but I think they were like 
focusing on their school work and like I just didn’t want to ask the, for anything 
so yeah. I was kind of like disappointed they didn’t come and help me (Ate, 
interview two) 
 
I don’t know I’ve just lost friends actually…I haven’t got lecture friends. I used 
to have people who used to like…tutorial friends and stuff but they just kind of 
stopped coming and only a couple have been come…but most of them stopped 
coming…So that’s real sad…Yeah because you know people came to tutorials 
and then like, I think like after, around two or three weeks of it they just stopped 
coming so only some people come (Priya, interview two) 
 
5.3.2.4.2.3 Challenges with Maintaining Connectedness 
There was difficulty in maintaining connectedness for some as they did not attend 
activities or group events. Others found that the challenge for them was the time 
required to maintain the many friendships they developed. There were some who had 
difficulty engaging with their friends in a positive manner.  
 
Yep. And I haven’t been turning up to mentoring (guilty chuckle)…Ah it’s just 
that when you wake up on a Saturday and you’ve got your shopping to do…and 
you’re like...oh maybe next Saturday it’s going to happen!” (laughter) and it just 




never happens. Even like this Saturday, I was so determined to go and then it 
just never happened!.…And it’s just that feeling of going…since I haven’t been 
for so long is like…what if it’s the same or what if it’s changed (Priya, interview 
two) 
 
Em, it’s a lot harder than I thought it would be, em, it’s a lot different in terms of 
the people I meet, I thought I’d just have a smaller group of people I know but 
you end up like, we know the whole Hall, so…but yeah, no…yeah a lot different 
from what I thought it was going to be. A lot more time-consuming (Wale, 
interview two) 
 
Ahhhh, yeah, (sigh), I feel…ah…I just, like my friends sometimes they just say 
it but they don’t know how hurtful it is, but they call me like, sometimes if I can’t 
do stuff they say…‘you’re useless’ (chuckle) yeah it’s like…ah…but I just take 
it in and like you know…But it just kills me inside because sometimes I feel like 
that you know ….Em...(pause)…like, ah what…like if I can’t like...oh I don’t 
know how this works blah, blah, blah…like and they’ll just come and ‘oh no it’s 
like this, ah you’re bloody useless’…ha ha ha…but like they say it in a joking 
way but I’m like...ha ha ha…but really inside I’m like...oh my gosh that 
hurts!...yeah (Ate, interview three)  
 
5.3.2.4.2.4 Friends as a Source of Distraction 
One of the challenges for participants was the level of distraction from friends. These 
distractions were through various activities they were involved in that took time away 
from studies.  
 
Em…friends, the social life and all that em…going out on Saturday nights and 
stuff with friends has been a bit of a distraction…so I feel like while I have been 
slightly distracted, not as distracted as I thought I would be, I’ve been slightly 
distracted (Wale, interview two) 
 
Yeah so, like it’s so easy to say that you will stay home and do your lectures 
but then your friends will be like…come watch a movie…and you’re like...oh no, 




I’m not going to do lectures…they’ll be like…Ah well you’re not cool like, you’re 
not being cool right now…and I’ll just be like...ah no, no, no…but em so I 
struggled with that in the first half of the semester (Fereni, interview two) 
 
Yeah sometimes it’s good to have, to like chill (with friends) for a while but I 
guess when you chill too much (laughter)…then it becomes a problem. 
(laughter) (Malosi, interview three) 
 
5.4 Overall Summary of Results 
Table 4 and Table 5 provide a summary of the findings. Table 4 covers the enablers 
and barriers aligned with Tinto’s Model. Table 5 covers the enablers and barriers of 
additional aspects that were not covered explicitly in Tinto’s Model.










Appreciation of context 
Having family role models 
Having a supportive family  
Helpful family relationships 
Maintaining connectedness with family 
Challenges within the family 
context 
Challenges with family 
relationships 
Inability to provide academic 
support  




Maintaining connectedness with their 
support systems 
Having a positive attitude and mind-set 
Strong motivation and personal aspiration 
Resilience 
Developed leadership skills 
Lack of confidence 
Challenges with emotional 
struggles 
Inability to make the most of 
opportunities  






Supportive and enabling teachers 
Supportive school environment 
University preparedness 
Lack of support from teachers 
Lack of support in the school 
environment  
Gaps in preparedness from high 
school 
Unexpected stresses 
Goal Commitment Setting high expectations 
Goals (intention) linked to family and 
community commitments 
Goals (intention) linked to personal 
interests 
Goals (intention) not aligned with 




Expectations of and having new 
experiences 
Good institution reputation 
Supportive tertiary environment 
Availability of opportunities  




Understanding how to learn  
Enjoying the process of learning 
Developing effective learning strategies  
Developing confidence in the learning 
process 




Establishing helpful connections  








Developing social connectedness 
Support from like-minded friends  




Positive relationship with Pacific staff 
Provision of a family environment  
Effective academic support  
Clear directions and expectations  
Difficulties navigating the range of 
services available Challenges 






Strong commitment to their career 
pathway  
Goals were linked to personal interests 
Enhanced study skills and approaches to 
learning 
Developed confidence in learning 
Helpful support services 
Focussed on maintaining work-life 
balance  
Competing priorities and decision 
making  
Felt stressed and overwhelmed 
Having unhelpful study habits  






Strengthening relationships and networks 
Positive peer group interactions 
Balanced social activities with academic 
work 
Isolation and lack of 
connectedness  
Friends became distractions 




Availability of a range of support services Difficulty adjusting to the workload 
Challenges with personal issues 
The impact of external 
commitments 
 
Table 4 Summary matrix aligned with Tinto’s model 
 





 ENABLERS BARRIERS 
Culture  Valuing of Pacific culture 
Institutional support for equity 
through affirmative approaches 
Racism 
Pressure to fit into the dominant 
culture 
Identity Connectedness to Pacific 
peers 
Development of a learner 
identity 
Fear of not fitting in, into the 
Pacific environment 
Concerns about not having 
Pacific language skills 
 
Psychological Well-being Good coping skills 
Recognition of personal needs 
Utilisation of available support 
Pressure of expectations 
(internal and/or external) 
Fear of failure 
Lack of coping skills  
Spiritual Well-being Belonging to a church or 
religious community 
Connectedness to a higher 
purpose and sense of direction 
 
Lack of connectedness to a 
church community  
Pressure from demands of 
church commitments and 
responsibilities 
Physical Well-being Regular exercise routine 
Good sleeping patterns 
Good diet and water intake  
Good warm accommodation 
Engaging in recreational 
activities  
Heavy academic workload 
Poor sleeping patterns 
Poor study habits (eg all 
nighters) 
Poor diet and fluid intake 
Social Well-being Strong connectedness with 
friends 
Maintaining work life balance 
 
Difficulties in making and 
maintaining good friends 
Friends become a distraction 
 
Table 5 – Summary matrix of additional findings to Tinto’s model 
 




Chapter 6 – Discussion   
6.1 Introduction  
The objectives of this research were to investigate the enablers and barriers for Pacific 
students transitioning into university and starting the first-year Health Sciences 
programme. To explore whether the experiences for Pacific students could be aligned 
with and explained by Tinto’s theoretical model of students’ integration and retention, 
and propose a model for Pacific students’ success in higher education.  
 
The results showed that there were a range of enablers and barriers for Pacific 
students related to all of the areas of Tinto’s theoretical model as they transitioned into 
the tertiary environment. There were also additional enablers and barriers identified 
that were not covered by Tinto’s Model. These additional areas were related to 
students’ cultural background and identity, as well as different components that 
affected their overall health and well-being. There were four components of health and 
well-being which were psychological, spiritual, mental, and social well-being. The 
additional results provided sufficient evidence to construct an adjusted Tinto model 
that is more reflective of the overall context relevant for Pacific students’ transition to 
higher education.  
 
This chapter will first discuss the enablers and barriers from the results related to the 
different aspects of Tinto’s Model. Then it will discuss the enablers and barriers that 
were identified from the data that were not reflected in any aspects of Tinto’s Model. 
Lastly, at the end of the discussion section, I propose an adapted Tinto model which 
includes the additional specific aspects for Pacific students’ success in higher 
education.  
 
6.2 Tinto’s Model and Pacific Students 
This section discusses the data from this research which were aligned with the 
components of Tinto’s longitudinal model of institutional departure. These components 
are participants’ family background, individual attributes, and their academic 
preparation prior to attending the University. It also includes their commitment to their 
goals and to the institution, as well as their integration into the academic and social 




systems of the institution. In addition, their academic and social integration related to 
their goal commitment and departure decisions will also be discussed.  
 
6.2.1 Family Background 
The findings from this study showed that participants with parents or close family 
members who had been to university, and/or who had a supportive family environment 
did well academically as they transitioned to the new learning context. They had the 
opportunity to learn what to expect before attending the University, and the ongoing 
support provided from their families during the year enabled them to settle in quickly 
into the tertiary environment. Those who came from families with financial difficulties 
were more likely to struggle to maintain their focus during the year. Previous research 
showed that students’ backgrounds impacted on academic success in higher 
education. There was an inverse relationship between socio-economic status and 
challenges in the tertiary environment.(226-228) Parents’ education was 
important,(257, 258) as was family relationships,(259, 260) and the cultural capital of 
students compared to that of the tertiary environment.(247)  
 
It is well documented that students from non-traditional backgrounds struggle in higher 
education.(248-251) Pacific students are under-represented in higher education and 
are considered as students from non-traditional backgrounds. Some participants in 
this study were the first in their family to attend higher education, and carried the 
burden of expectations to do well and to be an example for the wider family. Others 
had parents who had left the Pacific Islands so they could have better education in 
New Zealand. Some participants struggled with these expectations and were 
burdened by the sacrifice of their parents. There are increasing efforts to increase the 
participants of under-represented groups(254) and provide support for non-traditional 
students.(255, 256) The University of Otago, with support from the New Zealand 
Ministry of Health, invested in programmes that offered wrap-around support for 
Pacific students.(58) These programmes contributed to the success of many Pacific 
students who are now working within the New Zealand health sector and the Pacific 
region.(87, 441)  
 




6.2.2 Individual Attributes (Skills and Abilities) 
The results also showed that participants who had the appropriate level of preparation 
prior to attending university performed well. The Health Sciences First-Year 
programme is a prerequisite for those who wish to enter one of the health professional 
programmes at the University of Otago. As there are limited spaces in the health 
professional programmes, it is important to have the appropriate preparation from high 
school. For this cohort, there were students who had taken and passed the 
recommended science subjects (physics, chemistry and biology) at high school. Those 
who had not taken the recommended subjects struggled during the year. Previous 
research which explored academic ability and success in higher education, found that 
students who did not have the appropriate preparation for higher education or clear 
goals were more likely to drop out.(262) Other studies which investigated the gender 
balance and psychosocial development and behaviour related to the academic 
environment, reported gender differences.(266-270) This study, however, did not 
highlight any specific gender difference in participants’ behaviour or engagement in 
the academic environment.  
 
Previous research found identity to be an important factor for the transition to 
university,(273) as was the development of personal competencies such as self-
management, social and problem solving skills.(275) Identity was a critical area of 
importance for participants in this study. Those who had a strong sense of self in their 
cultural context were confident in their approach. Those who struggled with their 
identity, either their cultural identity or concerns about who they were or might become 
in the new environment, had difficulties settling in initially. The Health Sciences First 
Year programme has a heavy workload and the ability to manage the workload and 
other aspects of their lives is important. Participants with good management skills with 
the ability to ensure the social environment worked for them performed well 
academically. Other research showed that those who were more flexible to a changing 
environment or had stable emotional status were more likely to do well.(278, 279) 
There was evidence in this study that participants who had emotional problems and 
concerns during the year did not do well academically. They had difficulties with 
concentration and struggled to keep up with the academic workload. It became a cycle 
two people found difficult to address properly, and this eventually led to their departure 
or drop out.  




6.2.3 Academic Preparedness before University Entrance 
This study found a range of different levels in the academic preparedness of 
participants undertaking the Health Sciences First Year programme. It was clear that 
there is a need for institutions to cater for the range of learning needs. The support 
offered through the University of Otago ranged from Pacific support programmes, 
academic support through the Residential Colleges, as well as those offered by 
academic departments. These are resource intensive and could become 
unsustainable should increasing numbers of students arrive at the University who are 
not prepared well for tertiary studies. The experiences and preparedness of students 
prior to attending higher education has been of interest to researchers.(280-282) 
Dalton explored the experiences of students from school to higher education for those 
undertaking degrees in geography, and found that there was an uneven distribution of 
fieldwork experience, a core competency for training in this area.(280) There was also 
concern about the difficulties in determining appropriate teaching strategies, to suit the 
different levels of learning needs. Other researchers found that some students had 
inaccurate perceptions of the requirements in tertiary studies, which led to 
disengagement and poor academic performance.(282)  
 
All participants in this study indicated that they expected university studies to be 
difficult. However, the intensity, pace and the volume of information they were required 
to learn in a short time frame was overwhelming for everyone. Most felt that they were 
not well prepared for this from high school. There is a recognition of this from previous 
studies, and there have been more efforts to better support students’ transition from 
high school to higher education.(284, 393, 394) Some suggested that the 
characteristics of the school were also important.(288-290) For example, the school 
environment and context are important factors that could either foster or cause 
challenges for students considering higher education. Some participants in this 
research came from schools where their teachers were supportive and the school 
environment was helpful. These experiences supported their preparedness for 
university. Others, however, had teachers who did not support their aspirations for 
higher education studies. One of the participants, who is now undertaking medical 
studies, said her school’s career counsellor directed her towards trades programmes 
and overlooked her aspirations for a career in health.  
 




6.2.4 Goal Commitment 
Goal commitment refers to the commitment of students to achieving a specific 
academic goal. All participants in this research were highly motivated to achieve their 
academic goals at the beginning of their journey at the University. Many had high 
expectations about getting into the medical programme, which is one of the most 
highly contested academic programmes. These goals and intentions were linked for 
many to their aspirations to improve health outcomes for their families and 
communities. Previous research showed a number of factors that could impact on 
students’ motivation for learning. These included their motivation for learning,(291, 
292) students’ intent,(293) and their expectations and experiences about 
learning.(294, 295)  
 
Participants who were motivated to learn and had clear intentions performed well. 
There were some, however, whose goals and intentions were not aligned with their 
academic areas of strengths. All participants were supported and given career advice 
throughout the year. Some were happy to change programmes to other courses that 
better suited their interests and academic abilities. A few participants, however, 
continued to take subjects that were not aligned with their academic capabilities. In 
some instances, these students would repeatedly fail these subjects, and were 
eventually excluded from the University. In a similar study investigating the poor 
academic performance in mathematics among undergraduate students, they identified 
that one of the factors was having a weak background in mathematics.(442) There are 
research efforts to better understand students’ motivation as they move from high 
school into higher education, and how best to support them in the new learning 
environment.(296) Some suggested that careful attention to education planning was 
helpful in supporting students to achieve their goals(226) including their occupational 
expectations.(300)  
 
6.2.5 Institutional Commitment 
The University of Otago offers a range of residential accommodation facilities, and 
most students in their first year choose to reside there. All participants in this cohort, 
except one, were from outside of the University area. The local student chose to move 




into residential accommodation so he could experience and receive the benefits of the 
range of services offered, including the opportunity to connect with new students.  
 
The participants who elected to stay either in a flatting situation or lived with their 
families found the year more difficult. In the case of one participant, she felt 
disconnected from others and found it difficult to develop good friendships. Previous 
research investigated factors that determined a students’ commitment to the 
institution. Some of these were the availability of residential accommodation,(306-308) 
and the impact of these on their learning experiences.(309) In addition, it was helpful 
for institutions to offer additional academic support and other support services in this 
context.(310, 311, 343) Research showed that those who engaged with academic 
support were more likely to complete their programme compared to those who did 
not.(313) All participants in this study engaged in the academic support provided, 
however, the extent to which they engaged varied. Many felt integrated into the tertiary 
environment and found the University to be supportive. A few, however, lacked 
engagement and did not benefit fully from the services on offer, and this was also 
reflected in their academic results and lack of social connectedness.  
 
6.2.6 Academic System and Integration 
Participants in this study adopted a range of learning strategies as they transitioned 
into the tertiary learning environment. Many found they had to quickly adjust their 
learning approach. While others were able to make this adjustment quickly, some had 
significant struggles with this adjustment. Some found working in the library was 
helpful for them, and others preferred to study in their home environment. Those who 
did well academically had a clear understanding of how they best learn new 
information and enjoyed the process of learning. They were able to develop effective 
strategies and continued to develop confidence in their learning processes. Those who 
did not do well academically struggled to develop good study techniques, and were 
not able to keep up with the pace of learning. Some stayed up all night prior to exams 
in what was known as ‘all nighters’. This approach was not helpful or sustainable, and 
one participant slept through the alarm and missed his exam. Students’ academic 
performance and their intellectual development impacted on how well they integrated 
into the tertiary environment. Previous research investigated the learning strategies of 




students,(314, 317) their use of library services,(316) factors that supported academic 
achievement,(318) and the different learning styles that support academic 
development in association with engagement and identity.(319) It was clear from these 
research that there was a need for adjustment to learning from high school to higher 
education, and support was required to ensure students were able to do this if they 
were to persist and remain in the tertiary environment. Some suggested that grade 
performance was the single most important factor for student success.(261, 325, 326) 
Others argued that the degree of congruence between an individual’s intellectual 
development and the institution was also important.(328)  
 
Participants in this study who performed well academically have remained at the 
institution, and some have graduated and are now employed in the health sector. 
There were some who struggled despite having good grades, and these were often 
due to developing health concerns or other factors external to the academic 
environment. Not all students had taken the recommended subjects in preparation for 
the Health Sciences First Year programme. These students had difficulties 
transitioning into the academic environment of the institution, compared to those who 
had taken the recommended subjects. There was a need to ensure students are well 
informed about these recommendations early while in high school. University outreach 
programmes to schools and on-campus experiences for high school students will 
assist in providing the correct and timely information in preparation for higher 
education.  
 
6.2.7 Social System and Integration 
The interaction of students with their peers and others through extracurricular activities 
supports their integration into the social system of higher education institutions. There 
were clear examples through this study of how peer interactions were supportive of 
students’ social and academic integration. The Health Sciences First-Year programme 
is known to be one of the most intensive programmes for first-year students at the 
University of Otago. Participants reported having very little time to do anything else 
other than their studies. The participants who developed good friendships with like-
minded students achieved well. They worked together, provided support for one 
another, and engaged well with support services during the year. Living in the 




Residential Colleges was also helpful and enabled them to do many things together 
including their studies and social times. When there was limited time for extracurricular 
activities, they socialised on their way to the library or when walking back to the 
Residential College for meals. Students who chose friends who did not share their 
academic goals found often that they were pulled into external activities that interfered 
with their study routines. While they enjoyed these social times, they often regretted 
their inability to say no when this was required.  
 
Research showed that relationships with peers was important and enhanced 
academic integration.(355, 356) There were negative consequences, however, if 
peers drew students away from their studies through too much socialization.(279, 346, 
357) There was recognition also of the value of orientation programmes.(360) These 
programmes helped students to feel connected and created a sense of belonging, 
especially as some have left their homes for the first time in the lives. The University 
of Otago ran a Pacific Early Orientation Programme which offered a ‘home away from 
home’ environment for students. The University invited all first-year Health Sciences 
Pacific students to come earlier to meet other Pacific students, their mentors, and staff 
who they will engage during the year.  
 
Participants reflected on how much they appreciated this opportunity having just left 
their families. Prior to attending this orientation programme, many had concerns about 
their ability to make new friends. A range of activities during the Orientation 
Programme enabled students to relax and connect with others. Those who were in 
Residential Colleges had the opportunity to meet more friends outside of their new 
Pacific cohort. Pacific mentors play a significant role in the students’ transition to the 
University. These mentors played the role of older brothers or sisters, and provided 
ongoing encouragement and advice during the year. New students were inspired by 
observing and engaging with their senior peers and many valued greatly this 
opportunity.  
 
6.2.8 Intentions and Commitments 
Tinto added intentions and commitments to the revised version of his model. The 
intentions he argued was a reflection of students’ expectations and aspirations.(101) 




The intentions (or goals) were related to their hope for a specific career pathway, and 
the likelihood that they would achieve these. Those who were highly motivated would 
invest time and energy in order to achieve their goals. Those who were less motivated 
would not have the commitment required to achieve their goals. He argued that those 
with high commitment and intentions were more likely to have strongly held norms of 
behaviour. This meant that they were focussed on achieving their goals regardless of 
the external environment. Those, however, who had weakly-held norms of behaviour 
were more likely to be distracted should there be external forces causing disruptions, 
and therefore less likely to achieve their goals. This was also supported by other 
research which indicated that having good intentions supported academic 
success.(443, 444)  
 
In this study, participants who were strongly committed to their goals worked to ensure 
that they were able to control their environment so that it was conducive to learning. 
When there were difficulties, participants sought assistance and continued to pursue 
their goals; some have now graduated with their first degree, and a few have 
progressed on to a second degree. Some participants had high intentions but lacked 
the commitment to the pathway that would have enabled them to succeed. Distractions 
from friends, decisions not to attend tutorials, and non-engagement with mentoring 
and academic support all contributed to their inability to achieve their goals. In the 
case of one mature student, family responsibilities and financial difficulties caused 
significant stresses for him during the year. He decided against continuing further 
studies because he was not accepted into his preferred health professional 
programme.  
 
6.2.9 Departure (Dropout) Decision 
Departure from the tertiary environment without achieving their goals is either due to 
academic dismissal or voluntary withdrawal.(101) Tinto suggested that different 
components of the academic and social environment would have impacted on these 
students. He suggested that the incongruence between the individual’s academic 
ability and the requirements of the tertiary institution can be a contributing factor. This 
could lead to academic dismissal because the student had not met the requirements 
of the academic programmes. On the other hand, the student’s academic ability may 




be higher than what the institution was able to cater for. This could lead to boredom 
and voluntary withdrawal from the institution.  
 
In the case for our participants, two left the University on a voluntary basis and further 
two because of academic dismissal. For the voluntary withdrawals, these two 
participants passed most of their papers and were eligible to remain at the institution. 
However, because they were not accepted into their preferred health professional 
programme, they saw no reason to remain at the University. The others had poor 
academic performance and were excluded from the University. One had personal 
difficulties and the other did not have the prior preparation for the Health Science First 
Year programme. Both failed more than half of their papers over the next two years 
and were eventually asked to leave the University as required under the institution’s 
academic performance policies.  
 
6.3 Tinto’s Model – Gaps for Pacific Students  
This section discusses the areas that are important for Pacific students’ integration 
and retention which were not covered in Tinto’s Model. These are their culture and 
identity, and areas important for their health and well-being. The Fonofale Model of 
Health(199) for Pacific peoples outlined a number of areas that are important for the 
health and well-being of Pacific peoples. The Tinto Model included some areas that 
are aligned with the Fonofale Model, and will not be discussed in this section. For 
example, issues related to the family, socio-economic status and the importance of 
the environmental context. The Fonofale Model also has similarities to important areas 
in the Whare Tapa Whā Māori Model of Health(216) for the indigenous people of New 
Zealand. These are the four cornerstones of health; spiritual well-being (Taha wairua), 
psychological well-being (Taha hinengaro), physical well-being (Taha tinana) and 
family (Taha whānau).  
 
  




6.3.1 Culture and Identity 
This research found that participants embraced their Pacific culture and associated 
values within the university environment, and this gave them a sense of well-being, 
connectedness and belonging. There was pride in who they were and their upbringing, 
and many hoped to maintain these values as they transitioned into the new learning 
environment. Researchers have investigated the factors that impact on the academic 
performance of minority groups.(445, 446) They identified socio-cultural and issues 
related to their identity,(447, 448) experience of racism,(449) and the peer pressure to 
fit into the dominant culture(450) influenced the performance of these students. The 
idea of ‘racelessness’ was proposed where minority students were more likely to 
succeed if they did not bring their cultural values into the learning environment. It was 
argued that this assisted them to fit better into the mainstream culture and enabled 
them to succeed academically,(451-453) however, other researchers challenged 
these ideas.(454) A research examined the factors that impacted on the success of 
indigenous students in schools found that their traditional culture was a positive 
contributor to their academic success.(455) Some advocated for the essentialist 
approach which suggested that there were clear characteristics of individuals or 
members of a group and these do not change over time.(456) Alternatively, a non-
essentialist approach acknowledges the differences and commonalities amongst 
ethnic groups and suggest that these change over time.(457) The latter approach 
suggested that identity was relational and fluid, and peoples’ identity was shaped 
during their journey in life (e.g. becoming a parent) or by events that were outside of 
their control (e.g. political discourse).  
 
In this study, one of the participants struggled with her identity as a migrant and a 
minority in the first interview prior to the start of the academic year. During the second 
interview, six weeks into the first semester, this was no longer a concern. She had 
integrated well into the new learning environment and felt a strong sense of 
connectedness to her Pacific peers and others in her Residential College. There were 
similar experiences with other students who were either not brought up strongly 
embedded in their Pacific cultural context or had mixed ethnicity and looked different 
from those with sole Pacific ethnicity. These students had some nervousness when 
they joined the Pacific programmes, fearing they may not fit in or others may not accept 
them. Their concerns were unfounded as they were welcomed into the support 




programmes and developed strong bonds and connectedness with their peers and 
mentors in the programme. Language was an important issue and many took the 
opportunity to learn their Pacific ethnic language so that they could better engage in 
conversations with other fluent language speakers.  
 
The research participants reported that there were incidents of racism that they 
experienced, while others noticed the segregation in seating arrangements within their 
Residential College environment and in lecture theatres. Some expressed concern 
about this and advocated for more engagement across different cultures, suggesting 
that this would benefit everyone. Racism in institutions has been raised as an ongoing 
concern over the years by researchers. International research suggested that societal 
systems have set up certain groups to fail, and that these inequities and systemic 
issues ought to be addressed.(449, 458, 459) Over time, there have been concerns 
also about institutional racism in New Zealand.(185, 460, 461)  
 
More recently, the Ministry of Health in New Zealand made a commitment to prioritise 
equity and committed to addressing the causes of health inequities.(43, 44) It 
distinguished the difference between equity and equality. Equality refers to the state 
of being equal(462) and is about ‘sameness’. Equity, on the other hand, is an ethical 
construct. Distributive justice distinguishes between horizontal equity and vertical 
equity.(43) Vertical equity proposes the unequal treatment of unequal needs because 
some groups in society have more needs, therefore, require more attention and 
appropriate resourcing. Horizontal equity is the equal treatment of equal needs, and 
the assumption here was everyone received the same, provided everyone has the 
same need.  
 
The specific targeted programmes for Pacific students at the University is a response 
to the recognition that these students do require more assistance and support if they 
are to succeed and benefit from what the institution has to offer. There was a 
significant shift in the performance and outcomes for Pacific students as a result of 
this institutional approach.(89, 441) Since 2016, the proportion of Pacific students 
entering the medical programme mirrored the proportion of Pacific peoples in the 
general population, including a significant increase in the recruitment, retention, and 
completion rates of Pacific students across the Division of Health Sciences.(441) 




6.3.2 Psychological Well-being 
For participants in this study, there were areas that caused challenges for them which 
included the pressure of expectations. Many of these were their own expectations of 
themselves, while for some, these were related to the expectations of others. The First 
Year in Health Sciences is a high stakes year where approximately 1,500 students 
compete for entry into the few spaces in restricted health programmes such as 
dentistry and medicine. The fear of failure, stressful relationships, and coping with 
feelings of stress and stressful situations was at times overwhelming. Some students 
responded well to the stressful environment during the year. They recognised early 
the symptoms of stress and responded appropriately to manage the cause, including 
the utilisation of available support services. This helped them to adjust quickly to 
emerging concerns, and enabled them to access support to meet their needs in a 
timely manner. A few students believed that there was a need to feel a certain level of 
stress because this enabled them to focus, however, they did recognise that the stress 
levels needed to be at a level where they can function well.  
 
The psychological well-being of Pacific students in New Zealand was an area that has 
attracted very little research. Internationally, there is increasing evidence about the 
importance of the mental well-being of students in higher education.(194-196, 463-
465) Previous research reported that Pacific students experienced significant stress 
and anxiety in the first year at university.(466) In New Zealand, a study at the 
University of Auckland found 17 percent of students reported depression and 20 
percent had anxiety problems as well as sleep difficulties.(467) Research also found 
that alcohol use and alcohol-related harm was associated with psychological 
distress.(467-469) There is very little known about mental health services and/or 
students’ access to these services in the tertiary environment in New Zealand.  
 
International studies found significant stresses and emotional problems faced by 
students in tertiary studies,(196, 465, 470-472) along with rising demands for student 
health services.(465, 473) Additionally, the types of services students were seeking 
help for had changed from minor concerns to severe psychological health 
problems.(465) The prevalence of depression was 15 percent in North American 
medical students(196, 472) and was similar to 14 percent in Malaysia for 
undergraduate students.(474) Similar concerns were identified amongst Pacific 




peoples in the United States(470, 475) including suicide amongst young people in 
Micronesia.(476) Research in Australia reported at least one third of law students 
suffered from psychological distress.(194, 463, 477) While there are some efforts now 
to investigate the mental well-being of Pacific students.(478, 479) There is a need for 
more research focussed on the psychological well-being of Pacific students in New 
Zealand, including the development of future interventions to address identified 
concerns.  
 
6.3.3 Spiritual Well-being 
The participants had a mixture of students with religious affiliations and others with no 
affiliation to a church community. Those who were part of, or embedded within, a 
church community in the new environment found this to be a positive and affirmative 
experience. It was a familiar setting for them and enabled them to continue to uphold 
their family values. Some believed that the outcome of their academic studies and 
their future was ultimately in God’s hands. This assisted those who worked extremely 
hard during the year to come to terms with not being offered a place in their health 
professional programme of choice. Some participants who drifted from their church 
beliefs had significant feelings of guilt which contributed to their distress. Those who 
did not belong to a church were accepting of the beliefs of others, and felt comfortable 
with their own beliefs. Some had limited contact with religion following the loss of 
senior family members such as a grandparent, who was often the main connector for 
them to the church and the Pacific community. It was clear that for those who had 
strong beliefs in God that this connection was an important part of their overall health 
and well-being. There were two participants who had an affiliation with other religions, 
one was a Muslim and other a Hindu. These students attended occasional events 
aligned with their religious beliefs, however, the strong connectedness to their faith 
was less evident compared to those who belonged to Christian faith.  
 
In the New Zealand context, Samoan students reported on the positive aspects of their 
religion which gave them purpose and sense of direction.(120) The church community 
and relationships within this setting fostered supportive relationships that enabled and 
motivated these learners. However, there were also some concerns identified with 
respect to churches, and these were related to church commitments and obligations 




which impacted on the available time for studies. Other research focussed on the role 
of spiritual and religious campus activities on students' experience in higher education, 
including the role of religious studies.(480, 481) There was benefit demonstrated from 
religion and spirituality on the psychological well-being of students, specifically in the 
areas of behaviour, emotions, and cognitive development.(482) Other research 
supported the importance of spirituality, particularly for ethnic minority students 
attending higher education.(481)  
 
6.3.4 Physical Well-being 
Maintaining good physical health is felt to be important for maintaining overall health 
and well-being.(483, 484) Some studies found a beneficial link between exercise and 
academic performance.(485, 486) Some studies have however found inconclusive 
evidence about its benefit for mental health illness.(487) All participants in this study 
believed that exercise was important for their health and well-being as well as their 
academic performance. Many had plans to maintain regular exercise through going to 
the gym, running or going for walks. All struggled, however, to keep to this plan in the 
first semester due to the heavy academic workload. During the second semester and 
the following year, most were able to get back into an exercise routine. They 
understood better how the university system worked, and felt better able to handle the 
academic workload.  
 
During the first year, some struggled with their sleeping patterns. The level of stress 
and how they responded to it especially leading up to exams were contributing factors. 
For example, those who felt underprepared decided to do ‘all nighters’, and stayed up 
during the night to study. Although some felt that this helped them in the exam, they 
acknowledged this did not really contribute to understanding the key concepts. In the 
case of one student, he was so tired the next day and did not hear his alarm clock and 
missed his exam. Some had underlying psychological problems prior to starting 
university, and the adjustment to the tertiary environment exacerbated these 
symptoms. One student’s insomnia was so debilitating that he required medical 
treatment. Research has shown that there is a negative effect of poor sleeping 
patterns on students’ cognitive performance.(488, 489) 
 




Most students stayed in Residential College accommodation where food was 
provided, the rooms were warm, and were close to gyms, parks and the botanical 
garden for recreational activities. Students appreciated having access to nutritious 
meals, although many enjoyed the opportunities when they returned home and were 
able to have foods that were more familiar to them. The relationship between nutrition 
and well-being had been explored by researchers,(490, 491) specifically the 
importance of having breakfast where there was improved recall and spatial memory 
associated with eating breakfast on students in schools, the perception of food and 
well-being,(492) and the relationships between organic foods and well-being.(493)  
 
6.3.5 Social Well-being 
Overall participants felt that their level of social connectedness, and developing and 
maintaining these networks, enabled them to maintain a balance in their lives. These 
contributed to a sense of well-being and assisted them to transition well into the tertiary 
environment. There were some, however, who had difficulties with maintaining good 
friends resulting in feelings of loneliness and isolation. Others had friends who were a 
distraction and had difficulties in maintaining the balance between maintaining their 
friendships while ensuring they kept up with their academic work. Social well-being is 
an important component of students overall health and well-being. Students who 
formed friendships with others with the same academic goals were able to socialise 
as well as assist each other with their academic work. Those who had friends who did 
not share the same academic goals were often conflicted and continually traded off 
their commitments to their work and time with friends. Tinto identified social integration 
as an important component of students’ participation and retention in higher 
education.(100, 101)  
  




6.4 Folauga – Adapted Tinto Model for Pacific Students’ Success  
This section presents a revised Tinto Model which includes the key components 
important for the success of Pacific students in higher education. The results from this 
research supported the key components of Tinto’s Model for Pacific students as they 
transitioned into the university environment. There were, however, a number of 
additional areas identified that are important for Pacific students in the tertiary 
environment that were not covered by the Tinto Model. These areas were culture and 
identity, and health and well-being. In the case of health and well-being, there were 
four components identified: spiritual, mental, social, and physical well-being. The 
social system was covered by the Tinto Model, however, this model focuses 
specifically on the well-being aspect of the social connectedness of students.  
 
I suggest that this adapted model is named “Folauga”. Folauga means “the journey” 
in the Samoan language. The name is symbolic of Pacific peoples’ journey in higher 
education in New Zealand. Pacific peoples’ ancestors were known to be expert sea 
voyagers migrating from Asia and successfully settled the many islands in the Pacific 
region.(494) Pacific peoples as navigators travelled long distances on wakas (double-
hulled canoes) to populate the many islands in the Pacific. In more recent times, 
Pacific peoples have again migrated, this time using more modern methods for travel 
mainly to New Zealand, Australia, and the United States. New Zealand is now known 
as the largest Polynesian country in the world.(108) The waka (va’a or canoe) is a 
symbolic way to present the findings for this revised model.  
 
The additional components – the ama (outrigger float) provides stability for the 
outrigger and prevents it from tipping over in the water. The lako (outrigger boom) ties 
the ama to the main body of the outrigger using the afa (traditional sinews). These all 
work together to ensure that the outrigger maintains its own balance, and is able to 
function well to support the outrigger’s journey in the water.  
.








Tinto’s Model with additional Pacific components 
 
 














6.5 Strengths and Limitations 
6.5.1 Strengths 
The strengths in this research are the retention rate of participants, the longitudinal 
nature of data collected which allowed in-depth exploration of issues, and the 
background of the researcher. Of the total 80 interviews planned, 76 (95 percent) were 
able to be completed. The ability to follow these participants throughout their first and 
second years at university, provided insight and depth into their experiences and 
perspectives. This is the first time that the personal views of Pacific students attending 
higher education in New Zealand have been captured in a longitudinal study. The 
participants had a sense of connectedness with me, as the researcher, because of our 
shared background experiences. This enabled many to share openly their experiences 
in a way which provided a unique insight into their worldview and journey in the tertiary 
learning environment. The participants were also aware that I had a medical 
background, this also gave them the confidence to share openly issues that were 
either confidential or sensitive, such as their mental health and well-being.  
 
6.5.2 Limitations 
The weaknesses of this research were related to ethical concerns, power imbalance, 
and the inability to capture the perspectives of those who withdrew from further 
engagement. Every effort was made to ensure the research was conducted aligned 
with the ethical requirements. For example, I took time out of work to be a fulltime 
student during data collection, and care was taken during the recruitment process to 
ensure participants felt free to decline involvement. However, there was always the 
possibility that participants may have felt obliged to participate. Respect is one of the 
values in Pacific communities, and there is a possibility that some students may have 
felt obliged to participate out of respect. In addition, they may have answered 
questions in a socially desirable way. Although at the time I was a fulltime student, 
participants became aware later that I was also staff member. There were also times 
in which it was difficult to separate the role of being a researcher from that of a medical 
doctor. For example, in situations when the participant wanted an answer to a medical 
question that was not related to objectives of the research. In these circumstances, I 
reminded the participant about my role, and offered to follow up the specific question 
of interest after the interview.   




Chapter 7 – Conclusions and Recommendations  
This research was undertaken in the efforts to better understand how best to support 
Pacific students to transition well into the tertiary environment. The research 
highlighted key areas that were important for tertiary institutions, schools, and policy 
makers at the government level to consider. New Zealand is becoming increasingly 
diverse, and it is important to ensure that the needs of minority groups are met so that 
they can be connected, empowered, and contribute fully to the economic, social, and 
cultural environment of the country. It was clear that a holistic approach that embraced 
Pacific cultural values and concepts for Pacific health and well-being was important 
for participants’ success in higher education. In this chapter I discuss the key 
recommendations to assist tertiary institutions in New Zealand to better support the 
recruitment, success, and retention of Pacific students in higher education.  
 
7.1 Conclusion  
This section provides the specific areas of focus to support the transition of Pacific 
students into higher education.  
 
7.1.1 Strengthening of the Pipeline Approach 
The pipeline refers to the approach where there is a coordinated pathway for students 
in their journey from schooling prior to entering higher education. The pipeline also 
extends to students’ time while in the tertiary environment and is also linked to the 
health workforce beyond university. For students who wish to have a career as health 
professionals, there is a need to ensure that they undertake all the recommended 
subjects prior to entering university. This would require ensuring that they are advised 
about these requirements and supported to achieve these early in their school journey. 
School-led sciences programmes and programmes supported by tertiary institutions 
can all assist in keeping Pacific students engaged. The evaluation of the Pacific Health 
Science academies in Auckland(495) had shown promise, with efforts now beginning 
to result in more Pacific students entering the health workforce. While students may 
wish to undertake the relevant subjects, some schools may not offer these. Where this 
is the case, every effort must be made to offer alternative options for students so they 
have the appropriate preparedness prior to starting university. While students are in 
the tertiary environment, opportunities for having work experience through internship 




programmes will give them real-life experiences. To be introduced to potential 
employers early increases the likelihood of a job at the end of their training. This is 
particularly important in areas of New Zealand which have large numbers of Pacific 
communities. The connectedness between schools, the tertiary environment, and 
potential employers will increase the likelihood that students will receive the support 
they require and enable them to feel engaged, inspiring them towards a career 
pathway in the health sector.  
 
7.1.2 Targeted Academic Support in the Tertiary Environment 
While there are efforts to increase the pipeline, this study showed that many Pacific 
students were arriving into the tertiary environment not well prepared for undertaking 
the Health Sciences First Year programme. When institutions are prepared to receive 
the fee-paying students who have had less than ideal preparation, there is a need to 
ensure that they are well supported and their academic learning needs are met. 
Targeted programmes were offered to University Pacific students in partnership with 
the Ministry of Health. While this has shown real benefit to students through this 
partnership, institutions must also ensure that they invest core resources for targeted 
academic support. There are risks in relying solely on external funders as there are 
times when their investment priorities change.  
 
7.1.3 Supporting Tailored Mentoring Programmes  
Pacific students are a minority group in higher education. The impact of having senior 
Pacific students in health professional programmes coming alongside new students 
was a signal that ‘they can make it too’. Previous research explored the role of 
mentoring for Pacific students in higher education, and its relationship with the 
development of leadership.(496) Mentors had a role similar to older siblings, with a 
keen interest in the welfare of their mentee, provided guidance and tips as well as 
encouragement where needed. The role of mentors is different from that of academic 
tutors, who focus on support around academic studies. A special relationship, Le Va, 
is created between mentors and mentees where there is aroha (love) and support 
provided by the mentors, and this aroha was also reciprocated by the mentees by 
attending organised mentoring sessions and showing their appreciation. The mentors 
also benefit from this relationship through the development of their own leadership 




skills including the opportunities for enhancing their own professional development 
and growth. The POPO mentoring programme operated on a voluntary basis, where 
students who had received support were then offered the opportunity to become future 
mentors. Many students who have since graduated and are in the health workforce 
continued to maintain connectedness and offer support for their peers at the 
University. This relationship has translated into academic success, the development 
of long lasting friendships, and connectedness of the Pacific alumni in the health 
workforce.  
 
7.1.4 Embracing Pacific Culture and Students’ Identities in the Tertiary Environment 
Culture had been defined as “an inherited set of lenses through which an individual 
views and understands the world”.(497) Others have attempted to understand how 
culture is constructed(498) and others challenged how it is define.(499) The support 
provided for the Pacific students was embedded within a Pacific cultural framework. 
The Fonofale Model of Health outlined the key components of ensuring the health and 
well-being of Pacific participants. The roof of the fale (house) represents the culture. 
Many students had strongly-held affiliations with their culture. Those who were not 
brought up embedded in their Pacific cultural background found that the Pacific 
support programmes offered the opportunity to learn more about their own culture. It 
is important to recognise that Pacific peoples belong to different ethnic groups and 
that they are a heterogeneous group. What may be culturally acceptable in one group 
may not necessarily be the case in another. Their cultural values and what they bring 
in this context contributes towards a richer learning experience for everyone. 
 
The identity experiences for students fitted more into the non-essentialist definition 
where there were both commonalities and differences between groups which change 
over time.(457) The participants in this study had acknowledged they self-identify with 
a Pacific ethnic identity. Some reflected about being in an environment where they 
could create a new identity for themselves. Other students had concerns about their 
identity as migrants to New Zealand, and where they belonged. How people perceived 
themselves changed with their growth and personal development over the course of 
two years. Most strongly felt a sense of connection with their own cultural groups, and 
continued to attend events where they could connect with others from similar 




backgrounds. Whatever the context is for students, it is important to continue to 
support their journey in a way that enables them to have a positive experience of 
themselves and who they are as they transition into the tertiary environment. This will 
assist them to feel connected and accepted, and help them to stay focussed on 
achieving their goals at university.   
 
7.1.5 A Holistic Approach to Supporting Health and Well-being 
Pacific peoples view their health and well-being in a holistic way. The Fonofale Model 
of Health outlined the different components that are important to consider. There were 
also similarities with other models of health. It was clear from that data that there were 
inter-relationships amongst the different components. For example, when participants 
felt that their spiritual health was affected, they reported this also had an impact on 
their mental and social well-being. Having mental health issues also impacted on 
aspects of their social, physical and spiritual well-being. It is important to ensure that 
the approach to improve Pacific students’ well-being takes into consideration a holistic 
approach which includes all the key components of their health and well-being. Good 
well-being supports academic development and persistence of Pacific students in 
higher education.  
 
Further research 
There is very little information about the health and well-being of Pacific students in 
tertiary institutions in New Zealand. Further research into the specific factors which 
impact on their health, well-being and academic success using Pacific cultural lens is 
required. Some of the areas highlighted by this research such as racism, cultural 
connectedness to the university culture and cultural capital in the context of Aotearoa 
require further exploration. While there is now a strong positioning of the importance 
of equity in New Zealand, it is important to ensure that it is not just rhetoric, and that 
Pacific peoples are included in research-informed decisions about the way forward.  





This research provides recommendations that education institutions and the 
government ought to consider, to ensure effective support for the transition into, and 
the success of Pacific students in higher education: 
1. Holistic Approach – a holistic approach is required for the effective support of 
Pacific students’ transition and success in higher education. 
2. Cultural Capital – embracing the cultural capital Pacific students bring to the 
tertiary environment is critical to their success.  
3. Identity – create an environment that is supportive of students’ diverse 
backgrounds and identities.  
• Health and Well-being – provide support for Pacific students’ spiritual, 
mental, physical and social well-being within the tertiary environment, 
ensuring both preventative interventions, and easy access to well-being and 
relevant pastoral care support. 
4. Capacity Building – strategic investment in a national Pacific-coordinated pipeline 
encouraging Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) subjects in 
schools (e.g. Health Sciences academies) to support students’ preparedness for 
tertiary studies.  
5. Targeted support: 
• Academic support – increase investment in targeted academic support for 
Pacific students in tertiary studies, as many enter higher education lacking 
the required academic preparation from high schools. 
• Mentoring support – increase investment in mentoring programmes to 
support the transition of Pacific students into the tertiary environment, and 
where possible utilise senior Pacific students as mentors. 
6. Racism – institutional leaders to take an active approach to address issues of 
institutional racism, and to show leadership through modelling positive behaviour.  
7. Other – these findings and recommendations are relevant for all students. Much 
can be learned from this research project that can benefit students from all ethnicities. 
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INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS  
 
 
Thank you for showing an interest in this project. Please read this information sheet carefully before 
deciding whether or not to participate. If you decide to participate, we thank you. If you decide not to 
take part there will be no disadvantage to you, and we thank you for considering our request.   
 
What is the aim of the project? 
The aim of the project is to explore with you, your journey during your first year at university – your 
expectations and experiences, listen to what you found helpful and areas where you felt you required 
or would like more assistance from the University of Otago. This will assist the University in how 
best to support first year Pacific students achieve their goals and aspirations.  
 
This research project is being undertaken as part of the requirements for Faafetai (Tai) Sopoaga’s 
doctoral level studies (PhD candidate). She is dedicated to this as a fulltime student in 2015. 
 
What type of participants are being sought? 
All Pacific students enrolled in the Health Sciences First Year (HSFY) at Otago are eligible to 
participate. We expect approximately 200 Pacific students to enrol in HSFY in 2015.  
 
The Pacific Unit in Health Sciences at the University of Otago is tasked with the responsibility of 
supporting all Pacific students interested in a career in health. Your name may be randomly selected 
from the Pacific Unit in Health Sciences data base to participate in this research.  
 
If so, we warmly invite you to participate in this project. It is very important for this research that you 
can participate in three interviews during the year. This will provide clarity on journey during the year 
and highlight areas where the University can best assist Pacific students’ transition well to university.  
 
If you wish to participate, we have a small koha/mea alofa in recognition of your participation (after 
each interview).  
 
 




What will participants be asked to do? 
Should you agree to take part in this research project, you will be invited to take part in 3 interviews 
(first during Orientation, second in Semester 1 and the last in Semester 2) which are approximately 1 
– 1.5 hour each. Please know that you are free not to take part in the project without any disadvantage 
to yourself of any kind. If you wish to withdraw at any stage, this is also completely okay.  
 
What data or information will be collected and what use will be made of it? 
The information will be collected through an interview which will be audio-recorded. The interview 
will explore your views and expectations of university, experiences to date, and areas you feel may 
have influenced your health, well-being and success. The information you provide will be analysed 
and outcomes will be used to inform the University on how best to support Pacific students in the 
important first year/transition year to university. Information on your academic results at University 
and previous results (NCEA) is also required to monitor and assess the success of services that are 
provided for you.  
 
My supervisors and I are the only people who will have access to the information you share with us. 
No other persons will have access to this data. This research is funded with the support of the NZ 
Health Research Council. The information from the interviews are transcribed after which the audio-
recordings will be deleted. The transcribed data (for analysis) will be kept in the University data 
based system accessible only through a locked code. The data collected will be securely stored in 
such a way that only the supervisors and the PhD candidate will be able to gain access to it.  
 
In line with the University’s protocols/requirements, data obtained from the research will be retained 
for at least 5 years in a secure storage within the Department of Preventive and Social Medicine, 
Dunedin School of Medicine (DSM). Any personal information are destroyed at the completion of the 
research even though the data derived from the research will, in most cases, be kept for much longer. 
 
The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago 
Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve your anonymity. 
 
You will be provided the transcribed data within 2 weeks following each interview for checking. 
Please feel free to change or revise any information you feel has not accurately captured your 
thoughts. If you wish to know the results of this study after the outcomes are known, please let us 
know and we will provide the key outcomes to you.  
 
This project involves an open-questioning technique using the Pacific research methodology 
Talanoa. The general line of questioning includes exploring your views, expectations and 
experiences at university. The precise nature of all questions asked have not been determined 
in advance, because it will depend on the way in which the interview develops. Consequently, 
although the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee is aware of the general areas to be 








In the event that the line of questioning does develop in such a way that you feel hesitant or 
uncomfortable you are reminded of your right to decline to answer any particular question(s) and also 
that you may withdraw from the project at any stage without any disadvantage to yourself of any kind. 
 
Can participants change their mind and withdraw from the project? 
 
Please know you can withdraw from participation in the project at any time either before or 
during any of the interview sessions without any disadvantage to yourself of any kind. 
 
What if participants have any questions? 
If you have any further questions at any stage about our research project, either now or in the future, 
please feel free to contact either:- 
Tai Sopoaga and/or   Dr Jacques van der Meer  
Dept. of Preventive and Social Medicine  College of Education 
Dunedin School of Medicine  University Telephone Number:- 4794288 
University Telephone Number:-  4798493  jacques.vandermmer@otago.ac.nz 
tai.sopoaga@otago.ac.nz     
 
This study has been approved by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee. If you have any 
concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the Committee through the 
Human Ethics Committee Administrator (ph +643 479 8256 or email gary.witte@otago.ac.nz). Any 
issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated and you will be informed of the 
outcome. 
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I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about.  All my 
questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I am free to request further 
information at any stage. 
I know that: 
1. My participation in the project is entirely voluntary; 
 
2. I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage; 
 
3. Personal identifying information from the interview may be destroyed at the conclusion 
of the project but any raw data on which the results of the project depend will be retained 
in secure storage for at least five years; 
 
4.  This project involves an open-questioning technique. The general line of questioning 
includes my views and expectations of university, experiences to date, and factors which 
I feel may have influenced my health, well-being and success at the University. The 
precise nature of the questions which will be asked have not been determined in advance, 
but will depend on the way in which the interview develops and that in the event that the 
line of questioning develops in such a way that I feel hesitant or uncomfortable I may 
decline to answer any particular question(s) and/or may withdraw from the project without 
any disadvantage of any kind. 
 
6. I understand that I will be offered a small koha/mea alofa to acknowledge my participation.  
 
7. The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago 
Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve my 
anonymity.  
 
8.  I consent to the use of my academic results (prior to entering – all NCEA levels and while 
at University) and information the University holds for the purposes of this research.  






I agree to take part in this project. 
 
 
.............................................................................   ............................... 
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This study has been approved by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee. If you have any 
concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the Committee through the Human 
Ethics Committee Administrator (ph +643 479 8256 or email gary.witte@otago.ac.nz). Any issues 
you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated and you will be informed of the outcome. 
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